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Abstract of Thesis
Roman Phrygia: Cities and their Coinage
The principal focus of this thesis is the Upper
Maeander Valley in Phrygia, which is now part of modern
Turkey, and in particular three cities situated in that
region, namely Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae.
The main source used is the coinage produced by these
cities with the aim of determining how they viewed their
place within the Roman Empire and how they reacted to the
realities of Roman rule. Inscriptional, architectural and
narrative sources are also used as well as comparative
material from other Phrygian and Asian cities.
In order to achieve its aim, the thesis is divided
into two parts. Part One details the history of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae and explains the coinage system in
use within the province of Asia on a regional and a civic
level. The final chapter in the first part of the thesis
introduces the theme of the interaction between city,
region and empire which is developed more fully in Part
Two.
Part Two discusses the types used on the coins of the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley in the context of the
cultural and religious circumstances of Rome and also in
reaction to the organisational and political changes
affecting the province of Asia as well as the Empire as a
whole.
The main conclusions of the thesis are that the cities
of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae were very aware of
Rome and of their own status, as well as that of their
province, within the Roman Empire especially in the context
of ongoing circumstances and developments within the
Empire. As a whole, the thesis clearly highlights the ways
in which city, region and empire interacted together and
shows that studies of particular regions and their coinage
deserve more attention than they have hitherto received.
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The Nature of the Problem
The growth of Rome into the greatest power in the
Mediterranean was perhaps the most important phenomenon of
the Greco-Roman world. It is therefore not surprising that
much of the study of the Roman Empire has centred on Rome
and its political, social and economic growth and
development. For example, after giving a very brief
description of the rise of Rome, Appian, in the preface to
his Roman History, says that such things were described by
many writers, both Greek and Roman: Kclt IdôE iioL.ot 11V
'EA).i1vv ito)ot ÔE 'Ptav ouvypaipav. 1 Appian is among
these writers as he starts his work by stating that it is
his intention to write a Roman history, T1V 'Pucticiv
i otop ay.
It is clear that ancient authors freely admitted their
interest in Rome and her empire as Polybius' comments also
show. In the first book of his Histories, he asks what
kind of man would not want to know how the Romans brought
the Mediterranean world under their sole government and he
cannot believe that anyone would regard any other event In
history as greater than this.2
This is not to be wondered at or unusual since the
lives of both these ancient authors were closely bound up
with Rome. Polybius was an Arcadian born In Megalopolis
around 208 B.C. In 167, after the defeat of Perseus of
Macedon at Pydna, about one thousand Achaeans were shipped
to Italy, Polybius among them. Freedom was eventually
granted in 151 but by this time the Greek historian had
already become acquainted with the influential Romans of
the time, for example, Aemilius Paullus, with the result
that he became tutor to Paullus' two sons. This heralded
the beginning of his famous friendship with Publius Scipio
Aemilianus. Polybius is reputed to have been present when
Carthage was destroyed in 146 B.C. and to have joined the
1 Preface, 12.
2	
, 5-6.
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Roman commander at the siege of Numantia in Spain between
134 and 132.
Appian, a native of Alexandria in Egypt who lived
between c A.D. 95 and 165, says that he reached a high
social position in his own city and that he pleaded cases
before the emperors and was made procurator: 'Aitittavôç
'AAEavöpE5ç, ç th upôta i'jiccôv v t ltaTptöt, Kat ôtxcitç v
'Póp	 OuVayopEi5OGç	 itt TÔV	 ciotAv, iJ pt pE o4v
1ttTpO1tEV 1t(oav. 3 To be qualified for the latter
status, he must have been a Roman citizen of equestrian
rank. The lives of both Polybius and Appian were, in some
way, shaped by Rome and it would be only natural that,
under such circumstances, ancient authors would concentrate
their energies on compiling Roman histories.
The interest in Rome and her empire has continued in
the work of modern authors, not least because of the
Romanocentric nature of the ancient sources. Of course,
the areas which made up the Empire have not been neglected
in modern study. For instance, D. Magie, in his work
Roman Rule in Asia Minor which was published in 1958, says
that "the purpose of the book is to present what is known
of the expansion of Rome's empire in Asia Minor and the
lands adjacent on the East and of her rule over the Asiatic
provinces in a study continued to the end of the third
century after Christ." 4 S. Mitchell in his book, Anatolia,
attempts a comprehensive study of a particular area, this
time centring on Galatia and not Asia Minor in general like
Magie. The work is divided into three sections dealing
separately with the Celts, the Romans and finally the later
Roman and Byzantine periods. Most recently, M. Sartre has
returned to a general account of Asia Minor in his book
which deals with the history of Asia from the time of
Alexander the Great in the fourth century B.C. until the
Preface, 15.
RRAM, p. vii.
This work was published in 1993.
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reign of the emperor Diocletian in the third century A.D.6
However, the emphasis seems to be on the actions of
Rome and the effects these had on the cites which formed
part of the Empire. Although Magie claims to present "what
is known of the expansion of Rome's empire in Asia Minor",
his book concentrates on what the ruling authorities did in
the area for both the Republican and Imperial periods and
not on the actions of the cities in response to the rule of
Rome. This is even though the latter would also form part
of the processes involved in the spread of the Roman
Empire. The same can be said about Sartre who has produced
a book which provides a good starting point for the study
of the province as it deals with its organization, its
civic and rural life which includes the cultural, religious
and economic aspects.
Mitchell touches upon the reactions of the cities as
he points out that "as autonomy and independence from
external rule became increasingly irrelevant during the
late Hellenistic and early imperial periods, public
buildings emerged as	 the dominant and essential
characteristic of cities. Such buildings were, and are,
the most conspicuous evidence for the material culture of
civic life. The use of a cultural, rather than a political
criterion to define a civic community was a characteristic
of the Roman period." 7 However, the second part of
Anatolia as a whole, which chronicles the impact of Roman
rule, again has a Roman focus concentrating on, for the
most part, the physical changes wrought on the urban and
rural landscape by the Roman presence in the area.
This is not to say that the view point of the
periphery has been completely ignored. The vast corpus of
L. Robert shows how both numismatic and epigraphical
sources can be used to build up a picture of the life of
6 See L'Asie Mineure et J'Anatoiie d'Alexandre a Dioclétien
which was published in 1995.
'I Anatolia, p.198. These aspects are examined in Chapter
12, pp. 198-226.
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the Greek cities within the Roman Empire. This is aptly
illustrated by the volume La Cane produced in
collaboration with J. Robert and his work on the
inscriptions of Laodicea included in Laodicée du Lycos.8
S. Price also focuses on the Greek cities of the
Empire in his work Rituals and Power. Unlike Robert, he
concentrates on a specific aspect of the cities' life,
namely their religious history and the importance of the
Imperial cult within that. 9 He illustrates how the
emperor, through the practice of this form of worship, was
taken into not only the religious lives but also the civic
lives of the Greek cities which worshipped him.
These different types of publication show that the
expansion of the Roman Empire consisted of two interlocking
developments. The first, which has been amply studied, is
the way in which the cities of the Mediterranean world
under Roman rule became part of the empire of Rome through
the actions of Rome herself. The second is the way in
which the emperor and aspects of Imperial authority were
incorporated in the civic lives of these cities through
their reactions to Roman rule. The latter of these
processes has received less attention than the former and
it is a balance which needs to be redressed.
To do this, three communities of, the province of Asia
will be studied. These are Laodicea, Hierapolis and
Colossae which were all situated in the Upper Maeander
Valley in Phrygia, a region which is now part of modern
Turkey.
There are problems in attempting a study like this as
the ancient literary sources fail when one is trying to
examine the development of the Roman Empire from the point
of view of the periphery and not the centre. There are no
8 La Cane Tome II: Le plateau de Tabai et ses environs,
Paris, 1954: L Robert in J. Des Gagniers, Laodicée du Lycos:
Campagnes 1961-1963, Quebec-Paris, 1969.
S. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in
Asia Minor, Cambridge, 1984.
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surviving written histories of the cities either
individually or from the area of Phrygia as a whole.
Jacoby has collected fragments of history concerning the
area together but in no way can they be seen as forming a
complete historical narrative.' 0 The literary sources which
do survive concentrate on Rome and so information
concerning the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley has to
be gleaned from brief notices in these sources. In some
cases, the cities only appear in connection with the wider
themes and subjects the author wishes to convey. For
example, Cicero, in his speeches illustrating the corrupt
nature of the governor Verres, mentions Laodicea as the
place where a certain Philodamus of Lampsacus and his son
were scandalously tried and executed after a lictor of
Verres was killed in an altercation in defence of
Philodamus' daughter.11
At other times, the cities are mentioned because of
interesting information about them. Hierapolis found fame,
in part, because of its Plutonium, which was literally a
hole in the ground from which poisonous vapours were
emitted. Strabo gives a description of this hole,
mentioning its size and the dangerous effects of the gases
it produced on all living creatures. The hot springs of
the city are also described, the waters of which calcify
and turn to stone.'2
All three cities were noted in the ancient sources for
the quality of their wool and cloth. Laodicea was famed
for the softness and raven-black colour of its fleeces,
while the waters at Hierapolis were particularly good for
the dyeing of wool and Colossae gave its name to a
10 Jacoby, FGH, pp. 833-839.
Verr., 2, 1, 76.
12 See below pp. 40-41 and Strabo, 13, 4, 14.
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particular purple dye.13
These snippets of information are invaluable in
building up a picture of Laodicea's, Hierapolis' and
Colossae's history, sketchy though it may be, but they shed
little or no light on how this group of cities perceived
its relationship with Rome. Sources are needed which are
intrinsically connected to the workings of the cities'
civic lives, namely their inscriptions and coinage.
The setting up of inscriptions was carried out by the
cities as a whole, groups within them and also by
individuals, but there are problems linked to the use of
inscriptions. The principal disadvantage is that not all
the inscriptions relevant to the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley, their territories and their citizens
survive.
The forces of nature and the re-use of inscribed stone
by successive inhabitants of the area have taken their
toll. Weathering of the stone means that it is sometimes
impossible or at least very difficult to read the
inscriptions once contained on the surface. This in turn
means that different scholars offer different readings, and
consequently divergent meanings are attached to the
surviving inscriptions. Re-use of the stone has similar
results, making some inscriptions difficult or impossible
to read and even moving stones out of their original
locations and contexts. Many of the inscriptions from the
Upper Maeander Valley have therefore been inevitably lost
in these ways.
Also, different categories of inscriptions survive in
different proportions. Funerary epitaphs seem to be the
most abundant because they were perhaps the most numerous
in antiquity. It may be that those who could not afford to
or did not wish to advertise their accomplishments on stone
during their lifetime wanted to mark or commemorate their
13 See below pp. 37-38, 42, 47; Strabo, 12, 8, 16 and 13,
4, 14 and also Pliny, N.H., 21, 51 respectively.
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deaths in some way. Less abundant are career and honorific
inscriptions and dedications.
The erection of inscriptions obviously required an
expense for the individuals or groups who commissioned
them, and so only those who could afford this outlay are
brought to the attention of modern historians. There is no
way of knowing the people and events of the cities of the
Upper Maeander Valley which remain unknown today through
the loss of material evidence.
Despite these drawbacks, the surviving inscriptions do
contain and convey to the historian information thought
important by those who erected them: "[i]t is epigraphy
which provides our most direct access to ancient society
and culture."4 Funerary epitaphs, the most common type of
inscription, vary in length. They range from simply
indicating to whom the burial place belonged, for example
TOTO to ipôóv Eocetv 'Avi@vaç 'Aiptaç, to longer, more
elaborate inscriptions stating who was buried in the tomb
and who could be buried there at a future date as well as
prescribing financial penalties if the clauses of the
epitaph were contravened)
For the purposes of elucidating the Upper Maeander
Valley cities' relationship with Rome, this type of
inscription can tell us the names of the inhabitants of the
cities of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae and
consequently the ones who had been awarded Roman
citizenship. On rare occasions they can identify those
holding an Imperial position, for example, one inscription
concerns Aurelius Heliodorus, an Imperial freedman, and his
family. 16
The less common types of inscription, honorary,
dedicatory and career inscriptions, build upon the
information contained in funerary epitaphs. There is a
14 Millar, "Epigraphy", p. 136.
1 MAMA, VI, 23 and MAMA, VI, 19 respectively.
16 PL4M4, VI, 18.
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certain amount of overlap between these types of
inscription. For example, an inscription honouring Quintus
Pomponius features a full catalogue of posts held during
his political career.' 7 As with funerary epitaphs, these
inscriptions can tell us which inhabitants of the Upper
Maeander Valley had received the Roman citizenship. In
addition, they can also reveal who held Imperial posts and
positions and who conducted Imperial business on behalf of
their cities. For example, marble blocks found in the
theatre of Laodicea show that a certain Pauleinus was of
consular rank and the inscription honouring Quintus
Pomponius informs us that he went on an embassy to Rome on
behalf of his city.' 8 These inscriptions can also tell us
about the Upper Maeander Valley's relationship with the
Romans by showing us which emperors were honoured and
highlighting the presence of Romans in the area.
However, the main basis of the study is the coinage of
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae. The coinage of the
cities falls into various categories. Laodicea minted
silver cistophori from 189 B.C. onwards and also bronze
coinage from the same period. Hierapolis minted bronze
from the second century B.C. and Colossae had a few issues
from the second to the first century B.C. The coinage of
most importance for the present study are the bronze issues
minted during the Imperial period from the reign of
Augustus, whose rule began in 31 B.C. after he defeated the
forces of Antony at the battle of Actium, until the reign
of Gallienus who is the latest attested emperor under whom
any of the three cities minted coins.	 No silver civic
issues were minted by Laodicea, Hierapolis or Colossae
during the Imperial period. From the reverse types,
Metcalfe has identified Laodicea and Hierapolis as two of
the Asian mints which produced silver cistophori under
17 Robert, LdL, p. 265 ff.
18 MAMA, VI, 7 and Robert, LdL, p. 265 ff. respectively.
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Hadrian.' 9 However, these cistophori are to be regarded as
"provincial" issues rather than civic ones as the legends
are in Latin and the ethnics, which identify the coins as
civic issues, are missing.
For all the cities, the bronze coinage can be divided
into two further groups: those with portraits of the
Imperial family on the obverse and those without.
Portraits of the Imperial family naturally included
depictions of the emperor but also heirs and empresses of
the ruling house. Coins without portraits carried instead
heads and busts of deities and also personifications such
as the various civic institutions of the city or even the
city itself.
As with the inscriptions, there are problems involved
with the use of coins as a historical source. Firstly,
because of their size, the information contained on them is
very limited and has to be used with caution. Those
concerned with the production of coins have left little or
no trace of the reasons behind why a particular type was
used or why a particular issue of coins was minted. This
means that historians can never be sure of the motivation
which lay behind the production of coins. However, an
inscription from Sestus, a city in Hellespontic Thrace,
does give an insight into this. The inscription concerns
a certain Menas, one of the officials responsible for an
issue of bronze coins, and states that the main reason the
city minted coins was so that the citizens of Sestus could
benefit from the resulting profit. 20 Such a reason is also
applicable to the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley even
though there is no direct evidence from the cities
confirming that this was so.
A Pergamene inscription set up in the reign of Hadrian
shows that some goods were priced and had to be bought in
19 The Cistophori of Hadrian, pp. 64-71.
20 On this inscription see pp. 83-84 and OGIS 339, 11. 43-
46.
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silver and others in bronze. 21 Those with the wrong
denominations would then have to change their coins at a
money-lender's who leased the right to change coins from
city authorities. Both would profit from the activity.
The inscription also states that silver denarii were bought
at seventeen assaria and sold at eighteen and so, with
coins repeatedly being changed, it is easy to see how
profit would accrue to both the city and the money-
changers 22
There were many other factors which might have
affected a city's decision to mint an issue of coins at a
particular time. 23
 These might included the availability
and the cost of the metal, the condition of the coins
already in circulation and the fact whether a special issue
of coins was necessary to commemorate games, festivals and
other civic events. Imperial events might also warrant an
issue of coins, such as accessions and victories. Coins
might also be struck to replenish the existing supply or in
response to a specific financial need, for example, a
building programme. On rarer occasions, coins would be
issued to meet the demands of an Imperial visit or the
stationing of Imperial troops on the territory of a city.24
Minting was a sporadic affair and certainly not
carried out under every emperor. If it was, not all the
coins have survived. Earlier coins were liable to be
melted down and re-used for later issues as were coins of
more unpopular emperors and those who had their memory
damned. Coins from all periods could be lost through every
day use and, in exceptional circumstances, hoarded and not
Pp. 74-75 and OGIS, 484; Oliver, Greek Constitutions,
pp . 208-215, no. 84.
22 Butcher, Roman Provincial Coins, pp. 25-26.
23 See Howgego, "Why did Ancient States Strike Coins?", pp.
1-25.
24 On these reasons for the issuing of coins, see Han,
Civic Coins, p. 19.
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recovered. 25 As a result, the coins of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae do not provide a consistent
chronological record of the period from Augustus to
Gallienus.
Dating is also problematic. The coins with Imperial
portraits can be broadly dated to the reign of the emperor
depicted on them even if they cannot be dated more closely
to a particular year because the detailed lists of titles,
which appear on coins from the mint of Rome, for example,
are missing.	 Coins without Imperial portraits are
naturally harder to date. They can be assigned to a
particular emperor if their legends contain a magistrate's
name or a civic title which is comparable to those which
appear on coins with an Imperial portrait obverse. If not,
dating is very difficult and the periods to which the coins
are assigned can be very broad indeed.
Features of these coins can be used as dating aids,
for example the thickness of the flans, the diameter, the
lettering used on the legends and the directions in which
the legends run. 26 However, the periods to which the coins
are attributed can still be general and narrowed only to
the century in which they were produced and not the
emperor's reign.
The issuing of coins, as well as the erection of
inscriptions, was a fundamental aspect of a city's
existence and so can be assumed to reflect the local
concerns of the cities which minted them. Common designs
on the coins of Laodicea are the boar and the wolf which
are either depicted sitting alone or together back to back.
These animals represented the Caprus and Lycus rivers which
were important waterways to the city as they helped define
25 Butcher, Roman Provincial Coins, p. 19.
26 On these methods, see Johnston, "Greek Imperials", pp.
97-100.
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its territory.27
An interesting coin of Caracalla shows the turreted
city goddess, Laodicea, along with the female
personifications of Phrygia and Carla. 28 This illustrates
the geographical position of Laodicea as a Phrygian city
near the borders of Caria.29
Similarly, at Hierapolis, the depiction of the rape of
Persephone by Hades was an important type as it recalled
the myths of the Underworld, the doorway to which the
Plutonium was believed to be. The coin designs usually
show Hades in a flying chiamys and holding a sceptre riding
a quadriga of galloping horses clutching the struggling
Persephone. 30 It can be taken that the coins of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae would also reflect wider political
changes in the same way because, as has been stated, "coins
are best approached ... as a medium whereby Greek notables
expressed their internal values and assumptions."31
As with the inscriptions, coins with legends
containing magistrates' names can show us which of the
inhabitants of the Upper Maeander Valley used a Roman name
and hence had received the Roman citizenship. On a few
occasions such coins can also inform us about the civic or
Imperial office held by the particular magistrate named in
the legend.
It is not only the legends which help broaden our
understanding of the relationship between Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae and Rome. The types used on the
coins of these cities can highlight the different
perceptions which were held on certain aspects of Imperial
27 See pp. 206 and Catalogue B 82 for the lone boar,
Catalogue B 83 for the wolf and Catalogue A 140-142 for the
two animals together.
28 Catalogue A 143.
29 P. 205 and Ramsay, C and B, p. 37.
30 For example, see Catalogue E 60.
31 Han, Civic Coins, p. 31.
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rule. One notable example is the depiction of the senate
which appears on the coins of the Upper Maeander Valley not
as an elderly, togate man, as it does on the coins produced
at the mint of Rome, but as the bust of a young man. There
has to be a reason for this striking difference in the
portraiture of the senate and the most plausible
explanation is that it lies in the different perceptions
held about the senate in Rome and in Asia Minor32.
The final problem with the sources concerns both the
numismatic and epigraphic evidence. From the coins and
inscriptions which have been catalogued, it is clear that
less material evidence survives from Colossae than from
Laodicea and Hierapolis. While Colossae may also have been
as prolific as Laodicea and Hierapolis in producing coins
and inscriptions, this is not apparent from the evidence
which survives today. However, this is unlikely. It can
be safely assumed that the more coins and inscriptions
which survive today, the more were produced in antiquity
and of, course, the converse is true. As so little
survives from Colossae in comparison with its neighbours,
the obvious conclusion is that it was never as productive.
This is perhaps not surprising as it was the smallest of
the cities in the Upper Maeander Valley. As a result, less
can be said about it than Laodicea and Hierapolis.
Despite these problems, it is clear that the
inscriptions and the coins of the cities in the Upper
Maeander Valley, Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, can be
used to elucidate the relationship of this group of cities
with Rome and to give an insight into the way they
perceived aspects of the Empire and its emperors. Such a
methodology can also show the ways in which the cities of
the Upper Maeander Valley and their inhabitants viewed
their own status within the Empire and that of the province
in which they were situated as well as highlighting their
anxieties and reactions to changing Imperial circumstances.
32 See below Chapter Seven, pp. 179-219.
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By studying this two-way process in the limited area of the
Upper Maeander Valley, a greater insight will be gained not
only into the expansion of the Roman Empire but also into
the development of the province of Asia within that empire.
The thesis is divided into two sections. Part One
discusses the historical background of the cities of the
Upper Maeander Valley and the coinage system of Asia Minor.
Part Two examines more closely the typology of the coins
minted by Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae.
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PART ONE: Introduction
The first part of this thesis will examine various
aspects of the background of the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley. Chapter One discusses the historical
background of Laodicea, Colossae and Hierapolis, their
different origins and the reasons for their prosperity and
continued growth during the Imperial period set in the
context of the geography, history and economy of Asia Minor
as a whole. Chapters Two and Three examine the nature of
the coinage system of the province of Asia on a regional
and a civic level. Chapter Two details the currency system
in use within Asia and determines whether it was influenced
by the Roman system. Chapter Three examines the authority
under which the cities of the province, including Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae, produced coins and chose the types
employed on their issues. The final chapter in this
section, Chapter Four, deals with the Graeco-Roman
background of the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley using
a comparative approach with other cities in the province of
Asia. It introduces and examines the relationship and
interaction between city, region and empire, themes which
will be further investigated in Part Two.
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CHAPTER ONE: The Cities of the Upper Maeander Valley
In 133 B.C. , the Pergamene King Attalus III died
naming the people of Rome as the heir to all his
possessions. This did not just consist of his personal
belongings and fortunes but also his royal lands as well as
the cities subject to the monarchy which, under the terms
of the will, now became subject to Rome. The bequest did
not include the lands which belonged to the temples which
lay within the boundaries of the kingdom or the territories
of the independent Greek cities on the coast. Neither did
it include the city of Pergamum, the seat of Attalus'
kingdom, which was left free with the condition that this
particular clause in the will was to be ratified by the
Romans.
This inheritance formed the basis of the Roman
province of Asia which also included the southern district
of Caria. The province extended along the west coast of
the Anatolian peninsula from the Propontis and the range of
Mount Olympus in the north to the Straits of Marmaris in
the south. As well as the coastal region, also included
were the islands of the eastern Aegean which were connected
to the mainland geographically, economically and
culturally. 1 It is also certain that the province of Asia
also included Pamphylia. Manlius Aquillius, who created
the province between 129 and 126 B.C., built a road linking
this region to the Upper Maeander Valley and it is unlikely
that Roman control extended far beyond the line of this
road.2
The geography of the province, which now roughly
speaking forms part of modern Turkey, is diverse consisting
of' mountain ranges, plains and river valleys. Towards the
east, the land extends upwards on a series of broad table-
lands which varies in height. This area occupies the
centre of the Anatolian peninsula and is broken not only by
1 Ma g i e, RRAM, pp . 32-34. c( c	 cc
2 Mitchell, Anatolia, p. 72.
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mountain ranges and single peaks but also by narrow river
valleys. It was on the slopes of these mountain chains and
peaks, which surround the central plateau, that the streams
which formed the great rivers of Asia originated. They
flowed into the Propontis and the Aegean, making their way
through plains and limestone gorges. The mountain ranges
followed a similar path reaching from the central plateau
to the sea and reappearing again as the islands which lay
off the coast.3
Phrygia, in which were situated the cities of the
Upper Maeander Valley, lay inland to the east and high up
on the central plateau. It was separated from the western
areas by rough, mountainous terrain while a high lying
steppe formed the district to the north, which was broken
by mountain peaks and scattered fertile areas. Towards the
east, the land formed a relatively depressed basin in which
several minor streams joined to form the river Sangarius.
Its main affluent was the Tembris which flowed to the east.
It joined the Sangarius near the ancient city of Gordium
and the water flowed west before flowing north to the
Euxine. These rivers formed the northern boundaries of
Phrygia. Along the southern side is the great range of
Sultan Dag which separates Phrygia from the region of great
lakes in northern and eastern Pisidia. On the south-west,
the territory breaks up into mountainous country which is
cut by the Lycus and the upper course of the Maeander.
Along the eastern boundary was the temple-state of
Pessinus, the seat of the temple of the Great Mother.4
As well as the Tembris and the Sangarius, other rivers
watered the lands of Phrygia. The area's south-eastern
corner was drained by the Phrygian Caster which ran
through a fertile plain to a lake near the border of
Lycaonia.
For the geography, see Magie, RRAM, p. 34; Broughton,
"Roman Asia", pp. 599 ff. See also Ramsay, The Historical
Geography of Asia Minor.
Magie, RRI4M, pp. 34-39.
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The Messogis range was the northern watershed of the
Meander River. This was the range which formed the
conspicuous headland of Mycale and, beyond the coast, the
island of Samos. The river flowed to a plain in front of
the city of Apamea and then through the gorges of the
mountains of south-eastern Phrygia to the plain of
Hierapolis where it was joined by the Lycus. The main
stream of the latter river originated from a marsh to the
north of Mount Cadmus and it flowed through deep ravines to
its junction with the Maeander.
	 In antiquity, the river
emptied into one arm of the Gulf of Miletus.5
Phrygia contributed to the overall wealth of Asia
which made the province a great economic asset to the Roman
authorities and which also rendered it liable to
exploitation at the hands of avaricious officials.6
Herodotus refers to the natural richness of the area:
"Auôôv ô" 4t )yov 6 'AptoTayóptç "oIôE ovicu 4piSyEç ot
upôç tjv iô, 1tOJi.UUpOI3c1TÔTQTOI TE OVTEç ltOvTuv Toy yO otôci
icat itoAvicapuóiaio .
The basis of Phrygia's wealth was obviously its
agriculture but the marble of the area and the subsequent
trade were also of considerable importance in this respect.
From the quarries of Docimium a white, slightly translucent
marble with rich purple veins, also known as pavonazzetto,
was obtained.
Strabo says that the village of Docimium produced
marble which was called "Synnadic" marble by the Romans
even though it was locally known as "Docimite" or
"Docimaean" marble. Furthermore, he says that it was due
to the extravagance of the Romans that large and beautiful
marble pillars and slabs were quarried and transported to
On these waterways see Magie, RRAM, pp. 34-39.
6 See below pp. 26-28.
Herodotus, 5, 49.
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Rome despite the heavy costs.8
This passage shows that administration was carried on,
at least in the Roman period, at Synnada to the south-west
because the stone took its name from that city. The date
of Strabo's words, which Clayton-Fant believes are no later
than A.D. 18, provides a terminus ante quem for Roman
control of the quarries since the only reason for the label
"Synnadic" was a reference to the Roman administration
centre of Phrygia, namely Synnada.9
The quarries were subject to a complex organization
which governed their workings and blocks have been found
bearing inscriptions which give details of this
organization. The stones are dated between A.D. 69 and 164
and list the officina or workshop of the foreman under whom
the block was quarried, the number of the braccium or vein
of marble in which it was found and the locus or number of
the block in the vein. Sometimes the name of the official
who supervised the caesura or the actual quarrying is also
recorded.
Columns made of this marble have also been found at
Rome in the emporium or wharf on the Tiber below the west
side of the Aventine Hill where the stone was landed.
These are not only inscribed with the officina, locus and
caesura but also a number and the name of the Imperial
procurator under whose cura the columns were mined. They
sometimes mention the ratio urbica which is the branch of
the city administration which received the marbles.10
Waelkens has also advanced our knowledge of the
organization of the quarries at Docimium in an article
centred on the discovery of a statue of a Dacian prisoner
8 Strabo, 12, 8, 14.
Clayton-Fant, Cacum Antrum Phrygiae, p. 7.
10 On this marble, see Magie, RRAMp. 50 and p. 815, n. 96.
For a more recent and up to date review of the markings see
Clayton-Fant, Cacum Antrum Phrygiae and "Seven Unedited
Quarry Inscriptions from Docimium".
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in 1926 at the quarries. He believes that even if the
statue does not add to our understanding of the morphology
and function of Dacian prisoners decorating Trajan's Forum,
it proves that statues and the like were carved at Asian
quarries and not in Rome. It would be reasonable to assume
that Imperial orders for a certain number of statues,
together with a description of what was required would
reach various quarries via Synnada. This in turn implies
that those administering the quarries had access to local
and skilled sculptors.
There were obvious advantages to this system, namely
the reduction of transport costs as a finished piece would
be lighter than a raw block and it avoided the unnecessary
expense of transporting and replacing blocks with invisible
flaws which would only be discovered when the stone had
already arrived at its destination and work had started on
it there.
As the Empire progressed, Imperial building programmes
entailed an increasing need for statuary for architectural
purposes and so it made good economic sense to produce what
was required at Imperially exploited quarries and the
workshops which would be required provide a parallel to the
Imperially owned brickyards which produced the material
with which many Imperial building at Rome were faced.11
The marble was used for sarcophagi in Asia but the
main market was Rome where monoliths and huge slabs were
exported and where the stone became one of the city's most
sumptuous and decorative marbles. Strabo reinforces the
view that the marble was introduced into Rome at the end of
the Republic or during the early Imperial. period and stone
from Asia proved popular for Imperial building projects.
In the Forum of Augustus, pavonazzetto was used as paving
for the temple of Mars Ultor and the marble was also used
On this see Waelkens, "The Provenance of the Statues of
the Dacian Prisoners", pp. 650-653. See also Clayton-Fant,
"Four Unfinished Sarcophagus Lids", pp. 655-662 on
production at quarries.
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in the Basilica Aemilia, the columns of which Pliny singled
out when mentioning the building as one of the wonders of
the world. Pavonazzetto was also used as the flooring for
the Basilica Julia and by the death of Augustus, if not
before, it was established as one of the most prized
coloured marbles and was used in many major Imperial
buildings after that time. Its most notable use was in the
Hadrianic Pantheon where it formed the columns, niches and
pilasters 12
Another type of marble was also produced in Phrygia.
This was found in the mountains near Thiunta on the Upper
Maeander not far from Hierapolis. It too was used for
sarcophagi but did not attain to the popularity and
prominence of the marble from Docimium.13
The slopes of the mountains of Phrygia were covered
with oaks, pines and cedars and this timber also proved to
be a valuable source of income. The lower slopes provided
grazing where horses could be reared and it was not for
nothing that Phrygia was called tititóaioç. Grapes were the
last major financial resource and a type was grown around
the city of Apamea which was particularly important in the
making of a highly rated honey-wine as Pliny says: Apamenum
mulso praecipue convenire dicitur.14
Phrygia was not only important because of its natural
resources. It was also of great strategic importance
because it lay on the main routes running from east to west
and north to south through Asia. These routes were decided
by nature and, by necessity, ran through mountain passes
and river valleys. For example, one of the main routes,
12 Clayton-Fant, CacumAntrum Phrygiae. pp. 7-8 and "Seven
Unedited Quarry Inscriptions from Docimium", p. 171; Strabo,
12, 8, 14.
13 Magie, RRAM, p . 50 and p. 815, n. 97; Broughton, "Roman
Asia Minor", p. 624. On the marble trade see, for example,
Ward-Perkins, "Nicomedia and the Marble Trade", pp. 23-69.
14 Magie, RRAM, p. 50 and p. 816, n. 98; Broughton, "Roman
Asia Minor", pp. 617 and 610; Pliny, N.H., 14, 9, 77.
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the so-called Royal Road, followed the valley of the
Hermus. Two branches of this road, one leading from Smyrna
and the other from Ephesus, converged at Sardis. From
Sardis, the road followed the Hermus past its junction with
the Cogamis and after leaving the river it crossed the
mountains into Phrygia. In the Persian and the Greco-Roman
periods it probably then ran along the Phrygian Cayster to
the Lycaonian steppe. This was the route the Lydian king,
Croesus, marched along to meet the Persian Cyrus in battle
and it was the one by which he returned home after his
disastrous defeat.
A more important route was the Southern Highway which
followed the Maeander and carried the bulk of the trade
between the port at Ephesus and the interior. This road
was later in origin than the Royal Road and provided a more
direct route of communication with the East. From Ephesus,
this route led to and up the Maeander and along to the
plain of Hierapolis. It then turned southward along the
Lycus which it followed to its source veering to the north
to Celaenae, which was renamed Apamea. It ascended the
central plateau and went northwards and then south-eastward
along the course of the Phrygian Cayster to Lycaonia and
Cappodocia or Cilicia. The route from Celaenae to the
plain of Hierapolis was the way Xerxes led his troops on
his invasion of Greece and it was in the reverse direction
that the younger Cyrus took his forces in his ill-fated
attempt to win the Persian throne from his brother. It was
clearly an important road. For example, in the Hellenistic
period it was the principal thoroughfare of the Seleucid
kings between Syria and the Aegean as the names of the
cities founded or refounded along its course testifies.'5
These routes from west to east were very important for
trade and communication with Asia but of equal importance
were the roads which led north to south. One route started
at Cyzicus and reached Sardis and the Royal Road.	 It
15 On these two roads, see Magie, RRAM, pp. 39-40.
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crossed mountains to lead to the Plain of Hierapolis and
made a connection with the Southern Highway. This again
was an ancient route as Xerxes used it from the Plain of
Hierapolis to Sardis at least.
Further to the north-east, routes connected the south-
east corner of the Propontis with Dorylaeum on the Tembris
in northern Phrygia. From this area many roads led to the
east, south-east and south-west. One ran to Pessinus and
onward to Lycaonia while another crossed central Phrygia to
Apamea. Philidelphia was reached by a road which ran up
the Tembris and continued to the south-west.16
The importance of the road network is highlighted by
Magie who says that "a network of roads extended over the
country that was to become the Roman province of Asia. The
two great river valleys carried trade between the Aegean
and the Euphrates, making possible the exchange of the
manufactured goods of the West for the produce of the East.
By the transverse routes the distant parts on the Propontis
and the south-east corner of the Aegean were brought into
communication not only with one another, but also with the
thoroughfares leading to the Orient."17
Certainly, the road system was extended and developed
under the administration of Rome and this development
included the roads built by the Romans in the newly
acquired province. The evidence consists of the milestones
of Manlius Aquillius which shows that the administrative
centre of Asia was Ephesus. The high numbers on the
milestones demonstrate that paved roads radiated outwards
from that city and that was where the mileages were
measured from. The road system was adapted for the
military and administrative needs of the province. French
believes that the network was conceived as a whole because
16 See Magie, RRAM, p 42; Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor",
pp. 860-868.
17 Magie, RRAM, p. 42.
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all the Republican milestones are of Aquillius.18
Under the Empire, the emperors were also concerned
with developing the road network of Asia which was vital
for communications and the transport of goods and
personnel. From Augustus to Nero, roads were built linking
colony to colony. For example, the Via Sebaste linked
Comana, Antiochia, Iconium and Lystra. Under the Flavians,
a frontier line was established near the Euphrates and so
this too was incorporated into the road system, again
serving the military and administrative needs of the
province. Certainly, the network of roads would provide
logistic support to the limes.'9
Obviously, it was in the best interests of the emperor
to maintain the roads they themselves built and also those
constructed by their Imperial and Republican predecessors.
Roads could and did fall into disrepair and a well
maintained network of roads was vital for the smooth
running of the province of Asia.20
The cities on or near these routes could not do
anything but benefit from the influx of goods and people
into their territories and it was in the south-west corner
of this fertile, strategic and economically important area
of Phrygia that the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley
were to be found.
Laodicea itself was situated on the Lycus River in the
Upper Maeander Valley in Phrygia: imposita est Lyco
flumini. 2' It was a Seleucid colony founded by Antiochus
II who ruled between 261 and 246 B.C. and named after his
18 French, "The Road System of Asia Minor", p. 707.
19 French, "The Road System of Asia Minor", pp. 708-711.
20 On the road system in general, see French, "The Road
System of Asia Minor", pp. 698-729 and RRL'IAM.
21 Pliny, NH, 5, 105.
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sister-wife, the queen Laodice. 22 However, Laodice was
later divorced and so the foundation must have taken place
before then. 23 An alternative founder is identified with
Antiochus I who is said to have named the city after a
sister allegedly called Laodice. Although this view has
been defended, the existence of such a woman remains
doubtful and the general opinion is that Laodicea was a
foundation of Antiochus •24 The foundation of the city
is therefore dated to the reign of Antiochus II and it was
probably built on the site of an earlier settlement as
Pliny tells us that its former names were Diospolis and
then Rhoas: Laodicea ... appellata primo Diospolis, dein
Rhoas.2°
The former of these ancient names highlights the
city's links with the god Zeus who is portrayed on the
reverses of its coins minted during the Imperial period.
He is normally depicted as a fully draped male figure
holding an eagle on one hand and a sceptre in the other.
The surviving specimens of this type suggest the importance
of Zeus to the Laodiceans.26
Laodicea's first appearance in history was in 220 B.C.
when Achaeus, rebelling against his nephew Antiochus III,
proclaimed himself king at the city: ltapayEvóilevoç ô' Etc
Aaoöt,c€tav ii1v	 v 4puytçi TE itEpitOEtO xa	 aOt).Eiç TotE
iipôTOv	 tO)jioE	 p1paTtEtv icat ypt14Etv itpôç tàç ILOAE1ç
27
22 Magie, RRAM, p. 127; RE, XII, I, col. 722.
23 There are differing opinions on the date of the divorce.
Magie, RR4M, p. 986, n. 23 suggests 253 B.C. and Honigmann,
RE, 1924, XII, I, 722 proposes 240.
24 Magie, RRAM, p. 986, n. 23.
25 Pliny, NH, 5, 105. On these names, see Ramsay, C and B,
p. 35.
26 See Ramsay, C and B, pp. 33 and 35 and Catalogue A, B
and C in general.
27 Magie, RRAM, p. 127; Polybius, 5, 57, 5.
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Since then the city's history was mixed. During the
First Mithridatic War which lasted from 88 B.C. until Sulla
concluded a peace treaty with Mithridates VI (121-63) in
85, Laodicea was besieged by the Pontic monarch. The king,
according to Appian, only promised to spare the city if the
inhabitants surrendered Quintus Oppius, one of the generals
in charge of the Roman army sent out to meet the threat.
As a result of this, his troops were dismissed unharmed by
the Laodiceans but Oppius and his lictors were led to
Mithridates •28
Appian gives no idea of the timescale involved in
these events and it seems from his narrative that the
surrender of Oppius took place almost immediately after
Mithridates issued his ultimatum to the city. However, an
inscription from Aphrodisias shows that when Oppius was
besieged at Laodicea, he had the opportunity to write
letters appealing for aid and receive replies. A longer
time must have elapsed between Mithridates' proclamation
and the surrender of Oppius and his lictors than is
conveyed in Appian's account of the affair. The document
shows that the city of Aphrodisias subsequently decided to
help the Roman general by sending him men. 29 Another
inscription from the city records the thanks given by
Oppius to the Aphrodisians for the help that they sent.
This letter is dated to after Sulla's victory over
Mithridates in 85 B.C. as lines 13-14 refer to Oppius'
release from the captivity into which he had been
surrendered •30
During the late Republic and the turbulence after
Julius Caesar's assassination, the "liberators" were
seeking to strengthen their cause by entering into
negotiations with Rome's enemy, the Parthians. Quintus
Labienus was sent as an envoy to Orodes and the Parthian
28 Appian, Mith. Wars, 20.
29 Reynolds, A and R, doc. 2, pp. 11-16.
Reynolds, A and R, doc. 3, pp. 16-20.
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king was eventually persuaded to undertake a war against
Rome. An army was sent across the Euphrates under the
joint leadership of Labienus and Prince Pacorus and Roman
territory was invaded. As Labienus proceeded along the
Southern Highway, various unarmed cities yielded to him and
it was only Laodicea (and Mylasa under Hybreas) which
offered any resistance under the leadership of Zenon the
orator: Ztjvv ô' 6 AaoôticEiç KQ	 'Yt3paç O1C Etc1v,
?lll4óTEpOt 'pijT0pEç, ?iA.X2i 11TOT11OaV Tiç Eautôv ltóAEtç.
However, it is not known whether this resistance was
successful or not and this episode must have disrupted the
running of Laodicea's civic life.3'
Financial problems have been connected to the Sullan
settlement of Asia Minor after the conclusion of the war
with Mithridates in 85 B.C. 32 Sulla ordered that five
years unpaid taxes had to be paid at once along with the
costs of the war and the reorganization of the province.
Appian, in his narrative of the war, makes Sulla explain
these payments and that they will be apportioned city by
city with a fixed period for payment and that those cities
which do not pay will be punished. Even though Appian also
makes the Roman general explain that he was acting out of
a desire to spare the Greeks and to maintain the Romans'
reputation for fairness, the result of these financial
measures seem to have had the opposite effect. The cities
were overcome by poverty, borrowed money at high interest
rates and eventually had to mortgage their public
buildings
Cicero also talks of the financial sufferings of
Laodicea and other cities. In 51 B.C., he wrote to his
friend Atticus about the economic problems he encountered
when he visited Laodicea and also Apamea and Synnada. He
tells his friend that his arrival in the province which, in
31 Strabo, 14, 2, 24; Magie, RHAM, p. 430.
32 Chapot, La province romaine, p. 36 and n. 7.
Appian, Mith. Wars, 62-63.
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his opinion, was in a state of ruin was eagerly awaited and
everywhere he saw the same problems, namely that people
could not pay their poll tax and so were forced to sell
their investments: Maxima expectatione in perditam et plane
eversam in perpetuum provinciam nos venisse scito pridie
Kal. Sextiles moratos triduum Laodiceae, triduum Apameae,
totidem dies Synnade. Audivimus nihil aliud nisi imperata
1rzKEOAia solvere non posse, thvOç omnium venditas,
civitatum gemitas, ploratus, monstra quaedam non hominis,
sed ferae nescio cuius immanis. Quid quaeris? Taedet
omnino eos vitae.34
It seems unlikely that this was connected to Sulla's
settlement of Asia. Plutarch, in his Life of Lucullus,
reports that the people of the province of Asia were
reduced to slavery by the actions of the tax collectors and
that families were forced not only to sell their material
possessions but also their children. He also says that
these were the problems Lucullus, a successor of Sulla,
found in Asia and that he freed the inhabitants of the
province from them all. This was done by Lucullus when he
instigated various financial reforms concerning interest
rates and the repayment of debts which resulted in the
clearance of debts, which had originated because of the
Sullan settlement, within four years.3°
With action like this being taken to ease the economic
burden of the Sullan settlement, it seems that Cicero's
comments in his letter to Atticus are concerned with more
general on-going financial difficulties from which Laodicea
and its neighbours, Hierapolis and Colossae would not be
exempt. However, letters such as these of Cicero have to
be used with caution. He is writing about his own
governorship of Cilicia and obviously wants to highlight
his success as a governor. The easiest and best way to
achieve this is to exaggerate the problems resulting from
Ad Att., 5, 16.
Plutarch, Lucullus, 20, 3-4.
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the term of office of his predecessor, Appius Claudius.
This is perhaps why Claudius is referred to as a "savage
beast" in the letter to Atticus.36
This is confirmed by another letter to Atticus written
at Laodicea and dated to May, 50 B.C. where Cicero tells
his friend that many states have been freed from debt or
have had their financial burdens lightened because of the
miracles he worked during the assizes he held at Laodicea:
Atque hoc foro, quod egi ex Idibus Februariis Laodiceae ad
Kal. Maias omnium diocesium praeter Cilicia, mirabilia
quaedam effecimus. Ita muitae civitates omni aere alieno
liberatae, multae vaide Jevatae sunt . .
There were undoubtedly economic problems suffered by
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae and the other cities of
Asia during the governorship of Cicero but because of the
nature of his letters on the subject concerning the role of
his predecessor and his own role in alleviating some of the
problems, it would be hard to determine how serious they
were from the letters he writes.
Obviously, the general vulnerability of the province
under Roman rule contributed to the economic distress of
the cities in the province, including those of the Upper
Maeander Valley. Asia was a very rich and productive area
of the Eastern world and as such it was liable to
exploitation at the hands of unscrupulous Roman officials
and businessmen who carried on their duties and business
there.
Strabo gives a good example of the types of problems
faced by provincial inhabitants and their cities at the
hands of the publicani. In 104 B.C., the city of Ephesus
sent the geographer Artemidorus as an ambassador to Rome to
complain about the publicani who were converting revenues
from sacred lakes, which had previously been declared
immune, for their own use.	 His embassy resulted in a
36	 Ad Att., 5, 16.
Cicero, Ad Att., 6, 11.
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successful outcome for the Ephesians as the immunity of the
sacred lakes and the revenues derived from them was upheld.
Rogers believes that this clearly illustrates the efforts
of the agents of the publicani in Asia to tax all the land
to which they could conceivably lay a claim. 38 It also
shows the lengths to which provincial citizens were
prepared to go to protect their lands and the incomes which
could be derived from them.
Of course this was not the only action taken by the
provincial citizens. An inscription from the city of
Aphrodisias in Carla and dated to the first century B.C.
records a decision of the koinon of Asia. It had met at
Ephesus and decided to send ambassadors to the senate
because the cities of the province were being oppressed by
the publicani. The document further tells us that citizens
of Aphrodisias, namely Dionysius and Hierocles, formed part
of the embassy. The outcome was so successful that gold
crowns and bronze statues were voted to the men. 39 The
honours which Dionysius and Hierocles received seems to
indicate the importance attached to the embassy and its
result.
Also dated to the first century is a round stone base
which was found at Ilium.	 The demos of the city had
dedicated a statue to Lucius Julius Caesar, the son of
Lucius Caesar, because he had restored the sacred land to
the goddess Athena Ilias and removed it from the revenue
contract. Lucius Julius Caesar was censor in 89 B.C. and
came from the same gens as Julius Caesar, the later
dictator. It seems that the publicani had again encroached
on sacred territory.40
Asia was not the only area to suffer such
38	 On this incident, see Strabo, 14, 1, 26 and Rogers,
Sacred Identity, p. 4.
Reynolds, A and R, doc. 5, pp. 26-32.
IGRP IV, 194; Sherk, Rome and the Greek East, doc. 59,
p. 70 (trans).
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depredations. Oropos in Boeotia, like Ephesus and Ilium,
were in dispute with the publicani over sacred territory.
A stele of white marble from the Amphiaralon records the
details of the argument. It centres on land sacred to the
god Amphiaraos. The Oropians stated that these lands
should not be subject to the actions of the publicani
because they formed part of the precincts of the "immortal
gods" which were exempted by Sulla. Naturally, the
publicani argued the opposite and their central point is
that Amphiaraos was not a god but presumably a hero. A
decision was made by the senate to exempt the territory
under dispute because they had been exempted by Sulla so
forbidding the publicani from taxing the land.4'
Natural disasters added to Laodicea's misery. Strabo
in his Geography suggests that the city was susceptible to
earthquakes because the country around it was full of holes
as shown by the underground course of the Lycus.42
The city suffered an earthquake in the 20s B.C. during
Augustus' reign because, as Suetonius reports, Tiberius
made a plea to the senate on behalf of Laodicea, Thyatira
and Chios which had all asked for help after they were hit
by an earthquake: pro Laodicenis Thyatirenis Chiis terrae
motu afflictis opemque impiorantibus senatum deprecatus
est. 43 During the reign of Nero another earthquake was
suffered and perhaps also under Gordian III, as a letter
from that emperor to Aphrodisias urges the Aphrodisians to
give aid to the "victims of misfortune". The letter was an
Imperial reply concerning "the matter of the Laodiceans",
and the disaster was presumably an earthquake and the
Laodiceans referred to would, in connection with
Aphrodisias, be taken to mean those inhabiting Laodicea on
41 Sherk, RDGE, doc. 23, pp. 133-138.
Strabo, 12, 8, 16.
Suetonius, Tiberius, 8.
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the Lycus.44
That earthquakes were an influence on the lives of the
inhabitants of Asia Minor is shown by the epigraphy of the
area. For example, they provide evidence of individuals
who had died in these disasters. For example, a relief
from Nicomedia shows a bearded man standing with two young
children while the accompanying inscription tells us that
Thrason, son of Diogenes, had erected the monument to his
two sons, Thrason, aged four, and Dexiphanes, aged five,
and also to a twenty-five year old man called Hermes who
had tried to protect the two young boys during an
earthquake. Hermes' actions were in vain as all three had
died and it is	 these deaths that Thrason was
commemorating .'
After earthquakes where there were numerous victims,
mass burials were possible. This inscription from Rhodes
was inscribed on an altar:	 toy icath toy OE1OIIOV
TEEUTQO1VTV.	 Robert says that the nature of the
catastrophe justified the anonymous mass burial.46
Dedications were also made by the fortunate survivors
of earthquakes. At Rhodes, a dedication was made to
Helios, the principal deity, by two brothers who had been
given the Roman citizenship by one of the Flavians, in
execution of a vow they made if they escaped the
earthquake
Earthquakes would also provide an explanation for
cults of Poseidon in inland areas. He is normally thought
of as the god of the sea but he is also a god of the earth
and spouse of Ghê and can be seen as the "shaker of the
For the earthquake under Nero see Tacitus, Annales, 14,
27; for the letter of Gordian see Reynolds, A and R, doc.
21, pp. 133-135.
GIG 3293; Robert, "Documents d'Asie Mineure", pp. 395-6.
46	 IG XII, I, 708; SIG 505; Robert, "Documents d'Asie
Mineure", p. 399.
IGRP IV, 1121; Robert, "Documents d'Asie Mineure", p.
399.
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earth" from his epithets. 48
 A stele found in Mysia south
of lake Manyas tells us that an altar was dedicated to
Poseidon by a certain Claudianus, son of Asclepiades. The
dedicant erected this after an earthquake and the mention
of such a disaster is the reason for a dedication to
Poseidon in this inland area. Claudianus established the
cult and was its first priest. 49 Strabo tells us that
Apamea suffered a great many earthquakes and this was the
reason why Poseidon was worshipped even though the city was
situated in the interior of Asia.0
This is also the reason why the god appears as a coin
type on issues of inland cities, for example Aezani.
Robert says that Poseidon appears on the coins of this city
because he was the god responsible for earthquakes) 1 This
may also explain his appearance on a coin of Hierpaolis.52
Despite these problems, Laodicea developed into a
prosperous, important and famous city. Pliny tells us that
the city was the most famous in the Cibyratic conventus,
one of the judicial districts into which asia Minor was
divided: conveniunt eo XXV civitates celeberrima urbe
Laodicea. 53 Strabo reckons Laodicea as one of the largest
cities in Phrygia along with Apamea: 'AlthpEla i Ktoiôç
A E Y OPt VTI Nat AQ0ôtKE1Q, atitEp Etot 11y10Ta1. TO y icaTc 1tv
c puytav U6AE(v. He also says the city grew in size and
prospered during the late Republican and early Imperial
periods despite the siege of Mithridates: 'H b AaoôicEta,
1J1KP	 ltpólEpOv O0Q, QT01V	 aJ3Ev	 4' ipOv Nat TOV
1'I1ETP(a)V uaTpcx1), Nat 101 KGK(OOEtOQ	 K TLo.l0p1Ctaç	 itt
48 Helly, "La Grecia antica e i terremoti", pp. 75-76.
Robert, "Documents d'Asie Mineure", pp. 399-400.
511	 Strabo, 12, 8, 18.
51 Robert, BE, 1982, 95, p. 407, no. 399.
52	 See Catalogue E 94.	 On earthquakes in antiquity
generally see Guidoboni (ed), I terremoti.
Pliny, NH, 105.
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heptotov toil Eiiitopoç.54
Cicero confirms the importance of Laodicea at this
time as it was one of the cities in which he held his
assizes. For example, in a letter to Atticus, dated to 13
February, 50 B.C., he says that he is to try cases from
Cibyra, Apamea, Synnada and Pamphylia, Lycaonia and Isaurum
at the city: Idibus Februariis, quo die has litteras dedi,
forum institueram agere Laodiceae Cybyraticum et Apamense,
ex Idi bus Martiis ibidem Synnadense, Pamphylium
Lycaonium, Isauricum . .
Laodicea would have been visited by government
officials during the Imperial period as well as during the
Republic even though there is less evidence to suggest so
because no other magistrate wrote as prolifically as
Cicero. A letter of Hadrian to the archons, boule and
demos of Astypalaea shows that imperial visitors could be
very important indeed. The letter, dated to A.D. 129, was
written at Laodicea, [!litÔ Aaoô]%KEIaç ifç it AiSic, while
the emperor was travelling through Asia, Lycia and Syria.6
By the reign of Nero, Laodicea, one of the famous
Asiatic cities, was wealthy enough not to need Imperial
help after an earthquake in A.D. 60: Eodem anno ex
inlustribus Asiae urbibus Laodicea tremore terra motu
prolapsa, nullo a nobis remedio, propriis opibus
revaiui t.57
After an earthquake, Imperial aid was expected and
normal. Two measures were considered normal after such a
disaster, namely the remittance of tax for a certain period
and also the setting up of a commission to oversee work in
the disaster zone. Dio Cassius tells us that when cities
Strabo, 12, 8, 13 and 12, 8, 16 respectively.
Cicero, ad Att., 5, 21, 9.
56 IGRP, IV, 1033 and notes 1 and 4; Magie, RHAM, p. 619
and p. 1481, n. 35; Oliver, Greek Constitutions, pp. 165-
166, no. 68.
Tacitus, Annales, 14, 27.
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in Asia were damaged by an earthquake, Tiberius sent out an
ex-praetor with five lictors to the area and he also
remitted large sums from their taxes as well as giving them
certain sums of money. When Apamea was destroyed by an
earthquake in A.D. 53, the city was relieved from tribute
for five years: tributumque Apamensibus terrae moti
convoisis in quinqennium remissum.58
Ordinary benefactors could also give aid after an
earthquake. At Telos, the walls and buildings were knocked
down and a certain Aristomenes made the necessary
arrangements for the repairs and generously gave silver to
fund the reconstructions. Towards A.D. 100 at Lindos, a
certain Tiberius Claudius Antipater was among the numerous
benefactors who helped the city after an earthquake and,
with the help of his son, he rebuilt the sanctuary of
Asciepius which had been destroyed. 9 It may be that when
Imperial help was refused by Nero, Laodicea had to rely on
the richer of its citizens to help fund any restorations
that were needed.
The wealth and prosperity of Laodicea was due to
various factors such as its situation, the richer of its
citizens and its wool industry. Laodicea was situated on
the south bank of the Lycus river at the junction of the
Southern Highway with the route which leads over a pass in
the range of Mount Salbace, south east of the city, to
Cibyratis and Pisidia and on to the Pamphylian coast. The
Southern Highway, called the Eastern Highway by Ramsay, was
a major route of communication leading to Lycaonia and
Cappadocia or Cilicia from Ephesus. 60 The position of
Laodicea near these major routes would ensure that both
58 Dio Cassius, 57, 17; Tacitus, Ann., 12, 58; Palumbo,
"Orientamenti di riposta di terremoti nel mondo antico", p.
126.
Robert, "Documents d'Asie Mineure", pp. 403-404.
For the situation of Laodicea see Magie, RRAM, p. 127.
For the Southern Highway, see Magie, RR4M, p. 40 and p. 789,
n. 18 and see above p. 22.
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goods and personnel would pass by in the vicinity of the
city and in turn this would ensure the city's growth and
development.
Also important in the city's development were the
richer of its citizens. These were needed to undertake
various magistracies and liturgies and other voluntary
contributions which would ensure the continuation of
Laodicea as a civic unit and aid its growth. Without them,
the survival of the city's civic life and its development
was doubtful. One such citizen was Hiero who left the city
an inheritance of two thousand talents and adorned the city
with many dedicated offerings: 'Ipøv itEv itpóiepov, ôç
1T)EIóV(,)V I ötOX%AG)L taAtivicov di1povopav 1cacA11IE TO ôijp9
iioUoç T' ivaeijpaotv 1cóOI11lOE TTV TL6XtV.6'
Epigraphic evidence attests to the building programmes
and foundations of the inhabitants of Laodicea which helped
to enrich and adorn the city. These include a marble
stadium and amphitheatre by Nicostratus and his heir (A.D.
79), towers and works, a triple gate and adornment by Ti.
Cl. Trypho, an Imperial freedman during the time of
Domitian, marble paving before the temple of Zeus by Q.
Pomponius Flaccus, a large gymnasium by the boule and demos
(A.D. 123-4), an aqueduct of Septimius Severus, three
theatres and several small temples of uncertain date as
well as a gift of statuary by Aur. Chryseros dated to third
century. Among the foundations were 3000d given as garland
money by Pythodorus and other sums and properties for the
same purpose donated by Menander and Domitia.62
Although the wealth of Phrygia was derived mainly from
products of the soil and marble, the basis of the city's
economic success were its wool and textile industries.
Strabo tells us that the country-side around Laodicea
produced sheep with wool of an exceptional softness and
Strabo, 12, 8, 16.
62 See Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", p. 769; Corsten and
Drew-Bear, "Jnschriften", pp. 31-40 and Appendix ha.
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raven black colour from which the city derived a great
revenue. Laodicea, along with its neighbours Hierapolis
and Colossae came to rival the Lydian and Jonian cities in
the textile trade and the quality of Laodicean wool was
even better than that of Miletus, one of the greatest and
most important wool centres in Asia Minor.63
Pliny too comments on the reputation Laodicea gained
for itself from its wool. He talks of Laodicean fleeces
along with Apulian fleeces saying that both have a high
reputation in certain areas: Apuiae breves villo nec nisi
paenuiis celebres; circa Tarentum Canusiumque summam
nobilitatem habent in Asia vero eodem genere Laudiceae.64
Items of clothing are listed in the Price Edict of
Diocletian. These include birri which were heavy cloaks,
chiamydes or mantles, chianides which were fine outer
cloaks, one piece cloaks fastened with clasps known as
fibulatoria, plain underclothes with a triple weave called
deimaticae and plain tunics or paragaudes to which a purple
border was added. This has been said, by Broughton, to
attest to the vitality of the Laodicean cloth trade during
the late Imperial period.65
However, in the Price Edict, it is not clear whether
the clothes referred to are those which were made in the
city of Laodicea itself or in the fashion typical of the
city.	 The edict refers to byhrrum Laodicenum, aseina
Laodicena and paragaudae Laodicenae. 66 Broughton takes
this to mean clothes made in Laodicea but it could also
refer to clothes originally produced by the city but later
copied by other manufacturing centres and so it could be
that the latter were regulated in the Edict.	 If the
former, the cloth trade of Laodicea can still be seen as
63 Strabo, 12, 8, 16; Magie, RRAM, p. 48; Broughton, "Roman
Asia", p. 619.
64 Pliny, NH, 8, 73, 190.
65 See Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", p. 819.
66 See Roueché, Aphrodisias in Late Antiquity, pp. 283-284.
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prospering during the later Empire but if the latter view
applies, as is more likely, it would mean that the products
made at Laodicea were popular enough to be copied by other
cloth centres.
This vitality is also apparent in an inscription which
mentions the guilds of fullers and purple dyers which were
obviously connected to the textile industry involving the
setting up of a statue. 67
 Industry in the city must have
been such that the workers connected to the cloth trade
were numerous enough to form themselves into bodies and
undertake common forms of action as suggested by the
inscription.
There is little trace of the individuals involved in
the Laodicean wool and cloth trade. However, one funerary
inscription does preserve the memory of a certain Papias
Klexos who was a shepherd presumably over the black sheep
for which the city was famous: Uauiaç K)oç uotpi'v ipç
x p'i°'c 1tapoôEiTa%C XQtPE1v.68
The wealth so gained by Laodicea resulted in criticism
by the author of Apoccolypse, 3, 17: Because thou sayest "I
am rich and increased in goods, and have need of nothing"
and knowest not that thou art wretched, and poor, and
blind, and naked; I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in
the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and white raiment that
thou mayest be clothed
A similar picture can be seen in the development of
Laodicea's neighbour, Hierapolis. Hierapolis was situated
about six or seven miles north of' Laodicea on the opposite
side of the Lycus on its north bank. 69 It seems that from
its name, the city was some kind of "holy city". The
transformation of temple-villages into cities suggests a
possible origin for places whose names contain the word
"sacred", ieptt, as well as those whose names are derived
67 See Appendix ha.
68 MAMA, VI, 21 and see Appendix ha.
69 Magie, RRI4M, p. 127; Ramsay, C and B, p. 84.
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from the names of gods. This process may apply to
Hierapolis, a town positioned near the junction of the
Maeander and Lycus rivers where there was a cave sacred to
the Great Mother and perhaps a sanctuary dedicated to the
goddess. 70 However, during the Imperial period, as the
coins of the city of Hierapolis show, the principal deity
was Apollo who appeared in two different guises. Apollo
Lairbenos was portrayed by a radiate male head while Apollo
Archegetes took the form either of a draped male figure who
held in his hands a plectrum and a lyre or of a male bust
with a lyre.7'
Hardly anything is known of the history of Hierapolis
during the Hellenistic and Republican periods. As a city,
Hierapolis was first known under Eumenes II who perhaps
transformed a sanctuary settlement into something
resembling a polls similar to the foundations established
by the king and his brother throughout their kingdom.
However it happened, during the reign of Eumenes, the city
developed its municipal organization and civic
administration.72
Like its neighbour Laodicea, Hierapolis grew into a
rich and prosperous city. Philostratus, in his life of
Antipater the sophist, counts the city, the birthplace of
the philosopher, as among the flourishing cities of Asia
and this is confirmed by the ruined buildings and other
remains, such as the tombs which line the roads leading in
and out of the city, which can still be seen today. During
the August-September 1987 archaeological season, the north
necropolis was worked on. A census of the sarcophagi was
accomplished and in this area alone, one thousand, six
hundred and fifty sarcophagi or fragments were classified.
The site excavated during this period was the last area of
the necropolis along the road to Tripolis and was used
70 Magie, RHAM, p. 987, n. 24.
71 See Catalogue D, E and F in general.
72 Magie, RR4M, p. 128 and p. 142.
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during the second and third centuries A. D. The use of
marble and the decorations on the tombs underline the
importance and the richness of the area.73
Hierapolis could boast various reasons for its
prosperity, the most interesting and most famous of which
were its Plutonium and hot springs. The Plutonium was a
hole in the ground from which poisonous gases were emitted.
Strabo describes this hole and tells us that any living
creature which goes near the gases dies which he himself
confirmed by throwing sparrows into the enclosure which
surrounded the fissure. He lastly comments on the fact
that the Galli, eunuch priests of Cybele, are immune to the
effects of the gases. However he does not know whether
such immunity arises from their castrated state, divine
providence or from some kind of antidote which can be
administered to individuals.74
Other ancient writers have also commented on the
Plutonium. Pliny, like Strabo, notes that only the priests
of the Great Mother were immune: Siinili modo Hierapoli in
Asia, matris tantum magnae sacerdoti innoxium. Ammianus
Marcellinus also describes the destructive nature of the
gases which came from the Plutonium and also the immunity
of eunuchs, a fact which seems to have been a well known
one in antiquity: Cuius simile foramen apud Hierapolim
Phrygiae antehac (ut asserunt aliqui), videbatur unde
emergens itidem noxius spiritus, perseveranti odore
quidquid prope venerat corrumpebat, qua causa eveniat,
rationibus physicis permittatur. 7 Cassius Dio writes
about the Plutonium of Hierapolis stating that he saw the
hole and the effects of the gases for himself. 	 Like
Strabo, he tested the effects of the vapours on birds. As
Philostratus, VS. 2, 24; Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor",
p. 769; AS: Recent Research, 38, 1988, p. 198.
Strabo, 13, 4, 14.
See Pliny, NH, 2, 208; Ammianus Marcellinus, 23, 6, 18;
Magie, RRAM, p. 987, n. 24.
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with the other ancient authors who commented on this
curiosity, Dio concludes his account of it by saying that
only those who have been emasculated are immune from the
poisonous gases. 76 As implied by Ammianus, the hole
disappeared and this has been attributed to the actions of
the Christians in the fourth century who may have connected
it with the Devil.77
Hierapolis also possessed hot springs, the waters of
which calcified and turned into stone. These calcified
falls, which provide a spectacular setting for the city,
can still be seen today. Strabo, in his Geography, again
comments on the waters of the city saying they easily turn
into stone and that the inhabitants are easily able to run
the water into channels and so form fences: iô pEv ytp ôp
OtT	 'pçiôtGç Etc iiôpov J1EtaL3&)J,.Ei, 1TtIIópEvOv,	 OI' óETOiç
1thyOvIEç •paypoiç 11tEpy1CovTa1, povoXOouç 78
Vitruvius also remarked upon this use of the water in
Hierapolis. He says that the water is channelled around
vineyards and orchards and eventually enclosures are built
around them: Ad eundem modem Hierapoli Phrygiae effervet
aquae caidae muititudo, e quibus circum hortos et vineas
fossis ductis immittitur; ita quotannis dextra et sinistra
margines ex terra faciundo inducent earn et efficiunt in his
crustis in agris saepta.79
These two natural features ensured visitors to the
city. The Plutonium would attract those who wanted to
satisfy their curiosity about the hole and the fatal effect
of the gases it gave out. The hot springs would act as a
magnet to those wishing to bathe in the waters for health
purposes. Strabo believed Hierapolis was the ideal place
76 Cassius Dio, 68, 27, 3.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 86.
78	 Strabo, 13, 4, 14.
H Vitruvius, 8, 3, 10.
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for this because, as the water was so plentiful, the city
as a consequence was full of natural baths: OLc) O' ottv
rI4OOVOV To iU.i8oç TO ôaioç, ()0TE t ltóLlç I1EOTtj T)V
Q1TOIthT)v Q).QVE(A)v ott 80 With them, the visitors would
bring money which would be spent in Hierapolis for the
duration of their stay which would, in turn, raise revenue
to enrich the city.
The revenue raised from visitors to the city would be
added to by the income derived from Hierapolis' wool trade.
Hierapolis, along with its two neighbours, had become one
of the most important cities in the cloth trade and this
was in part due to the waters of the city. As well as
attracting numerous visitors who wanted to take the waters
and see the calcified falls, the water of Hierapolis was
excellent for dying wool as Strabo tells us.81
Hierapolis gives less evidence than Laodicea regarding
the materials it produced but does give more information
connected to the workers and the guilds involved in the
textile trade centred in the city. For example, there were
wool washers, purple-dyers and the makers of tapestries.82
This clearly shows the importance of the wool trade within
the city and its vitality.
As with Laodicea, there is epigraphic evidence of the
actions of citizens which helped to adorn and enrich the
city. There are a few building programmes attested in the
inscriptions including a theatre and its decoration by
several people one of whom gave contributions in money, a
reservoir, a large gymnasium and stoa, alterations to the
council chambers, a theatre at the Plutonium, a portico,
80 Strabo, 13, 4, 14; Magie, 1111AM, p. 128; Ramsay, C and B,
p . 107.
81 Strabo, 13, 4, 14; Magie, RRAM, p. 128.
82 See Appendix JIb and Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", p.
820 and Magie, RR4M, p. 813, n. 83.
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north gate and towers and some large baths.
Gifts and foundations would also aid the city's
development but in contrast to Laodicea, those of
Hierapolis are small and mostly private in character and
mostly involve money for garlands. Such sums include money
given to the guild of nailsmiths by Aurelius Zoticus, a sum
given to the guild of dyers by P. Aelius Hermogenes and a
donation to the purple-dyers given by M Aurelius Diodorus
for an annual burnt offering of poppies.83
It is clear that along with its natural phenomena, the
trade of the city was important for Hierapolis' growth and
development. One final factor in the success of the city
was again the Southern Highway. This road led from Ephesus
to the interior of Asia Minor and on its route followed the
Maeander river to the plain of Hierapolis. 84 As with
Laodicea and Colossae, the city would benefit from the
traffic of goods and personnel which the Highway brought to
the city's territory.
This development and growth was in spite of the
disasters which afflicted the Upper Maeander Valley and
Asia as a whole. Like many other cities in the East,
Hierapolis suffered its share of earthquakes. In A.D. 60,
the city was troubled along with its neighbours Laodicea
and Colossae and there is evidence that at least two other
earthquakes were suffered before and after this time.85
The financial difficulties which beset Asia are also
known and although there is little evidence relating to
Hierapolis directly, it seems that the city would have been
unlikely to escape the economic pressures affecting the
rest of the province.
Colossae is the last city in the group which occupies
83 On the buildings and foundations, see Broughton, "Roman
Asia Minor", pp. 769-770 and Appendix JIb.
84 Magie, RRAM, p. 40.
85 See Broughton, "Roman Asia", p. 601 where references are
cited for all the earthquakes suffered by Hierapolis.
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the Upper Maeander Valley. Much less can be said about it
in comparison to its two neighbours as the numismatic and
epigraphic evidence is less abundant and if the literary
references are scanty for Laodicea and Hierapolis, they are
even more so for Colossae. The material remains of
Colossae are also scanty which adds to the dearth of
evidence concerning the history of this city.86
Colossae was situated on the south bank of the River
Lycus and eleven miles below it was its neighbour,
Laodicea. It was positioned at the beginning of a gorge
into which the River Lycus ran on its course from its upper
to its lower valley. The fortified acropolis of the city
was built on an isolated hill on the south bank of the
river but its buildings and tombs extended to the north
bank.87
The origins of Colossae are different to those of its
neighbours Laodicea and Hierapolis. Magie distinguishes it
from Laodicea, its nearest neighbour in the Upper Maeander
Valley, by describing Colossae as an "ancient town" while
terming Laodicea a "Seleucid colony". Hierapolis is always
described as a "holy city". 88 The antiquity of the city is
noted in the ancient sources as both Herodotus, writing in
the fifth century B.C. and Xenophon, who lived in a period
covering the end of the fifth century and the beginning of
the fourth century B.C., mention the city. 89 There is no
evidence of the foundation or the earliest constitution of
the city and the process by which a Phrygian city became a
Greek one is also unknown. However, it may be due to a
refoundation or colonization by a Greek king. 90 The city
86 Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", p. 725.
87 On the position of Colossae see Ramsay, C and B, pp.
208-209; Magie, RRAM, p. 126.
88 Magie, RR4M, p. 126; Ramsay, C and B, p. 84.
89 See p. 45
Ramsay, C and B, p. 212.
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could also have been seif-Hellenised.
Colossae had, at some point in its history, been
considered a great and important city. Herodotus tells us
that the Persian King Xerxes, who ruled from 486 B.C., came
to Colossae which is described by the fifth century Greek
historian as a great city in Phrygia: 1UiKEIO Èç Ko?1.000iç
itó)tv P E y 1 ).11 V P puyt tic
Xenophon, in his Anabasis, also comments on the
prosperity of Colossae. He recalls that Cyrus, the brother
of the Persian king, was planning to seize the Persian
throne and marched through Phrygia to Colossae which is
described as prosperous and large: ioOuov ötaL3iç
	
EAQt5VE
öti Ppuya oiaOiiôv va 1tapao1yyaç ÔXT Etc KoX000iç, itóXtv
otKoupv1v ica Eôc1tpova icat tEytv.92
It has been suggested that the foundation of Laodicea
in the third century B.C. led to Colossae's downfall and
ruin. It has been argued that Laodicea had a more
advantageous position and that the trade of the Southern
Highway could not support both Colossae and its neighbour.
Unlike Hierapolis, Colossae had no natural phenomena to
draw visitors to it and ensure its prosperity.93
This argument has been strengthened by the ancient
sources. For example, Strabo lists the city as a small
town: JLEctKE'?Ta% ôÈ iai3iaç uoAIoiiaia icat ... 'Apoôtoiic,
Ko).000at , øEploIOviOv,	 avaóc, Mi1tpóuoA c, 'Aito)ivitiç H
For this passage of Strabo, a more convincing argument
is given which suggests that it is inaccurate to include
Colossae among the ito),.toiiaia he lists and so infer that the
city had greatly diminished in size and importance. There
is a lacuna in the text after the word and it cannot be
91 Herodotus, 7, 30; Ruge, RE, 1921, XI, I, 1119; Magie,
RRAM, p. 985, n. 22. See above.
92 Xenophon, 24Anabasis, 1,2,6; Ruge, RE, 1921, XI,I, 1119;
Magie, RR4M, p. 986, n. 22.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 209.
Strabo, 12, 8, 16; Ruge, RE, XI, I, 1119.
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assumed that the term applies to the cities, including
Colossae, which are listed afterwards.9
This is especially so when considering the coins and
inscriptions of the city. The numismatic and epigraphic
evidence of the Imperial period show the usual city
officials and Colossae can still be seen as functioning as
a city under the emperors. One inscription from the city
concerns the Nea Olympia, games which were held at
Colossae: # uatptç M. Ap. Zijvva Atoini öíç, vtxioavta
ôEuTpQv	 T[EJTPQET11PIÔa	 Na	 'O).i3uitui.a	 'Aito)ivti1a
yooBeTovtoç ôtà t3Iou A[p.] Taitavo FAY.96 This
contributes to the picture of Colossae actively enjoying a
healthy civic life during the Imperial period. There is no
doubt that the foundation of Laodicea and the commercial
importance it gained affected to some degree the
development of its neighbour yet this was not as damaging
as previously believed for Colossae still continued to
enjoy the rights of a city during the Imperial period and
should not be dismissed as minor and of little
importance .
Along with its neighbours, Laodicea and Hierapolis,
Colossae suffered its share of natural disasters. For
example, in 60 A.D. all three cities were hit by an
earthquake: In Asia tres urbes, hoc est Laodicea,
Hierapoiis, Colossae terrae inotu conciderunt. 98 It would
not have been immune either to the same financial
predicaments outlined by Appian and in Cicero's letters.
Despite these problems, Colossae flourished in the
same way as its two neighbours even though it never became
as large or quite as important as either of them. Along
Magie, RRI4M, p. 986, n. 22.
96 M4MA, VI, 40.
Magie, RRAM, p. 986, n. 22 and see Appendix TIc and
Catalogue G and H.
98 Orosius, 7, 7, 12; Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", p.
601.
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with Laodicea and Hierapolis, Colossae also became an
important centre for the manufacturing of cloth. Strabo
tells us how Laodicea derived great revenue from its wool
trade and he says that the same happened with Colossae.
The trade of the city was such that its name was connected
with a purple dye. 99 Pliny describes how the flower of the
cyclamen is called Colossae and used to dye chaplets: in
vepribus nascitur cyclaminum, de quo plura alias. flos eius
Colossinus in coronas admittitur.100
As well as its textile trade, Colossae also owed its
development, in part, to its position on the Southern
Highway. After leaving the plain around Apamea, the
Highway followed the Lycus valley to its junction with the
Maeander. In this valley was the ancient city of
Colossae.' 01 As with Laodicea, the use of this road as a
major route of communication which transported both goods
and personnel within the vicinity of Colossae would ensure
the city's growth and development.
Although there is less evidence for Colossae than for
its neighbour Laodicea, foundations from inhabitants of
this small city must also have contributed to its wealth.
An inscription records that a young man's mother paid for
a crown to be given on the seventh day of the eighth month
while his father paid for a statue.'02
Even though there is no surviving continuous history
of the cities of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae or even
of the area of Phrygia itself, an insight into the growth
and development of the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley
can be gained from the brief notices in the extant literary
Strabo, 12, 5, 16; Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", p.
819.
100 Pliny, NH, 21, 51; Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", p.
819.
101 Magie, RRI4M, p. 126 and see above pp. 22, 35-36 and 43.
102 See Appendix TIc.
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sources and from the epigraphic and numismatic evidence.
The overall impression of this group of cities despite the
political, natural and financial disasters which beset Asia
and the neighbourhood of the Upper Maeander Valley, is one
of gradual growth in the wealth and importance of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae especially during the late
Republican and Imperial periods. This was due to the
cities' close proximity to the Southern Highway, a major
roadway in Asia Minor, and the prominence in the cloth
trade which they all enjoyed.
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CHAPTER TWO: The Coinage System of Asia Minor
When the kingdom of Pergamum, which formed the basis
of the Roman province of Asia, was bequeathed to Rome in
133 B.C. by its last king, Attalus III, the Roman
authorities inherited the coinage system already in
existence in the area. A closed currency system had been
introduced into the kingdom during the second century B.C.
just as had been done in Egypt under the Ptolemies a
century previously. The basis of the coinage was a coin
called the cistophorus which was also the main silver coin
in use within the kingdom. It had a lower intrinsic value
than the other silver coins which circulated in
neighbouring kingdoms and localities which meant that it
did not leave Pergamum since it was worth less beyond the
borders of the kingdom than within it.' Despite the fact
that the Roman government continued to make use of the
coinage system already in existence in the province of
Asia, it was possible that Roman coins and units of
reckoning would influence that monetary system.
During the late Republic, little gold coinage was
produced in Asia Minor and in fact, little of this precious
metal was coined in the Roman Empire as a whole. At Rome
itself, gold was only introduced as a regular part of the
coinage quite late in the state's monetary history. This
was done by Julius Caesar in 46 B.C. but after his
assassination two years later in 44 B.C., the minting of
gold and also the silver denarius was spread throughout the
Mediterranean as it was undertaken by the various factions
which fought for control of the empire. The production of
gold was eventually confined to the issues of Augustus
after he emerged victorious in the struggle for the rule of
Rome and her domains when he won the battle of Actium in 31
B.C. These issues were first produced at the so-called
"Spanish" mints which were two mints whose identity is
uncertain but in any case, from 15 B.C. their role was
1 Burnett, CRW, p. 41; Crawford, CMRR, p. 158.
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taken over by the mint at Lyons which was the only mint to
strike gold until either A.D. 64 or 69 when its operations
were moved to Rome.2
No other gold was minted within the Empire although
some coins were minted from this metal by the Bosporan
client kingdom under the dynast Koson and other kings. It
was also minted by the Bosporan cities of Chersonesus and
Oltbia. Only a few examples of this coinage survive but
there seems to have been no attempt to integrate the
circulation of Roman and Bosporan gold. This is not to be
expected anyway as the Bosporan gold formed a completely
different monetary system even though it was influenced by
Roman gold. This is emphasised by the fact that although
the early Bosporan gold was minted on a similar standard to
the Roman aureus, the closeness of the standards was not
maintained. In the west, under Juba and Ptolemaeus, gold
was struck on various occasions at an uncertain standard in
the African kingdom of Mauretania but this was done on a
very small scale.3
It was probably during the late Republican and early
Imperial periods that the aureus of Rome replaced the gold
coinage minted at Ephesus. This city had been responsible
for some insubstantial issues during the late Hellenistic
period but they did not last into the Imperial age. 4 The
aurei seem to have been struck at a higher standard than
the Asian gold and they began to circulate in the province
from the beginning of their production in the 40s B.C.
Aurei have been found in what was the eastern part of the
Empire. In Turkey, a hoard of seven of the coins were
found dating from Antoninus Pius to Commodus while a much
larger hoard contained over two hundred coins depicting
2 RPC, p. 6; Burnett, CRW, pp. 49-50.
RPC, p. 6.
RPC, pp. 6, 369, 431.
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Nero and Crispina. 3 This shows that the aureus reached and
circulated in that part of the Imperial domains.
A number of aurei were struck at Ephesus during the
period of the civil wars and also during the emperor
Augustus' reign down to 19/18 B.C. A unique aureus bearing
the image of Octavia, the wife of Antony, dated to 39 B.C.,
may have been produced at the city as there is a marked
similarity between this portrait and those found on a
cistophorus and the bronzes of the city.6
Brutus and Cassius also may have produced some gold
within the province of Asia in 43-42 B.C. while the city of
Pergamum also struck aurei under Augustus in 19-18 B.C.
However, no more gold was minted in Asia until the reign of
Vespasian.
The gold coins produced during this time are dated to
A.D. 70 and 71 because these were the years in which
Vespasian held his second and third consuiships which are
referred to in the legends. Aurei struck in 70 show the
portrait of the emperor on the obverse and are marked "BY"
while coins minted the following year depict both Vespasian
and Titus as Caesar and are marked "F". The latter mark, 'I
it has been argued, can only be interpreted as "Ephesus"
but "BY" has been resolved as "Byzantium". However, the
monogram also appears with a third character and can be
read as "ABY" or "BYA". Metcalf believes that this makes
it less likely that Byzantium is referred to and he thinks
that these coins were also minted at the city of Ephesus.8
Just as the gold coin of Rome was minted in Asia, so
too was the denarius, which constituted the main silver
CH 2, 236 and GH 3, 156.
RPC, pp. 368-9, 431.	 See below pp. 57-58	 for this
cis tophorus.
RPC, p. 368.
8 Metcalf, "The Flavians", pp. 328 and 330; RIC, II, pp.
54-55, nos. 334, 339-340. See below pp. 53-54 for similar
marks on the silver coinage produced during this period.
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coinage of the Roman Empire. From the period of the civil
wars during the late Republic, denarii were produced in the
province. The minting of the coin was sporadic and not a
regular occurrence but was undertaken on several occasions
within the province of Asia. In 49 B.C. denarii were stuck
by L. Lentulus, the proconsul of Asia at the time. As part
of the issue featured the type of Artemis Ephesia, the
whole issue is attributed to the city of Ephesus. Both
gold and silver was produced under the auspices of Brutus
and Cassius and it is likely that most of their issues were
struck in Asia and Lycia. 9 In 42-41 B.C. another issue,
that of Murcus, was perhaps made in Asia and it is also
likely that the coinage of Sextus Pompey was produced there
in 35 B.C.. A great quantity of silver coinage was
produced in the East by Mark Antony some of which may well
have been minted in Asia. However, it is not possible to
distinguish between issues made in Greece, Bithynia or Asia
or to identify the mints responsible for the coins within
these areas.'°
The sporadic minting of the denarius was also
continued during the Imperial period. During the early
part of Augustus' reign in 19-18 B.C., denarii were struck
at Pergamum on what seems to be a very high standard which
was not untypical. Only two coins were analyzed weighing
3.81g and 3.69g. The weight of silver was 3.74g and 3.60g
giving a silver content of 98.25% and 97.50%
respectively. 11 There were no more subsequent issues of
denarii until those produced under Vespasian at the city of
Ephesus .
The denarii of Vespasian highlight the problems of
interpreting the monograms and marks made on coins of the
See p. 51 for the gold issues.
10 On all these Republican issues of denarii, see RPC, pp.
10 and 368 and see also Kinns, "Asia Minor", p. 112.
Walker, Metrology, I, pp. 12 and 24.
RPC, p. 368.
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ancient world. The coins depict on the obverses not only
the portrait of Vespasian but also those of Titus and
Domitian. Some of the coins are undated but others refer
to the emperor's second, third and fifth consuiships in
their legends. Only part of the issue is unmarked but some
of the denarii have "1", "P", "BY" and "EQ" " engraved on
them. The latter of these marks is found on the gold
coinage. Other coins are marked with a star and a later
series is marked with a small
Formerly, these series of coins have been classified
according to their markings and treated as if they were
struck at a number of mints which were producing
contemporary issues or from a travelling mint. However, it
has been suggested, from the evidence of die-links, the
unity of style and the fact that all the issues of
Vespasian's denarli share common types, that the coins were
struck at a single mint which was in continuous production
for the first three years of the emperor's reign. Minting
operations were suspended for a while but it resumed in
A.D. 7414
Attempts at solving the question of where the mint was
situated has revolved around the interpretation of the
marks which appear on the coins. "BY" has been deciphered
as Byzantium, as had been done for the gold coins, but
other forms of the ligature can be read as "ABY" or "BYA"
which, it has been argued, makes it less likely to be
connected with Byzantium)5
" c1" is harder to interpret and readings which have
resolved the mark into Philippi, Bithynia and Tonia all
seem to be unlikely both as meanings for the mark and as
13 Metcalf, "The Flavians", p. 326. See also RIC, II, pp.
54-56 and Woodward, "Cistophoric Series", p. 156. See below
p. 51 for the gold coins of Vespasian.
14 Metcalf, "The Flavians", pp. 328-329.
15 See p. 51 for this mark and Metcalf, "The Flavians", p.
329.
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mint sites.16
The issues of A.D. 71 are attributed to Ephesus as
this is the only way " " can be read and the city itself
was an obvious choice for a mint, being a large and
important city in the province of Asia. This issue of
coins is not die-linked with the earlier marked and
unmarked issues but it does share the same similarity of
style. Other evidence which has been cited to support the
theory that the denaril of Vespasian were produced at the
single mint of Ephesus is the appearance of the type of a
turreted female bust with the legend PACI ORB TERI? AVG
which is depicted throughout the series from the beginning.
The identity of this bust is uncertain but Roma and Pax
have been suggested. Identity aside, the female portrait
is only otherwise known from the municipal coinage of
Ephesus. The conclusion is that Ephesus was the mint
responsible for the denarii of Vespasian as it has been
identified as the mint for the aurei)7
If the unmarked coins and those marked with "", "BY"
and "" can be attributed to the single mint of Ephesus,
the same cannot be said of those marked with a small "0".
Metcalf believes that this is a mint mark and not a
magistrate's name but he knows of no mint which identified
itself in this way. It forms a different series to the
other denarii but the mint which struck these coins cannot
be easily determined.'8
Denarii were also struck under Hadrian in the East and
those dated to A.D. 125 are attributed to the provincia
Asia by Walker.19
It is clear within the Empire that the denarius of
Rome was the most important silver coin. It had gradually
16 Metcalf, "The Flavians", pp. 329-330.
17 p 51 and Metcalf, "The Flavians", pp. 328-330.
18 Metcalf, "The Flavians", pp. 330-332.
19 Walker, Metrology, II, pp. 24 and 57.
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replaced local civic coinages made of this metal and this
growth in production was a consequence of the minting which
had taken place during the troubles of the late Republic.
In some places of the Empire, namely Italy, Sicily, Africa,
Achaea and perhaps also Cyrenaica, the denarius constituted
the only silver currency while in other parts it was
certainly dominant at least. The residue of Iberian
denarii circulated with Roman denarii until the reign of
Augustus and in the western part of the province of
Macedonia, the silver of Dyrrachium and Apollonia
supplemented the denarli. In Britain, the surviving local
issues continued to circulate alongside the Roman coin in
Norfolk and the region south of the River Thames. Gallic
silver was important down to the age of Augustus in Gaul.2°
However, even though the denarius of Rome was the most
important silver coinage as far east as Greece and probably
Cyrenaica, its role even further east was more restricted
due to the existence of other main local silver currencies.
These were the drachms and didrachms of Caesarea in
Cappadocia, the tetradrachnis of Antioch in Syria and those
of Alexandria in Egypt and the silver issues of Pontis
under Polemo II.	 The same was true in the west where
silver issues were produced in	 the client kingdom of
Mauretania under Juba II and Ptolemaeus. This is borne out
by the archaeological evidence. For example, coin hoards
from Caesarea in Cappadocia show that the denarius and the
drachms and didrachms did not circulate together. In one
hoard, one denarius of Tiberius was found among sixty-one
Caesarean silver coins while another contained didrachms
and hemidrachms along with nine coins of Archelaus which
date from the reign of Tiberius to that of Hadrian.21
Likewise, in Asia the role of the denarius was restricted
20 RPC, p. 6.
CH 1975, 116.
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by the continued minting of the cistophorus.22
The minting of the denarius at certain mints within
Asia did not preclude the production of the cistophorus.
As with the denarius, and also the aureus, the striking of
this coin was carried out on an irregular basis and was
certainly not undertaken for all periods under all
emperors. This was the norm for the minting of Imperial
silver be it produced at Rome or elsewhere. For example,
the denarius was not minted regularly throughout the Julio-
Claudian period. Small quantities only were produced under
the emperors Claudius and Caligula and also from the
beginning of Nero's reign until A.D. 64. There were also
periods when no denarii were minted at all. Under
Augustus, between 27-19 B.C., no denarii were minted.23
It was the same for the minting of the cistophorus as
there were periods of little or no production as well as
the minting of quite large quantities. When the Roman
authorities took over control of the former kingdom of the
Pergamene king, Attalus, the production of the cistophorus
was continued at several mints from that time until 68/67
B.C. when minting ceased. It was not until 58 B.C. that
the minting of the cistophoric silver coinage was resumed.
This break has been connected to the enormous commands of
Pompey in the east and his control of the revenues there.24
When production did start again, it was done with the so-
called "proconsular" cistophori struck with the names of
various Roman officials stationed in the provinces of Asia
and Cilicia. A number of issues are known and the latest
ones were issued from Phrygian and Lydian mints for
Cilician proconsuls. This was because Phrygia was for a
time detached from the province of Asia and added to that
of Cilicia. The latest proconsul named on the coinage was
22 RPC, p. 6.
23 RPC, p. 7.
24 Burnett, CRW, p. 41.
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the famous Marcus Tullius Cicero who was proconsul of
Cilicia in 51 B.C, but there was also an issue from
Pergamum dated to 49 B.C. in the name of Q. Metellus Scipio
who was the proconsul of Syria. Other issues were signed
by different Roman officials. These include the issues
signed C. Fannius Pont. Pr. and Fimbria Imper. as well as
the coins bearing the names of Lepidus and a quaestor whose
name is in the form of a monogram and can be read as being
either L. Antonius or Atratinus. The cistophori in the
name of these magistrates of Rome are undated but the
editors of Roman Provincial Coinage have suggested that
they probably belong to the same general period as the
"proconsular" cistophori or perhaps even to the 40s B.C.
given the similarity between the series. 2 This is perhaps
confirmed by the fact that later cistophori are dominated
by the portraits of Antony, Augustus and successive
emperors and other members of the Imperial family. The
coinage of the proconsuls was minted by five mints only
sited at Ephesus, Pergamum, Tralles, Apamea and Laodicea.
There was continuity in the standard of these coins and the
cistophori which had been minted previously as the
"proconsular" cistophori were only slightly reduced in
weight compared to their predecessors.26
After the early 40s B.C. no more cistophori were
issued until those of Antony which were produced in
connection with his struggle against Octavian. 27 Two very
large issues of cistophori were struck by him and they are
both attributed to the mint at Ephesus. There is a
similarity between both issues in the range of larger and
smaller heads which they portray. The attribution to
Ephesus is further supported by similarities between the
depiction of a bust of Octavia which is portrayed on a
25 For the "proconsular" cistophori see RPC, p. 374.
26 Woodward, "Cistophoric Series", pp. 150-151.
27 Burnett, RPC, p. 42.
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single cistophorus and that used on some rare bronzes of
the city bearing Octavia. Placing both issues at the mint
of Ephesus is more likely than believing the issues were
produced at two different mints located at both Ephesus and
Pergamum because of these reasons.28
These two issues have been dated to the period after
the marriage of Antony and Octavia in 40 B.C.. This is
because the portrait of Octavia appears on the single
cistophorus and it is unlikely that her portrait would have
figured among the coins of Antony unless she were formally
connected to him. The issues also must be before 38 B.C.
since Antony is titled COS DESIG ITER ET TERT. The most
likely date is when both Antony and Octavia were in the
east in 3929
The next series of cistophori was produced under
Augustus at the mint at Pergamum. These were issued until
19-18 B.C. and the last issue was accompanied by an issue
of aurei and denarii. 30 If it is correct to identify
Pergamum as a mint of the denarii of Augustus and his last
issue of cistophori, then in this case we have a mint
striking two different silver denominations at the same
time but producing them at their own standards and
finenesses 31
The same situation occurred during the reign of
Hadrian. A very rare series of denarii were struck in the
provincia Asia under this emperor and because of the style
of the coins, it appears they were produced at the same
mints and at the same time as the cistophori. These
denarii correspond with those minted at Rome with respect
to their silver content while at the same time overvalued
28 RPC, p. 374. On the coins bearing Octavia see p. 51.
29 RPC, p. 374.
30 RPC, p. 374.
31 Walker, Metrology, I, p. 24.
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cistophori were being produced.32
During the reign of Claudius, two brief issues of
cistophori were struck. It could be suggested for the
first issue that two mints were responsible for its
production. This issue was struck in the name of the
emperor only but there were two reverse types, one
depicting the temple of Roma and Augustus which was
situated at Pergamum and the other showing the temple of
Diana Ephesia situated at Ephesus. This implies that the
coins were minted at two mints at Pergamum and Ephesus.
However, Ephesus may be the sole mint of this issue as die
links connect the two types. Ephesus is perhaps more
securely identified as the mint for these Claudian
cistophori as a second issue was struck at the city. This
issue is loosely dated to between A.D. 50 and 54 but more
precision is not possible. On this series of coins,
Claudius appears with Agrippina II as well as with the
young Nero. The only non-Imperial reverse type is that of
Diana Ephesia which suggests Ephesus was the mint for these
coins and so perhaps also the first issue.33
The sporadic nature of the production of the
cistophorus is confirmed by the fact that there were no
more issues until a tiny series was struck under Vespasian.
Generally during the Flavian period cistophori were
comparatively rare and are almost entirely confined to the
reign of Titus and the early years of the reign of Domitian
apart from the coins struck by Vespasian.34
Cistophori were again minted soon after the accession
of the emperor Nerva. From A.D. 96-99, the coins were
under continuous and considerable production in a period
covering the two years of Nerva's short reign and the first
32 Walker, Metrology, II, p. 64.
RPC, p. 379.
Burnett, CRW, p. 42; RPC, p. 374; Walker, Metrology, II,
p. 122.
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year of Trajan's ruie.3
A major recoinage of the cistophorus was undertaken
during the reign of Hadrian and this took the form of the
restriking of the coins produced by Antony and Augustus
although many of these pieces dating to the late Republic
and the early Empire would have been very worn after about
a century and a half in circulation. Woodward has
concluded that there was no compulsory recall of earlier
cistophori and that the coins minted by both Antony and
Augustus were still circulating when Hadrian recoined them.
There is no evidence to suggest that the cistophori of the
Flavians or those of Nerva and Trajan were restruck.36
After the activities of Hadrian, the next series of
cistophori to be minted were those produced under Septimius
Severus and these were the only cistophori to be produced
from the short reign of Pertinax onwards. The issue falls
into two groups. The first of these has been dated to C.
195 by Walker but Woodward previously dated them to 198 on
the basis that Severus is referred to as holding
tribunician power for the sixth time. However, both date
the second issue to c. 205, Woodward because Caracalla's
second consulship is mentioned. 37 This series of
cistophori was small and the only certain information which
can be given about the mints is that one or perhaps more
were responsible for the coins and that they remain
unidentified 38
It seems there was a close relationship between the
cistophorus and the denarius. The former has often been
Walker, Metrology, II, p. 63.
36 Woodward, "Cistophoric Series", p. 170; Han, Coinage,
pp. 101-102.
Walker, Metrology, III, p. 72; Woodward, "Cistophoric
Series", p. 170; Burnett, CRW, p. 42.
38 Woodward, "Cistophoric Series", p. 170; Walker,
Metrology, III, pp. 72f has not identified the mints. On
the minting cistophori, see also Harl, Coinage, pp. 69-72,
98-100.
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regarded as worth the equivalent of three of the latter.
The literary evidence for this is Festus who says
Talentorum non unum genus. Atticus est sex miliuni
denarium, Rhodium et cistophorum quattuor milium et
quingentorum denarium. 39 The bulk of Festus' work was an
epitome of Verrius Flaccus who was the tutor to Augustus'
grandchildren. Walker has pointed out that it can be
assumed that the ratio of one cistophorus to three denarii
existed in the time of Augustus but it need not have
applied in every period nor need it have been the only
exchange rate under Augustus. 4° However, from his analyses
there is no doubt that the cistophorus was intended to pass
at three denarii because of their silver content.4'
It is more difficult to determine when this
relationship was introduced between the two different types
of silver coinage. It can obviously be argued that no such
ratio existed in the Republican period when the cistophorus
circulated alone in the closed currency area of the kingdom
of Pergamum. The relationship between the cistophorus and
the denarius would then presumably date from the time when
the denarius began to be struck and within the province of
Asia during the troubled period of the civil wars at the
end of the Republican era.42
The overstriking of the cistophori minted by Antony
and Augustus during the reign of Hadrian was a unique
event. It has been suggested that the overstriking was
carried out to save time and money. To import bullion and
to prepare dies and mint apparatus was a slow and costly
process. 43 However, this must have been done for all the
other issues of cistophori which were not overstruck and
p. 492 ed. Lindsay, Walker, Metrology, I, p. 35.
40 Walker, Metrology, I, p. 35.
41 Walker, Metrology, I, pp. 26ff; RPC, p. 28.
42 RPC, p. 28; Kinns, "Asia Minor", p. 112.
Woodward, "Cistophoric series", p. 170.
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there is no reason to suggest why this process should have
proved more untimely or more expensive for Hadrian than for
any other emperor who produced cistophori.
The overstiking of Antonine and Augustan cistophori
has also been explained in terms of the relationship
between the cistophorus and the denarius. According to
Walker, the point of the whole operation was to make the
cistophorus a coin worth four denarii rather than three.
He also believes that this hypothesis provides a neat
explanation for the emperor's actions as it would be
inconceivable that it was undertaken merely to improve the
appearance of the coins, some of which would have been very
worn indeed. If the revaluation had been done in a normal
manner, then the coins would have been recalled, melted
down and base metal added all for the profit of the state.
Walker has argued that the profit accruing to the state
would be all the greater if the cost of melting the coins
down could be avoided.44
The revaluation of the coin under Hadrian seems to be
confirmed by the coinage struck during the reign of
Septimius Severus. The Severan cistophori have a standard
mean of 73.44% silver and one specimen is 93% fine which is
considerably higher than the Severan denarii. In Walker's
opinion, this analysis tends to confirm the view that from
the reign of the emperor Hadrian the cistophorus was valued
at four and not three denarii.45
Despite this relationship, the denarius and the
cistophorus did not circulate together and the denarius
does not figure greatly in the currency of the province of
Asia. For example, at Aphrodisias, single denarii have
been found which were minted under Domitian, Antoninus
Pius, Lucius Verus, Commodus, Julia Domna and Geta while
two bear the name of Trajan. 	 Fourré denarii bear the
Walker, Metrology, II, p. 64.
Walker, Metrology, III, p. 72.
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portraits of Domitian, Trajan, and Septimius Severus.46
The fact that denarii were a rarity within Asian
cities is confirmed by the overview of the Imperial silver
found at the city of Sardis. Three denarii dating to the
first century A.D. were discovered which were minted during
the reigns of the emperors Tiberius, Nero and lastly
Vespasian. The latter two coins are attributed to the mint
of Rome while the Tiberian coin
has conventionally been listed as a product of the mint of
Lugudunum. The type was struck in very large quantities
and it may well have come from a number of mints, possibly
even from some in the east. Ten denarii dating to the
second century A.D. have been found. Four are dated to the
reign of Trajan and two to Hadrian's. The coin of
Antoninus Pius is a posthumous issue and there is one
denarius struck under Lucius Verus, Commodus and lastly
Septimius Severus. All have been assigned to the mint of
Rome. A few denarii of the first half of the third century
have been excavated from the city of Sardis with various
Imperial portraits. One portrays Caracalla and was minted
at Rome, two portray Elagabalus and one was struck for
Julia Mamaea. The last three again were all produced at
the mint of Rome. 47 This shows that the denarius was not
a common coin within the city.
This was so even though the denarius formed the major
silver currency within the Empire as a whole not least
because it was the coinage of the Roman government. The
cistophorus on the other hand was certainly not used for
inter-provincial transactions and it did not circulate
outside the province of Asia. 48 Few hoards of silver
cistophori coinage have been found within Asia. A hoard
was deposited in c18 B.C. containing thirty-eight Antonine
46 Macdonald, Greek and Roman Coins from Aphrodisias, pp.
13-14.
Buttrey, "Roman Coins", p. 92 and pp. 129-131.
48 Walker, Metrology, I, p. 35.
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pieces and two hundred and fifty five Augustan coins while
another hoard is composed of forty-seven coins of Antony
and ninety-nine of Augustus. Another hoard contained
cistophori of the Flavian emperors as well as denarii of
Nero, Othello and Vitellius. Two other hoards are less
well known but one discovered in the 1940s ended with
issues of Claudius and the other passed into trade in the
1960s but probably terminated with issues of Hadrian.
Excavations have not added to the finds of cistophori.
Four cistophori, two Antonine, one Augustan and one
Claudian, were found during the American excavations at
Sardis and a plated coin was found by German excavators at
Pergamum, the specimen now being at Berlin.49
From this brief overview of the find evidence, it is
clear that the cistophorus was a very important coin within
the province of Asia and the negative evidence against
their use outside the area serves only to strengthen this
picture. Few cistophori are found outside Asia. For
example, a cistophorus minted at Laodicea was found during
the dredging of the harbour at Tass on the Danube and it
has been suggested that it was lost or buried by a soldier
returning from the East who had kept one in his possession.
Austrian excavations at Carnuntum found a coin of Augustus
and a single Augustan cistophorus formed part of the 1920
Vico Pisano hoard. Generally though, cistophori are never
found in hoards which come from further east. Of the major
finds of eastern silver, such as the Gerzeul and Tokat
hoards, cistophori do not figure. A hoard from Pisidian
Antioch is the only hoard outside the province of Asia to
contain cistophori in significant numbers but the city was
very close to the borders of the province and this cannot
be cited as firm evidence for the circulation of the coin
outside of Asia. According to Metcalf, this bears out the
view that the cistophorus only circulated within the
Metcalf, Cistophori of Hadrian, pp. 110-111.
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province of Asia and not outside it.0
This may have been because the cistophorus, especially
when compared to the denarius, was an overvalued currency,
like it had been when the closed monetary system had been
introduced, and this overvaluation ensured its restricted
circulation. For example, Walker has calculated that the
coin was overvalued by between six and eleven percent from
70-68 B.C. and during the reign of Claudius. While this
enabled the state to derive some revenue from the striking
of cistophori, it equally meant that the coin did not
circulate outside the area in which it was minted. 51 This
overvaluation fluctuated during the Imperial period but it
was maintained. Under Hadrian, as coins worth four
denarii, cistophori were overvalued against contemporary
denarii by about nineteen percent and under Severus this
figure was ten percent. The small Severan issue of
cistophori is very worn suggesting that it was in
circulation for a considerable period and this is expected
of an overvalued currency and not an undervalued one.52
It was presumably because of this overvaluation that
the denarius was the preferred coinage in some quarters.
In a letter to his friend Atticus written about April 59
B.C., Cicero urges him to try and get the treasury in Rome
to make payments in the Roman coin and not the Asian: Sed
ut ad rein, scripsi ad quaestores urbanos de Quinti fratris
negotio. Vide, quid narrant, ecquae spes sit denarii, an
cistophoro Pompeiano iacemus. 53 The Pompeian cistophori
were no doubt the money Pompey had brought back with him
when he returned from Asia, presumably, Walker believes, in
the most recent and most debased coins of Ephesus but he
50 Metcalf, Cistophori of Hadrian, pp. 111-112.
51 Walker, Metrology, I, p. 35.
52 Walker, Metrology, II, p. 64 and III, pp. 72-73.
Cicero, Ad Att., 2. 6. 2; Metcalf, Cistophori of
Hadrian, p. 112.
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does not say why this should be so especially since
earlier, more valuable cistophori might still have been
circulating when Pompey was in the East. 54 The cistophorus
was less favoured than the denarius by Cicero because he
presumably believed he was going to get paid in the less
valuable coin and not able to buy as much with it as if he
had been paid with the equivalent amount of denarii.5
There is no doubt though that the influence of Rome
can be seen quite clearly to have affected the cistophorus.
When the kingdom of Attalus III was first taken over by the
Roman authorities, the coin was continued in its normal
form employing the type of the cista niystica. The issuing
of the cistophorus remained unaltered during the period
133-67 B.C.. When the coinage was resumed in 58 B.C., it
was minted until 49 but appeared to be more "Romanized" in
form. The cistophori minted during this time were the
"proconsular" cistophori and the names of Roman officials
were added in Latin, along with the title of PROCOS or
IMPER, but the traditional design of the coin was
maintained. When Mark Antony revived the coinage in the
early 30s B.C. his portrait, and not the cista mystica,
dominated the design and the legends continued to be in
Latin. With the rule of the emperors, Imperial portraits
and other Imperial themes figured on the coins and it can
be said that they were thoroughly "Roman" with Greek
legends and types ceasing to important. 56 However, the
most important change regarding the cistophorus was that it
was no longer the coinage of a Hellenistic kingdom but
rather it became part of the Roman coinage of a Roman
province
Walker, Metrology, I, pp. 35-36.
Walker, Metrology, I, pp . 35-36; Han, Coinage, p. 241.
56	 See Burnett, CRW, pp . 41-42; RPC, p. 374; see also
Appendix III.
Crawford, CMRR, p. 160 and see Appendix III.
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As well as the denarius and the cistophorus, a limited
amount of local civic silver was struck by a few cities in
the first part of the Imperial period. The cites which
produced these issues were Stratonicea, Tabae and Mylasa
and also the islands of Rhodes and Chios. It is very
difficult to put a precise date to these very late
Hellenistic coinages and to determine whether they were
struck before Augustus became emperor or after. Silver was
also, minted elsewhere in the East, for example, Galatia,
the Lycian League and Armenia during the Triumviral and
Augustan periods. Some of these local silver coinages may
have been quite large, such as those produced by Rhodes,
the Lycian League and also Aphrodisias-Plarasa, but most
are known only from a small number of examples. It
therefore seems probable that while these coins were
important in the immediate area in which they were
produced, they would not have added a great deal to the
silver currency of the province of Asia which consisted
mainly of the cistophorus.58
It is clear that the Roman aureus and its silver
counterpart, the denarius, were produced in Asia but the
role they played in the monetary system of the province
differed. The aureus was important because it formed the
only major gold coin of the Empire. In contrast, the
circulation of the denarius within Asia was greatly
restricted by the continued production of the cistophorus
which was the traditional currency of the area even though
the denarius formed part of the currency of the Imperial
government.
The same can also be said of Imperial bronze. Like
the precious metal coinage of Rome, bronze did not
circulate in the eastern part of the Empire during the
Republican era. However, while the silver of Rome, and
also the gold, were produced at mints within Asia during
the period of the civil wars at the end of the Republic,
58 RPC, pp. 369-370; Kinns, "Asia Minor", p. 113.
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the same did not happen with the bronze denominations of
Rome. 59 At Aphrodisias in Caria, it has been estimated
that Imperial bronze constituted only one and a half
percent of the base coinage circulating within the
territory of the city. This shows that although the bronze
of Rome was present to a small extent in the city, it was
by no means important.60
The same is true of Sardis. At the city, for example,
few Roman bronzes have been found at the excavations
carried out there. A pierced Roman as was discovered
during the earlier excavations which means that it was used
as jewellery rather than as a form of currency while an aes
grave triens was found at Priene. 6' The earliest coins of
the Imperial period which have been excavated date to the
late first century B.C. and consist of a number of asses
and one sesterce struck in the East at an uncertain mint.
They must date to after 27 B.C. because they carry the name
of Augustus. Apart from these coins, the only other Roman
bronze coin dating to the first century B.C. was an as
produced by one of the moneyers of Augustus. Only one
bronze coin was found dating to the first century A.D. and
this was a quadrans of the emperor Claudius minted at Rome.
An as was also unearthed dating to the third century A.D.
and this is a coin of Caracalla again issued from the mint
at Rome. The coin is dated to 213 and Buttrey is tempted
to connect the coin with Caracalla's tour of the East. He
may have visited Sardis while following the itinerary of
Alexander the Great and the coin may have been dropped by
a member of the Imperial entourage or perhaps even the
emperor himself. 62 However, this solitary third century
Burnett, CRW, p. 52.
60 MacDonald, Greek and Roman coins from Aphrodisias, pp.
45-46; Howgego, GIC, p. 84.
61 Buttrey, "Roman Coins", p. 91.
62	 On this and the other bronzes found at Sardis, see
Buttrey, "Roman Coins", p. 92 and pp. 129-130.
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coin found its way to Sardis, it is clear that during the
fist two and a half centuries of the Empire, Roman bronzes
were a rarity in the city. As with the Imperial silver,
the fact that a coin bearing the portrait of a particular
emperor does not mean the coin was present in the city
during his reign. Coins produced in Rome would certainly
take some time to reach Asia.
The exception to the very strong conclusion that the
bronze coinage of Rome did not circulate and was not
produced in any great quantity within the province of Asia
is provided by the so-called "CA" coinage. This was minted
during the 20s B.0 and found in appreciable quantities from
all over the province as the editors of Roman Provincial
Coinage have pointed out. 63 It was produced in varying
denominations, such as the as and also its multiples and
fractions, either in brass or bronze. It has been argued
that this coinage represented an attempt by the Imperial
government to impose a unified currency on the province of
Asia which was based on a Roman model. However, this
system was abandoned and there were no further efforts made
to reproduce the size, weight and metal of Roman coinage in
Asia.64
Despite the presence of the CA coinage and the various
finds of Roman Imperial bronze within Asia, it is clear
that the needs of the province for base metal coinage were
met by the many issues of numerous provincial cities and
that in the East, civic, rather than Imperial, bronze
coinage predominated. 65 More than one hundred cities
which minted coins during the reign of Augustus are known
but after this period there was a decline in the numbers of
city mints. This was reversed during the second century
A.D. the third century when a peak was reached which saw
63 RPC, p. 369.
64 RPC, pp. 23 and 371; Burnett, CRW, p. 53.
65 MacDonald, Greek and Roman Coins from Aphrodisias, p.
32.
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about two hundred cities were under production. This was
not just an increase in the number of cities which minted
base metal coinage, but also the spread of coin production
into areas where there had been none before, such as the
more remote inland areas of Asia Minor. 66 The fluctuation
in the number of cities which minted civic issues
highlights the generally sporadic nature of coin production
in the ancient world.
In Asia, bronze civic issues were produced on quite a
large scale for such a relatively small area. One estimate
has suggested that about one thousand varieties were
produced from about one hundred cities. Smyrna, judging
from the number of coins which survive today, produced the
largest civic coinage but those issued by Pergamum,
Ephesus, Laodicea, Hierapolis and Aezani were also very
large as were the coinages of Rhodes, Tralles, Aphrodisias
and Magnesia ad Sipylum. There were obviously geographical
variations which governed coin production. The coinage was
on a very small scale in the north western area of the
province while the middle coastal area from Pergamum to
Ephesus produced the great bulk of the coinage as this was
one of the areas in which the principal mints were located.
The biggest concentration of coin production was to be
found in the south central regions of the province which
roughly comprised the areas of the river valleys of the
Hermus and the Cayster and also the Upper Maeander Valley,
where Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae were situated.67
These civic bronzes pose a number of problems, for
example, why a particular type was used at a certain time
and the dating of coins without Imperial portrait
obverses. 68 Another problem is that the coins rarely carry
marks indicating their value so it is very hard to
determine what denominations they represented and whether
66 Burnett, CRW, p. 58.
67 On all of this, see RPC, p. 23.
68 See p. 10-11.
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they were compatible with Roman denominations as the silver
cistophorus was. There must have been a coherent systems
of denominations connected to the size and weight of the
coins because without value marks there must have been a
way for the people using them to distinguish between the
denominations they possessed.69
However, it seems that in Asia denominations were not
distinguished by the use of different metals. This
contrasts with the West where different non-precious metal
coins were made from various base metals. For example, the
sestertius was composed of brass while the as was minted
from copper or, more rarely, brass. This was not the case
for denominations in Asia. At Pergamum under Augustus,
issues were made in two denominations but both were struck
in bronze. Later brass was used. Similarly at Smyrna,
four issues of coins were minted during the reign of
Augustus employing three different denominations. All of
these were made from bronze. Under Tiberius, Caligula and
Claudius, four denominations over three issues were struck
but this time from brass and not bronze. During the
emperor Nero's reign, two issues were produced ranging over
five denominations and all of these were made in bronze.7°
It has been suggested that the use of different metals
at different times, if not to distinguish denominations,
was simply dictated by fashion. Brass was the more
expensive metal and perhaps contributed more to the
prestige of the city or an individual depending on whether
the issue was a civic one or had been paid for as a
liturgy.71
Weights and diameters then have to be used to
determine denominations but this is problematic. There is
a danger of forcing unrelated measurements into a
convenient scheme and precision cannot be guaranteed as the
69 RPC, p. 372.
70 RPC, pp. 371-372.
71 RPC, p. 372.
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number of specimens available to work with are small and
the boundaries between different denominations are not
always clear. Despite these problems, the editors of Roman
Provincial Coinage have seen a great consistency in the
weights and diameters of coins produced in Asia except the
areas of Mysia, Troas and south west Carla. The values
range from 11mm and 1.75g to 29mm and 17g. A range of
denominations has been suggested covering a quarter of an
as for the smallest coins to four asses for the largest.
The Greek denominations proposed range from two chalkoi to
two obols. As the editors themselves say, this is very
tentative and by no means certain.72
Without apparent indications of value for these base
metal coinages, it is very hard to identify the
denominations the different diameters and weights of the
coins were supposed to represent but more work has been
undertaken in this area. Johnston has recently researched
the coins of Chios, Smyrna and Sardis with the aim of
determining what denominations certain coins represented
and how these denominations changed during different
periods of the Empire. She believes it is usually quite
easy to distinguish the denominations of coins minted
during the second and third centuries even though a city
might strike as many as eight different denominations
ranging in size from fifteen to fifty millimetres. Types
must also have been utilised. For example, some reverse
types seem to have been used on coins of the same size for
quite long periods while obverses alternate the Imperial
portraits with non-Imperial portrait types. From her work
it can be seen that it is possible to assign values to
coins which are not marked and to show that they were
compatible with Roman denominations as the values given by
the editors of Roman Provincial Coinage also show. For the
first century, the coins of Sardis and Smyrna have been
assigned values expressed as obols, chalkoi and assaria and
72 RPC, pp . 372-374.
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their multiples but for the second and third centuries
values are only given in assaria. 73 The Greek assarion was
technically the same denomination as the Roman as.74
It is only natural to assume that these civic issues
would be compatible with Roman denominations in the same
way as the cistophorus was with the Roman denarius. It
would aid the smooth-running of the Empire if the coinage
systems in use in the province of Asia, and the other
eastern provinces where traditional coins were still being
produced, were compatible with the Roman system.
However, the cistophorus was produced within the
province of Asia under the auspices of the Roman
authorities and they may have consciously decided that a
relationship should exist between that coin and the
denarius which was also minted within the province. The
base metal coins were issued by civic mints and there is
always the possibility that, despite the similarity in the
range of the dimensions of the coins, some of these may
have produced issues on their own civic standards which may
or may not have been compatible with the denominations of
Rome.
The coinage system of any area not only consists of
the coins circulating within it, but also the systems of
reckoning used. Evidence for the units of reckoning
current within Asia fall into two categories, epigraphic
and numismatic and there are drawbacks connected with both.
Inscriptions may reflect the point of view of the person or
people responsible for it. Roman officials, for example,
may naturally use Roman terms and this may conceal the
existence of local systems of reckoning but the numismatic
evidence is no less problematic. Value marks on coins are
rare and in most cases there are none. The coins of Chios
are a notable exception.7
"Greek Imperial Denominations".
74 Melville-Jones, "Denarii", p. 104.
RPC, p. 30 and Appendix IV.
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Various inscriptions from the East refer to the
denarius and other Roman denominations in their texts.
From Ephesus comes the so-called Salutaris inscription.
This, to be more precise, is a series of documents relating
to the foundation set up in the city of Ephesus by Caius
Vibius Salutaris, a Roman knight and naturalised citizen of
the city. The date of the document is 104 A.D. as it is
fixed by the mention of the consuls in lines 318-319 and
the whole series falls within a three month period. The
first document is a decree of the boule and demos of
Ephesus in acknowledgement of Salutaris' generosity towards
the city while the second and seventh detail the gifts of
statuary and money made to the city and its organizations.
The other documents in the series are decrees concerning
the gifts and one is a letter from the proconsul T.
Aquilius Proculus approving the fixing of fines for the
transgression of the conditions contained in the Ephesian
decrees. The amount of the monetary gifts in these
documents and the interest earnt from them are in Roman
denominations. A sum of twenty one thousand denarii was
bequeathed along with a number of statues and the interest
on the money went towards paying the upkeep of the statues
and to pay honoraria to certain recipients. In a number of
instances, interest payments of nine or thirteen and a half
assaria are suggested.76
Official decrees are also written in terms of denarli
and asses. At Pergamum, a rescript of Hadrian concerns
complaints made against the money-changers operating in the
city because of their recent activities. They sold silver
denarii at eighteen asses and bought them at seventeen if
anyone wanted to change the currency they had. However, it
was when purchases were made and could be paid for without
recourse to the money-changers that problems started. This
would occur when the total of the sale was more than one
76 On this series of inscriptions see IBM, III, pp. 127ff;
Melville-Jones, "Denarii", p. 100; RPC, p. 31 and most
recently, Rogers, Sacred Identity of Ephesos.
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denarius and the purchasers were in possession of the
correct denomination. The money-changers naturally lost
the profit they gained when they changed money and in an
attempt to rectify this, they still insisted that they
received a payment of one assarion per denarius even when
they had no part in the transaction. In addition to this,
they invented several new payments they thought they were
entitled to receive and as a result, the emperor was called
upon to intervene and it was ruled that the money-changers
at Pergamum could not receive payments to which they had no
right .
An inscription from Mylasa dated to about 210 A.D.
also concerns the exchange of money. It lays down
penalties for the illicit exchange of money and the fines
involved are quoted in Roman denominations. For example,
one clause of the decree states that if a freeman is
convicted of buying and selling currency and he has charged
a commission, he has to pay five hundred denarii to the
Imperial treasury, two hundred and fifty to the demos and
the informer who secured the conviction receives one
hundred denarii. Furthermore, if the magistrates fail to
fulfil any of the conditions contained in the decree they
have to pay three hundred denarii into the Imperial
treasury. 78
Inscriptions from outside Asia are also written in
terms of Roman denominations.	 An inscription from
Sagalassus	 in	 the	 province of
	 Galatia	 concerns
requisitioned transport. This bilingual inscription is
said to have been found near Burdur railway station and was
taken to Burdur Archaeological Museum in southern Turkey.
It is dated to the beginning of Tiberius' reign and gives
the rates of remuneration in terms of asses per schoenus,
On this inscription see OGIS, 484; IGRP, IV, 352; trans.
Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", pp. 892-895; Oliver, Greek
Constitutions, no. 84, pp. 208-215; Melville-Jones,
"Denarii", p. 101.
78 OGIS, 515; trans. Broughton, "Roman Asia", pp. 895-896.
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translated as aeris in the Latin text and iooipta in the
Greek. For exapmle, the inscription says that the people
of Sagalassus must provide a service consisting of ten
waggons and as many mules for the use of the people passing
through the city and its territory and that they should
receive ten asses per schoenus for a waggon and four for a
mule: Sagalassos (of ministeriuin carrorum decem et mulorum
totidem praes tare debent ad usus necessarios transeuntium,
et accipere in singula carra et in singulos schoenos ab us
qui utentur aeris denos, in mulos autem singulos et
schoenos singulos aeris quaternos ...	 QycIXaOOE1ç
AE1ToupyEv ÔE1 i'xp öica icippwv	 c Kopii1ov 1ca Koveivt1ç,
vøTO$ópOlç ö tooiç Eitt ic AaiiBdveiv itp v icppov (vac)
waiti ooivov iooipta öica, itp ÔÈ vcuoópov icatà oxovov
ioo1pa tooapa .. .
From Palmyra an inscription records the amounts of
various taxes in Roman denominations. It is dated to the
reign of the emperor Hadrian in A.D. 137 and refers to a
letter of Germanicus written in A.D. 18-19 to a certain
Statilius, who may have been the Roman procurator in Syria,
which stipulated that taxes were to be reckoned in Italian
asses.80
It may seem that only Roman citizens or Roman
officials referred to Roman denominations but ordinary
provincial citizens did as well as shown by various
funerary texts for which fines are recorded. At Eumenia,
an inscription found in a courtyard of a house states that
a fine of five hundred denarii was payable to the Imperial
treasury. Apollonius, the son of Menphilus, had built a
tomb for himself and his wife, Tatia. He stipulates that
if anyone else is buried in the tomb, five hundred denarii
11. 8-10 and 31-33. For the whole inscription see RPC,
p. 31; Mitchell, JRS, 66, 1976, pp. 106-131.
80 OGIS, 629; IGRP, III, 1056; Matthews, JRS 74, 1984, pp.
157-80; RPC, p. 31.
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had to be paid tç toy KQtoapoç •toicov. 81 Payments in
denarii are perhaps expected if they were to be paid into
the Imperial treasury but another inscription from same the
city shows that such a fine was payable to the boule and
the treasury. The inscription does not say whether this
was the civic or the Imperial treasury but presumably it
was the former. The prescriptions lay down that fifteen
hundred denarii had to be paid to the treasury and one
thousand to the boule.82
Fines in other cities of the province of Asia were
also payable in denarii. At Acmonia, for example, an
inscription engraved on a limestone doorstone shows that a
fine of five hundred denarii was payable to the treasury,
presumably for the violation of a tomb as the clause is now
lost. 83 At Apamea, fines of fifteen hundred, one thousand
and also five hundred denarii, were payable to the
treasury, presumably that of the city, concerning the
violation of the tombs of an unknown person and a certain
Diophantes and a certain Epaphras respectively.84
Other inscriptions, however, mention Greek units of
reckoning. At Ephesus a series of inscriptions were
erected which recorded the low price of bread during the
periods of office of the agoranomoi. These prices are
given in obols and in one inscription, white bread, whole
wheat bread, speckled bread and bread made from siligo are
priced at between two and three obols and in another
inscription, one pound of bread was priced at two obols.
Examples of these inscriptions have been dated from the
81 NIP, p. 15, no. 15.
82 NIP,p.90,no.23.
83 !'14frL4, VI, 286.
84 MAMA, VI, 199, 187 and 193.
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first to the third centuries.8
Not all prices were given in Greek units though. An
inscription from Sebastopolis gives prices for wheat and
oil in denarii and money gifts for the citizens of the city
and members of the boyle are also given in Roman
denominations. A benefactor, who had held the gymnasiarchy
and whose name is now lost, gave members of the boule one
denarius and three asses while members of the citizen body
were given one denarius. Furthermore, he supplied oil to
the city when it was being bought and sold at one denarius
a liquid measure and he sold wheat at two denarii when the
going rate was four. 86
In some inscriptions, both Roman and Greek units of
reckoning appear side by side. A Flavian inscription dated
to A.D. 74 from Cibyra records the perpetual gymnasiarchy
established by Q. Veranius Philagrus when he gave the city
four hundred thousand Rhodian drachmae. This inscription
gives the value of the denarius as sixteen assaria and the
drachma as ten. The text not only points to other forms of
reckoning apart from the Roman but also shows that they
could be converted into Roman values:	 toG 'PciancoG
OiivapIov toSovToç tiooipa ôEKa' i
	
Poôia ôpaI1i iotou
toG ôTlvaptou ( OXIS E 1 	 v KiiSpçi ootipa Owa,	 v	 ôpa
Poôtçi ôtôotat i' öøpa.87
Another Flavian inscription, this time from Ephesus,
mentions both the denarius and the tetrachalkion.	 The
inscription lists the cities of the province of Asia which
are grouped under their assize districts and associates
them with small sums of money. The silver denomination
mentioned is the denarius and the bronze is the
85 lyE, III, 938 and 934 respectively. See also nos. 923,
924, 929. On the dating see Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor",
pp. 879-88; Howgego, GIC, p. 56.
86 Robert, La Cane, pp. 320ff, no. 172.
87 IGRP, IV, 915; RPC, pp. 31 and 370; Howgego, GIC, pp. 52
and 59.
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tetrachaikion, the latter is given in multiples of five.
It is assumed that the tetrachalkion is equivalent in value
to the assarion.88
The coins of Chios also have a mixture of Roman and
Greek denominations inscribed on them. These are the obol,
the assarion and chalkion and their multiples.89
It has been suggested that these Greek units of
reckoning were obsolete or were becoming so. Regarding the
inscriptions of bread prices in Ephesus, it has been argued
that the obol was used and not the assarion because of
conservatism and to enable a comparison with earlier
prices, implying that at the city, the obol was an obsolete
form.9°
This has also been suggested for the city of Smyrna.
A fragmentary inscription from the city, which is dated to
either the first or the second century A.D., apparently
lays down prices for the ferry across the Hermus river.
Howgego believes that it is clear from this inscription
that assaria were the coins in current use as the decree
was directed against a cartel who were charging two assaria
rather than two obois. Such an abuse, Howgego argues,
could easily have been brought about if the assaria was in
use at the time and the obol obsolete. Two assaria would
be less than two obols and the abuse lay in the
undercutting of the official rate to the detriment of
competitors or the civic treasury if the running of the
ferry involved a civic monopoly.91
However, it is possible that this could happen even if
the term "obol" was not an obsolete form or coin. People
concerned with operating and using the ferry would have to
88 RPC, p. 32; Howgego, GIC, p. 57; Habicht, JRS, 65, 1975,
pp. 64-91.
89 RPC, p. 370; Howgego, GIC, p. 57 and see Appendix IV.
90 Howgego, GIC, p. 56; Harl, Coinage, p. 116.
91 IGRP, IV, 1427; IBM, IV, 2, pp. 162-163, no. 1021; IvS,
II, 1, pp. 209-210, no. 712. Howgwego, GIC, p. 56.
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know the value of both obols and assaria to then calculate
which fare would be the cheapest. The fares given in
assai-ia, and not obols, would be the cheapest whether the
latter were in circulation or not and so this
interpretation of the inscription cannot be used as
evidence for the discontinued use of the obol.
A similar thing is suggested for the coins of Chios.
A process of gradual replacement of the Greek values as
expressed on the coins by the Roman values which are also
marked on the coins has been argued for by Howgego, a
process which he believes was complete by the end of the
second century. 92 An alternative view is that the value
marks on the Chian coins show that at least Greek names for
denominations were used and retained alongside values in
assaria into the second century and that the Greek and
Roman systems were compatible. The coins show which Roman
denominations were "normal" at Chios and struck
regularly
It would only be natural that Roman terms would be
used regularly. Roman citizens and officials would refer
to them and the compatibility of Greek coins with the Roman
system would also enure that Roman denominations would
gradually be accepted into common usage. However, the use
of Greek units of reckoning should not be dismissed as mere
"conservatism". For example, the inscriptions would be
erected in a prominent area of the city and it would be
hard to believe that those looking at them and reading them
would find the values expressed in their texts
incomprehensible. A similar thing applies to the value
marks on the coins of Chios. These would be used on a
daily basis by numerous people and again it would be absurd
to suppose they did not understand the marks they contained
when they referred to Greek denominations. It is therefore
92 Howgego, GIG, p. 57; Han Coinage, p. 115 and pp. 106-
117 in general. For the marks on these coins, see above p.
79.
Johnston, "Greek Imperial Denominations".
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plausible to assume that the Greek terms of reckoning were
understood whether they were obsolete or not and that they
were used because they still had a place in the vocabulary
and the understanding of the cities of Asia and their
citizens.
The coinage system in use within the province of Asia
was predominantly an "Asian" one. The importance of the
aurei was ensured as it was the only gold coin produced
within the Empire but the same cannot be said of the
denarius and the Roman bronze coinage. Even though the
denarius was the most important silver coin within the
Empire as a whole and although it was produced at Asian
mints, its role and circulation was restricted by the
continued minting of the cistophorus, the traditional
silver coin of the area. Roman bronze reflects the
situation of the Roman silver as it formed no significant
part of the base metal coinage of a province in which needs
for base metal coin were met by city mints.
However, the coinage system, although predominantly
"Asian", was compatible with the Roman as can be seen from
the value marks on the coins of Chios and the values
assigned to other civic issues. This compatibility is also
confirmed by the use of Roman terms for denominations
alongside the continued use of Greek denominations in the
inscriptions and of the coins of the province.
It is within this coinage system, one that was
predominantly "Asian" yet compatible with the Roman system,
that the coins of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae should
be placed.
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CHAPTER THREE: The Authority to Coin
It is clear from the account of the coinage system in
use in the province of Asia that the Romans had a
conservative attitude to the monetary system in use in the
area. Although the silver denarius and the gold aureus of
Rome were produced periodically throughout the Imperial
period at mints situated in Asia, the main coinage of the
province consisted of the silver cistophorus which had
formed the basis of the closed currency of the Attalid
kings while the need for base metal coinage was met by the
civic issues of the cities themselves.
There are traces of Imperial intervention in the
monetary affairs of the cities under the rule of the
emperor. For example, a rescript of Hadrian answers a
complaint made to him about the money-changers operating in
the city of Pergamum and lays down regulations for their
future conduct. Another inscription, this time from Mylasa
and dated to the Severan period, shows the Imperial
authorities laying down penalties for the exchange of money
carried on by people other than money-changers. These
inscriptions show that the emperors could, if called upon
to do so, intervene in the financial affairs of the cities
under their rule. However, in both of these cases,
although money is the subject, what concerns the emperor is
the treatment of coins which have already been produced
rather than the circumstances surrounding the actual
production of money.1
Although the inscriptions from Pergamum and Mylasa
highlight the fact that Imperial intervention was possible
in some financial aspects of the Eastern cities, it is less
clear to what extent the actual production of civic bronzes
and the choice of types depicted on them was guided by the
authority of the emperor and his representatives. This is
a problem which needs to be addressed because any Imperial
action regarding the issues of the Eastern cities would,
1 On these inscriptions see pp. 74-75.
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quite naturally, not only affect the way the cities of the
East viewed their coinages but it would also limit the
extent to which the coins could be used as a source to
determine the way cities, such as Laodicea, Hierapolis and
Colossae, viewed themselves and their situation within the
Empire.
The evidence for the production of coins and the
authority under which they were struck is very sparse.
Perhaps the best known and most discussed inscription on
this matter is the inscription from Sestus which a honours
a certain Menas who was a great benefactor of the city.
This document, relating to his role in the production of
money, is dated to after the end of the Attalid era to 129
B.C.2
The text can be translated to mean that the demos of
Sestus decided to institute a bronze coinage for the city
for two reasons. Firstly, the coins were struck so that
the inhabitants of Sestus could use the city's own coinage
which had its own types depicted on them and secondly, so
that the demos would benefit from the profit resulting from
the production of bronze.3
However, the v and ô clauses need not be describing
two contrasting reasons for the production of the coinage.
The reasons for minting were more closely linked and the
inscription rather tells us that the city of Sestus was
putting a local coinage into use as a precondition to
securing a new source of revenue. Given the situation of
a city in which an honorand had to pay for his own statue,
the coinage was not used as a symbol of civic pride but
instead brought into existence in order to raise much
2 For this inscription see Krauss, Die Inschrif ten von
Sestos, no. 1, pp. 14-63; on the date see SEG, XXXVII, 1986,
no. 622.
11. 43-46.	 For this interpretation see Robert, "Les
monétaires", p. 49.
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needed funds.4
Menas is mentioned in connection with the production
of this issue of bronze coinage. He was appointed along
with a colleague and as a result of their justice and care,
the citizens of Sestus had the use of their own coins.5
However, it is the exact nature of Menas' role has caused
a certain amount of dispute. Jones has argued that his
role can be seen in terms of a liturgy and this implies
financial expenditure on Menas' part.6
Monetary liturgies have been argued for several other
Hellenistic coinages and it appears Jones' views follow
this trend. For example, Thompson suggests that a liturgy
is the only explanation which provides an answer to the
anomalous pattern of the
	 so-called "new style silver
coinage" of Athens. It has been suggested that men
undertaking this duty did not necessarily have to bear the
full cost of the coinage because comparison with the
triararchy shows that triararchs only had to equip the
ships and not provide the ship as well. The contribution
to the coinage may have been fixed or may have varied with
the amount of coinage needed. Thompson further argues that
the active role of the state may have been limited to
selecting men who were willing to undertake the liturgy
while the names on the coins varied with the number of men
involved in the liturgy. The repetition of names shows
that some men were more keen on bearing this burden than
others who were only named once or twice. As a reward for
their services, the men who undertook a liturgy to provide
a coinage for Athens saw their names engraved on the coins
as opposed to other magistracies and liturgies which
rewarded those who undertook them with an inscription.
This would explain the absence of references to a monetary
Martin, Sovereignty and Coinage, pp. 238-241; Martin,
Historia, p. 263.
11. 46-50 and see p. 79.
6 Jones, "Wreathed Tetradrachms", pp. 84ff.
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liturgy in other ancient sources. However, Thompson states
that given the nature of the evidence the arguments for a
monetary liturgy can only be conjecture.7
A similar argument is made by Kroll who discusses the
late Hellenistic tetrobols of Cos. One explanation of the
names which appear on the coins is that they identify men
who had undertaken a monetary liturgy to provide for the
coinage. In Kroll's mind, this is even more likely given
the importance of liturgies as a source of financing during
the Hellenistic period and by the existence of a large
number of inscriptions relating to liturgies which survive
from the island of Cos. The names on the coins relate to
the men who contributed money to furnish the Coan coinage
and the order in which they are listed in issues bearing
more than one name relates to the size of the contribution
they made. In conclusion, Kroll concludes that Cos relied
heavily on its wealthier citizens to finance public
undertakings and he states "with a considerable amount of
confidence" that in the second half of the second century
B.C., the state also relied on its inhabitants to finance
its coinage.8
Robert, however, believes that this interpretation of
Hellenistic coinage does not give an authentic picture of
the life of the Greek cities during the period. 9
 He states
that" dans l'inscription de Sestos, rien ne fait la plus
lointaine allusion aux dépenses qu'auraient assumées de
leur poche les deux monétaires, a leurs frais et a leur
générosite.	 Ce ne sont pas des liturgies que l'on
pressure, ni de vaniteux donateurs. Ce sont des
commissaires charges d'une mission qui requiert exactitude
et justice intègre dans le maniement du metal et des
"New Style Silver Coinage of Athens", pp. 593-599.
8 "Late Hellenistic Tetrobols of Kos", pp. 94- 99.
"Les monétaires", p. 49.
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ouvriers et entrepreneurs."'° Robert's argument is that no
city-state would have solicited funds from its citizens to
finance the production of its coinage which was a symbol of
its identity and its autonomy. Furthermore, a citizen
would not need the enticement of seeing his name engraved
on the coins he financed but would give his assistance
freely without the expectation of a reward."
Jones, in response to this, says that other liturgies
permeated the life of' the Hellenistic city-state and were
just as much, or even more so, bound up with its ideals and
its identity than the suggested monetary liturgy. Jones
quotes as an example the choregeia of Athens and says that
no Greek state would regard itself as compromising its
dignity, if in the absence of funds, it decided to issue
coins with the financial support of the wealthier of its
citizens. There is also no reason to object to the
appearance of names on the coins in an age which saw the
increase of honorary inscriptions which contained, in some
cases, very detailed lists of a person's offices and
benefactions. It can be seen that the names of public
benefactors were appropriately displayed whether in an
inscription or on coins depending on the services
rendered 12
The theory of a monetary liturgy seems to be confirmed
in Jones' mind by the fact that the inscription is full of
examples of Menas' generosity towards his city and fellow
citizens and as a wealthy individual, he had made large
donations to his city on numerous occasions as the
inscription testifies. Also clear from the inscription is
the city's instability. Regarding the issue of coins, it
is the demos which is credited with the contemplation of
the profit which would accrue from the production of bronze
10 "Les monétaires", pp. 51-52.
Robert, "Les monétaires", pp. 43-53; Jones, "Wreathed
Tetradrachms", p. 88.
Jones, "Wreathed Tetradrachms", p. 88.
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and on this occasion, Menas' generosity may again have been
needed. Jones believes that in the onerous undertaking of
a new coinage, it perhaps goes without saying that Menas
and his colleague would have to bear some of the expenses.
A man who undertook the cost of a bronze statue which the
city had voted in his honour was also able to supply
bullion for Sestian coins. Jones also believes that
nothing in the text rules out such a reconstruction least
of all the vague Tiv icaOtjicouoav ...
	 1ttI1Etav.	 He
therefore concludes that whatever form Menas activities
with respect to his city's coinage took, 	 "their
identification as a leitourgia may be taken as assured".13
However, the inscription is very explicit when it
deals with the benefactions of Menas. For example, in
lines 26-28, we are told that during his priesthood he bore
the expenses which fell to him: tEpEç TE I1toöEtXOEtç io[O]
LaotXtøç	 'Aiiói.ou itwç bvEoTp14n1 toi Oifliou, ithoav
OI1EvQc •t).ayOOc[ç] Iiv v ioç ôaitavpvoç xorirrtav.
Later on in the inscription, in lines 33-35, the acts of
Menas while he was gymnasiarch are related. Among other
things, he built a bathing-room and dedicated a statue of
white stone. When he was crowned by the ephebes and the
neoi, he made a dedication of weapons at his own expense,
K Iv tôv)4 Finally, at the end of the text, as Jones
has already mentioned, Menas assumed the expenses of a
statue dedicated in his honour out of his own funds and was
responsible for the engraving of the present decree in the
gymnasium 15
All these actions which Menas carried out imply or
consisted of expenditure on his part. His role with
respect to the coinage of the city of Sestus is written in
different terms. It centres on the nature of the way he
acted and not on what he provided: icai itpoEipioajivou toiç
13 Jones, "Wreathed Tetradrachms", p. 87.
14	 11. 41-43.
15	 102-106.
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tiv itIoiiv	 EOEL3Eç	 TE icaI	 ôiicat	 ttiptjoovtac,	 Mi1vO.ç
QipEOE1
	 11ET	 toi	 OVVa1tOöElXOvTOC	 T1v	 ica9ijicovoav
EIO11Vy1CQt0 Eu1I1AELciV, E 	 6 ô%iioç ôi	 Tiiv	 v ivöpêv
ö lc a t ooiSvTlv TE wut 4nAottiitav xP ii Tcit TÔ tötn VOI1IOIiLQTI.16
It would seem from the internal evidence of the Sestos
inscription itself that an interpretation, such as the one
Jones proposes, is not as strong as the arguments given by
Robert. On this basis, the role of Menas was to provide
some kind of control and care over the minting of the
Sestian bronze rather than to supply the bullion or bear
the expenses of the issue.
The idea of a monetary liturgy is not assured for
other Hellenistic coinages and the use of signatures of
magistrates on coins is not always evidence for such a
liturgy. As Robert has shown, the names on the coins of
Ilium cannot be connected to a monetary liturgy operating
within the city. He has argued that the coins concerned
are not civic issues but the coinage of the Confederation
of Athena Ilias. The men are named on the coins by virtue
of their prominent position within this organization rather
than because of their supposed contribution to a monetary
liturgy. In response to arguments that a monetary liturgy
is plausible in the Hellenistic era because such acts of
generosity are well attested in the Imperial epoch, Robert
says "les institutions et la vie civique des cities
grecques au debut du siècle ne peuvent être interprétés
sans autre par la pratique de l'epoque impériale ... [L]es
pratiques de l'honorarium municipal a l'époque impériale,
ne peut raisonnablement nous donner la clé des
tétradrachmes frappés a Ilion ou a Erétrie après 188 a.C.
avec les noms de personnages."17
Apart from the arguments given by Robert, the main
reason why the Hellenistic and Imperial ages, and also the
16	 46-49.
17 For Robert's arguments, see Monnaies antique en Troade,
pp. 83-93.
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coinages, cannot be compared is that the presence of the
emperor radically changed the nature of the world in which
the Greek cities existed. With much of the Mediterranean
world under the rule of an emperor, the possibility of a
coinage controlled by Rome and the Imperial authorities was
a real one.
Imperial control has been, as Howgego has pointed out,
implied by the suggestion which the historian Dio puts into
the mouth of Maecenas, an advisor of the emperor Augustus.
He is made to say that the cities should not be able to
have their own coinages or even their own systems of
weights and measures but use that of Rome: MijtE ô
voiitoiiaia	 ica't OTQO1J1	 jiupa öIa tic aiLôv	 iAi
ioi I'I1ETpOtç KQ 1cEiVOt 1tIVTEç pto8oav. Howgego takes
this statement to mean that local coinages should be
abolished and he further believes that the possibility of
doing this was valid for Dio's time if not for that of
Augustus
However, this passage of Dio's can be interpreted in
a different way. Rather than implying the abolishment of
local coinages in general, it advocates that monetary
systems which were incompatible with the Roman one should
be abandoned. 19
 The fact that local coinages in Asia Minor
continued to be minted bears out this interpretation.
The enigmatic CA coinage has been seen as attempt to
impose a unified coinage onto the East. However, this
series was only produced at the beginning of the Empire and
it was never reproduced on any subsequent occasion. 2° As
Burnett has stated, there was no attempt by the Roman
authorities to suppress or unify the Eastern civic coinages
which continued to be issued by a large number of cities.21
18 Dio, 52, 30, 9; Howgego, GIC, p. 89.
19 Crawford, "Finance, Coinage and Money", p. 561, n. 2.
20 RPC, pp. 23 and 371; Burnett, CRW, p. 53. See above p.
69.
21 CRW, p. 64.
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This again suggests that the Roman authorities were not
concerned to abolish local coinages as Howgego believes.
The cities of Asia Minor, including those of the Upper
Maeander Valley, were still able to strike their own coins
but it has been suggested that permission from the emperor
was required.
The appearance of the word AITHEAMENO^ as part of the
legends of some of the coins minted in the East has been
used to advance a theory that Imperial authority was needed
for the minting of civic issues. Robert has made a
catalogue of these issues and examples have been listed for
Mylasa in Caria under Titus and Domitian and Stratonicea on
the Caicus in Lydia-Mysia under Hadrian. All the other
coins bearing AITH^AMENO come from Phrygia, namely Ancyra
under Nero, Appia under Trajan, Alia which also minted the
coins during the reign of the emperor Trajan, and
Stectorium under Marcus Aurelius. Eucarpeia, and also
Alia, produced some issues with no Imperial portraits.22
All of these cities produced coins with AITHAMENO^ in the
legends, either in the nominative or in the genitive, along
with the name of a person in the appropriate case.
It has been suggested that this particular formula
shows that the city concerned asked the emperor for
permission to strike coins and that even if not all of the
coins minted in the East carried AITH^AMENO in some form
in their legends, the seeking of permission to mint
occurred more often than not. This is because even though
only a few cities advertised the fact that they sought and
received permission to issue coins, it made it a
requirement for all cities to do so. 23 Furthermore, it has
also been said that there is no evidence to suggest that
examples of coins with AITHAMENO^ are untypical and it is
possible to defend the view that permission to mint was
22 Robert, "AITHAMENO", pp. 56-58. See below, p. 98 for
a different interpretation of the coins of Mylasa which has
been accepted by Robert.
23 RPC, p. 3.
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regularly required by reference to other matters with which
the emperor and his provincial governors might concern
themselves.24
Such matters are amply illustrated by the letters
which the younger Pliny wrote to the emperor Trajan while
the former was a legatus in the province of Bithynia. As
Burnett points out, this shows that the Roman authorities
were closely involved in even fairly minor civic matters.25
Pliny writes concerning civil and criminal cases, queries
about rights and privileges and requests for individual and
communal beneficia. He even sends letters to Trajan about
building projects which have been undertaken and then
abandoned by some of the cities in Bithynia. 26 This has
led Burnett to conclude that it was therefore likely that
petitioning and receiving permission took place frequently
even if not on every occasion.27
It might be suggested that there is one major drawback
to this argument. Even though Pliny's letters do refer to
the examination of the finances of certain Bithynian
cities, coinage as such is not mentioned. The type of
financial matters he is interested in shown by his actions
at Prusa. The Roman magistrate informs the emperor of
financial irregularities at the city and voices the opinion
that an investigation is increasingly necessary the more he
studies the city's accounts: Nunc rei publicae Prusensium
impendia, reditus, debitores excutio, quod ex ipso tractatu
magis ac magis necessarium intellego. Multae eniin pecuniae
vans ex causis a privatis detinentur, praeterea quaedam
minime legitimis sumptibus erogantur. Haec tibi domine
ingi-essu nieo scripsi. 28	 If, as Burnett has stated,
24 RPC, pp. 2-3.
25 Burnett, CRW, p. 20.
26 See Millar, ERW, p. 325 and Pliny, Ep., Bk. 10.
27 Burnett, CRW, p. 20.
28 Ep., 10, l7A.
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permission was required to mint more often than not then it
is to be expected that there would have been some mention
of it, no matter how brief, in the letters of Pliny who
wrote so prolifically on such a wide range of civic and
provincial matters.
However, coins and matters concerning coinage rarely
find their way into the ancient sources and therefore Pliny
would not necessarily have mentioned coinage at all whether
permission was required on a regular basis or not.
Robert not only believes that the word AITH^AMENOE
refers to the asking and granting of permission to mint but
that there were special circumstances surrounding its use.
Issues from Ancyra are not known in the Imperial period
before those with AITHAMENO minted under Nero. The coins
of Trajan were the first to be struck at Appia during the
Empire and it was again under Trajan that Frugi inaugurated
the coinage of Alia. The city then minted sporadically
under Marcus Aurelius, Caracalla and Gordian. The issues
of Stectorium were begun by Flavius Sestulianus during the
reign of Marcus Aurelius. From the accounts of the
monetary histories of the cities which used AITHAMENO in
the legends on their coins, Robert has concluded that the
formula was used to mark either the start of a city's
coinage during the Imperial period or after a considerable
absence of coinage and showed which citizen had acted as an
ambassador to the Roman authorities to obtain permission to
issue coins on the city's behalf.29
Again, it can be argued that permission was not sought
and granted for every instance of a situation such as the
one Robert envisages. The city of Colossae produced coins
in the second to the first century B.C. and then the next
surviving issue was produced during the reign of Hadrian
after a very considerable period of time. None of the
coins produced under Hadrian or any of the following
emperors bear the word AITH^AMENO. It may be that tiny
29 Robert, "AITH^AMENO^", p. 61.
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issues were made after the first century B.C. and before
the reign of Hadrian which are now lost. This would mean,
following Robert's hypothesis, that the city need not have
applied to the Roman authorities for permission to strike
coins.	 This could also be argued for the other cities
which Robert cites. However, it would be very hard to
prove that they produced small issues dating to before the
AITHAMENO issues because even if they once existed, there
are no traces of them now. Alternatively, because there
are no traces of issues from Colossae before the reign of
Hadrian, it is possible that the city, and perhaps others
under the same circumstances, did not feel the need to
resume minting after a long break by formally asking the
emperor or his representatives for leave to do so)0
From this it appears that not every city felt the need
to ask the emperor for permission to mint coins although
some did. It has been suggested that Greek sycophancy had
long asked unnecessarily for permission to strike.31
Asking for permission to coin may have been one way for the
cities of the East to organize their relationship with the
emperor rather than a necessary part of the minting process
as Burnett and Robert believe.
WeiL has also studied the formula AITHAMENOY on coins
and, by contrast, has concluded that it refers to
permission to mint obtained from local authorities.32
However, it would not be impossible to envisage a scenario
whereby some cities would advertise local permission and
others the sanction of the emperor on their coins. It
still does not follow that Imperial permission was a
compulsory recquirement for the minting of issues.
Robert has noted that aI,iotc, and hence QtT1oLpEvoç,
30 For the coins of Colossae, see Catalogue G, H and I.
31 Crawford, "Finance, Coinage and Money", p. 575.
32 WeiLI, "Zu Münzprägung", pp. 167-180.
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was normally used in connection with requests of favours or
authorization by the emperor. 33
 This would benefit either
a single person or a whole community. The word is used in
an inscription concerning a certain Asclepiades from Prusa
ad Hypium who requested and obtained the purple from
Caracalla: aluijoavEa a)Tov tiiv itop$i5pav icat Aal3ovua. 34 The
same verb is used concerning the request of a temenos in an
inscription from Rome which honours the athlete M. Ulpius
Domesticus
An inscription from Cibyra dated to the first century
A.D. honours a certain Quintus Veranius Philagrus for
various services he gave to his city. One of these
services was the request he had made to the emperor to have
Tiberius Nicophorus, presumably a Roman official, removed
from his post. This would have been a great benefit to the
city as Nicophorus had exacted three thousand denaril
annually and had possibly taken them for his own benefit as
the word )aiiL3vovia perhaps implies. Philagrus also asked
to have the corn levy conducted in the agora: ittvov utô
TtLEptou KAciuôtou Katoapoç utEOicEuioOat T3ptov NELic1ópov
ltlo<o>ovIa tiv uóAtv 1caO'KaoIov uoç ôTI vlpa TPLOXEIX1Q
icat AapL1vovTa icat iiv ioj OE(IOU itp1i.v yEvEO9c1i
	 v i
iyop1 KQT	 Ei[y]oç iioöIøv	 3öoiiiicovia UVIE ic udoTç Tç
36
Another inscription, this time from Ephesus, honours
the person, a certain Tiberius Claudius Piso Diophantes,
who had obtained from the emperor Hadrian the right to
erect a temple and he was also the person under whom the
temple was eventually consecrated. 37
 One final example is
Robert, "AITHAMENO", pp. 58 and 60.
IGRP, IV, 1422, 11. 1-8; IvP, 11; Robert, "AITHAMENO",
pp. 59-60.
IGRP, I, 150; Robert, "AITHAMENO", p. 58.
36 IGRP, IV, 914; SEC. XXXII, 1982, no. 1306, 11. 11-15.
BE, 74, 1961, no. 535; lyE, II, 428.
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a letter from Antoninus Pius to Ephesus dated to c A.D.
145. The emperor granted the request of Vedius Antonius
who was obviously feeling unappreciated by his city.
Vedius Antonius had promised to construct certain buildings
and then found he could not do so. Alternatives were
proposed by others and Antonius appealed to the emperor.
The emperor criticised the city for its lack of support for
its potential benefactor and gave him finacial aid,
granting him everything that he had asked for. In all
these cases the verb attc was for the request of
privileges from the emperor.38
The verb was also used in formal requests for markets.
An inscription found about thirty kilometres north of
Sardis records a dossier of six documents, including a
Greek and a Latin version of an edict of the future emperor
Antoninus Pius. Metras, son of Metrodorus, had asked
Antoninus, as proconsul, for permission to institute a
market: atT1od1Evoç irnvijyupiv. Antoninus replied that
permission for a market had been asked of him and allowed
for other interested parties to submit their objections
within a period of thirty days. 39 It may be that
permission was required for things which might have upset
the smooth running of the Empire. Markets were essential
but problems were possible if a new one affected the
commercial viability of others in the same neighbourhood.
This may be why Antoninus asked for objections to be raised
and why the inhabitants of Mandrogoreis, in 209 A.D.,
supported their request for a market with a statement that
others in the immediate area would not be affected.40
Despite the historical context for the use of the verb
atttc	 in requests for honours, privileges or something
38 Oliver, Greek Constitutions, no. 38, pp. 300-303.
On this dossier and the establishment of markets, see de
Ligt, "lus Nundinarum", pp. 37-54.
40	 de Ligt, "lus Nundinaruin", p. 43; MacMullen, Roman
Government's Response to Crisis, p. 124.
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which held a potential danger to the Empire, it would be
wrong to see the request for the minting of coins during
the Empire as a request for any of these. There is no
reason why a city of the Greek East would see their coinage
in these ways. Greek cities had a long history of minting
and the production of coins was closely bound up with their
identity and what it was to be a city-state. Far from
being a potential danger, under the hegemony of the
emperors coinage still formed an integral part of the civic
life of these cities in the East.
Naturally the role of the cities had changed as a
consequence of Roman rule. As Plutarch tells us, the
cities were no longer leaders in war or the overthrowers of
tyrannies. Instead, the political ambitions of young men
could be satisfied by participation and involvement in
imperial business. 41
 This was especially so in the
administration of the Empire. The cities of Asia can be
seen as forming part of the administrative structure of the
Empire and they were ruled by civic magistrates who acted,
in effect, on behalf of the Roman authorities. Roman rule
was indirect and to the end of antiquity local magistrates
ruled most of the cities of the Empire and their
surrounding territories and certainly many domestic
decisions were made as if the cities and their elites were
independent. 42 Of course these cities were not independent
and it seems that Plutarch needs to remind his audience
that those who ruled the cities ruled states ultimately
under the control of the emperor: àp6i iE v o ç 1pxEtc,
1toTETay11vTc itoA€oç 1vOvutTolç,	 1tiupó1tolc KaIoapo.43
The city magistrates were concerned with the day to
day running of the cities, something they did on behalf of
the Roman government. The production of coinage of the
city can be seen as forming part of the duties carried out
41 Plutarch, Praec. Ger. Rei., 805 A-B, chap. 10.
42 Purcell, "The Arts of Government", p. 156.
Praec. Ger. Rei., 813 D-F, chap. 17.
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by city officials in this context. To ensure the smooth
running of the city they would have to make certain of,
among other things, an adequate and reasonable supply of
coin to be used by the inhabitants and mint new coins as
necessary. Far from being an honour or a privilege, the
minting of coin can quite plausibly be seen as part of the
duties city officials carried out to ensure the smooth
running of the cities they oversaw on behalf of the Roman
authorities.
Much has been made of the fact that cities sought
permission to mint coins and that they advertised the fact
that it was successfully obtained by including AITH^AMENO^
on the legends of their coins. 44
 However, it must be
remembered that a decision would have been made to mint the
coins in the first place before any subsequent action is
taken to apply to the emperor for permission for the
minting to go ahead.
As already mentioned, at Sestus, during the
Hellenistic period, it was the demos which decided to
produce an issue of coins. 45
 Under the Empire it cannot be
said that the demos still had this influential and active
role. Rome ruled its Empire through oligarchies and as
Mitchell has stated, in Asia and the East, the boule
dominated the political life of the city and the relation
between the city and the emperor while an inner circle of
aristocrats within the governing class shared in this
control. 46
 If anyone within a city of Asia Minor or of the
East was to make a decision to mint coins it would be the
aristocratic governing classes and the magistrates of that
city. Once they had decided that they were going to
produce a coinage, then, and only then, could steps be
taken to ask the Roman authorities for permission to do so.
The impetus for coinage would come from within the city
See below pp. 90-95.
See below p. 83.
46 "The Greek City in the Roman World", p. 120.
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itself and not the emperor although, as can be seen from
the coins catalogued by Robert, some cites, for whatever
reason, would apply for Imperial permission to actually
mint the coins. There is no way of knowing what happened
if this permission was denied. If the impetus came from
the emperor and there was some Imperial policy regarding
civic issues there would be no need to ask for permission
in the first place.
If there is little evidence concerning the impetus for
the decision to mint coins, then there is even less
relating to the processes by which such a decision would be
made. There are many reasons why a city would decide to
issue coins, for example, to replace worn coins in
circulation or to celebrate games being held and to ensure
an adequate supply of change for the subsequent visitors
but there must have been a formal process which had to be
followed in order for the decision to coin to be made.
The coins of Mylasa have already been alluded to as
one of the cities which include AITH^AMENO^ in the legends
on their coins. Such a reading has not been considered
suspect as it is attested on other coins. 47 However, a
different formula for the Mylasan coins has been read by G.
le Rider. For a bronze minted under Domitian, in place of
AITHAMENO KAAYAIO MEAA^ ANE9HKEN on the reverse,
YH4IAMENO^ KAAYAIO MEAA^ ANEOHKEN has been read instead.
This means that the role of Melas in connection with the
coinage of Mylasa did not involve his membership of an
embassy asking for Imperial permission to mint but
consisted of introducing a motion whereby the issue, of
which he was bearing the expense, was voted on by the
city.48
A coin from Stratonicea in Caria also contains this
particular formula in its legend. It is a non Imperial
portrait issue and has as its reverse legend !HcI^AMENOY
Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 53.
48 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 54.
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4AABIOY AIOMHAOY. 49 Head has stated that the coin had
been issued in pursuance of a decree voted by the council
on the motion of the magistrate named on the coin.50
The role of other magistrates and officials which may
have had a part to play in the minting of civic coinages is
not so easy to determine. An inscription of the Imperial
age with a reference to the production of coins comes from
Magnesia on the Maeander. The boule and the gerousia of
the city honoured a certain Moschion, son of Moschion, who
had carried out many duties and services on behalf of his
city.	 Towards the end of the inscription we are told
icaTaoTaOEç ÔÈ ica
	
Jt Lfç xap1)c TO AE1IIOI XaA1co.	 In
this case it has been argued that the city appointed
Moschion as an official whose duty it was to execute a
small issue of bronze coins. The inscription gives us no
idea of how he did this and as he is not listed among other
names which appear on the coins of the city, it is
reasonable to suggest that he made an issue which carried
no names. The issue then would be dated to any of the
reigns of Tiberius, Nero, Trajan or Hadrian.1
It is not clear from this inscription whether Moschion
bore the cost of the minting. If he was appointed by the
city, it may suggest that the city undertook the expenses
of the production of coins and Moschion's role was then to
ensure that the minting was carried out properly. Robert
makes a comparison between this inscription and that
concerning Menas from Sestus. In the inscription from
Sestus, Menas was appointed as an officer in order to
execute an issue of bronze coinage.	 The same role is
Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 55; BMC Carla, p. 153, no.
42.
Head, HN2 , p. lxx; BMC Carla, p. lxxiii. See also
Howgego, GIC, p. 87 on the issues from Stratonicea and also
Mylasa.
31 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 104; OGIS, 485; Kern, IvM,
164.
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envisaged for Moschion who was named in a similar way.2
However, the possibility that he paid for the issue as
well as overseeing its production is one which cannot be
ruled out. Robert's objection to a monetary liturgy in the
Hellenistic period was that it was incompatible with the
autonomy of city-states and also with the role of a city's
coinage as a symbol of that autonomy. 53 Under the Empire,
the cities were no longer autonomous and even if the cities
themselves viewed their coinages as a sign of their being
independent, they clearly were not. There is therefore no
objection to the idea that wealthy citizens could
contribute to the expenses of the coins their cities
issued.
The possibility that a citizen could bear the expenses
of his city's coins can also be suggested for another
inscription. This document, which has tentatively been
assigned to Lounda, was erected during the reign of the
emperor Antoninus Pius and concerns a certain Apollodotus,
son of Diodorus, who was strategos of his city. The last
two lines of the inscription tell us 1có$aC icat
[voii]iopa[iaj. 54 This means that he had struck the current
coins of his city but the inscription does not tell us in
what capacity Apollodotus acted. As he was a magistrate it
seems certain that he was not involved in the actual
physical act of producing the coins and therefore his role
must have been one which enabled the coins to be produced
in the first place, such as bearing the expense of the
minting or even one similar to that suggested for Menas.5
The inscriptions from Lounda and Magnesia form the
little epigraphic evidence regarding the roles of citizens
with respect to their city's civic issues. The only other
52 Monnaies grecques, p. 104 and see above p. 75ff.
See above pp. 85-86 and 88.
IGRP, IV, 769, 11. 8-9; Ramsay, C and B, p. 246, no. 86;
Ramsay, JHS, IV, 1883, p.396, no. 16.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 238.
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pieces of evidence are the legends of the coins themselves
but as with Hellenistic issues, not every coin legend can
be seen as referring to a monetary liturgy.
For example, a few coins minted under Caracalla and
Julia Domna from Laodicea have Elil and a name in the
genitive as part of their legends. This formula also
occurs on issues of Augustus, Vespasian, Domitian and
Marcus Aurelius. Eu and the name of a person or
magistrate in the genitive has been viewed as a form of
dating using an eponymous magistrate.56
One of the key words of the inscription from Sestus is
uhItt2Eta. This verb also appears on coins of the Imperial
period. The legends of coins minted at Stratonicea during
the reign of Septimius Severus, if read correctly, say
EIIIMEAJ-I(8ENTO) .
One possible way of determining whether this word can
be used in connection with a liturgy is to look at other
contexts in which it was used. The inscriptions of the
Imperial period show that EUiI1€XiOEtc could be used in a
wide variety of contexts. In one inscription honouring a
certain Gaius Claudius Firmus, one of his posts is
described as
	 1t1[EX118]vT(a) óôv Ev 'ITQXLQ Tpatavfç
' A [ öp L] aviç
 
ApiAiavuic 'AvIGvE1vt[a]vIl(c).58 This is a
reference to Firmus' post as curator viarum in Italia
Traianae Hadrianae Aurelianae Antoninianae. These names do
not occur elsewhere and they seem to refer to minor roads
which were perhaps in the vicinity of Rome. This in turn
suggests that Firmus held a junior equestrian post rather
than a senatorial one which would have been concerned with
56 See for example Head, HJV2 , p. lxvii.
SNG SvA 2670.
IGRP, III, 181; SEG, XXVII, 1977, no. 846. See Appendix
V.
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the upkeep of the major roadways in Italy.9
In another inscription, this time from Palaiapolis, a
man whose name is now lost is honoured but it appears that
he was a Roman senator from the posts he has held which are
listed in the inscription. One of the duties he carried
out in the course of his career is given as [1EA11Tv
6ôôv [ApiXtaç Kopvi1A1]aç Tptouii[$a)Iaç •.. ]•60 Again,
the post of curator viarum is referred to and it is clear
that utI1EAijOEtc could be used to render Roman posts and
offices in the Greek langauge. 61
 However, this is far from
saying that the word was specifically connected to a
magistrate whose prime concern was the production of a
civic coinage.
The word could also be used in connection with
religious duties. In an inscription which details a list
of priests a certain Marcus Aurelius, whose complete name
is now lost, is referred to as follows: iu[iiEAi1Oviov iô]v
iiu o'ip[i.øv M] Mp. [---].	 Similar terms are used in
connection with a certain Antonius Drusus and
Satorneilus. 62 It seems that here ulpEAI11OELc is being used
for the undertaking of a religious office connected to the
Mysteries.
Specific civic posts are perhaps also implied in an
inscription from Colossae which honours a man whose name
again is lost. In a detailed list of magistracies, these
duties are given: E1UI1EATIOEc '] iic Ioi Uatou Oo€oç
LtI1EA]110E1C øpcv öipootwv. 63	The second undertaking
here can be seen in terms of the man being curator of the
Mitchell, "Inscriptions of Ancyra", pp. 69-70, no. 4.
60 lyE, VII, 2, 3707. See Appendix V.
61	 See for example, Mason, Greek Terms for Roman
Institutions, p. 46.
62 lyE, V, 1600, 11. 10-11; lyE, II, 275, 11. 10-11 and
lyE, V, 1595, 11. 9-12.
63 Robert, LdL, pp. 277-278, 11. 6-7.
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public lands.
However, it would be rash to conclude from these
examples that the noun EJttILEAEtQ and the verb related to it
necessarily implied that there was a specific civic post
which dealt which the production of civic coinage during
the Empire or even in Hellenistic Sestos. The sporadic use
of the formula on coins such as those from Stratonicea also
points to the same conclusion. If a specific post
concerning the civic coinages was referred to then one
would expect it to be used on a lot more issues than it
seems to have been.
The great number of inscriptions show that the word
was used in connection with honorary dedications both for
members of the imperial family and also for ordinary
citizens of the cities issuing the decrees. 64 A typical
example of its usage is seen in an inscription honouring
Cn. Pompeius Hermippus Aelianus, the proconsul of Lycia and
Pamphylia:	 iiç bvQ0th0Eç Io ivôpivioç Tt.
KA.	 O.	 'A).apöEcoç	 icat	 Mipvoç	 Ka).Atidou	 Toy
1LpEO6EutOv. 6	 With slight variations, most of the
inscriptions roughly follow the same formula.
However, it cannot be certain that the role of the
persons named as "having the care/management of the
dedication" necessarily involved a monetary contribution.
For example, two inscriptions from Apamea show that
Claudius Piso was honoured by his city's boule and demos as
well as the resident Romans. It is not clear whether the
Romans were those living within the cLty and its territory
or within Asia as a whole. Given that the city authorities
of Apamea honour Piso, it seems likely that the Romans
concerned are those who were also connected to the city.
In the inscriptions we are told that the dedications
were made Eic iOy tôtc,)v of those v i	 ^icutticj lUaTEIçl
TE XV E 1 T OV and t øEppIlaf a JD.aTEta and that the "care" or
64 See Appendix V.
65	 lyE, VII, 1, 3036, 11. 19-23.
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"management" of the statue was entrusted to a number of men
named in a clause with the word 1ttI1EAiOtvT(v.66
It seems that the money for the dedications came from
the associations named in the inscriptions while the men
named in conjunction with u E2tiOvIcv would then have had
to ensure the dedication was carried out and that it was
done properly. This may also have involved buying the
stone from which it was to have been made and employing the
craftsmen who were going to make and erect it. It is
possible that they may have had to bear part of the cost in
the event that the money already given was not sufficient
but this need not be the case and the inscriptions
themselves do not make this point clear.
In another inscription, this time from Acmonia, the
patris honoured T. Flavius Priscus:	 iiv 11v1oTaotv
iot1oapviç •uAf 'AoxXiiutdôo 	 1tt11E)J)OvTOC Fatou 'Iou)tou
AEuict.Uou. 67 Again it seems that Gaius Julius Lucilius
need not have been the one to bear the financial cost of
the dedication.
From a bequest made by Apollonius to the city of
Heraclea, the demos and boule honoured his wife, Heronis in
accordance with arrangements by him. iv E1t11EAEav of the
dedication was made by certain men named in the
inscription. 68 The role of the men named at the end of the
inscription may just have been limited to ensuring that the
arrangements made by Apollonius were carried out.
Apollonius himself was also honoured by the city in the
same way and under the same terms.69
It appears that in this series of inscriptions,
66 Ramsay, C and B, pp.461-462, no. 295 cf. MAMA, VI, 180
I; Ramsay, C and B, pp. 461-462, no. 296. See also IGRP,
IV, 789 and 790.
67 MAMA, VI, 266; Ramsay, C and B, p . 640, no. 531; IGRP,
IV, 653.
68 Robert, La Cane, p. 182, no. 80. See also no. 79.
69 Robert, La Cane, p. 183-184, no. 82. See also p. 183,
no. 81.
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Apollonius set some money aside in his will in order to set
up statues of his wife and of himself. The "care" of these
dedications was entrusted to the men named at the end of
the inscriptions but no expenditure on their part is
implied by the context of these texts.
At Colossae, M. Larcius Priscus was honoured by the
boule and the demos ic ôtatEç made by his father, M.
Larcius Papius, with T. Asinius Epaphroditus having the
"care" of the honour, 	 1ti.i1EAI1OvIoC ifç Lillijç. 70 Here it
is to be assumed that the financial burden of the honour
was undertaken by Papius. It is unlikely that such an
arrangement would have been made by him without the
provision of funds to ensure that it was carried out.
In all these inscriptions it appears that financial
arrangements were made to provide for the statues and
dedications. The role of those men named as having the
"care" or "management" of them would then naturally be to
see that the task was carried out and ensure that the money
was spent in connection with the particular honour for
which it was raised. The possibility that these men would
be asked to contribute funds if the expenditure was greater
than the sum provided cannot be ruled out.
Financial responsibility is easier to understand in
some instances than in others where monetary arrangements
for the provision of an honour are not alluded to in the
text of an inscription. This would be so in cases where a
relationship with the person being honoured is stated. An
inscription from Heraclea honours Adrastus who had been the
victor at some games. It says: I1EA1Ovtoç t1c
ivaotho€ç ioi àvôpttivioç 'AôpeIoTou io5 ('Aöplotou) ioI
ucltpoc a-uoI.71
Similarly at Acmonia, when Nicias Lucias was honoured
by the boule and demos, the	 lJ)Eta of the ivioiaotç was
undertaken by his brother
	
and at Colossae, a similar
70 MAMA, VI, 39.
71 Ramsay, C and B, p. 190, 73; Robert, La Cane, p. 185.
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situation again occurred. 72 In these circumstances, it is
very easy to imagine that the men named in the inscriptions
would quite willingly spend their wealth on dedications
erected to members of their families. Honours to these men
would reflect on their relatives and the prestige would be
all the more increased if these relatives had paid for
them.
It is also easy to understand the donation of money to
pay for statues and other honours when the recipient is the
emperor or other members of the Imperial household. At
Apamea, three inscriptions record honours to three
different empresses, Mattidia, Plotina and Marcia, and all
three show that the same man was involved, namely Marcus
Attalus, the pyupoiaittoç of the city. 73 A great deal of
prestige would follow from such an act of munificence and
it is natural to suppose that people like Marcus Attalus
would want to bear the costs of such honours to the emperor
and his family.
This is much harder to understand when the recipient
was a fellow citizen. A man, or even a woman, would
naturally want to spend his wealth on increasing the
prestige of his own family rather than that of somebody
else's.
From this it is clear that the words 1upAEta and
1ttEM9Elc do not necessarily imply a contribution of
money on the part of the persons named in conjunction with
them. The words themselves are used in a wide variety of
contexts some of which can be seen as clearly involving a
prior financial arrangement for honours and dedications and
some of which can not. 74 Consequently, the same conclusion
72 Ramsay, C and B, p. 637, no. 530; MAMA, VI, 265; IGRP,
IV, 654 cf. Robert, LdL, pp. 277-278.
Ramsay, C and B, no. pp. 457-458, 281-283; MAMA, VI,
179; IGRP, IV, 773-775.
Howgego, GIC, p. 87 has stated that EIIIMEAH9ENTO^ does
not imply expenditure and this has been borne out by the
study of these inscriptions.
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can be drawn when these terms are applied to the civic
coinages of the Empire. They did not necessarily imply
financial benefaction but rather that the person involved
had "care" over the production of the issue.
This is not to say that none of the legends of the
coins of the eastern cities imply benefaction. Robert says
"des évergètes peuvent alors faire a leur patrie, ou même
a d'autres villes, le cadeau d'une emission de bronzes, ce
qui peut être indiqué par la formule uap1 fib) voç ou ôii
llo)ivoç, soit, bien mieux encore, par des formules au
datif, du type !1vO11K E ctc,)Ka%Eotv ATTa)oç, ou taç uQTpOt
AcTa).oç	 ootoTtc	 ou	 t(aT%oç)	 ATTaAoç	 1pXtcLtpoc
HpGKETV vtotç.
The picture of benefaction as indicated by the coins
themselves is complicated by the fact that the legends on
the coins and whether they contained names or not varied
chronologically and geographically. This has been argued
for formulae such as ANEØHKEN, AlA, IIAPA and EflIMEAJ-IØENTO
and the same can perhaps also be suggested for the way
names vary between the nominative and genitive at Laodicea.
Names in the genitive occur under Claudius and Nero. 76 It
could be that a preposition such as MA has been omitted
and is to be understood as part of the legend. This is
dubious though as the abbreviation of names, and not the
omission of prepositions is more normal if there is a lack
of space on a coin for a full legend.
As Robert has suggested, the preposition MA and a
name in the genitive implies expenditure on the part of the
person named. This word means "arising from", "through" or
"by the means of" and is used on coins of Laodicea which
were minted under Domitian and Domitia in the name of
Cornelius Dioscourides. The impression is that these
particular issues were minted because Dioscourides bore
Robert, Monnaies antique en Troade, p. 86.
76 See Howgego, GIG, p. 87 and Appendix VIa and VIb.
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their expenses.77
The word ANEOHKEN is inscribed on the reverses of many
issues of the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley. 78 At
Colossae, the word appears on the majority of coins minted
during the period from the reign of Hadrian to that of
Trebonianus Gallus. The verb bvciitOit means "to dedicate"
and when it is engraved on a coin it is normally taken to
mean that the person named dedicated an issue of coins to
his or her city by providing the bullion from which the
coinage was struck or by bearing the expenses of the
minting. Not all of the coins from Colossae have ANEOHKEN
engraved on them as part of their legend. At least three
issues from the city only have names in the nominative.
Given the wide use of the verb on this city's coinage, it
is to be understood for these coins also. The same can be
said about legends with names in the nominative on coins
from Laodicea and Hierapolis. It is not unusual to find
that if the complete formula could not be placed on a coin,
only the name was engraved and the verb omitted.79
However, it cannot be ruled out that any statue or
building depicted on the coin was dedicated rather than the
coinage itself. 8° It is still plausible to suggest though
that the coinage itself may have been the object of the
verb.
On some issues men are named along with the
appellations 4IAOIIATPI and EYEPFETH. This occurs, for
example, at Laodicea on issues signed by Polemon under
Gaius Caesar and also issues signed by Julius Andronicus
which were minted during the reigns of Nero and Vespasian.
At Hierapolis, Zosimus and Cocus Pollidus are also known as
On MA see Howgego, GIC, pp. 86-87. For the coins of
Dioscourides see Appendix VIa.
78 See Appendix VIa, VIb and VIc.
Howgego, GIC, p. 86 and see Appendix VIa.
80 Howgego, GIC, p. 86.
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philopatris. 81 It may be that these men earnt these names
because of the services and benefactions they provided for
their city and the possibility cannot be ruled out that one
such deed was the provision of the coinage on which they
are named.
If it is correct to suppose that some of those named
on civic issues contributed in some way to the production
of the coins on which they are named, then it can be seen
that the contributions undertaken by them were very large
indeed. At Laodicea, Cornelius Dioscourides signed his
name on a very substantial issue of coins which was minted
during the reign of Domitian. At Hierapolis, Suillius
Antiochus signed his name on coins minted under Claudius,
Britannicus Caesar and Nero which again would have involved
considerable expense on his part while the repetition of
names at Colossae also points to the same suggestion.82
The same can be said about families. At Laodicea, the
name of Zenon occurs very frequently and it is hard to
escape the conclusion that those signing coins of the city
using that name were members of the same family. If that
is true, then the family of Zenon contributed greatly to
the coinage of Laodicea.83
Some issues contain no names of magistrates. For
example, at Hierapolis, these coins were minted under
Germanicus and Drusus, Trajan and also from the reign of
Hadrian onwards. At Laodicea, issues without names were
produced under Augustus, Vespasian, Domitian and more
generally from the reign of Trajan onwards. 84
 Presumably,
the citizens of Hierapolis and Laodicea were still involved
in the production of coins but their contributions were no
longer honoured in the same way as before. They may have
81 See Appendix VIb and VIa.
82 See Appendix VIa, VIb and VIc.
83 See Appendix and also Ramsay, C and B, pp. 42ff where he
discusses the Zenonid family and gives a stemma.
84 See Appendix VIa, VIb and VIc.
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been honoured in some other way but it would seem this was
not done via inscriptions as there are virtually none
recording the provision of coinage.
An inscription from Laodicea honours Anicius Asper as
a reward for the many benefits the city had received from
him: 'Aviciov Aoupov 16EV]	 1ta1i,côv icut lcitociiv av9'	 v
E i E py tT TlI at àvEO(fl1cEv). 8 	 As can be seen, the services
rendered are not listed or detailed. It may be that people
who contributed money to an issue of coinage in periods
when their names were not recorded on the coins themselves
were commemorated instead with inscriptions like this one
which referred to their good deeds without giving a
detailed list of them. However, this would be impossible
to prove but it might also explain the absence of the
provision of coinage from the epigraphic record.
What is clear from the legends of the coins is that no
one magistrate was responsible for the production of coins.
At Colossae, the archon, grammateus and stephanephorus are
mentioned in the legends. This would imply that these
magistrates also happened to be involved in some way in the
minting of coins and not that their involvement came about
by virtue of their magistracy. The same is true of
Laodicea where the offices of nomothetes and asiarch appear
on the coins and also Hierapolis where the grammateus and
archon are included in legends. Alternatively, it also
means, for example at Colossae, that different magistrates
were responsible for the coinage at different periods. For
example, grammateus is attested under Antoninus Pius,
archon under Marcus Aurelius, strategus under Commodus and
stephanephorus under the Severans and Trebonianus Gallus.
However, this still means that no one magistrate was
concerned with the production of civic issues.
If one magistrate was responsible for the issue of
coins, either an existing office or one which was
inaugurated and designated to deal with coinage, then it is
Robert, LdL, p. 338, no. 14.
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to be expected that the name of the office would appear
regularly and consistently on the coins but this is not the
case. Conversely, it is impossible to determine the
magistracies held, if any, by persons whose offices are not
given. 86
 It also has to be said that given the sporadic
nature of coin production it would be pointless to appoint
a regular magistrate as his role would be redundant in
years in which no issues were minted.
Just as Imperial intervention has been suggested for
the authority to mint coins, the same is true concerning
the types depicted on the coins. This is because of the
actions of a certain Alexander of Abonouteichos who is
recorded by Lucian as asking the emperor M. Aurelius if his
city could have new coins with the types of Glykon the
snake and Alexander himself.87
This has been seen by Burnett as one aspect of
Imperial sovereignty over coinage. 88
 Robert believes that
the request here was a double one and that Alexander had
not only asked the emperor about the coin types but also to
change the name of the city.89
However, it would seem that this was a unique
situation which is why it has attracted the attention of
ancient and modern historians. If it was a regular
occurrence to go and ask the emperor about specific types
to be used on civic coinages then there would have been no
need to pass any comment on it. Just as there was nothing
preventing representatives of a city seeking Imperial
permission to mint coins once they had decided to produce
an issue, then the same is true concerning the coin types.
Again an initial decision must have been made to use a
particular type before permission could be sought from the
86 See Appendix VIc.
87 Lucian, Alex., 58.
CRh', pp. 17-18.
89 Robert, "AITHAMENO", p. 62.
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emperor.
Civic freedom or a lack of systematic Imperial control
is a possible explanation for some provincial issues which
did not bear the image of the emperor. These types instead
featured gods, heroes and personifications of the city and
its institutions. Some cities hardly ever struck non-
Imperial portrait issues such as Ephesus and Nicomedia
while others such as Hierapolis produced a great quantity
of coins which did not employ the image of the emperor and
members of his household. Likewise, the coinage of Smyrna
was almost entirely composed of non-Imperial portrait
issues. If there was any Imperial enactment concerning the
types used on civic coinage it would be to ensure that the
type of the emperor proliferated but given the variations
from city to city on the choice of types they used, it
appears that this was clearly not the case.9°
Concerning the actual image of the emperor which was
used on the coins, it seems that the official portrait was
widely available and could be obtained by provincial cities
as is shown by an inscription from Termessus dated to A.D.
253. A show was held in the amphitheatre on the day the
statue of the emperor Valerian was brought to the city.91
Some of these images were better than others as Arrian
found out when he visited Trapezus. He wrote to the
emperor Hadrian and told him that the statue the city had
of him was not at all attractive. 92 Whatever the exact
mechanisms employed for the dissemination of the imperial
image for coin portraiture, Burnett believes that there was
no official system of regulation and that cities and groups
of cities were reasonably free to produce their own
depictions of the emperor. He also says that cities would
obviously try and produce portraits as close to the
90 See Johnston, "Greek Imperials", p. 95; Burnett, CRW, p.
83.
91 ILS, 8870; Burnett, CRW, p.82.
92 Periplus, 1.3; Burnett, CRW, pp. 82-83.
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official one as possible. 93 It is only natural that this
would be so. However, the inscription from Termessus and
the comments of Arrian perhaps show that there was some
concern to provide provincial cities with good likenesses
of the emperor even if there was no legal requirement that
this should be so.
It seems that magistrates did have a part to play in
the choice of types depicted on the coins their cities
produced. A certain Damas had been involved in legislation
concerning the two large cults of the city of Miletus,
those of the Delphic Apollo and the Apollo of Didyma. He
had issued coins with the types of Apollo and also his
sister, Artemis Pythia. Robert believes that the types of
coinage dating to Damas give a good example of the
relationship which exists between the eponymous magistrate
or the magistrate who had responsibility for an issue and
the choice of types.94
Robert also cites another example, this time from
Philadelphia in Lydia. The Olympic athlete, Hermogenes,
who advertised his achievements on coins dating to the time
of Caligula, used the type of a palm behind the busts of
two divinities. The palm recalled his victories and this
is an interesting example of an official responsible for an
issue of coins who was also an athlete.95
A coin minted at Ephesus portrays the laureate emperor
Trajan wearing a cuirass on the obverse. On the reverse,
the captive Parthia is shown seated to the left on a round
shield. Behind her is a trophy of arms at the foot of
which are two hexagonal shields. The legend reads 0 [NEJQ
EE All EUEXAP. This has been taken to mean that the people
of Ephesus caused to be engraved on the coin a group of a
trophy and a captive in commemoration of Trajan's conquest
CRW, p. 83. On the Imperial image, see Pekary, Das
römische Kaiserbildnis.
Robert, MG, pp. 50-51.
Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 51.
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of Parthia. The verb EItXapa00EV as applied to coin types
appears in Plutarch: ,cat iv vojttoptitov toic itaAatothioiç
BoIv 1tEXópaTToV t 1IpÔI3QTOV oiv.96 This was the normal
usage for the word.
From the evidence presented here, it seems that the
impetus to coin came from the cities themselves even though
some subsequently sought Imperial permission to mint. The
choice of coin types was also made by the cities.
Obviously they were restrained by the ever present threat
of Roman might if they offended the emperor or acted in a
way which would upset the smooth running of the Empire. If
anything controlled the minting processes of the Eastern
cities, it was this threat and not any specific piece of
legislation or Imperial enactment. Despite this, it would
appear that the cities had a relative amount of freedom
concerning what they minted and when.
However, this seems to have changed under the
Severans. This period saw a great increase both in the
number of Greek cities minting coins and in the volume of
production. This development has been seen as a result of
Imperial pressure and the coins minted as a consequence
were produced to meet the fiscal burdens imposed by the
central authority at the expense of the cities.97
Crawford believes that it is possible to give examples
of the minting of these coins to serve Imperial purposes
and he says that such evidence is cumulatively decisive.
For example, he believes that the sudden but brief influx
of Pontic coins into Dura-Europus is hard to explain in
terms of normal economic forces. Under Severus Alexander
and Gordian III, coins minted at Nicaea in Bithynia were
dominant in the Balkans and this again is seen in terms of
Imperial use of the coinage. This seems especially so
considering that the coins are not at all common in Mysia
96 Poplic., 11. On all of this see BMC lonia, p. 76, no.
223 and note.
Crawford, "Finance, Coinage and Money", p. 572; see in
general Ziegler, Kaiser, Heer und Städtisches Geld.
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which lies close to Bithynia.
Military types are seen as evidence of coins being
used to meet the expenses of Roman troops while die-
sharing, which became common under and after the Severans,
reflects the response of cities which produced coinage to
Imperial order. Finally, the large number of Greek mints
and their great production is not interpreted as a sign on
the continued prosperity of cities in the East but as a
sign of the extra burdens imposed on them.98
If this is so, then there were far-reaching
consequences for the role of the emperor in the minting
processes of the cities of Asia Minor and the Upper
Maeander Valley.
It has been suggested that Imperial control of the
Eastern civic coinages is shown by the alleged actions of
the emperor Septimius Severus towards the city of Athens.
The Severan period was one which saw an unprecedented
amount of minting activity in which every city in the East
which is known to have minted coins did so under Septimius
Severus and his sons. 99 A most obvious exception to this
is Athens and the lack of minting by the city has been
attributed to Septimius Severus who took away the
Athenians' right to coin money. One view is that he took
revenge for some wrong he suffered when he visited the city
early in his career while another connects the emperor's
actions to the fact that Athens did not support him during
the civil wars which preceded his reign.10°
However, the coinage of the city need not have been
affected. Day believes that the restrictions imposed on
the Athenians involved the appointment of a "corrector", as
98 For all these arguments see Crawford, "Finance, Coinage
and Money", pp.572-574.
Kroll, "The Eleusis Hoard", p. 323.
100 Kroll, "The Eleusis Hoard", p. 323 cf. Howgego, GIG, p.
89.
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he puts it, or some other similar official. 10' Day further
believes that a reconciliation with the Severan house is
suggested by the celebration of the Severeia at Athens in
A.D. 199/200 in honour of Severusi02
The Crawford scheme of things would support Day's
views. If the coinage of the Eastern cities was used for
Imperial financial burdens then the lack of minting at
Athens can be seen as a privilege and the fact that the
city did not mint under Severus shows that this privilege
remained intact and that the Athenian coinage was not the
object of Severus' actions.
If it was a privilege not to mint coins, then
permission could be sought to stop minting rather than to
mint as earlier in the Empire. Lastly, if Crawford's
interpretation is correct, then the freedom of the cities
of Asia Minor and, as a result, those of the Upper Maeander
Valley, to mint when they wanted and when would have been
restricted. From the Severan period onwards, they would
have to mint in accordance with Imperial needs as well as
for their own civic needs. For example, Septimius Severus
had managed to annexe northern Meopotamia and extend Roman
territory to the Tigris as a result of his conflicts
against the Parthians and his successors had also
campaigned in the East. The financing of these campaigns
can perhaps be seen as one of the reasons for the minting
of issues by the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley and
other cities in the East during the Severan period.
Under the Empire, the cities of the Upper Maeander
Valley, and indeed those of Asia minor as a whole, had
considerable freedom to mint civic issues. The governing
bodies of the cities decided what issues to produce and
when and the types depicted on them. As the legends show,
an issue could be proposed by the citizens of the city
concerned while the numismatic and epigraphic evidence
101 Day, Economic History of Athens, pp. 201-202.
102 Day, Economic History of Athens, p. 202.
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tentatively suggests that others could supply the bullion
or bear the expenses of an issues or provide the "care"
under which the coinage was produced. Under the Severans
this changed and coins were issued in relation to the needs
of the Imperial authorities which naturally implied a
restriction on the cities' own freedom of action concerning
when and for what reasons coins were minted but not
necessarily the types.
It can still be said that just as the Roman
authorities continued the monetary system they found in use
in Asia, so too with the various processes by which civic
coinages were produced. It is not for nothing that "the
most astonishing feature of the monetary history of Asia
under Roman rule is the evidence it provides of the absence
of an interventionist approach on the part of the
Romans. ,,103
103 Crawford, CMRR, p. 160.
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CHAPTER FOUR: City, Region and Empire
It will be clear to anyone who studies the history of
Rome that the expansion of the Roman Empire depended in
part on the incorporation of cities within that empire. By
the very act of the annexation of Asia, cities within the
province came under the authority of Rome. This meant that
henceforth the cities were part of the economic and
administrative systems which ran the Empire.
One economic model sees the Roman Empire as three
distinct yet overlapping areas. There was an outer ring of
frontier provinces in which armies were situated, an inner
ring of relatively rich tax-exporting provinces of which
Asia was one and at the centre was Rome and Italy, the seat
of government. Taxes would move from Asia and other areas
to the frontier provinces and Rome where they would be
consumed
There is a critique against this line of reasoning,
but whatever model is used to explain the financial
workings of the Empire, the cities of Asia inevitably
became part of the Imperial fiscal system and Brunt has
suggested ways in which this might work.2
It seems that Imperial practices regarding taxation
developed out of Republican ones. Rome simply used
whatever had been in existence. For example, tithes had
been levied in some areas under Persian rule and perhaps
also under the Attalids and Gaius Gracchus may have done no
more than entrust their collection to publicani. In the
same way, during the Republic, tributum referred to a tax
which was levied by a city on its citizens but under the
Principate, it became a tax imposed by the Imperial power
and the Roman government retained the difference between
the two different types of tributum, namely tributum
Hopkins, "Taxes and Trade", p. 101.
2 For the counter-argument to Hopkins, see Duncan-Jones,
Structure and Scale in the Roman Economy, pp. 30-47.
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capitis and tributum soil.3
There had to be a way for assessing the amount of tax
to be paid and this was the census. Censuses had been used
by communities for assessing local taxes and for
determining property qualifications for office. They were
now ordained by Rome and Brunt believes that the greatest
innovation of the Principate, due to Augustus, was the
institution of the provincial census. The reference to the
tributum capitis in an inscription from Lampsacus clearly
implies the registration of people within Asia 	 ... . [tic
tv] tôtov iitEp tfjç uatptöoç icat itpôç ito)J.oç	 t€Cyiiaov
icatopOóoavia iô tI1lOu to EItl10E$aAtou uç u6)ç
Kou$toOvat, ãvaOEIoqç toy iôpivta tic IIEpLKAE1ôôv $uAiIc
ioi auiç •uAipou. It seems that the person concerned
here bore some or all of the expenses of the tributum
capi tis.4
An Asian testament of the early Principate assumes
that the owner of an estate owes the fiscus a fixed payment
per iugerum which was paid to the city of Nacrasa. It
seems then that the individual was liable to the city for
taxes and the city was then liable to the Roman government.
Communal liability explains why the Roman authorities
granted the remission of tribute to cities and communities
which had suffered from natural disasters and the like.5
Collection within the city was normally entrusted to
local magistrates or officials but they could not collect
money from the property and lands of the Roman people or
the emperor. It is possible, or so Brunt thinks, that the
Roman government in these instances relied on tax-farmers
or publicani. The pecunia phorica which was collected in
Asia during the reign of Augustus by publicani was perhaps
Brunt, "Revenues of Rome", pp. 325 and 335.
IGRP, IV, 181; IvL, 10; Brunt, "Revenues of Rome", pp.
325, 329, 331 and 346.
See above pp. 34-35.
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money from rents on public or Imperial lands.6
By these means the cities of Asia, and also their
citizens, became incorporated into the economic system of
the Roman Empire. The same cities also became an integral
part of the administrative structure of the Empire. Roman
rule was largely indirect and for the most part it was left
to the local magistrates and the upper classes to govern
the cities on a day to day basis.
The emperor could become involved in the financial
affairs of the cities as shown by an Imperial letter from
Caracalla to the city of Apollonia. The document is
addressed to the Apollonians but reference is made to their
neighbours, the Heracleotes. The latter would be mentioned
only if the former had made some complaint about them to
the Imperial ruler. The text is fragmentary but the
complaint seems to regard a financial burden which ought to
have been shared. Robert suggests that this might be the
supply of provisions for Caracalla's troops. The decision
was made in Apollonia's favour. 7
 On the whole, however,
the everyday business of the cities was carried out by the
local elites.
For this system to be effective, the interests of
these elites and those of Rome had to be closely
identified. In the case of Britain, it has been stated
that "the constitutions of the civitates aimed at securing
the agreement of the tribal aristocracies and incorporating
them into the new system ... The aim with both existing and
newly promoted tribal leaders was to encourage the identity
of interest between the conquered and the conqueror." 8 The
interests of the two parties coincided because the tribal
leaders maintained the government of Britain on behalf of
6 On liability and collection see Brunt, "Revenues of
Rome", pp. 339-341.
Robert, La Cane, pp. 274-276; Oliver, Greek
Constitutions, no. 268, pp. 519-520.
8 Millett, Romanization of Britain, p. 68.
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the Romans and the social position of these leaders rested
in part on the fact that they did this. As a result, under
the new circumstances of defeat and incorporation into the
Empire, the social status of those at the top of the tribal
hierarchy was defined not only by dominance within the
tribe but also in relation to Roman power.9
Even though the political situation of Asia was
different from that of Britain, the same processes can be
seen. The local elites of this eastern province
administered the cities for Rome and their own position
within their society can be seen as being defined not only
by their high standing but also their close connection to
Rome.
The cities of Asia also became part of the
administrative structure of the Empire on a provincial
level because the province as a whole was subject to the
authority of a governor, a Roman official of proconsular
status who was sent out on a tour of duty normally lasting
a year. Governors of Asia and their legates did not
administer justice from one city but travelled around the
area holding sessions at certain privileged towns and
cities which were the assize centres of the province.10
In the late Republic, Cicero speaks of the assizes he
held his province when he was the governor of Cilicia. In
a letter to M. Cato, written at Tarsus in January, 50 B.C.,
he says that he spent time at various cities holding
assizes and solving the financial problems of many
communities: Cum in provinciam pridie Kal. Sext. venissem,
et propter anni tempus ad exercitum mihi confestim esse
eunduin viderein, biduum Laodiceae fiji, deinde Apaineae
quatriduum, triduujn Synnadis, totidem dies Philomeli.
Quibusmultas civitates acerbissimis tributis et gravissimi
Millett, Romanization of Britain, p. 68.
10 On this see Burton, "Proconsuls, Assizes and the
Administration of Justice", pp. 92-106.
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usuris et falso aere alieno liberavi)1
Under the emperor Trajan, Pliny also toured the cities
in the province of Bithynia when he was sent there in order
to solve problems as he found them or when they were
brought to his attention. This was the normal and
established mode of administration of a province.12
In these ways Asia and the cities within it were
adapted into the fiscal and administrative systems of the
Roman Empire. The natural consequence of this was the
erosion of the autonomy of the cities of this part of the
Greek East, and indeed the Empire as a whole, over time.
For example, in the regime of the ancient city, if there
was a conflict, usually of a territorial nature, and the
cities involved could not agree on a solution, war was one
possible way of resolving the problem. As a result, Greek
history is strewn with accounts of conflicts concerning
pieces of land which were taken, lost and then retaken)3
One early example was the Lelantine War which broke
out between Chalcis and Eretria in the eighth century B.C.
and was so-called because the two cities were fighting for
possession of the Lelantine Plain. Thucydides believes it
differed from other border wars as other areas of Greece
were involved in supporting one side or the other.
However, the evidence points to a series of limited border
wars centred on the Lelantine Plain rather than a complex
system of alliances and joint expeditions. The origin of
the conflict was a struggle for territory between two
neighbouring aristocratic communities.14
An alternative solution to the resort to arms was an
appeal to foreign cities who would act as arbitrators and
Cicero, Ad Fan,., 15, 4, 2.
12 Pliny, Ep., Bk., 10; Burton, "Proconsuls, Assizes and
the Administration of Justice", p. 105.
13 Robert, "Les juges", p. 141.
14 On this see Thucydides, 1, 15 and Murray, Early Greece,
pp. 76-77.
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judges. When called to make judgements concerning
territorial disputes, tribunals could make quite detailed
decisions involving the courses of rivers, positions of
valleys and even trees which would act as points of
reference for the disputed land.1
Internal problems could also be resolved by appeals to
foreign judges. A decree of Malla, a small city in Crete,
shows that an appeal was made to three neighbouring
communities "les propriétés et tous les contrats mutuels
étant dans le trouble et la discorde la plus grande." The
cities sending the judges were declared to be the saviours
and champions of Malla.'6
Inevitably, as Roman rule spread throughout the
Mediterranean world, appeals to Greek cities were replaced
by arbitration by the city of Rome. This begins on a large
scale after the defeat of Macedon in 167 B.C. and one such
example is highlighted by an inscription from Magnesia
dated to the middle of the second century B.C. or perhaps
a little earlier. It contains a letter of the praetor M.
Aemilius and a decree of the senate relating to a dispute
between the cities of Magnesia and Priene. The dispute,
like earlier conflicts, seems to have been of a territorial
nature and Aemilius was approached in order to provide a
solution. He did this by entrusting the matter to a free
city, either one which was mutually acceptable to the
parties concerned or chosen by him if such could not be
found.
Other documents were also inscribed on the same block
of marble. One was a decree honouring the Magnesian public
advocates. This also ordered the engraving of all other
documents which were relevant to the dispute with Priene.
The dossier tells us that Mylasa was the arbitrating state
and that Magnesia had won the dispute. The decision of the
13 Robert, "Les juges", p. 141.
16 Robert, "Les juges", p. 147.
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Mylasan tribunal is also given as well as the names of the
Magnesian advocates who had successfully pleaded their
city's cause.'7
Here the role of Rome can be clearly seen. In this
case, Roman officials were appealed to for a decision on a
territorial dispute and the matter was referred to a third
Greek city for judgement. A Greek city could only assume
its traditional role as a foreign judge after an appeal to
Rome had been made.
Under the Empire, it was the emperor who now assumed
the role of "foreign judge" which had once been held by the
Greek cities themselves. This is shown in a series of
documents concerning a dispute between the Coronaeans and
the Thisbeans over some undemarcated grazing land which had
been the subject of an ongoing argument during the reigns
of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius. During the reign of
Hadrian, it was ordered that some territory of the
Coronaeans was to be measured off and handed to the
Thisbeans. In Antoninus' reign, this had still not been
done and each side was blaming the other for impeding a
speedy conclusion. However, it was under Antoninus Pius
that a solution was eventually reached and a decision was
made that the orders given by Hadrian were to be carried
out. The land was to be turned over to the Thisbeans and
if they grazed their animals on land outside of this, they
were to pay pasturage. If they paid what was owed from
previous times, the Coronaeans were to return their pledges
to them.
These documents show how the autonomy of the cities
was restricted by the intervention of the emperor and this
was done in two ways. Firstly, the cities' freedom was
curtailed by Imperial control of their external political
activities. Plutarch reveals the extent to which this was
so and his sentiments presumably apply to all cities within
the Empire: Th uptiyjiaia iv uóAEv O	 uoAtpGv
See Sherk, RDGE, no. 7, pp. 44-47.
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1jyE11Ovtac oö	 iupavvtôv KaTaA3oEtç oöt ovppancç
1tpe1E1.ç 18
Secondly, the autonomy of the cities was further
restricted because of the appeals which were made by the
cities and their citizens to involve him in the affairs of
the city. This is shown by the dispute between the
Coronaeans and the Thisbeans and the involvement of the
emperors Hadrian and Antoninus Pius.
The emperor could also act on requests made by
individuals. For example, a letter of Hadrian to the
Ephesians was presumably written after an appeal by Lucius
Erastus. He claims to be a citizen of Ephesus and wants to
become a councillor. Hadrian leaves it up to the city to
examine the matter and is prepared to pay the money
necessary for the election. He does not ask for any
disqualification to be disregarded and the epistle again
illustrates the intervention of the emperor in the civic
matters of a community. 19
 In fact, Plutarch says that it
is when those who are mightier are called in that the
entire local government losses its authority.20
The emperor, when he acted in response to requests and
appeals from cities and their citizens, was brought firmly
within the sphere of the cities' civic lives. The
expansion of the Roman Empire, therefore, not only entailed
the adaption of the cities into the empire but also the
incorporation of the emperor and things Imperial within the
cities of that empire.
There were many ways in which this was done, for
example, the participation of the cities in the Imperial
cult. One aspect of this was the pursuance of neocorate
temples. The word neocoros actually refers to the official
responsible for the upkeep and care of a temple but in the
first century A.D. it was applied to the cities of the East
18 Plutarch, Praec. ger. reip., 805 A-B, chap. 10.
19 Oliver, Greek Constitutions, no. 82 A-B, pp. 205-207.
20 Plutarch, Praec. ger. reip., 815 A, chap. 19.
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as an honorific title. The temple involved in this honour
was a provincial temple dedicated to the emperor possessed
by a city. The institution began with the provincial
temples of Augustus built in the provinces of Bithynia and
Asia and certainly at this time there could only be one
temple dedicated to the emperor in the province and
certainly only one in any city. Inevitably, temples and
titles were detached from their provincial status and
cities could collect a number of neocorate temples and
titles. Under Hadrian, three cities in Asia, namely
Cyzicus, Ephesus and Smyrna, were granted neocorate temples
and two of these already had existing temples.21
A letter of Caracalla to the Ephesians concerns the
granting of a third neocorate temple to Ephesus. The
epistle, presumably addressed to the koinon of Asia because
the Ephesians are referred to in the third person, shows
how the emperor grants the petition of the city to be
"thrice neocoros". Ephesus already had two temples, one
dedicated to Vespasian, which had formerly been dedicated
to Domitian, and the other to Hadrian. Caracalla granted
a third temple but declined it for himself. Instead, he
allowed the city to count the temple of Artemis.22
Neocorate temples enabled the cities to express
themselves in terms closely connected to the emperor and
gave the emperor a prominent position within their
religious lives. This was also done through the
celebration of games and festivals in honour of the emperor
and his family. Some of these would be connected to
neocorate temples if a city had been awarded one, but not
all celebrations were.
Games and festivals were an integral part of the Greek
city and can be traced to its earliest history. With Roman
Imperial rule and the spread of the Imperial cult, games
celebrating the emperor and his household were held
Burrell, "Neokoroi", pp. 301-302.
22 Oliver, Greek Constitutions, no. 266, pp. 512-515.
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alongside the traditional games of a city.
Certainly the games and festivals could take a variety
of forms and Imperial celebrations could be organized on
both a regular and an irregular basis. The accession of a
new emperor or good news received about the Imperial house
could result in rejoicing. Along with these rather
sporadic celebrations went a regular cycle of games. One
way the emperor was brought into the civic and religious
life of a city was by the adaption of a traditional
festival honouring the chief local deity to incorporate the
emperor. This meant that traditional celebrations had an
Imperial title added to them. For example, the Heraea of
Samos became the Sebasta Heraea.23
However, the significance of double titles is not
always clear. Some did not necessarily illustrate a close
relationship between the emperor and the deity concerned.
It may just have signified Imperial authorization for
expenditure or a change of status. Sometimes the double
title referred to two distinct festivals held at the same
time such as the Caesarea and the Isthmia at Corinth.
Double titles, though, could and did refer to one cult and
represent joint cults which showed devotion to both the
emperor and the god. This is the case with the Dionysia
Caesarea at Teos.24
As well as joint cults, there were also festivals
celebrated for the emperor alone. The most prominent of
these were the major Imperial festivals with athletics and
music competitions. There were a variety of these but the
Sebasteia, Caesarea, Hadrianea, Antonineia and Severefa
were the most common. Major civic festivals would be held
on a regular cycle. For example, the games at Acmonia,
Aezani, Attaleia, Chios and Selge were held every four
years.	 Held along with these civic celebrations were
provincial games and festivals.
	 These took place in
23 Price, Rituals and Power, p. 103.
24 Price, Rituals and Power, pp. 103-104.
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different cities of the province and Cyzicus, Ephesus,
Laodicea, Pergamum, Philadelphia, Sardis, Smyrna and
Tralles are all known to have celebrated provincial
games.25
Annual celebrations were also a possibility.
Competitions with prizes were held every four years at
Mytilene but annual sacrifices in the temple of Zeus and
Augustus were also made. The emperor's birthday was the
most common day on which more frequent celebrations took
place.
It must be remembered that these festivals could last
for several days and would have a big impact on the
religious and civic life of the cities which held them.
The games at Ephesus honouring the birthday of Antoninus
Pius lasted for five days and on each day there were shows
and a distribution of money to the citizens for sacrifices.
At Termessus Minor, birthday celebrations ran to three
days 26
As can be seen, the religious calendar of the city was
adapted and extended to incorporate Imperial festivals and
games. It was, in part, by these means that the cities of
Asia Minor made the emperor a part of the religious life of
the city.	 As Price has shown, Imperial festivals were
certainly not casual, half-hearted occasions. Some
celebrations were attached to festivals of local deities
while others were carefully organized on a regular basis.
The festivals lasted a significant period of time and at
the festivals as well as local celebrations, the city would
be thronged with visitors. The Imperial cult was clearly
an important part of the religious and civic life of any
city.27
It was not just the religious life of the city which
was extended to incorporate the emperor.
	 The physical
25 Price, Rituals and Power, p. 104.
26 Price, Rituals and Power, p. 105.
27 Price, Rituals and Power, p. 107.
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setting of the city itself was as well and the emperor was
found a very conspicuous role in the urban landscape. At
Laertes on the south coast of Asia Minor, fifteen hundred
metres above the modern town of Alãnya, seven Imperial
statue bases dating from the first to the third century
have been found. Also excavated were an Imperial arch, a
semi-circular monument in honour of the Severans and a
Caesareum. From such a seemingly insignificant city, as
Price has pointed out, there was an extraordinary Imperial
presence in stone.28
Certainly Imperial cult buildings were an effective
way of finding the emperor a place in the geography of the
city. At Cibyra Minor, the Caesareum overlooks the centre
of the town while at Castrus, two Imperial temples face
each other across the main square. At Pergamum, the temple
of Trajan and Zeus Philios was situated at almost the
highest point of the acropolis and at Miletus, an Imperial
altar was built in the courtyard of the council house
sometime during the Augustan period. As Price remarks, a
more vivid picture of the incorporation of the Imperial
cult within the institutions of the city could not be
given.29
The presence of the emperor within the physical
setting of the city is perhaps nowhere more clearly seen
than at Ephesus. In the area of the Upper Agora were
temples and buildings dedicated to the emperor, his family
and other prominent Romans. For example, C. Sextilius
Pollio, along with his wife and children, dedicated a
basilica to Augustus, Tiberius, Artemis and the demos and
there was a temple dedicated originally to Domitian and
then rededicated to Vespasian and the Flavian gens.
Monuments were dedicated to Memmius, the grandson of Sulla,
which dates to the earlier Republican period, and Pollio,
the builder of the basilica. It seems that Imperial art
28 Price, Rituals and Power, p. 135.
29 Price, Rituals and Power, pp. 137-138.
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dominated the architecture of the Upper Agora and it is
clear that Roman citizens and Ephesians with strong Roman
connections, such as Tiberius Claudius Aristo, C. Laecinius
Bassus and C. Sextilius Pollio, who were the leaders of the
Ephesian aristocracy, completely transformed the
architectural and visual character of the city through
their numerous building projects.3°
Just as the cities of the Greek East were adapted into
the Roman Empire and the emperor was incorporated into
their civic lives, so too with the citizens of those
cities. This was done by the granting of Roman citizenship
and through the holding of Imperial offices. The spread of
Roman citizenship was a natural consequence of Roman rule.
This resulted in the appearance on thousands of
inscriptions and coins of hybrid Roman and Greek names
which predominantly borrow the praenomen and noinen from
successive Roman dynasties while retaining a Greek
cognomen. Citizenship was awarded on a different scale in
the East to the West. In the western half of the Empire,
whole communities were granted citizenship, whereas in the
East it was individually awarded as a reward or favour. It
was something to be displayed as a privilege until the
Constitutio Antoniniana extended the franchise to all free
inhabitants of the Empire.3'
At Apamea on the Maeander, the demos of Apollonia
honoured Tiberius Claudius Mithridates, son of Tiberius,
who was a high-priest of Asia. His son was Tiberius
Claudius Piso Mithridates who was, among other things, the
priest of Zeus Celenus for life, gymnasiarch, ephebarch and
euergetes of Apamea.	 Mithridates' nephew was Tiberius
Claudius Granianus who was also the gymnasiarch and
benefactor of the city.	 It is clear that there were at
least three generations of this family with the Roman
30 Rogers, Sacred Identity of Ephesos, pp. 86-90 and p.
141.
31 See Sherwin-White, Roman Citizenship, esp pp. 214 and
220.
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citizenship •32
A similar thing can be seen at Aphrodisias. L.
Antonius Claudius Dometinus Diogenes lived at the time of
Septimius Severus and he was a high-priest as well as being
stephanephorus, nomothetes, gymnasiarch and a benefactor of
Aphrodisias. His father was Claudius Hermias Diogenes who
was also stephanephorus of the city. Diogenes' sons were
L. Claudius Attalus and Tiberius Claudius Diogenes. In the
first century A.D. a Tiberius Claudius Diogenes, the son of
Diogenes and Attalis, is known who was also a high-priest
of Asia. It seems he was the first to obtain Roman
citizenship and Campanile believes that it is possible to
suppose that L. Antonius Claudius Dometinus Diogenes was
his descendant. 33
 If this is so, then there was a family
of long-standing Roman citizenship at Aphrodisias.
Roman positions were also sought as well as the
citizenship. Plutarch asks about the opportunities for
young men in a public career and concludes that they would
consist of lawsuits and embassies to the emperor: ttv' v
'c àpiv Eiu4tvouç AOot wat apitpç ioAitEtac; at öIicat
LE AEtuoviat at öiióotat icat 1tpEOBEat itpôç al')Tolcp(tLopa
ivôpôç ötaiti5pou icat Oipooç	 a icat voOv xOvc öEóIlEval,.34
This is certainly the case with sophists. Domitian
had decreed that there should be no vines in Asia because,
as Philostratus believes, the people there plotted
revolutions when they were drunk. Scopelianus was sent on
an embassy to the emperor and as a result permission to
plant was obtained and accompanying it was the threat of
punishment for the failure to plant. Evidently, it was his
talent and learning which swayed the emperor because he was
chosen for his ability to "charm his hearer" and through
32 See Campanile, I sacerdoti, no. 73, p. 86.
Campanile, I sacerdoti, no. 15, pp. 40-41 and no. 40, p.
60.
Plutarch, Praec. ger. reip., 805 A-B, chap. 10.
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his oration, he also won benefits for himse1f.3
Positions could also be found for sophists within the
Imperial court and entourage. In the second and third
centuries A.D. the office of ab epistulis for Greek
correspondence was monopolized by Greek rhetors and men of
intellect and the position was sometimes the first step in
an equestrian or senatorial career.
For example, two of the Greek ab epistulis from the
time of Hadrian went on to hold the prefecture of Egypt.
These were C. Avidius Heliodorus and Valerius Eudaemon.
Heliodorus was a Syrian rhetor, father of the rebel Avidius
Cassius and a friend of Aelius Aristides. He was ab
epistulis before becoming the prefect of Egypt. His career
was spoilt only by reports that the emperor attacked him in
a letter. Eudaemon's prefecture dates to the early part of
Pius' reign and Bowersock has concluded from this that he
did not reach this position under Hadrian because he had
some difficulty with that emperor.36
A certain Celer, known from Philostratus as a
EExvóypa4Oc and identified as a lifelong enemy of Dionysius
of Miletus, was himself an imperial secretary: 6 ÔE KtAEp
LQOtAtiCÔV 11V EJL1OTO)V àyaOôç ipoothit1ç, pEAT ôÈ Ot'K
1uOpv, Atovuoq ô	 Eôv	 1c ILE%pQ1ctOu	 póvov öt4opoç.
Alexander the Clay-Plato from Cilician Seleucia was
summoned by the emperor to Pannonia and given an imperial
post:	 L1ôtE iiEv y?ip	 çtb llatovncti Ov1i I1EtQ1c1TOE1.ç	 1tô
Mipicou LaoiXøç
	
1cE OLpQTESOvToç KQ öEöGHcótOç Q)Tt là
uiç1tAAEi,v 'EAAy1oiv.37
The Imperial cult also provided positions for
provincial inhabitants which were connected to the emperor.
For example, T. Flavius Montanus, son of Hieron, was
Philostratus, V.S., 1, 25; Bowersock, Greek Sophists, p.
44.
36 Bowersock, Greek Sophists, pp. 50-51.
Philostratus, V.S., 1, 22 and 2, 5; Bowersock, Greek
Sophists, pp. 50-53.
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honoured at Acmonia. He was twice praefectus fabrum as
well as being the high-priest of Asia of the temple in
Ephesus. Mention has already been made of high-priests
from Aphrodisias and Apamea. 38
 Campanile, in her work on
the priests of Asia, collects together an extensive list of
men who were high-priests of the Imperial cult.39
Priests of Asia are not the only ones attested. An
inscription from Kidrama mentions that Philotas, son of
Artemidorus, and Posidonius, son of Attalus, were priests
of the Augusti. 40
 At Eumenea, the demos honoured a certain
Epigonus, the son of Menecratus, who was a priest ttjç
•	
41
The Greek Tiberius Claudius Paterculianus was the
proconsul of Crete and Cyrene and the procurator of Thrace
and Cyprus. His son C. Claudius Attalus Paterculianus was
consul suffect under Caracalla. With all probability they
were part of the same family as L. Antonius Claudius
Dometinus Diogenes, the high-priest from Aphrodisias.42
Certainly, it is not always easy to determine the
origin of some of the men in the service of Rome and it is
hard to be sure that they came from Asia. An inscription
from Heraclea lists the posts held for a certain Lucius
Aburnius. These include praefectus fabrum Romae, tribunis
legionis III Augustae and praefectus cohortis III Augustae
Thracum equitatae. However, it is not certain that he was
a local and it is possible that he was recruited into the
army from elsewhere and settled in Heraclea where an
inscription was put up for him.43
38 Campanile, I sacerdoti, no. 90, p. 96 and see above pp.
118-119.
See Campanile, I sacerdoti.
Robert, La Cane, no. 184, p. 363.
41 Ramsay, C and B, p. 377, no. 199.
42 Campanile, I Sacerdoti, p. 60.
Robert, La Cane, no. 78.
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As can be seen, there was a variety of ways which were
utilised by the cites of the province of Asia, and also
their citizens, in order to incorporate the emperor and
aspects of his rule into their civic lives. This also
enabled the cities and their inhabitants to define their
relationship with the emperor by referring to themselves in
Roman terms through neocorate titles, citizenship and Roman
offices, and to express this relationship in a visual and
physical way as is shown by the buildings and dedications
to the emperors and other Romans and the inscriptions on
which were advertised Roman statuses.
As a result, the cities of the Greek East acquired an
increasingly Roman character. This is not to say that the
Greek nature of the cities of the East became totally
submerged. The Greek language was still spoken and
written, traditional Greek gods were still worshipped and
Greek temples and festivals were still celebrated within
Greek temples and buildings. What did happen was that
aspects of the Roman world were given a striking prominence
by virtue of Greek involvement within it.
This Roman character was reinforced by the adoption of
Roman habits, of which the most illustrative examples are
gladiatorial games and bathing. Gladiatorial games and
wild beast shows were specifically a Roman invention and
entailed gladiators fighting each other or wild beasts and
also the exposure of human victims to animals. Such
spectacles became quite popular in Greek cities as Robert's
book about gladiators in the Greek East shows.
Evidence for gladiatorial contests has been collected
by Robert and consists of reliefs and inscriptions which
not only identify the gladiators themselves but also those
wealthy citzens who had financed and given gladiatorial
spectacles. They are attested in many cities of Asia such
as Ancyra, Ephesus, Heraclea, Miletus, Mylasa, Smyrna and
Tralles. For example at Heraclea Salbace, an altar has an
epitaph engraved upon it. It was erected by a wife to her
husband who has been identified as a gladiator because of
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the relief which depicts a gladiator: NEt1coóp( iuA) a'
MQpKEAAEIvQ i' yuvi là 11v1fltEov 1c TOy
 tôv 1cQTEOKEic1OEv.44
At Ephesus, a relief shows two gladiators fighting
hand to hand. They are described as "cleux gladiateurs en
corps a corps. Celui de droite est un Thrace; dans la
dr(oite), le poignard recourbé, la sica; aux duex jambes,
cnémides et bandes jusqu'au genou; ceinture, protégeant le
haut des cuisses; casque a cimier, a larges bords, avec
visière a trous, cachant le visage. Celui de gauche a même
casque, mëme ceinture; seule la jambe g(auche) est
conservée; elle est entourée de bandes jusqu'au genou; le
bras droit est entièrement entouré de bandes; le gladiateur
enfonce son poignard (droit) soils l'aisselle de son
adversaire. Pas de boucliers; c'est qu'on en est au corps
a corps final, les boucliers ayant été arrachés." Along
with this relief is the inscription 'AoTEpo1Laoç Apiicv.
It is not unreasonable to suppose that the relief depicts
the two gladiators named in the inscription.45
It was not only contests between men which were
depicted in the epigraphic and sculptural evidence for
gladiators.	 A relief from Smyrna shows five different
scenes of Taupolctl8altTat. For example, the second scene
shows a man on a galloping horse grabbing hold of a bull by
its horns and immobilising it while the third pictures a
man on a galloping horse. Along with the scenes is the
inscription TavpoicciOa$Iov i'jipa B'. The relief seems to be
depicting events from a particular day of the contests.46
Another relief from Smyrna shows a scene from a wild
beast show. The fragment of marble relief was found in the
garden of the french Consulate and depicts a fight between
wild beasts. 47
	As Robert points out, this impressive
Robert, Les giadiateurs, no. 153, p. 169.
Robert, Les gladiateurs, no. 209, p. 198.
46 Robert, Les gladiateurs, no. 234, pp. 206-207.
Robert, Les gladiateurs, no. 236, p. 207.
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series of documents attests the widespread diffusion of
gladiatorial competitions in Greece and Asia Minor.48
Aqueducts and baths also strengthened the growing
Roman character of the Greek cities in Asia. Most Greek
cities before the Roman period relied on hot springs within
the city or some other water supply within close proximity
of the city walls. However, in the first three centuries
A.D. external water supplies were built often involving
elaborate aqueducts. The earliest aqueduct in Asia Minor
was that built by Sextilius Pollio in Ephesus between A.D.
4 and 14. Over the next couple of centuries aqueducts
spread to both large and small cities and they could vary
in size. At Oenoanda, the water supply was taken by a
single pipeline which ran for five kilometres from the
springs. The springs supplying Side were thirty kilometres
away and at least fifteen aqueducts were built to bring the
water to the city. At Pergamum, the Hellenistic pipelines
were supplemented by three major supply channels. The
longest of these was fifty-five kilometres with thirty-five
separate aqueducts. By, contrast, Phaesalis in Lycia was
only half a kilometre away from its springs but an arched
aqueduct was needed nearly all the way to bring the water
to the city.49
At first sight it might seem that the Greeks were
simply imitating Rome but a variety of factors were at
work. The architecture of the Hellenistic Greek world
shows that the Greeks did not lack the technical knowledge
to build structures resembling Roman aqueducts. However,
in an age where conflict and strife was a reality, there
were obvious dangers to an external water supply and, once
damaged, aqueducts would be extremely hard to repair.
Aqueducts also had to cross city walls which affected their
defensive value.
	 It was the peace afforded by the pax
Romana which gave the Greeks the confidence to build
48 Robert, Les gladiateurs, p. 240.
Coulton, "Roman Aqueducts", pp. 72-76.
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aqueducts and external pipelines.
It could be suggested that better water supplies would
result in a higher standard of living, but, as Vitruvius
points out, water was not only essential for daily use but
also for pleasure. The construction of aqueducts was
therefore made possible not only by the conditions of peace
but also by the spread and adoption of the Roman bathing
habit in Greek cities.5°
Obviously closely connected with aqueducts were baths
and during the course of the Empire, modest Greek
establishments were replaced by increasingly elaborate
ones. Perhaps the earliest example in Asia Minor is the
bath-house built in Miletus by Vergilius Capito who was a
local resident with Italian roots. Between A.D. 70 and 150
a profusion of bath-buildings was established in numerous
cities. Their importance can be seen at Sardis where the
bath-gymnasium complex covered an immense area measuring
120 by 170 metres. At Ephesus, there were three bathing
establishments which took up over twenty acres of the urban
landscape. Even in Lydia, baths were built throughout the
area's small towns and village communities.1
It has been said of Ephesus that "the Upper Agora
had become the centre of a small Roman city with all the
basic amenities of Italian urban life." 2
 Baths and
aqueducts not only added to the Roman character of a Greek
city but also showed that Roman habits were adopted and
carried on within the city alongside traditional Greek
activities.
The citizen body of Greek cities was also coloured by
Roman influence not least because of the grant of Roman
citizenship to provincial inhabitants. 53 However, this was
50	 Coulton, "Roman Aqueducts", pp. 81-82 and Vitruvius
8.1.1. See also Mitchell, Anatolia, p. 216.
Mitchell, Anatolia, pp. 216-217.
52 Rogers, Sacred Identity of Ephesos, p. 91.
See above pp. 130-131.
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also the result of the settling of Roman and Italian
immigrants within Greek communities which had begun in the
Republican age from the second century onwards. 4
 Appian
refers to various Roman communities in his account of the
Mithridatic Wars. The Pontic king wrote to his governors
ordering them to massacre all Romans and Italians along
with their wives and children. In Ephesus, fugitives were
torn away from the temple of Artemis, where they had taken
refuge, and killed. A similar thing happened at Pergamum
where Italians and Romans were shot with arrows when they
fled to the temple of Asciepius. Similar massacres are
recorded in Adramyttium, Caunus and Tralles.55
A community of Romans is also known at Chios through
a letter Mithridates is supposed to have sent to the
island: 'Eiuoto) ô ijicE MtOpt&iiou T1ôE )youoa "EvOt ica
viv Eoi	 'PøiaIotç,	 v	 ii itolAot nap'	 icEfvoi.ç EtO., icaI
to. Eyiciijpata 'Ppatv 1cap1Ioio8E, 1 1 V O)1C o.va4pOvTEç.56
In 74 B.C. at the same time as the siege of Cyzicus,
Eumachus, one of Mithridates' generals, overran Phrygia and
killed many Romans living there along with their wives and
children.
Cicero refers to the communities of Romans at
Pergamum, Smyrna and Tralles when he asks Decianus why he
does not trade there: Verum esto, negotiari libet, cur non
Pergami, Smyrnae, Trallibus, ubi et multi cives Romani sunt
et ius a nostro magistrati dicitur?58
Romans resident in Greek cities are also attested
under the Empire and became an integral part of the city in
which they had settled. For example, at Apamea, the Romans
On this phenomenon see Wilson Emigration from Italy in
the Republican Age of Rome and Hatzfeld, Les trafiquants
Italiens dans L'Orient Hellenique.
Appian, Mith., 4, 22-23.
56 Appian, Mith., 7, 47.
Appian, Mith., 11, 75.
Cicero, pro Flacco, 29, 71.
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resident there seem to have been particularly active and
were involved in dedications to Tiberius Claudius
Granianus, Proclus Manneius Ruso, Julius Ligus, Marcus
Aurelius Ariston Euclianus and Marcus Aurelius, who was an
Imperial freedman. Those Roman citizens living at Acmonia,
along with the boule and the demos, honoured Tiberius
Claudius Asclepiades.9
The growth of the Roman character of the cities in
Asia had its own consequences for at least one city, that
of Ephesus, and it was this development which seems to have
been part of the reasoning behind the foundation C. Vibius
Salutaris made in A.D. 104.	 Salutaris was a Roman who
became a naturalized citizen of Ephesus. During his
lifetime, he established a procession of images and
statuary based on Roman and Greek themes which was carried
out on numerous occasions throughout the Ephesian religious
year. The main aspect of the procession was the connection
between the city and the legends surrounding the birth of
the goddess Artemis, the patron deity of Ephesus.
One reason behind the foundation was the education of
the youths of the city in the traditions and institutions
of the city but this was not the only reason. The
character of the city had been transformed by the many
building projects undertaken between the reigns of Augustus
and Domitian and so it has been suggested that the
Ephesians answered the social challenge of what amounted to
the Roman reformation of their city by the affirmation of
their sacred, and very Greek, identity.6°
The cities of the Upper Maeander Valley were also
subject to the same processes which have been described for
other cities of the province of Asia. Even though there is
For Apamea, see Ramsay, C and B, p. 462, no. 294-297;
pp . 464-465, no. 299; p. 466, no. 301; p. 466, no. 300;
MAMA, VI, 183. For Acmonia, Ramsay, C and B, p. 641, no.
533.
60 On this foundation see Rogers, Sacred Identity of
Ephesos, esp. pp. 140-143, in conjunction with van Bremen's
review, JRS, 1993, pp . 245-246.
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no direct evidence, it goes without saying that the cities
of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae also became part of
the financial and administrative systems of the Roman
Empire. They were liable to the same forms of registration
and taxation and the upper and ruling classes of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae would be responsible for the every-
day running and business of this group of cities. Cicero's
letters show that Laodicea was one of cities in which he
held his assizes, so it is clear that the cities of the
Upper Maeander Valley were subject to the authority of the
governor, and ultimately the emperor, like others in
Asia.61
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae were incorporated
into the infra-structure of the Roman Empire and it was by
these means that the emperor defined his relationship with
them. He ruled them, collected taxes from them, made them
subject to the authority of his governors and the
inhabitants of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae ruled
their cities on his behalf. As with the other cities of
Asia Minor, the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley also
incorporated the emperor into their civic lives and again
one way this was done was by the possession of a neocorate
temple.
Of the three cities in the Upper Maeander Valley,
Laodicea and Hierapolis were granted neocorate temples.
There is no evidence that Colossae possessed one.
Laodicea's title was advertised on coins from the reign of
Caracalla onwards and it appears on issues minted under
Elagabalus, Severus Alexander and Philip Junior. It is
also included in the legends of coins bearing the image of
other members of the Imperial family namely Annia Faustina,
Julia Maesa and Otacilia Severa. 62 It seems from these
coins that Laodicea's neocorate title was awarded during
the reign of Caracalla.
61 See note 10.
62 See Catalogue A and B.
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However, Robert argues convincingly, using evidence
for the games of the city, that the neocorate status was
awarded to the city for a provincial temple dedicated to
Commodus. The title then disappeared when the emperor was
assassinated and his memory damned. The title was
therefore regranted by Caracalla and reckoned as the city's
first 63
The dating of Hierapolis' neocorate also poses
problems. One view is that the status was connected to
Antipater of Hierapolis. During Caracalla's travels in the
East, it is supposed that he visited the city by which time
Antipater was again in residence and the Imperial visit and
the grant of the title were a consequence of his
presence.64
Another opinion is that the status was granted during
the reign of Caracalla and confirmed during that of
Elagabalus. This is based on two coins of the city one of
which is believed to show the laureate bust of Caracalla
wearing a cuirass with an aegis from which two serpents are
rising. The reverse depicts the same emperor with a
radiate head and dressed in military costume. He is shown
standing right and leaning on a sceptre with his left hand.
With his right hand he is holding a patera over a lighted
altar. Opposite him, wearing a mural crown, is the city
goddess of Hierapolis who is offering a wreath to the
emperor with her right hand. She too is resting her left
hand on a sceptre.
The second coin is believed to show Elagabalus on the
obverse but to have the same reverse as the coin which
purports to depict Caracalla on the obverse. It has been
suggested that this reverse was struck in connection with
an important event of the city, namely the granting of the
neocorate temple and that the two different obverses show
63 On Robert's arguments and evidence, see LdL, pp. 283-
286.
64 XAPITEE, p. 466. This is the view of Cichorius.
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that it was granted by Caracalla and confirmed by
Elagabalus 65
Von Papen states that Caracalla rarely gave cities
neocorate titles and, when he did, the honour was
permanent.	 Elagabalus granted more titles but these
disappeared with the damnatio. In his view Hierapolis
received the title from Elagabalus as it was dropped from
coins after his reign and coins assigned to Caracalla with
this title should be reassigned to Elagabalus.66
The most recent argument concerning the matter
supports this last view. Johnston believes that the notion
of a visit by Caracalla to Hierapolis is "fanciful". The
only evidence is the neocorate status and its dating to
that emperor is not certain. The study of the portraiture
of both Caracalla and Elagabalus shows that the two coins
with the same reverse but different obverses can both be
attributed to the latter. Johnston says that the idea of
the confirmation of the neocory is also "fanciful".
It seems then that the neocorate temple granted to
Hierapolis can be identified with the actions of the
emperor Elagabalus and not Caracalla. This is confirmed,
as Johnston shows, by the numismatic evidence. The title
appears on coins of Elagabalus and his wives, Annia
Faustina and Aquilia Severa. They also appear on those
bearing the portrait of Severus Alexander but this was
during the time he was Caesar under Elagabalus and not when
he was Augustus. The title disappears on coins minted
after this time. Its appearance on the so-called homonoia
coins refers to the statuses of the "foreign" cities in
each case and not Hierapolis since non-homonoia coins do
not bear the title. This means that Hierpaolis had lost
its own neocorate title which would mean it was given by
LElagablus and disappeared with his damnatio.
At the end of the city's series of independent
65 NC, 1913, pp. 158-159.
66 von Papen, p. 179.
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coinage, homonoia coins with the portraits of Valerian and
Gallienus again refer to a neocorate status. Johnston
believes this could either refer to the status of the
"partner" cities named or it could refer to that of
Hierapolis. In her view, it is not impossible that
Hierapolis regained its title in the 250s because
Nicomedia, Ephesus and Sardis all regained titles lost with
the demise of Elagabalus. On the basis of these arguments,
the city of Hierapolis was granted its neocorate title by
Elagabalus and when this was lost with his death, it may
have been regranted later in the third century A.D.67
These neocorate temples would have allowed the cities
of Laodicea and Hierapolis to refer to themselves in terms
connected to the emperor and it would have entailed the
incorporation of the emperor into their religious lives and
the latter is confirmed by the celebration of Imperial
games within these cities. For example, the games
celebrated at Laodicea took on an Imperial character. In
the city, the games in honour of Zeus, the Deja, were also
called the Deia Sebasta and the Deja Commodeia.68
The same can be seen at Hierapolis where the religious
calendar was extended to accommodate Imperial games. In a
dedication to Caesar Augustus and the people, made by a
certain Theophilus, mention is made of the ãyVEC toi
ELQOlOi:	 EI3aoI&)t	 Katoap	 wa	 tot Aijiuot øEó4t2.Oç
4tXaö$ou ôiióotoç, 6 1CQ1E0TI1EVOç itt tiç EUlpE)Qç tOy
toii E3QOTO11 1yOvv, ta 1v1OEpa icut TO y 13ci'Ov iap' atoi.
These games are not otherwise attested for Hierapolis and
the problems with this inscription concern the role of
Theophilus and the games named.69
Pleket has also studied this inscription. At first
glance, Theophilus seems to be a public slave of the city
67 On these arguments, see Johnston, "Hierapolis
Revisited", pp. 52-55.
68 On the games of Laodicea, see Robert, LdL, pp. 283-286.
69 Ritti, Hierapolis, I, p. 78.
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of Hierapolis because he is termed ôióotoç. However, he
has a patronymic and Pleket argues that the use of the
patronymic designates this man as free because the examples
of slaves using patronymics are rare. He is termed
ôiióooç because he carried out the tasks of a public
slave. A passage from the edict of P. Fabius Persicus,
issued under the reign of Claudius, forbids free people
from carrying out the duties of public slaves so it is
clear that the practice occurred. Pleket does not discuss
the games but says that they were the city contests which
celebrated the emperor.
Pleket states that the correct translation would be
Theophilus, son of Philadelphos, fulfilling the tasks of a
public slave and in that capacity entrusted with the care
of the contests in honour of the Emperor.70
Other Imperial games are also attested at Hierapolis
and these are the Actia. This set of games is mentioned on
the coins of the city minted in the third century A.D. and
are closely connected with the Pythia, games celebrating
Apollo, the chief deity of' the city. This suggests that
the two sets of games were celebrated alongside each other.
It has been said that the Actia were held on a four yearly
cycle and consisted of athletic and artistic contests. It
is likely that these games were connected to the grant of
neocorate status to Hierapolis and celebrated its
institution. This agrees with the much earlier view of von
Papen who argued that the appearance of the Actia on the
coins of Elagabalus should be seen as being connected with
the honour. Ritti has supposed that the Actia absorbed the
vyôvEç io ^Et3auToi attested in the Augustan age.7'
There is no evidence of regular Imperial games being
established in Colossae as there is for Laodicea and
Hierapolis but it is possible that this city also
70 On this inscription see Pleket, "A Free AHMOEIO^", pp.
167-170.
71 See Ritti, Hierapolis, I, pp. 83-84; von Papen, p. 179.
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celebrated the Imperial house, if not with regular
celebrations then with those commemorating significant
events in the lives of the emperor and his family.
The physical setting of the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley was also extended to incorporate the
emperor. Within the regimen of the Greek city, the
provision of buildings and also dedications to prominent
members of the citizen body was an important activity. It
was only natural with Imperial rule that the emperor would
become the recipient for some of these buildings and
honours and this seems to be the case with Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae.
In Laodicea, the family of Nicostratus was responsible
for at least two dedications to the family of the emperor
Vespasian. A marble base of a dedication to Titus was
found in the city among the ruins and was paid for by
Nicostratus Theogenes, son of Nicostratus, himself the son
of Nicostratus. He seems to be related to the Nicostratus,
who built a stone stadium dedicated to Titus. This latter
Nicostratus was the son of Lucius who, in turn, was the son
of Nicostratus. If the grandfather named in both of these
inscriptions is the same person, then the two men making
these dedications to Titus would be first cousins. Both
dedications are dated to A.D. 7972
A dedication to Hadrian and his wife was found in the
ruins of the gymnasium in Laodicea and it was engraved on
an epistyle block: Aioicpitop TpaJav
	 'AOptavc? KaIoapt
^ELQOI) KQt ^QLEtV EL3[aoT Aaoôticv iv Eitt Ai5icç t BouAi
icat 6 ôipoç ?? E ] it t àvOultdTou Tapyi?Jou 'AVTE[tjwou
waOttpoav [TO yupvioiov?].73
It was not only citizens of the city who could
dedicate to the emperor. Other inhabitants could as well.
Tiberius Claudius Tryphon, an Imperial freedman, dedicated
a triple gateway and its decorations to Zeus and an
72 See above p. 36.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 72, no. 1.
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emperor. The emperor is believed to have Domitian but the '
name has been erased which would have happened with the
dainnatio memoriae of Domitian.74
Dedications have also been found at Hierapolis.
Zosimus, son of Menophantes, dedicated an altar to Gaius
Caesar and the goddess Roma after he was the victor at some
games, the name of which is not fully recorded. This
inscription is probably dated from 1 B.C. to A.D. 4. The
identity of the games mentioned here is uncertain and they
have not been recorded before at .Hierapolis. It is
possible that the dedication followed a victory at the
games of another city or they could be new, local games in
honour of Gaius and Roma. At Side, games for Roma and
Augustus are mentioned without a specific name but such an
identification at Hierapolis remains uncertain.75
There were at least two dedications to the Severan
house at Hierapolis. The first is a dedication to
Septimius Severus, Caracalla, Geta and Julia Domna which
also includes Apollo Archegetes and the other gods of the
city. Some building work in the theatre had been
dedicated. The other dedication is again to Apollo and the
city gods but the members of the imperial house being
honoured were Caracalla and Julia Domna.76
Also found at Hierapolis, and now in the
Archaeological Museum of the city, was a fine grained white
marble bearded head. It is not well preserved but Bejor
has identified it as a head of the emperor Hadrian. It is
not certain whether it was part of a dedication made in the
city or a statue imported into Hierpolis but if the
identification is correct, then it would show that the
imperial image was present in the city.77
See above p. 36.
Ritti, Hierapolis, I, pp. 77-78 and notes 34 and 35.
76 Ritti, Hierapolis, I, pp. 108 and 113.
Bejor, Hierapolis, III, no. 15, pp. 27ff.
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Even Colossae, the smallest city of the Upper Maeander
Valley, made dedications to the emperor. For example, one
was made by Apphia, a priestess of the city, and another by
Lucius Macedon, a military tribune: [ Atoxpdi ] o pt Ntpova
Tpatv4 Katoapt 'ApIoic Ec1OT 'Au41a 'HpcucXtov ioi Atôç
Ko[A000t1vo6 U] pE t a and ATo1cpdIopt Katoa[p]t Tpaiav
'Aoptav4 €[]aoi4 ' Ol[vp ] itIç A. MaKEôv xE%)apxo[c].
Again, Macedon need not be a native of the city but might
have settled in Colossae when he was discharged from the
army.78
These dedications show that the presence of the
emperor was very conspicuous within the area of the Upper
Maeander Valley and they also illustrate the extent to
which the urban landscape of Laodicea, Hierapolis and
Colossae incorporated the emperor and his family.
	 Two
coins from the Upper Maeander Valley show temples. A
Claudian coin minted at Hierapolis shows a temple front of
six columns on the reverse with the legend FENEI EBATQN.
The other coin, which was issued at Laodicea under
Domitian, depicts a temple front of four columns raised on
four steps. Inside are the emperor and his wife. If these
coins represent cultic buildings for the emperor, then they
contribute to the very visual presence of the Imperial
ruler within the Upper Maeander Valley.
Just as the citizens of the other cities in Asia were
part of these developments, so too the inhabitants of the
Upper Maeander Valley. The citizens of this area were
further made a part of the Empire through the grant of
Roman citizenship and this is amply seen with respect to
the Zenonid family of Laodicea. Zenon is best known for
his resistance to Labienus and the Parthians but he also
received the Roman citizenship from Marcus Antonius and
this legacy can be seen in the name of Antonius Polemon,
the famous rhetor of the family.79
78 Robert, LdL, p. 278 and IGRP, IV, 869.
Robert, LdL, pp. 306-307.
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The coins of Laodicea also shows citizens with Roman
names and hence the Roman citizenship. From the Zenonid
family is Claudia Zenonis and Julia Zenonis. Other
Laodiceans with Roman citizenship include Gaius Julius
Cotys, Cornelius Dioscurides, Galus Postomus, Cornelius
Aeneas and Julius Andronicus.80
Other citizens as well as Zenon received the
citizenship from Antonius and the name is well known at
Laodicea. The recurrence of Marcus Antonius, Lucius
Antonius and Antonia, and other Roman names, in the lists
from Claros show that the leading families from Loadicea
had all received the Roman citizenship. 81 The coins of
Hierapolis and Colossae also show which of their citizens
had received the Roman citizenship.82
The emperor was also incorporated into the lives of
the inhabitants of the Upper Maeander Valley through the
possession of positions and offices closely connected to
the Imperial ruler and again the sophists of the area and
involvement in the Imperial cult provide a good examples.
Antipater the Sophist came from Hierapolis and became
an important figure in the court of Septimius Severus. He
was appointed Imperial secretary by that emperor and after
his service as ab epistulis, he was given consular rank and
sent to Bithynia as a legate. However, it seems he was
relieved of his office because of his severity, as
Philostratus tells us: 'Yntot ö EyypciEtç ijpE iiEv toti
toy BtOuvOv Ovouç, ôóaç ô TOtpóTEpOv xpi° T t4Ei
iv !ip,iv JtapE)OTI.
His biographer also tells us that he had been
appointed tutor to the sons of Severus: ööioicaAoç pEv ytip
tOy 	 El3tpOu uatöv
	 voptoOii.	 Epigraphy confirms his
80 See Appendix VITa.
81 Robert, LdL, no. 7, pp. 299-300 and p. 308. For the
Claros inscriptions, see Robert, LdL, pp. 298 ff and ahin,
EA, 9, 1987, pp. 61-72.
82 See Appendix VIIb and VITc.
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importance in the court of Severus' sons. An inscription
from Ephesus dated to A.d. 200-205 is a reply from
Caracalla to a legation from the city and Antipater is
identified as a member of his consilium. He is described
as the friend, teacher and ab epistulis Graecis of the
future emperor:	 AlA.	 'Avititatpoç 6 •tAoç po	 wal
öt&ioicaAoç K[a	 iiv T1]%v LÔV 'EAAi1[vt]icv	 iuoioAcv
1tl TETpQI111VOC 83
The best known sophist from the area, and perhaps one
of the most famous in Asia, was Polemon. He had been born
in Laodicea but had adopted Smyrna as his second city. He
shows the role an educated man from the provinces could
play within the Empire and the type of influence which
could be held over the emperor himself. He went on many
embassies to the emperor to defend his community and
through his influence with the emperor, he was able to
obtain benefits for his city. Perhaps the greatest of
these was turning Hadrian's attention away from Ephesus and
towards Smyrna. The emperor was so converted to the cause
of the latter city that he gave it one million drachmae
with which a corn-market, gymnasium and temple was built.
The reputation and influence of Polemon even survived
his death. Smyrna had decided to send an embassy to the
emperor to defend its temple rights. Polemon had been
chosen to participate but his death meant others were
entrusted to the task. When the case came before the
emperor, he adjourned the case in order to search for any
speech the sophist might have written on the matter
because, as Philostratus tells us, the delegation had done
so badly. When the speech was found and read out before
the emperor, the matter was decided in favour of Smyrna.84
Positions connected to the Imperial cult also shows
83 Philostratus, V.S., 2, 24; Bowersock, Greek Sophists,
pp. 55-56; Oliver, Greek Constitutions, no. 244, pp. 469-
474.
84 Philostratus, V.S., 1, 25.; Bowersock, Greek Sophists,
pp. 47-49.
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how the emperor became incorporated into the lives of the
inhabitants of the Upper Maeander Valley. Both Laodicea
and Hierpolis could boast high-priests. L. Antonius Zeno,
son of Antonius Polemo was not only high-priest of the
koinon of Asia but also a military tribune. Augustus
honoured him by allowing him to wear the purple. His name
suggests that he received the citizenship from Lucius
Antonius, proquaestor of Asia in 49 B.C. and the brother of
the triwnvir. P. Aelius Zeuxidemus Cassianus was the high-
priest from Hierapolis. He also had strong connections
with the city of Aezani and he received the citizenship
from the emperor Hadrian. His son P. Aelius Aristius Zeno
was the advocatus fisci of Phrygia and also Asia.8
As with the other cities of Asia Minor, those of the
Upper Maeander Valley also assumed an increasing Roman
character as a result of these developments. This was
again reinforced by the adoption of Roman habits such as
bathing and this is shown by the bath-buildings at Laodicea
and Hierapolis. The "Gymnasium of Hadrian" at the former
has been dated to the c. 129 while the "Thermae Extra
Muros" at the latter has been dated to the third century.
They seem to be similar in design with a plan set
symmetrically around the short axis of a rectangle.86
The performance of gladiatorial contests within the
Upper Maeander Valley also emphasised its Roman character.
Cicero, in his letters, mentions the games held at Laodicea
when he complains about the behaviour of a certain
Hortensius to Atticus: Hoertensius filius fuit Laodiceae
gladiatoribus flagitiose et turpiter.87
An inscription engraved beneath the image of a
gladiator records a dedication of a wife to her husband who
is presumably the gladiator in the relief: 'Aptita t [ivöp
85 Campanile, I sacerdoti, no. 11, p. 36 and no. 34, pp.
54-55.
Farrington, "Imperial Bath Buildings", p. 51.
87 Cicero, Ad Att., 6, 3, 9.
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1C oiv[cp	 1up- ? Jv atcp iiv[Ea
A stele from the city also depicts a gladiator: "sous
un cintre gladiateur debout, de face (ceinture a plusieurs
bandes). Appuie la main g(auche) sur le casque, pose sur
le bouclier. L'object qu'il tient dans la main dr(oite) est
un palme."89
Similar evidence for gladiatorial games is to be found
at Hierapolis. An epitaph from the city contains
precsriptions concerning the sarcophagus and the area
surrounding it. At the beginning it reads: 'H oopôç ica(t)
6 13c116c icat 6 1tEptl3o)o[ç u]âç oitv 'AiioAAvtou	 ioO
MEv&vôpou to3 'Aito).Avtou oeicouvôapo5ôou, Ev
I yuv a&oi Zivoô ó[ i i1 - - - ] 1c11ôEu0toETa1, ô icat aiôç
,c(at) 6 utô aioI. The care of the tomb was undertaken by
gymnasiarchs and a crown offered each year. Ritti believes
this refers to a gladiator of local descent.90
Other epitaphs from the city refer to Stephanus, a
gladiator who had died as a result of his tenth or eleventh
combat, and a man whose name is now lost who was a
therotrophes, a caretaker of wild beasts destined for the
venationes in the theatre of Hierapolis.91
The presence of Roman and Italian immigrants within
the citizen bodies of the cities of the Upper Maeander
Valley also contributed to their growing Roman nature. A
bilingual inscription from Laodicea reads L. Terentius
Philodespotus AEicto TEptvlLoç iAoöoitoioç. The name
"Philodespotus" is not rare in Greek and Latin epigraphy
and it is usually the name of a slave or freedman. The
freedman concerned was that of a certain Terentius who was
88 Robert, Les gladiateurs, no. 118, p. 152.
89 Robert, Les gladiateurs, no. 120, p. 152.
90 Ritti, Hierapolis, I, pp. 98-99; Robert, Les
gladiateurs, no. 126, p. 156.
91 Ritti, Hierapolis, I, pp. 97-98; Robert, Les
gladiateurs, nos. 124-125, pp. 155-156. For the evidence
of gladiators at Laodicea and Hierapolis, see Robert, Les
gladiateurs, nos. 116-126, pp. 151-156.
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one of the Romans who went to Phrygia from Italy or who had
ancestors who did. This inscription does not concern a
Greek who was given the Roman citizenship as a Roman from
Italy would explain the attachment to Latin and the fact
the inscription is bilingual. Another Terentius is known
and this time he is Terentius Longinus. Robert believes
that these two men continued the community of Italians
established at Laodicea.92
Hierapolis also had its Roman citizens. An honorific
inscription from the city shows that it was not only the
boule, demos, gerousia, and neoi which were involved in the
dedication but also to ouvEôptov toy 'Pciiatov. This is a
rather unusual term as the normal designation for Romans
living in an Asia city was ot icatoncoivTEç 'PøiiaIot.93
These Roman were not just suffered to live in the
city. They formed an active part of it as the inscription
from Hierapolis shows.	 The same can be said about
Laodicea. In an inscription honoring a certain Quintus
Pomponius Flaccus, the demos of Laodicea was involved as
were the Romans and Greeks who lived in Asia. 94
 Claudius
Terentius Longinus, a member of the Italian community at
Laodicea, went on embassies to Pannonia and Rome to see
Lucius Verus and the emperor Hadrian.95
The changes which resulted in the growing Roman
character of the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley, and
other cities in Asia, were very visible. The inhabitants
of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae would know people with
Roman offices or statuses or may even hold them themselves,
they would see Roman citizens from Italy and Rome walking
the streets, they would watch rites being performed for the
emperor by priests of the Imperial cult and admire
92 Robert, LdL, no. 18, pp. 357-358.
Magie, RHAM, p. 1615; IGRP, IV, 818.
Robert, LdL, p. 265.
MAMA, VI, 3; IGRP, IV, 862.
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buildings and statues erected in honour of the emperor and
the Imperial house.
The expansion of the Roman Empire can be seen as
consisting of two parallel developments, namely the
adaptation of cities into the structure of the Empire on
the one hand and the incorporation of the emperor and
aspects of his rule into the civic lives of the cities and
citizens of Asia, including those of the Upper Meander
Valley on the other. The former would enable the emperor
to formalise his relationship with the cities under his
rule while the latter allowed the cities and their citizens
to define their own relationship with the emperor by
expressing themselves in Roman and Imperial terms. It
would also allow them to express that relationship in a
physical and visual way.
It also shows the relationship and interaction between
the individual cities and their citizens, the province of
Asia and the Empire as whole. The legends of the coins
minted at Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, along with the
architecture and epigraphy, show the ways in which this was
done. For example, issues which celebrate neocorate
statuses and which name which of the cities' inhabitants
had been granted Roman citizenship highlight the
interaction between the Upper Maeander Valley and the
Empire via a highly conspicuous medium.
The consequence of these developments was the growing
Roman character of the Greek cities involved. The Greek
nature of the cities of Asia Minor and the Upper Maeander
Valley was by no means lost but it was tempered by the
influences of Roman rule so much so that it can be said of
these cities that they "were unmistakably different from
the hellenistic cities which they supplanted. The cities
of Anatolia, for all their claims to kinship with famous
Greek prototypes were products of a radically different
culture" and the coins of these cities, as has been shown,
played no little part in the processes by which this took
153
place.96
96 Mitchell, Anatolia, p. 217.
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PART TWO: Introduction
The final chapter of Part One introduced themes
concerning the relationship and interaction between city,
region and empire and these will be developed in Part Two
of the thesis. As can be seen from Chapter Four, the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley, and of course others
within the province of Asia, were alert to Rome as well as
to their own civic statuses and that of the province as a
whole.' This alertness to city, region and empire can also
be seen in the typology employed on the coins issued by
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae. Concern for city status
in response to the cultural context of Roman rule is the
subject matter of Chapter Five which examines an unusual
Neronian issue produced by the city of Laodicea. Chapter
Six explores the links between city and empire further by
examining the type of the Capitoline triad which highlights
the connections between civic religion and that of Rome.
The type of the senate is the focus of Chapter Seven, a
type which embodies concerns for the status of the city and
the region of Asia in relation to changes in provincial
organization. The final chapter, Chapter Eight, deals with
the type of the goddess Roma which voices anxieties about
Imperial issues and the situation of the Empire as a whole.
1 See also Howgego's review of Roman Provincial Coinage,
JRS, 83, 1993, pp. 199-203, esp. p. 201.
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CHAPTER FIVE: The Cultural Pretensions of Laodicea
During the reign of Nero, an interesting issue was
minted at Laodicea. The obverse shows the laureate head of
the emperor Nero facing to the right with the legend NEPQN
EBA^TO^. The reverse depicts two male figures, standing
face to face with their hands joined. Each figure wears a
long chiton and himation and holds a sceptre. The legend
runs ANTQ (as a monogram) ZHNQNO ZHNQN YIO AAOAIKEQN
MYPNAIQN OMHPO^. 1 It is the interpretation of this
reverse legend and the identification of the two figures
which are problematic but which can ultimately tell us a
great deal about the way Laodicea saw itself during the
early Imperial period.
The layout of the reverse legend must be explained in
detail before any attempt is made to clarify its meaning.
Starting beneath the feet of the figure on the left, it
begins with ANTQ (as a monogram) and continues in an anti-
clockwise direction with ZHNQNOC ZHNQN YIO AAOAIKEQN MYP.
In the field to the left of the figure on the left is NAIQN
running downwards and between the two figures is OMHPO,
again running downwards. The legend, at first glance,
seems to be composed of three separate elements, OMHPO,
the ethnics of Laodicea and Smyrna and what appears to be
the name of a certain Zenon, son of Antonius Zenon. It is
clear from the ethnics used that this issue commemorates
some sort of connection between Laodicea and Smyrna.
The explanations offered so far concerning the coin
and the relationship it celebrates focus, in the main, on
the word OMHPO which, according to Pera, is attested for
the first time on this coin. 2 In the British Museum
Catalogue it is interpreted as "union", a closer
relationship than hoinonoia, a word which characterises the
legends of issues commemorating relations between cities in
Asia Minor. The figures are described as the demoi of
I Catalogue C 25.	 )\
2 Pera, Homonoia, p. 26.
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Laodicea and Smyrna.3
As the exact nature of homonoia is unknown to us, it
is hard to see on what grounds the compiler of the
catalogue believes OMHPO^ to be a closer relationship. In
any case, coins with the term OMONOJA date to the reign of
-Hadrain onwards and are much later than this Neronian
issue.
Klose also identifies the figures shown on the reverse
as the demoi of Laodicea and Smyrna. He, like the editor
of the British Museum Catalogue, believes that the word
OMHPO^ governs the relationship between the two cities
which was strengthened by an oath. He says "auf den Münzen
mit Kaiserkopf erscheinen die beiden Demoi in ganzer Figur
stehend im Hanclschlag, dazwischen die Legende OMHPO,
Sicherheit, Pfand. Sie weist auf eine zwischen beiden
Städten getroffene Vereinbarung hin, die durch Eld
bekräftigt wurde. "
The idea of a pledge is developed in another
interpretation of the coin. As the meaning of OMHPO is
"pledge, surety, hostage", the editors of Roman Provincial
Coinage offer the suggestion that OMHPO^ refers personally
to Zenon who might have acted as surety in a dispute of
some kind between the cities rather than to OMONOIA.5
However, one may doubt whether Laodicea would have wished
to advertise this on its coins especially as it could
portray the city to a disadvantage.
j-osays that the verb ópw means "to agree" or "to
unite, join" but in the context of the coin, it assumes the
sense of "pledge" or "guarantee". She also says that the
term is frequently used in the realm of "Staatsverträge"
and as such is testified between 338 and 200 B.C. For
example, oot 6itpov or 6jnpo is used to describe the
BMCPhrygia, p.325, n.2.
Kiose, Die Munzprägung von Smyrna, p. 53.
RPC, p.480.
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relationship between Demetrius Poliocertes and the
Nabataeans in 313/1 B.C. and also that between Antigonus
Doson and the Achaean League in 224. However, it is hard
to clarify the motive for this use of the word at a time
when it remained isolated among the issues of the age of
Nero Augustus and in the world of the Roman Empire which
was certainly very different to that of the Hellenistic
Greek East.6
Instead, the motive for this coin is seen in the
circumstances surrounding the reign of Nero and is
connected to the earthquake of 60 A.D. The city of
Laodicea was not given any Imperial aid after this disaster
and Pera suggests that the city of Smyrna intervened and
helped perhaps through the influence of the family of Zenon
which formed a close link between the two cities despite
the distance between them.	 For her, under these
circumstances, the use of this particular type was
understandable. She says "in questa circonstanza
diventerebbe pertanto comprensible sia la scelta del tipo,
che rappresenta tradizionalmente i due Demoi, sia
l'adozione della scritta AAOAIKEQN ZMYPNAIQN OMHPO per far
risaltare i rapporti sempre piü saldi e quanto mai duranti
fra le due cittâ."7
However, Laodicea was a very wealthy city by the time
the earthquake struck during the reign of Nero. Even
though it received no financial aid from the emperor, it is
possible that the city relied on its own citizens to bear
the expenses of reconstruction rather than those of Smyrna
and the OMHPO issue need not have been connected to the
earthquake.8
There is another possible explanation. The issue is
connected to some sort of relationship between Laodicea and
6 Pera, Homonoia, p. 26 and pp. 145-146, n. 22.
Pera, Honionoia, p. 26.
8 For the wealth of Laodicea at the time of the earthquake
see p. 34 above.
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Smyrna which the surviving ancient sources are too
inadequate to explain. It can be suggested that rather
than defining a relationship, the nature of which we have
no knowledge, OMHPO names one of the figures, depicted on
the coin, which symbolises that relationship, namely the
poet Homer.
OMHPO^, Homer, was closely associated with Smyrna and
the inhabitants themselves believed the city to be his
birth-place. Cicero in his pro Archia states that many
cities, such as Colophon, Chios and Salamis, all assert
that Homer was one of their citizens. He goes on to say
that Smyrna was so sure he was one of theirs that a shrine
was dedicated to him in the city: Homerum Coiophonii civem
esse dicunt suum, Cliii suum vindicant, Saiaminii repetunt,
Sinyrnaei vero esse confirmant, itaque etiani delubrum eius
in oppido dedicaverunt.9
Strabo mentions Smyrna as Homer's birth-place and like
Cicero, tells of the shrine and also the fact that a bronze
coin of the city was called the 'OI11pEtov: 	 Oti ö icat
t3).to8Ijici1 icat là 'Oiiiptov, Olo(1 lETp(1yc)voç,	 OUOQ VE(V
' Opipou icat óavov JlEtaltotoOvlat yip icat ottoi o%c14Epóvç
ioi 1tOti1TOi, icat ôi icat vóiuopd ut xicv 1iQp'QitOt
'OIi1jpEtov )yElat.' 0	 Plutarch states simply that of los
and Smyrna, one was said to be the poet's birthplace and
the other the city in which he died.1'
In fact, Heyman believes that Smyrna can lay the
strongest claim to Homer out of all the Ionic cities. He
believes that wherever the epigrams speak of the seven
cities which claimed Homer as their citizen, Smyrna
occupies the leading place and indeed other cities sought
points of contact with Smyrna in order to strengthen their
own claims while in legends, Smyrna is the poet's primary
Cicero, pro Archia, 8, 19.
10	 Strabo, 14, 1, 37.
Sert., 1.
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place of residence.12
Certainly those commissioning the issue or engraving
the dies would be acquainted with these claims and so,
might have used Homer to represent Smyrna on this coin.
OMHPO, therefore, does not describe the relationship
between Laodicea and Smyrna but names one of the figures
depicted on the reverse, the poet Homer. Heyman has made
this identification, which Kiose has criticised as being
"unsinnig" but the former has suggested that the figure
with the poet is a Muse. There are precedents for Homer
being pictured with a muse. For example, on a Hellenistic
relief, he is portrayed as standing opposite a muse and on
sarcophagi under the Empire, he is pictured with female
figures 13
However, in the context of the coin, which contains
the ethnics of both Smyrna and Laodicea, it would seem that
the figure standing with Homer should be identified as
being closely connected to the city of Laodicea. The
identification of this figure, though, is dependent on the
interpretation of part of the reverse legend.
The part of the legend which runs ANTQ ZHNQNO ZHNQN
YIO is difficult to interpret. ANTQ is expressed as a
monogram and so it is not clear whether it is an
abbreviation for the nominative ANTQNIO or the genitive
ANTQNIOY. If nominative, the legend would run ANTQNIO^
ZHNQNO ZHNQN YIO and so, could refer to Antonius Zenon,
son of Zenon. If genitive, the legend would read ANTQNIOY
ZHNQNO ZHNQN YIO^ and could be interpreted as Zenon, son
of Antonius Zenon.
The main argument against these two interpretations is
the word order. One would expect ANTQNIO ZHNQN ZHNQNO
YIO if the monogram is nominative or ZHNQN ANTQNIOY
ZHNQNO YIO if it is genitive.	 An inscription from
12 Heyman, "Homer on coins from Smyrna", p. 161.
13 Heyman, "Homer on the coins of Smyrna", p. 169; Kiose,
Die Münzprägung von Smyrna, pp. 35 and 53, n. 310.
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Laodicea honours a certain Quintus Pomponius, son of
Quintus and the expected word order is found: Kótvtov
Uojiuôvtov Kotviou uIôv. 14 Although this is not an exact
parallel, it does suggests that some inhabitants of
Laodicea knew the complexities of Roman nomenclature but as
the Romans in Asia as well as the demos of Laodicea
commissioned the inscription, those engraving it might have
had help with the grammar from the Romans concerned. At
any rate, some of those reading the inscription after it
had been put up may well have understood Roman
nomenclature.
An alternative interpretation is that ANTQ ZHNQNO^
forms a separate element in the legend, identifying the
magistrate responsible for the issue in the normal way.
ZHNQN YIO^ then goes with AAOAIKEQN and is to be translated
as Zenon, son of the Laodiceans. Coins of Aphrodisias in
Caria provide a parallel for this. During the early
Principate during the reign of either Augustus or Tiberius,
a certain Apollonius is referred to as AHOAAONIO
AcWOAIEQN YIO la
OMHPO^ can then be taken with ^MYPNAIQN. The evidence
does suggest strong enough links between Homer and Smyrna
for the former to be termed as son of the latter.
The reverse of the coin can be read as ANTQ ZHNQNO^
ZHNQN YIO^ AAOAIKEQN OMHPO (YIO^ understood) MYPNAIQN.
The figures rather than representing the demoi of Laodicea
and Smyrna, in fact depict Zenon and Homer. However, no
parallels to this coin have been found as yet.
Although not a common type, Homer does appear on a few
coins from the East. At Amastris in Paphlagonia, the bust
and head of the poet appears as an obverse type dating to
the Imperial period.	 In all cases the poet is named,
14 Robert, LdL, p.265, 11.2-3.
BMC Caria, p.39, no.85, p.46, nos.94-95; RPC, nos. 2839-
2843.
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either by the legend OMHPO 16 or OMHPO AMATPIAN.17
Robert believes the last legend is incomplete and rather
than indicating the ethnic of the city, AMA^TPIANQN, which
appears on the reverse of this coin, it should read OMHPO^
AMATPIANO, Homer of Amastris)8
Homer also appears at Smyrna. The bronze Homerea,
which Strabo talks about, were minted abundantly between
190 and 30 B.C. and between 190 and 85, silver copies of
these coins were produced. The poet is represented as
seated to the left with a staff resting on his shoulder.
He holds a scroll in his left hand and his head is bent
slightly. Homer also appears on some silver drachms which
date to 190-170. Again, he is seated and turned towards
the left. In his right hand he holds a scroll and in his
left hand he holds a long upright sceptre.19
The poet also appears on coins of the Imperial period.
Here, he is again depicted as sitting and holding a scroll
and the legend reads OMHPO^. 20 Examples date from the time
of Domitian and the second half of the second century and
the beginning of the third.21
Even though Homer is normally depicted seated, there
are precedents for a standing representation such as
appears on this issue. 22 However, none show Homer as YJO^
MYPNAIQN or as representing the city on issues
commemorating relationships with other cities because in
the latter case,
	
Smyrna is normally represented by
16 SNG SvA, nos.159 and 6806.
17 SNG SvA, 160.
18 Robert, Monnaies grecques, pp.125-127.
19 Heyman, "Homer on the Coins of Smyrna", pp. 162-169;
Klose, Die Münzprägung von Smyrna, pp. 34-35.
20 SNG SvA, nos.2189 and 7989.
Heyman, "Homer on the Coins of Smyrna", p. 170 and
Kiose, Die Münzprägung von Smyrna, p. 35.
22 See above p. 160.
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Nemesis.
Nor are there any parallels for a provincial city
representing itself on its coinage with one of its
citizens. Nevertheless, despite this lack of parallels,
the interpretation of the coin given here seems to be the
most plausible explanation; and the coin then says a great
deal about the way Laodicea saw itself during Nero's reign.
The reverse of the "OMHPOE" issue celebrates a relationship
between the cities of Laodicea and Smyrna and rather than
the deinoi of the cities representing this relationship, it
is symbolised by Homer and Zenon who are named as "sons" of
their respective cities.
The Zenonids were a very wealthy and important family
in Laodicea. Strabo mentions Zenon, a rhetor, who urged
the city to resist the Parthians led by Pacorus and
Labienus during the latter years of the Republic and his
son Polemon who was made king of Pontus for services
rendered to Rome. Philostratus describes the life of
another member of the family, Polemon, who, under Trajan
and Hadrian, received many Imperial honours. The family,
however, held less importance in the wider Imperial
world.23
The issue, it can be argued, shows a Hellenistic
foundation of Antiochus II (261-246 B.C.), represented by
Zenon, an important person within the city of Laodicea but
of little consequence in larger political and cultural
spheres, presenting itself as an equal to Smyrna, one of
the oldest and greatest lonian cities, represented by
Homer, perhaps the most famous poet in the Greek world. By
doing this, Laodicea was also emphasising and reaffirming
its Greek identity and past by drawing upon the antiquity
and traditions of another, much older city of Asia Minor.
The two cities were in fact to remain closely connected
through the dual citizenship of Polemon.24
23 See above pp. 148-149.
For Polemon see above p. 149.
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That the coin was minted under Nero need not cause any
surprise for the emperor, as he himself was an ardent
supporter of philhellenism. He even took part in musical
competitions and had ambitions to rival, and indeed,
surpass Nonnus Dionysius, who was a renowned epic composer
by writing the UPAEEIZ PQMAIQN in four hundred books. 2 In
reaction to the cultural circumstances surrounding the
reign of Nero, the city of Laodicea felt a need to make a
definitive statement about its own Hellenism and cultural
importance and minted the "OMHPO^". The issue, therefore,
amply demonstrates Laodicea's concern for its own status
and its preoccupation as to how it presented itself and how
it was perceived by other cities within the province of
Asia.
25 Heyman, "Homer on the coins of Smyrna", pp. 169-170.
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CHAPTER SIX: The Capitoline Triad
Among the types which feature on the issues of
Laodicea is that of a group of three deities. A coin
bearing the busts of the emperor Domitian and the empress
Domitia on the obverse shows on the reverse Zeus, holding
an eagle and sceptre, standing between Hera, who is holding
a sceptre and a pomegranate, and Athena, whose attributes
are a shield, spear and olive branch. The same reverse
appears on a coin showing Faustina Junior on the obverse.
A slightly different variant appears on a coin of Hadrian.
Zeus is again depicted as holding an eagle and a sceptre
and standing between Hera and Athena but the former has a
high head-dress and is holding a sceptre only and no
pomegranate while the latter only has her spear and shield
and no olive branch. The same group of deities appears on
a coin of Sabina.1
There is no doubt that this is a Greek representation
of the Capitoline triad of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, Juno
and Minerva. 2
 The triad had a long history at Rome and its
origins are to be found in the period covering the end of
the monarchy and the beginning of the Republic. The
Capitoline Temple was vowed by Tarquinius Priscus during
the Sabine War and the foundations were laid during his
reign as Livy tells us: et aream ad aedem in Capitolio
lovis, quain voverat beilo Sabino, jam praesagiente animo
futuram ohm ainphitudinem hoci occupat fundamentis. 3 The
temple was not finished by Priscus. 	 Instead it was
completed by his son, Tarquinius Superbus: Tarquinios reges
ambos patrem vovisse, filium perfecisse. 4 Superbus was
expelled from his position of power before the temple was
dedicated and this was done by the consul Marcus Horatius
1 See Catalogue A 35, 50, 57 and 79.	 cxP
2 BMC Ph rygi a p. 308.
Livy, 1, 38, 7.
Livy, 1, 55, 1; Cicero, Rep., 2, 24, 44.
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Pulvillus at the beginning of the Republic. Lots were
drawn to determine which magistrate should receive the
privilege of undertaking the dedication: Nondum dedicata
erat in Capitolio lovis aedes. Valerius Horatiusque
consules sortiti uter dedicaret. Horatio sorte evenit.
Publicola ad Veientium bellum profectus..5
The literary sources are unanimous about the roles of
Tarquinius Priscus, Tarquinius Superbus and Horatius but
the date of the dedication of the temple is less clear.
Tacitus dates it to the second consulship of Horatius while
Livy says the building was dedicated in the year after the
expulsion of the kings: MHoratius consul ... templuin lovis
optimi maximi dedicavit anno post reges exactos. 6 If the
dedication took place during the year immediately after the
end of the monarchy, as Livy tells us, then Horatius could
not have been in his second consulship as Tacitus asserts.
It may be that one or other of the historians has confused
their sources but there is no doubt that the Capitoline
temple was dedicated after the end of the monarchy by
Marcus Horatius Pulvillus.7
The temple and its occupants played an important role
in the political and religious life of Rome. Radke, in his
article which attempts to determine the political and
religious value of the Capitoline Triad, emphasises the
Latin and Sabine origins of Hera and Minerva and believes
that the two goddesses represent two different populations
Livy, 2, 8, 6; Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 5, 35, 3. See
also Plutarch, Pub., 14.
6 Tacitus, Hist., 3, 72; cf. Livy, 7, 3, 8.
Livy, 2, 8, 6; Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 5, 35, 3. See
Fears, "Cult of Jupiter", pp. 9-10; Bianchi, "Disegno
storico", pp. 354-361; Platner and Ashby, Topographical
Dictionary, pp. 297-302 gives a complete history of the
temple. See also Steinby, Lexicon Topographicuin, pp. 226-
234. On the origins of the Capitoline Triad, see also
Simonelli, "La tradizione classica"; North, "Religion in
Republican Rome", pp. 613-614; Dumézil, Archaic Roman
Religion, pp. 283-284.
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which were united "nelle mura di Roma." 8 Jupiter Optimus
Maximus, he believes, does not have the same range of
duties as other gods as his main concern is the safety of
the Roman people. 9 He concludes "vediamo sul Campidoglio
romano un dio di cui l'unico compito Si comprende nella
protezione della Repubblica romana, da lul rappresentata
unicamente in una funzione esciusivamente politica, un dio
allora seduto nel mezzo di due dee che provvedono dalla
loro parte alle forze vitali e politiche delle loro
comunità: ecco la triade Capitolina!" 0 The standard view
of the Capitoline triad is that it replaces the archaic
triad of Jupiter, Mars and Quirinus.'1
However, it was Jupiter who was "paramount on the
Capitol, and he alone was the patron of the Roman
community." 12 This can clearly be seen in some of the
traditions of Rome. For instance, it was Jupiter who was
seen as the guardian and guarantor of treaties. For
example, in the first half of the second century B.C., a
treaty was established between Rome and Cibyra, one of the
clauses of which was to provide mutual aid against their
respective enemies. The treaty itself was to be engraved
on bronze tablets and set up in the temple described as
that of Jupiter Capitolinus in Rome and also on the base of
a gold statue of Roma which had already been decreed at
Cibyra: ictiSiaç ô thç ouvOticaç Etc X[dX],i)Pa 1vaypa1IoQv
Kclt 1vaOttc1oav	 p jt[v] 'Pptp	 v T4t tEpô% toi3 Ai.ôc to
KQ1LETG1OU,	 v ÔE [Kif3pat]
	
ut iiç doEç ifç 'Pcpiç, iv
8 Radke, "Ii valore religioso e politico delle divinitã del
Campidoglio", p. 248.
Radke, "Ii valore religioso e politico delle divinitâ del
Campidoglio", p. 250.
10 Radke, "Ii valore religioso e politico delle divinità
del Campidoglio", p. 250.
See Dumézil, Archaic Roman Religion, pp. 141-310 on both
of these triads.
Fears, "The Cult of Jupiter", p. 17.
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Also dating to the second century B.C. was the treaty
between Rome and Maroneia, a copy of which was placed not
only in the temple of Dionysus in the latter city but also
the temple described as that of Jupiter Optimus Maximus at
Rome.'4
During the Republic, magistrates were elected by the
people but only took office after confirmation by Jupiter
Optimus Maximus through auspices; and acts of war also
needed the consent of Jupiter through auspices which were
interpreted by augurs. Furthermore, the destination of the
triumphs of successful generals, who bore the insignia of
Jupiter, was the temple described as that of Jupiter
Optimus Maximus where spolia were dedicated to the god.
Jupiter was also the source of auspicia upon which rested
the city of Rome's relationship with the gods)
The deity obviously remained important during the
Imperial period. For example, he clearly played a central
role in the ideology surrounding the reign of the emperor
Trajan. This is shown in the panegyric dedicated to Trajan
which was delivered by the younger Pliny in the Senate in
A.D. 100 when the latter assumed the office of consul
suffectus. The oration opens with the assertion that
Jupiter selected Trajan himself and revealed his choice of
ruler to the Romans in his Capitoline sanctuary.
Furthermore, in 96 when, under Nerva, Trajan went to the
Capitoline temple to take up his military command as a
legate in Upper Germany, he was mistaken for the god
himself. Trajan was adopted by Nerva at the request of
Jupiter and the adoption ceremony did not take place in
Nerva's home but rather in Jupiter's Capitoline temple.
13 OGIS 762, 11. 12-15; trans Sherk, Rome and the Greek
East, no. 25, pp. 24-25; Magie, RRAM, pp. 241-2, 967-8;
Mellor, ØEA PQMH, pp. 39-41.
SEG, XXXV, 1985, no. 823.
15 Fears, "The Cult of Jupiter", pp. 12-13; North,
"Religion in Republican Rome", p. 614.
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Trajan even used the epithet "Optimus", the god's own
title.'6
Juno and Minerva do not figure in any of this and the
temple described as that of Jupiter in these contexts is
that of the Capitoline triad. However, their importance
within the religious and civic life of the Romans was
sufficient to ensure their association with Jupiter even
though Jupiter was "the sole master of the Capitol and the
sole patron of the Roman Republic."17
It is hard to determine why the Capitoline triad was
depicted on the coins of the Greek East because the type is
not a common one. Of the three cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley, Laodicea is the only one which depicts
Zeus, Hera and Athena as a group. Hierapolis and Colossae
have no surviving specimens. In Asia Minor as a whole, the
type also seems to be rare. In the collection of von
Aulock only three cities apart from Laodicea show Zeus as
a member of a triad. At Adramyttium in Mysia, a coin of
Caracalla shows Zeus holding a sceptre and with an eagle at
his feet standing with two goddesses, one with a sceptre
and a bird and the other with a branch or a short torch.
It is not certain that these female deities are Hera and
Athena.18
On a coin of Trebonianus Gallus minted at Cadoi in
Phrygia, Zeus is portrayed on the reverse holding a sceptre
and a phiale standing between Hera, who also holds a
sceptre, and Athena who holds a lance)9
At Apollonia Salbace in Caria, a coin depicting the
personification of the Senate on the obverse shows Zeus on
16 On this see Kleiner, "The Trajanic Gateway", pp. 149-
150; Fears, "The Cult of Jupiter", pp. 80-85; Pliny,
Panegyricus, 1, 4-5; 5, 2-4; 8, 1-2; 52, 3; 88, 4-8.
17 Dumézil, Archaic Roman Religion, p. 310; and for Juno
and Minerva see pp. 291-306.
18 SNG SvA 1057.
19 SNG SvA 3692.
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the reverse holding an eagle and a sceptre standing between
Athena, who holds a sceptre, and a draped female figure
holding a sceptre and perhaps an apple with an altar at her
feet 20
The type of the Capitoline triad, as depicted on the
coins of Laodicea and elsewhere, may be connected with a
cult of the Capitoline triad in Asia. However, at Laodicea
and even the Upper Maeander Valley, there is no evidence to
suggest that such a cult was the object of worship. In the
province of Asia as a whole, it does not seem to have been
as popular as it was in some of the western provinces,
especially Africa. Few Roman cities of Africa were
succeeded by medieval or modern cities on the same sites
and even though the ruins were quarried for building
materials, a great number have survived. This has resulted
in an abundance of archaeological and epigraphical material
regarding capitolia and cults of the Capitoline triad in
the African provinces. In Barton's article, seventeen
sites are listed as temples definitely or probably
identified as capitolia, eighteen as having definite
evidence for capitolia but no identifiable remains, fifteen
as temples lacking identification which may be capitolia
and nine as sites with possible evidence for the existence
of capitolia.21
There is nowhere near this wealth of evidence for the
cult of the Capitoline triad in Asia Minor. Priests of
Zeus Capitolius are recorded at Smyrna, Stratonicea and
Nysa which suggests that there were public cults at least
but not necessarily capitolia, temples with three celia
dedicated to the worship of Jupiter, Juno and Athena or
their counterparts. Rites and altars devoted to the god
could easily have been established in temples dedicated to
20 SNG SvA 2481.
21 On Capitoline temples, see Barton, "Capitoline Temples",
pp . 259-342, esp. pp. 270-342; Cagiano de Azevedo, "I
"Capitolia" ", pp. 1-76; Bianchi, "I Capitolia", pp. 63-76;
Bianchi, "Disegno storico", pp. 349-415.
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other deities. 22
 At Teos, a dedication was made to Zeus
Capitolius and other deities, including Roma: Aiôç KTlloIou,
Ka1tEI(XjOu,	 Pópi1ç,	 'AyaOoi	 öaiitovoç.23
Capitoline games are attested in inscriptions of
eastern cities, such as Cyzicus, Sardes and Philadelphia,
which detail victors and the contests in which they were
successful. 24
 Games are perhaps also attested on a coin of
Antiochia ad Maeandrum minted under Gallienus which shows
Jupiter Capitolinus seated left and holding a statuette of
Nike. Before him is an agonistic table on which stands an
urn containing a palm. 25
 The institution of Capitoline
games was late in comparison to the long history of the
triad itself and they only appeared in Rome during the late
first century A.D. when they were established by the
emperor Domitian. Greek cities which also held Capitoline
games may have followed the lead of Rome but such games
were certainly nowhere near as popular as similar
celebrations for the goddess Roma during the Republic or
the emperor during the Imperial period.26
On the strength of these inscriptions and coin types,
capitolia have been suggested for Asia Minor. For example,
at Smyrna, a coin showing the type of a statue of Jupiter
and the inscriptions detailing Capitoline priests are taken
for the documentation of a capitolium at the city.
At Antiochia ad Maeandrum, coins depict various types
of Zeus Capitolius. Under Trajan and Severus Alexander,
22 See IvS, II, 1, nos. 774 and 776; BCH, XII, 1888, p. 88;
GIG 2943.
23 IGRP IV, 1556.
24 IGRP IV, 160; 1519; 1636.
25 BMC Caria, p. 23, no. 58. On the evidence for cults and
games, see Bianchi, "Disegno storico", pp. 377; 390, no. 6;
399; 400.
26 On the Capitoline games see Caldelli, L'agon
Capi tolinus.
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coins were minted showing Zeus Capitolius sitting holding
Nike and resting on a sceptre. Under Commodus, a
tetrastyle temple is shown with a statue of Zeus
Capitolius. The legend on all these coins reads ANTIOXEQN
ZEY KAUETQAIO. Under Gordian III, a type of a temple and
a statue similar to that on the coin of Commodus is
depicted except that the legend merely reads ANTIOXEQN.
Evidence like this has also been used to propose a
capitolium at Antiochia. 27 However, none of these
identifications of temples of the Capitoline triad are
certain. The coin reference for Smyrna given by Cagiano de
Azevedo in fact refers to Zeus Acraius and not Zeus
Capitolius and inscriptions mentioning priests do not
necessarily imply temples and as Bianchi says of Antiochia
"non è necessario vedere un "Capitolium"
Various reasons have been put forward for the
difference in geographical distribution of the cult of the
Capitoline triad in the various provinces and the overall
consensus seems to link the cult with the level of
"Romanization" of the particular area concerned. Capitolia
were built in Roman colonies when they were founded and
this is to be expected.
One view is that these temples were found in areas
along the coast of the Mediterranean and frontier zones,
areas which were ideally placed to absorb the various
influences from Rome. In Greece and the East, attachment
to native deities and the peoples' artistic and
philosophical superiority over the Romans meant that
Capitoline cults were much rarer. In Asia Minor, it has
been suggested that the cult of Augustus and Roma made the
cult of the triad superfluous.29
27 Cagiano de Azevedo, "I "Capitolia" ", p. 44; BMC Caria,
pp. 19, 20, 21, nos. 32, 43, 46, 47.
28 See p. 155 above and Bianchi, "Disegno storico", p. 390,
n. 3.
29 Cagiano de Azevedo, "I "Capitolia" ", p. 67.
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A similar conclusion is reached by Bianchi. He
believes that the cult of the Capitoline triad spread
across Africa with the expansion of Roman citizenship and
the diffusion of Roman institutions. However, in the East,
the culture, language and religion remained unchanging
despite the rule of Rome. Only the Imperial cult and that
of Roma, which had a long tradition in the area, were
followed and gradually diffused. This happened to the cult
of Zeus Capitolius to a much lesser degree. Where it was
followed, it had a different character to western cults.
In the west, Jupiter Optimus Maximus was the highest of
deities and a measure of the extent of assimilation of
Roman citizenship and institutions. In the east, he was
honoured as the principal deity of the Romans and as the
god responsible for the safety of the Roman state and as
such he entered the Greek pantheon. However, he remained
a fundamentally foreign deity.30
Fears also reaches the same conclusions and he
believes that the adoption of the cult of the Capitoline
Triad, the national cult of the Romans, was a mark of
Romanization. This assimilation to Roman civil and
religious institutions was lacking in the cities of the
East with the exception of Roman colonies founded there.
The worship of the cult of Zeus Capitolinus lacked the
patriotic intensity which was a hallmark of the worship of
the Capitoline temple in the West. Fears further believes
that by building a capitolium a city demonstrated its
loyalty to the institutions of the empire and to the
emperor himself.31
The cities of the West were better placed to adopt and
absorb the institutions and influences from Rome and hence
the popularity of the Capitoline triad. Such influences
would be slower in reaching Asia Minor and the East and the
Greek culture of the cities in Greece and other eastern
30 Bianchi, "I Capitolia", pp. 407-408.
31 Fears, "The Cult of Jupiter", pp. 106-107.
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areas meant that the cults of the Capitoline Triad and Zeus
Capitolinus had a different role to play than their western
counterparts.
Turning to Laodicea, the fact that the Capitoline
triad was portrayed on its coins meant that the city was
also showing its loyalty to Imperial institutions and to
the emperor but the fact that the triad's Greek
counterparts were depicted shows that other factors were
present in the choice of the coin type. The rarity of the
triad as a coin type within the province of Asia and as an
object of cult makes its appearance on the issues of
Laodicea all the more striking. The choice of Zeus
Capitolius as a coin type or as the recipient of various
honours was idiosyncratic enough; the fact that Zeus had a
range of guises which were more readily available and
pertinent to the Greek cities of Asia emphasises the
striking nature of the triad's appearance on the coins of
Laodicea.
The importance of the Capitoline triad at Rome may
have been reason enough for Laodicea to place it on its
coinage and certainly this particular group of deities was
portrayed in a wide range of media from which the city
could take its inspiration.	 Various marble reliefs and
sarcophagi depict the trio. For example, a fragmented
marble relief at the archaeological institute of Kiel shows
Jupiter seated between Juno and Minerva and a cippus dated
to the Severan age again portrays Jupiter seated between
his two companion goddesses. 32
 However, the coinage of
Rome was the most immediate model for the coins of
Laodicea. The appearance of the Capitoline temple on the
coins of Vespasian has been linked to its rebuilding by the
emperor after it was destroyed by fire in 69 A.D. The
emperor himself helped by removing debris:
	 Ipse
restitutionem Capitolii adgressus ruderibus purgandis manus
32 On these representations and other similar ones, see
LIMC, II, 1, pp. 1094 ff, nos. 281-294; Sauer, "Die
kapitolische Trias", 73-84.
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primus admovit ac suo collo quaedam extulit.33
A silver tetradrachm minted in Asia and dated to 82,
portraying the laureate and bearded head of Domitian on the
obverse, shows a temple with four columns on a podium of
four steps on the reverse. Jupiter is seated in the centre
and holds a sceptre and Juno and Minerva stand on either
side of him. The legend reads CAPIT RESTIT and is a
reference to the emperor's contribution to the restoration
of the temple. He restored many buildings destroyed by
fire including the Capitolium: Plurima et amplissima opera
incendio absumpta restituit, in quis et Capitolium, quod
rursus arserat. 34 This may have been the impetus for
Laodicea to put its version of the triad on its coins
dating to the reign of Domitian.
The triad appeared on the issues of other emperors and
not just Vespasian and Domitian. For example, under
Trajan, a coin depicts Jupiter with a thunderbolt and a
sceptre between Minerva, who holds a spear and a shield,
and Juno who is holding a phiale and sceptre. 3 A
medallion of Hadrian shows Jupiter holding a sceptre and a
thunderbolt with an eagle at his feet standing between
Minerva holding a spear and shield and Juno with a phiale
and sceptre. The two goddesses are turned towards the
god. 36
 On medallions showing the busts of Marcus Aurelius
and Lucius Verus, Jupiter is depicted as holding a sceptre
and sitting between Juno and Minerva, the former holding a
phiale and a sceptre and the latter a spear. 37 Another
Suetonius, Vesp., 8, 5; cf. Tacitus, Hist., 3, 72.
Suetonius, Dom., 5, 1. For the coins of the two
emperors and Titus as well, see BMCRE, II, pp. xlix; lii;
lxxxviii; xcviii; 351, no. 251; 123; 133, no. 614; 144, no.
647; 155; 158; 160; 168, no. 721; 173; 175; 178; 210; 216,
no. 877; 261.
Gnecchi, I medaglioni, III, p. 14, no. 4.
36 Gnecchi, I medaglioni, II, p. 6, no. 35.
Gnecchi, I medaglioni, II, p. 43, nos 6 and 7.
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medallion, this time of Antoninus Pius, shows Jupiter
seated between Minerva and Juno. Jupiter has a thunderbolt
and sceptre, Juno a phiale and sceptre and Minerva a
spear.38
The Capitoline triad only appear on the coins of Rome
during a specific time period. Despite being the pre-
eminent cult of the Romans, it is not a coin type which
appears on official Roman coinage throughout the Imperial
period. Representations of the three deities are absent
from the coinage of the Julio-Claudian period and the first
appearance comes in 68-69 and the beginning of Vespasian's
reign and they cease with the end of the Antonine period.39
There is a coin of Julia Domna, a silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, which shows a temple with four columns.
Jupiter is seated in the centre with Juno and Minerva
standing on either side of him. The legend reads I 0 M
TRI. This has not been linked to the triad of Rome but
rather to a replica of it at the religious centre of a
legion .
The coins minted at Laodicea showing the Greek version
of the Capitoline triad can also be dated to the period
from the reign of Vespasian to the end of the Antonine
dynasty. As with portraits of the emperor, which the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley copied closely, the
appearance of the triad on the issues of the city of
Laodicea again suggests that it was following current
trends in official Roman coinage.41
However, as with representations of personifications
of the senate, there are subtle differences. The coins of
38 Gnecchi, I medaglioni, II, p. 16, no. 66. On the coins
of Rome showing the Capitoline triad, see also LIMC, II, 1,
nos. 295-300; Sauer, "Die kapitolinische Trias", col. 80.
Fears, "The Cult of Jupiter", p. 106; See in general
BMCRE, Vols I-V.
40 BMCREV, pp. clxix, 305.
41 For Imperial portraiture on coins of the Upper Maeander
Valley, see pp. 209-210.
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Rome do show the Capitoline triad but nearly always in the
setting of the Capitoline temple and the temple is also
depicted without the deities. Naturally, under Vespasian
and Domitian, the temple was in the forefront owing to the
restoration programmes of these emperors. On the coins of
Laodicea, however, the triad is shown without a temple and
so it seems that the gods and their identity, and not their
temple, were of the greatest importance.
It is clear that Hera represented Juno and that Athena
represented Minerva, but Jupiter Optimus Maximus was not
merely represented by the Greek Zeus but by Zeus Laodiceus,
the principal deity of the city of Laodicea. 42 He is
traditionally depicted as a standing male figure standing
to the left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm
and a sceptre in his left hand, attributes he is carrying
on coins showing the triad. He appears consistently on the
coins of the city and even makes an appearance on the coins
of Hierapolis and Colossae, where he is still recognisable
as the Zeus of Laodicea.
On the homonoia coins of the city, he
	 regularly
represents Laodicea. For example, on coins celebrating
homonoia with Ephesus minted with the portraits of Marcus
Aurelius, Commodus, Caracalla, Philip II and Otacilia
Severa, Zeus Laodiceus is shown with the cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia. Under Commodus, he is depicted holding an
eagle and a sceptre and standing with the veiled Demeter of
Nicomedia
By depicting Zeus Laodiceus, Hera and Athena, the
Laodiceans were not merely showing the Capitoline Triad of
Rome in a Greek form. By using Zeus Laodiceus to represent
Jupiter Optimus Maximus, they were identifying their own
principle civic deity with that of Rome and the Roman
Empire and giving the former as much importance as the
latter by such an association. This type makes it clear
42 See p. 25.
See Catalogue A, B, and C in general.
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that the Laodiceans were finding common elements between
the Greek, Roman and its own civic religious systems and
portraying these elements on their coinage.
The type of the Capitoline triad was a rare one in the
province of Asia and the Upper Maeander Valley. Very few
coins show Zeus as part of a triad and at Laodicea, where
the type does appear, it is not as common as other designs.
Despite its rarity, it can tell us quite a lot about
Laodicea's attitude to Rome. The official Imperial coinage
surprisingly only depicts the Capitoline triad within a
very narrow time span and the coins of Laodicea can also be
dated to this period. It seems then that the city was
following the coinage trends of Rome quite closely. Just
as cities in the west demonstrated their loyalty to
Imperial institutions and the emperor by building
capitolia, so did Laodicea by portraying the triad on its
coins. More importantly, however, the Laodiceans were
conciously seeking common elements between the Greek and
Roman religious systems. The city not only depicted the
Roman triad in a Greek form and associated Greek deities
with the Roman but also viewed its own civic deities as
comparable and equal to those of Rome. By using Zeus
Laodiceus, Laodicea was identifying its own principal civic
deity with the most important god of Rome and the Empire,
Jupiter Optimus Maximus. The city of Laodicea was clearly
developing links between itself and the centre of the
Empire and advertising a unique connection between its own
religion and that of Rome.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: JEPA YNKAHTO^
Legends on the coins of the cities of the Upper
Maeander VaUey show the interaction between these cities
and their citizens and the emperor and his empire. The
types depicted on the same coins also contribute to the
wider understanding of this relationship as shown by the
use of the Capitoline triad on the coins of Laodicea.
Among the obverses depicted on the coins of the cities of
the Upper Maeander Valley is the personification of the
Roman senate. It is pictured as the bust of a beardless
young man usually with its shoulders draped. The legend
accompanying the type for the majority of the examples
reads IEPA YNKAJ1TO but also occasionally 8EON ^WNKAHTON.1
There are two problems associated with the choice and the
use of this obverse type, namely why was it included among
the designs used on the coins of Laodicea, Hierapolis and
Colossae, and other cities in the province of Asia, and why
the personification of the Roman senate took the form that
it did.2
It could be suggested that the appearance of the
senate as a coin type might be connected with the fact that
Asia, the province in which the area of the Upper Maeander
Valley was situated, is normally considered to be a
"senatorial" province. The normal interpretation of the
Augustan settlement of 27 B.C. is that while Augustus
maintained control of some of the provinces of the Empire,
others passed into the administration of the senate. For
example, Wells, in his account of this settlement, narrates
that in that year Augustus resigned all his extraordinary
powers and placed the provinces under his control at the
disposal of the senate. He then reluctantly accepted back
certain provinces such as Syria, Gaul, Spain, Cilicia and
1 See Appendix Villa, Vilib and Vilic. c'c,3e.
2 On the senate see also Kienast, "Der heilige Senat" and
Forni, "IEPA e OEO ^YNKAHTO".
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Cyprus) This account highlights the general view that
some provinces of the Empire were in the hands of the
emperor and hence, called "Imperial provinces" and others
were administered by the senate and so referred to as
"senatorial provinces".
Under this interpretation of the organization of the
Roman Empire, Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, as cities
in Asia, were part of a senatorial province and
consequently knew and wanted to advertise this status and
also wanted to display this aspect of their relationship
with the Roman senate by placing representations of the
personified senate on some of their coins.
However, it can be seen that some ancient and modern
historians do not consider this division of the empire as
being between "Imperial" and "senatorial" provinces.
Strabo, in his Geography, states that Augustus, when he
became ruler of the Empire, divided it into two parts, one
part he retained for himself and the other he gave not to
the Roman senate but to the people of Rome: EUE%Ôi ytip i
itatpIç	 1tTpE*Ev liut4 iiv npooraotav iiv 1')yEItOvIcic icat
to.t1tou KaI Etp1vTç KaTEoTr icptoç ÔI l3Iou, ÔtXQ ôi.EUE
Rt1OQv TiV
	 ôpav icai tiv tv !L1tEôEEv Eaiji 	 TiV ô	 icj
Strabo goes on to say that each of the two portions
of the Empire were divided into several provinces, some of
which were called "Provinces of Caesar", the Imperial
provinces, while others were called "Provinces of the Roman
People": icapav ö Tiv pEpIOG Etc itaptaç ôtvE1ItE
w).Eouç, cv at iiv icaXoi3vtat Katoapoc, at oE Toi oluipou.5
Nowhere in this account does this ancient Greek writer
mention the senate or provinces of the senate.6
Wells, before describing the settlement of 27 B.C.,
Wells, Roman Empire, p. 54.
Strabo, 17, 3, 25.
Strabo, 17, 3, 25.
6 Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 94.
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says that Dio, 53, 11-19 is our chief source for this. 7 As
Wells explains the Augustan settlement in terms of Imperial
and senatorial provinces, and not in terms of provinces of
the emperor and the Roman people, his words imply that Dio
also sees it in the same way. However, unlike Strabo, Dio
seems to be confused on the issue and mentions both the
people and the senate when talking about provinces which
did not belong to the emperor. He says that Augustus gave
the more peaceful provinces to the senate: t!i2.Ai T1 1v
1oOEvoTEpa c ca' Etpi1vaIa 1CU 11tóAE11a à1töGHCE tj
Yet when listing the provinces, he informs us that Africa,
Numidia, Asia, Greece with Epirus, Dalmatia, Macedonia,
Crete, Bithynia and Pontus, Sardinia and Baetica were held
as belonging to the people and the senate, toO TE ôiou Kul
ttç yEpouoiaç. 9 Later when talking of the system of
government in the provinces, he uses the same distinction
as Strabo, namely that there were provinces of the people
and Imperial provinces, TtI toO öijtou 8vii on the one hand
and T1 TOO TE QTO1CP&TOP€	 JOI1QO1LEV'U on the other.10
Both the passages from Strabo and Dio form part of the
arguments of Millar's article which attempts to show that
senatorial provinces were in fact provinces of the Roman
people. 11 It is clear though that Dio is a more
problematical source than the geographer Strabo but it is
also clear from Millar's comments on Dio's account that he
does not see it as invalidating his theory. For example,
Millar points out that Dio says the more peaceful provinces
were given back without clarifying whether the recipient
was the senate or not because t	 ou	 appears in the
versions of Xiphilinus and Zonaras but not in the
Wells, Roman Empire, p. 54.
8 Dio, 53, 12, 2.
Dio, 53, 12, 4-5.
10	 Dio, 53, 15, 1.
Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", pp. 93-97.
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transmitted text of Dio. 12 The reasons, as Dio sees them,
for Augustus giving back the provinces was so that the
senate might have the benefit of the most peaceful parts of
the empire. Lastly, when Dio narrates that some provinces
were given to the people and the senate, Millar takes this
as an allusion to SPQR, Senatus Populusque Romanus and
which has a different meaning and sense from a phrase which
would indicate the administrative or constitutional role of
the senate in its own right. 13 Elsewhere, in passages
concerning the reign of Augustus, Millar sees Dio as being
consistent in his terminology when referring to non-
Imperial provinces as being of the people. 14 From Millar's
arguments it is obvious that he does not see Dio as
referring to the Empire as being divided into Imperial and
senatorial provinces.
As well as the evidence of the ancient historians
there are the texts of the ancient jurists. Writing in the
mid-second century A.D., Gaius perceives some of the
provinces as being provinciae populi Romani, provinces of
the Roman people, and others as provinciae Caesaris,
provinces of Caesar or the emperor.'5
As a consequence, according to Millar, there is no
text known to him which mentions the proconsular provinces
as being "senatorial" or provinces "of the senate".16
There are ambiguities though. When Suetonius reports that
Achaea and Macedonia were made proconsular provinces again
during the reign of Claudius after being Imperial provinces
under Tiberius, "he does so in language which fits the
12 Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 95 with note 4.
13 For Millar's treatment of Dio, see " "Senatorial"
Provinces", p. 95 and note 4.
14 Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 95 and note 5.
15 Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", pp. 95-96.
16 Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 95.
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traditional presuppositions very well." 17 Suetonius says
that the two provinces, which Tiberius had transferred into
his own care, were given back to the senate: Provincias
Achaiam et Macedoniam, quas Ti ben us as suam curam
transtulerat, senatui reddiditi8
Dio also uses the same language. In Book 69, he says
that when C. Julius Severus was sent as a legate to the
previously public province of Pontus-Bithynia in c134,
Lycia-Pamphylia was transferred to the senate and the lot:
i ÔE ö	 ov)i.fi wat t4	 ip i' llaii$ulta livtt tic BtOuvtaç
Although there are some ambiguities in the ancient
sources, Millar argues there is very little evidence to
support and confirm the popular conception that the Empire
was composed of Imperial and senatorial provinces. He
believes that in his article enough evidence has been given
to demonstrate the fragility of any textual justification
for the expression "senatorial province". 20 He goes on to
say that if modern historians talked about the provinces in
the same terms as the ancient sources do, they would be
reminded that the organization of the Empire, which
Augustus and subsequent emperors adjusted themselves to,
did not just involve the senate but the whole of the res
publica, the Senatus populusque Romanus. 21 As a result,
Millar proposes that the wholly illegitimate expression
"senatorial provinces" should be abandoned and replaced
with provinciae populi Romani.22
17 Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 95.
18 Suetonius, Claudius, 25, 3.
19 Dio, 69, 14, 4 and Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces",
p.95.
Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 96.
Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p.96.
22 Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 97.
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However, it must be noted that there was no rigid
division in the control of the Empire even though the
provinces which constituted it were, and are, known under
two different terms. There is no evidence to support a
situation whereby the emperor only had effective control in
the Imperial provinces and that the people of Rome and
their representatives administered the public provinces
without recourse to the ruling emperor. It is clear that
the emperor could act in all provinces whatever their
formal designation and that he could, and subsequently did,
intervene in all aspects of their administration.
For example, an inscription from Cyrene, a non-
Imperial province, contains four edicts of the emperor
Augustus dated to 7-6 B.C. and a fifth edict promulgating
a decree of the Senate dated a little later to 4 B.C. The
first four edicts are concerned with the tensions which
arose in the province between the provincial inhabitants
and the Roman citizens present there. Of these, two
regulate the composition of juries and rule that any Greek
under indictment could have the choice of either a jury
composed solely of Romans or alternatively, a jury with
Greeks forming half of its members. Another states that
citizens of Cyrene who had received the Roman citizenship
were still required to perform any local liturgies and
duties for which they were liable while the senatorial
decree concerns the procedure involved for the hearing of
extortion cases. 23 As can be seen from these edicts,
Augustus was able to make binding decisions for provinces
which were not formally designated as being "Imperial".
What is significant, as Wells states, is that Augustus
legislates in the public province, or the "senatorial
province", as Wells terms it, of Crete and Cyrene and that
this shows the extent of the emperor's power over the whole
23 Wells, Roman Empire, p. 143; Sherk, RDGE, no. 31;
Oliver, Greek Constitutions, nos 8-12, pp. 40-55.
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empire including the "senatorial provinces".24
The extent of the emperor's power is confirmed by an
inscription discovered in the Troad in 1959.	 It reads
C(ai) f(iiio) Ani(ensi) Tusco Ilvir(o), augur(i),
praef(ecto) cohort(is) Apulae et operumque in colonia iussu
Augusti facta sunt, trib(uno) mil(itum) leg(ionis) III
Cyr(enaicae) VIII, trib(uno) dilectus ingenuoruin quam Romae
habuit Augustus et Ti(berius) Caesar, praef(ecto) fabr(um)
1111, praef(ecto) equit(um) alae praet(oriae) 1111, hasta
pura et corona aurea donatus est a Germanico Caesare
imp(erato) bello Germanico, d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).2
Brunt has suggested that a Latin inscription like this
one must come from Alexandria, the colony which is assumed
to have been mentioned in the text. 26 The inscription
itself concerns a certain Galus Fabricius Tuscus, who is
otherwise unknown, and it was presumably at Alexandria that
he held the magistracies of duovir and augur and so he was
honoured with a dedication by the local council of that
colony. 27
The most important feature of the inscription, as it
concerns the emperor's authority in all areas of the
Empire, is the fact that Caius Fabricius held the post trib
dilectus ingenuorum quem Romae habuit Augustus et
Ti(berius) Caesar, that is tribune of the levy held at Rome
by Augustus and Tiberius.
Discussion concerning levies raised by the emperor
within Italy revolve around the question whether he needed
senatorial permission or approval to act. At one point,
Mommsen suggested that it was only in Imperial provinces
that the emperor was free to recruit soldiers as he wished
but in Italy and non-Imperial provinces he needed
24 Wells, Roman Empire, p. 144.
25 On this inscription see Brunt, "An Augustan Dilectus",
pp. 161-185.
26 Brunt, "An Augustan Dilectus", p. 173.
27 Brunt, "An Augustan Dilectus", p.173.
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senatorial sanction except that in these places too he
could enlist volunteers. 28 However, in this inscription
there is no mention of the senate or of senatorial
permission for the levy.
Brunt in his article concerning this inscription,
concludes that it had been normal to conduct levies only
under the authority of the senate in the Republic and
during the Principate, this role was not lost to the senate
as proconsuls continued to need its sanction if they needed
to raise troops. This prerogative of the senate fell into
abeyance once there were no proconsuls in command of
armies. Brunt continues by saying that the emperor did not
require the senate's permission for his levies or those
conducted under his orders because the people had given him
an independent right to raise troops under the law granting
him his provincia, the terms of which resemble the laws
granting the great commands held during the late Republic.
Brunt admits though that this hypothesis cannot be
proved 29
Nevertheless, the inscription does show the emperor
acting in a military capacity elsewhere than in the
provinces marked as Imperial and confirms that the
authority of the emperors extended over the whole Empire
and was not just confined to the areas known as "Imperial
provinces".
This is confirmed by the literary sources. 	 Dio
recounts that Augustus travelled to Asia "to settle things
there" and also in Bithynia. Even though Dio had said
these areas belonged to the people, he states that the
emperor gave them careful attention and treated them as if
they were Imperial provinces.	 As a result of this,
Augustus was able to institute various financial
28 Brunt, "An Augustan Dilectus", p. 167 for a summary of
Mommsen ' s arguments.
29 Brunt, "An Augustan Dilectus", p.170.
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measures 30
The only real difference between the Imperial and non-
Imperial provinces, if not the extent of the emperor's
authority within them, was the way in which the governors
of each of these provinces were chosen. Strabo tells us
that the Imperial provinces were governed by legates and
procurators while praetors and proconsuls were sent to the
provinciae populi Romani: ica't
 Etc pv thç Katoapoç i'yEitóvac
icut oioi1ciiT1c Kaoap IEplEt, ... Etc ÔÈ thç ôi0pootaç 6
oq ioç otpaitlyoiç	 iuitouç.31
This is confirmed by Dio who says that Augustus
decreed that the governors of public provinces should be
annual magistrates chosen b' lot: 1tEttQ oE toiç iv icci
1LET Tl 0 t Ouc 1cQL- 2çD L.3tO¼..)5 ELVQL. 32	The governors of the
other provinces were to be chosen by the emperor himself
and known as his legates and propraetors: To- ÔE tto
u1 TE EaLTE0¼J aLELOOa Kat ipEOEuiç aco	 vT%oTpaTyOuç
te ôvoith(EoOat.33
It is clear that in Imperial provinces, the governors
were legati Augusti pro praetore selected by the emperor
while in the public provinces, or provinces of the Roman
people, the governors were proconsuls accompanied by
quaestors, both appointed by lot in the traditional
Republican manner to carry out their duties in the
provinces after their term of office had been completed.34
Even so, a situation can be envisaged where no office
holder would have the opportunity of governing the two
greatest public provinces, those of Asia and Africa,
without the approval and favour of the reigning emperor.3
30 Dio, 54 7, 4-5.
31 Strabo, 17, 3, 25.
32 Dio, 53, 13, 2.
Dio, 53, 13, 5.
Millar, " "Senatorial" Provinces", p. 97.
Wells, Roman Empire, pp. 142-3.
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If, then, non-Imperial provinces are no longer to be
thought of as "senatorial" provinces but as public
provinces or provinces of the Roman people, it seems
interesting that Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, and
other cities of Asia, put the personification of the Roman
senate on their coins. One would expect representations of
the personification of the Roman people but these do not
figure on the coins of the cities of the Upper Maeander
Valley as a type. It would seem, judging from the coin
types, that this group of cities did not view the
organization of the Empire in the same way as historians
like Strabo or jurists like Gaius who understood the
nominal division of the Empire as being between the emperor
on the one hand and the populus Romanus on the other. Even
though it was the people of Rome and not the senate which
formed the sovereign body of the Roman Empire, it seems
that Laodfcea, Hierapolis and Colossae did not see the
allocation of the provinces in strict constitutional terms.
Rather, as shown by the appearance of the senate on their
coins, they perceived the Empire to be organized in a
different way, with the division of the provinces being
between the emperor and the senate and not between the
emperor and the Roman people.
This is not to be wondered at. Year after year,
inhabitants of the province of Asia would see Roman
citizens of proconsular status take up their positions as
governor with quaestors to help them in their administerial
duties. These men were senators, members of the senate, as
indeed all governors were, but the citizens of the cities
of the Upper Maeander Valley would see these men as being
sent to the province after being chosen in the old
Republican manner which was a procedure dating to a time
when the senate had a lot more authority and power as
opposed to being chosen by the emperor. These men would
perhaps be seen as representatives of the senate. They
would naturally, in this context, think of the senate and
not the people of Rome. It is perhaps for this reason that
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personifications of the Roman senate, and not depictions of
the people of Rome, appear as obverse types on the coins of
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae.
There is inscriptional evidence showing the way
inhabitants of the Empire saw the authority of the senate.
The following inscription is fragmented at the beginning
but runs . .....viacure .....[tr. p]1., pr. leg. [imp
c]aesaris Augusti filter, per commendation. Ti. Caesaris
Augusti ab senatu cos. dest., patrono. 36 This inscription
is problematic. It is not at all clear which magistracy is
referred to here and there are two different
interpretations. Either the post referred to is the consul
destinatus, in which case the equites have been omitted or
the office is that of the consul designatus which would
mean the wrong abbreviation has been inscribed. In either
case, those erecting this inscription believe the
consulship has been appointed by the senate, ab senatu, and
not the people of Rome.
There were other ways in which the citizens of the
provinces would be reminded of the authority of the senate.
Decrees of the senate, senatus consulta, passed from the
early Empire up until the early third century A.D. were,
unless they related specifically to particular areas, valid
for the entire Empire and did not just affect public or
"senatorial" provinces. Even after these senatorial
decrees ceased being the means by which new legislation was
passed, the provisions of previous ones were still quoted
as sources of law and they were still considered as such by
provincial inhabitants. For example, an inscription of
Ephesus, which is not dated earlier than the third century
A.D. refers to the ancient precedence of the city. The
Ephesians declared it to be based on Imperial laws and
decrees passed by the sacred senate.37
In religious matters too, the authority of the senate
36 ILS, 944.
Millar, ERW, p. 342 and note 6.
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would be called to the minds of the provinces' inhabitants
whatever the political reality. Until a very late date,
emperors still continued to put certain requests for
neocorate temples, provincial temples dedicated to the
Roman emperors, before the senate. For example, at
Laodicea, a coin of Commodus shows that the city was
honoured in this way by a decree of the senate. 38 The
neocorate status as granted by a decree of the senate is
further celebrated on the coins of the city minted during
the reigns of Elagabalus and Severus Alexander. 39 Legends
of coins minted under Elagabalus read AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN
AOFMATI YNKAHTOY, showing that the city received its
neocorate status "by decree of the senate". The same
legend can be found on coins bearing the obverse of Severus
Alexander 40
Inscriptions from the city of Smyrna record that it
too gained its neocorate status by decrees of the senate.41
The epigraphy of the city records that it was three times
neocoros of the emperors by a decree of the most holy
senate:y' vEwicópoc toy ^Ec10TOv icath ti ôóypaia TC
I Ept1t1ç OUV1CA1910u 42
From evidence such as this for the authority of the
senate, it is not surprising that the cities of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae thought of the senate as the
sovereign body of the Empire and not the people of Rome.
As a result of this, and their governors' positions as
senators, they believed themselves to be part of a
senatorial province and not a province of the Roman people
38 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 421.
Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 422.
40 For example see Catalogue A 165-168, 170-172 and 173-
174.
41 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 422.
42 IGRP, IV, no. 1421; IvS, II, 1, no. 665. See also
IGRP nos. 1419, 1420, 1424-1426.
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and so depicted personifications of the Roman senate on
their coins and not representations of the people of Rome.
Millar regards the term "senatorial province" as an
"illegitimate expression" but it seems it was not
considered so in the cities of Asia, including those of the
Upper Maeander Valley.
There are other possible reasons why personifications
of the Roman senate were used as coin types. For example,
there is also the possibility that the appearance of the
senate as an obverse coin type on the issues of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae is a result of the fact that these
cities regarded the senate as one of their own civic
institutions. The civic bodies were personified and
depicted on the coins of the Upper Maeander Valley as was
the senate. The demos, the assembly of people, was
normally pictured as a beardless young man with usually a
laurel wreath adorning his head. 43 The boule, or council,
is shown as a veiled bust. 44 The gerousia, or council of
elders, is shown suitably mature and veiled while the neoi
were personified naturally as a youthful male bust with its
short hair bound by a taenia and drapery on the
shoulders
The personification of the Roman senate can be taken
to form part of this series. By placing depictions of the
senate of Rome on coins alongside personifications of the
demos, boule, gerousia and neoi, Laodicea, Hierapolis and
Colossae were counting the senate among its own civic
institutions, perhaps because they thought themselves to be
part of a senatorial province.
However, a subtle distinction was maintained between
the civic institutions and the senate. The usual epithet
See Catalogue E 35.
See Catalogue E 45-48.
See Catalogue B 65-66 and E 53-54 respectively.
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for the senate was normally JEPA or more rarely EO^.46
These words are hardly used in connection with the demos,
gerousia or boule. The legends accompanying these types
normally consist of the title of the institution either
with or without the ethnics of the cities. For example,
the demos of Laodicea either appears with the legend AHMO
or AHMO^ AAOAIKEQN. 47 The epithet JEPA does occasionally
occur in these legends. At Colossae, the boule, is
referred to with the title JEPA BOYAH and at Laodicea, the
personification of the demos is accompanied by the legend
IEPO AHMO AAOAIKEN. 48 Normally though, this type of
epithet is not applied to the civic institutions of
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae.
It seems then that while the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley were reckoning the senate as one of their
own governing bodies, a subtle distinction was made between
them with the senate being accorded slightly more
reverence.
There were also other ways in which the senate would
be brought to the attention of Laodicea, Hierapolis and
Colossae and, of course, other provincial citizens. This
is shown in the edict from Cyrene. In 7/6 B.C. an embassy
came to Rome carrying complaints of judicial oppression at
the hands of the Roman citizens resident in the province.
It seems that the embassy approached Augustus directly but
he issued an edict which was to be binding until he himself
found a better solution or the senate itself had held a
debate on the matter: tpt iv i oi5vw).iiToC OuXEO11TQt 1tEp
T01310V ij yc) atôç 1I1E1VOV Etipco it. 49	 It appears that in
the Augustan age, embassies from the provinces had recourse
See p. 179, note 1.
See Catalogue B 14-15 for example.
48 See Catalogue B 73-74 and also H 26.
SEG, IX, 1944, no. 8, 11. 12-13; Millar, ERW, p. 344 and
note 18.
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to either the emperor or the senate.0
During the early Empire at least, provincial embassies
still had access to the senate. Obviously with the coming
of the Principate and the establishment of the rule of
Augustus and his successors, many embassies would naturally
focus on the emperor and certainly this would continue
throughout the Imperial period. Nevertheless, the senate
could still find itself the destination for some embassies
either with or without the collaboration of the emperor.51
The fifth Cyrene edict highlights clearly the co-
operation of the emperor and the senate. In form, it is an
edict of Augustus introducing a decree of the senate or a
senatus consultum which was based on a recommendation of
both Augustus and his senatorial consilium. It makes
provisions for the appearance of provincial citizens before
the senate who wanted to reclaim any money they believed to
have been improperly acquired by the provincial governors
in the course of their duties. It records that part of the
senate's duties was to form a panel from its members to
decide the case or at the very least to work out the amount
of money which had to be repaid)2
In 22 A.D. Tacitus narrates that Tiberius allowed the
senate some of its former importance by submitting the
claims of the provinces to the discussion of its members:
Sed Tiberius, vim principatus sibi firmans imaginem
antiquitatis senatui praebebat, postulata provinciarum ad
disquisitionem patrum mittendo. 53 The senate was to hold
a hearing, in this instance of the asylum rights of the
sanctuaries of Greek cities but the senate referred the
matter to the consuls after growing weary of the arguments
and it was then the responsibility of the consuls to
Millar, ERW, p.344.
51 Millar, ERW, pp. 343-344.
52 Millar, ERW, p. 345. On these edicts see above p. 184.
Tacitus, Ann., 3, 60; Millar, ERW, p. 346.
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investigate the rights and report back to the senate with
their findings: Auditae aliarum quoque civitatium
legationes. Quorum copia fessi patres, et quia studias
certabatur, consulibus permisere ut, persecto iure et Si
qua iniquitas involveretur, rem integram rursum ad senatum
referent.54
Embassies could apply for a senatorial hearing or have
their case transferred to the senate even if they had
applied for a hearing from the emperor in the first place.
Members of an embassy from Africa presented themselves
before the consuls complaining that although they had
originally been sent to the emperor, he had been wasting
their time: certa quoque non nisi per magistratus et iure
ordinario agebatur, tanta consulum auctoritate, ut legati
ex Africa adierint eos querentes, trahi se a Caesare ad
quem missi forent.55
Inscriptional evidence also records contact between
the senate and provincial inhabitants or, at least, the
responses of the senate to requests from the provinces
during the second century A.D. For example, an inscription
from Gaulos in Sicily honours a man who had been part of an
embassy to the emperor Hadrian and the senate at his own
expense for the purpose of reclaiming local revenues.
A damaged inscription from Pergamum dated to the last
years of Trajan's reign shows that there was both an
Imperial constitutio and a senatus consuitum responding to
the city's request to establish a second set of
quinquennial games
Another fragmentary inscription, this time from
Cyzicus, records that under Antoninus Pius, a consultum was
passed by the senate after a request by the Cyzicenes
Tacitus, Ann., 3, 63.
Suetonius, Tiberius, 31, 2; Millar, ERW, p. 346.
56 Millar, ERW, p. 349; ILS, 6772.
Millar, ERW, p.349; GIL, III, 7086; IGRP, IV, 336.
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confirming their right to have an association of young men
or vEot. The emperor is mentioned as having given this
particular piece of provincial business a place on the
agenda and his adoptive son, Marcus Aurelius, Caesar and
heir presumptive, is listed first among the senatorial
witnesses of the text of the senatus consuitum.58
It seems clear from these pieces of evidence that
Greek cities had access to the senate and could see the
senate actively handling provincial business in conjunction
with the emperor. During the early Empire at least, there
was contact between the senate and cities in the provinces
whether this came about through the agency of the emperor
or not. This may have contributed to the decision of the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley to place the
personification of the Roman senate on its coins.
Another important factor in the way Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae may have thought about the senate
of Rome, is the presence in Asia of a cult dedicated to it.
In A.D. 22 the province of Asia accused its former
governor, Gaius Silanus, of extortion and the trial was
subsequently held before the senate. The prosecution was
a successful one and Silanus was found guilty. 59 In the
following year, 23 A.D., charges were again brought by Asia
but this time against the procurator in charge of Imperial
holdings in the province, Lucilius Capito. He was accused
of usurping the responsibilities of the praetor and using
military force against the inhabitants of the province.
Again the prosecution was successful. 60 As Tacitus tells
us, it was in response to these two successful prosecutions
that the cities of Asia decided to decree a temple
dedicated to the reigning emperor, Tiberius, his mother,
Livia, the widow of Augustus and the senate. Permission to
construct such a temple was subsequently granted: ob quam
58 Millar, ERW, p. 349; CIL, III, 7060; ILS, 7190.
Tacitus, Ann., 3, 66-69; Frieson, Twice Neokoros, p. 15.
60 Tacitus, Ann., 4, 15; Friesen, Twice Neokoros, p. 16.
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ultionem, et quia priore anno in C. Silanum vindicatum
erat, decrevere Asiae urbes tempium Tiberio matrique eius
ac senatui. Et permissum statuere.6'
However building did not start on the temple straight
away as the cites disputed among themselves as to which one
of them would have the prestigious honour of housing the
sanctuary. As Tacitus reports, the temple then came to the
attention of the senate again because eleven cities argued
over where the temple should be situated, three years after
approval for the sanctuary had first been given. The
cities involved put their cases forward in front of the
senate: Sed Caesar quo famain averteret, adesse frequens
senatui legatosque Asiae, ambigentis quanain in civitate
tempium statueretur pluris per dies audivit. Undecim urbes
certabant pan ambitione, viribus diversae.62
One of the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley was
closely involved in this dispute. Laodicea was one of the
cities arguing to be chosen as the site for the new temple
but was considered as being too insignificant for such a
great honour: Verum Hypaepeni, Trallianique Laodicensis ac
Magnetibus simul tramissi ut parum validi. 63 In the event,
Smyrna was chosen as the site of the new provincial
temple 64
Priests of the senate are attested in inscriptions
from Greek cities. An inscription from the city of TmOlos
engraved at the provincial temple of Domitian at Ephesus
reads: 1tI1EATOVTOC AXou AE1I3tou Aypvoç ... tEpGç
ica	 Lijç	 uvicXtitov ôià g3tob. 65 	 Similarly, at Tralles
61 Tacitus, Ann., 4, 15.
62 Tacitus, Ann., 4, 55; Friesen, Twice Neokoros, p. 17.
63 Tacitus, Ann., 4, 55; Friesen, Twice Neokoros, p.18.
64 See Friesen, Twice Neokoros, pp. 17-20 for the arguments
put forward by the cities of Asia and the eventual outcome
of the dispute.
6 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 76.
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another priest of the senate is known and recorded.66
Priests of the senate are also recorded outside Asia
Minor. At Athens, an inscription of Eleusis again attests
to a priest of the senate: toy t€pEa uvxAi1[ to u Pi'i1ç].67
However Robert believes that this should be amended to
uvicAti [ to y 'P(,IlQt	 68
Coin evidence also identifies a priest of the senate.
Among the coins of Lydia is a bronze with the laureate
portrait of the emperor Domitian on the obverse with the
legend AYTOKPATQP KAIAP AOMITIANO. The reverse shows
Nike walking holding a palm and crown with the legend [Eu
A IIPA]EEOY APX UP IEPEQ IEPQ^YNN ... IAAAEAEQN. 69 The
name of this moneyer appears in MUnsterberg's work on
magistrates' names as they feature on coins under the
formula [EUI ctA] IIPAEEOY APX UP IEPEQ^ ... MA BIOY. 7° The
name of Praxeas appears on other issues under Domitian.
Both have an obverse depicting the emperor but one has a
reverse of Victory with the legend UPAEOY APX HP IEPEQ
and the other shows Cybele but the legend is slightly
different as MA BIOY is added. 71 It has been suggested
that after the title IEPEY^ on the latter coin is the name
of the goddess, TH MHTPO, 9EA MHTPO or something
similar but Robert believes that Praxeas is not necessarily
a priest of Cybele as a similar title appears on the coin
with the reverse of Victory. He thinks that there is no
relationship between the priesthood of Praxeas and the
66 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 76, note 4.
67 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p.76, note 2; 1G. II, 3547•
68 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 76, note 2; BE, 90, 1977,
no. 76.
69 SNG SvA, no. 3074; Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 73.
70 Münsterberg, Die Beamtennamen, p . 145; Robert, Monnaies
grecques, p. 73.
71 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 73.
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reverse types of the coins his name appears on. 72 Robert
has restored the legend of the coin in the collection of
Hans von Aulock to include YN[KAJ1TOU] and believes Praxeas
was a priest of the personified and divinised Roman
senate.
However, there are chronological problems in
connecting the appearance of the senate as a coin type with
any of these various ways in which the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley thought about the senate of Rome as coins
with this type appear in the second half of the empire. At
Laodicea the first appearance of this type is dated to the
time of Marcus Aurelius because the magistrate's name, U KA
ATTAAO^, which appears in various forms, is found on coins
showing the portrait of M. Aurelius Caesar. 74 Coins with
NEQKOPQN can be dated to Caracalla. Laodicea was accorded
a neocorate by Commodus but the title disappears when his
memory was damned. The status was regranted by Caracalla
and reckoned as the first. 75 Very few coins of Commodus
survive and as the title appears on coins with Caracalla's
portrait, it is reasonable to date non-portrait issues with
this formula to the time of Caracalla and later.
Hierapolis' neocorate status seems to have been granted by
Elagabalus. 76 Coins showing the senate and NEQKOPQN in the
reverse legend should be dated to his reign but coins
without reference to this status could date before and
after as Elagabalus' memory was damned and the title
removed. At Colossae, the issue with the senate is dated
to the time of Gallienus. 77 The type dates from the middle
of the second century onwards for all three cities.
72 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 75.
Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 75.
For example, see Appendix Villa.
See pp. 140-141.
76 See pp. 141-143.
See Appendix Vilic.
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The province of Asia had been under Roman control
since it was bequeathed to the Roman people by the last
Pergamene king in 133 B.C. but representations of the
senate do not appear on the coins of the Upper Maeander
Valley of the pre-Imperial period. When it does appear, it
does not date to Augustus' reign and the beginning of the
Principate but occurs much later.
The personification of the senate also post-dates the
depictions of the civic institutions of Laodicea, and
Colossae. At Laodicea, types portraying the demos are
dated from the time of Augustus while at Colossae, it is
dated from the reign of Hadrian.	 In both cases this is
because of the occurence of the same magistrates' names on
portrait and non-portrait issues. For Hierapolis,
personifications of the civic institutions are dated to the
same time as the depictions of the senate are except two
coins showing the demos which are dated to the time of
Trajan and later.78
A similar thing can be said about the cult of the
senate. It has been suggested that the appearance of the
senate as a type follows the establishment of the temple
dedicateto Tiberius, Livia and the senate. 79 The temple
was erected in A.D. 26 but no coins of the cities of the
Upper Maeander Valley with the senate as a type date to
this time. Other coins were minted at this time. A bronze
issued during the proconsulship of Publius Petronius (29-35
A.D.) shows on the obverse two draped heads believed to be
Livia and the senate with the legend ^EBA^TH YNKAHTO
ZMYPNAIQN IEPQNYMO^. The reverse pictures a temple with
four columns with a statue of Tiberius in the centre. He
is togate with his head draped in a priestly fashion. The
accompanying inscription reads	 EBATO TIBEPJO^ Eu
78 See Catalogue E.
Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 97.
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PETPQNIOY. 80 The issue confirms the unusual combination of
Tiberius, Livia and the senate as recipients of cultic
honours as recorded by Tacitus. 8' This is not surprising
as the coins come from Smyrna, the site of the temple but
there are no comparable coins from Laodicea, Hierapolis or
Colossae. There is no evidence, however, of priests or
cults of the senate from the Upper Maeander Valley but this
cult may explain why the senate is always referred to with
the epithets JEPA or ØEO^. The major problem with the
use of the personified senate as a coin type is that it
becomes more common after the influence and the importance
of the senate had begun to wane at Rome. Generally the
designs reach a peak in the late second and early third
centuries so there is no question that the issues increased
as the role of the senate diminished. 82 For the early part
of the Empire, contact between the senate and provincial
embassies was still possible, as has been shown. However,
this does not seem to be the case for the later Empire.
Polybius tells us that the reception of embassies was
a prerogative of the senate in the Republican period. 83 In
the third century A.D., Dio still thought that embassies
should be introduced before the senate to impress them.84
Dio says the reasoning behind this action is so that the
impression is given that the senate still has full
authority which in itself implies that it did not.
During Dio's time, there is little to suggest that
this role of the senate, as envisaged in this passage,
remained to the senate. From the middle of the second
century onwards, there is hardly any evidence to show that
80 BMC lonia, p . 268, nos. 266-268; Friesen, Twice
Neokoros, pp. 19-20.
81 Friesen, Twice Neokoros, p. 20.
82 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 97.
83 Poybius, 6, 13, 7.
84 Dio, 52, 31, 1; Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p.
424.
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embassies still continued to approach the senate. This may
be in fact the result of a lack of evidence but may also be
due to the fact that the functions of the senate were taken
over by the emperor.8
The latest evidence, which can be approximately dated,
of an embassy appearing before the senate comes from
Ephesus. An inscription from this Asian city honours a
certain P. Vedius Antoninus who had a member of embassies
to both the senate and the emperor. He had been
gymnasiarch during the 160s A.D. at the time of the visits
of the emperor, Lucius Verus. 86 The actions of Cn.
Pompeius Hermippus, who was also involved in embassies to
the emperor and the senate, seems to be no later than
this.87
An inscription from Laodicea recording embassies
during the reign of Hadrian shows the ambassador as only
approaching the emperor and not the senate: [F] T€pvitoç
AOvyEvOç ... 1tE1tpE0Eu1cç icat ôtç itpoic(i itpóç TE Aoi3iciov
Kaloapa Etc llavvovlciv wai itpôç TO y J1&yoTov aioicpopa TI
AtAiov 'AöpiavOv ' Av -uvE[flvov . . . Etc 'Pciu1v.88
The appearance of embassies before the senate may have
kept the minds of the provincial inhabitants focused on
that institution during the first part of the Empire but it
does not realistically explain the proliferation of the
personified senate as a type or its appearance on the coins
of the Upper Maeander Valley from the second century
onwards when this role had been lost to it.
However, it seems that the way the cities of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae thought of themselves as part of a
"senatorial" province provides the best explanation for the
appearance of the senate as a type. Even after the time
85 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 424.
86 Millar, ERW, p. 343.
87 Millar, ERW, p. 343 and note 9.
88 IGRP, IV, 862.
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when the role of the senate had diminished, senators chosen
in the old Republican manner would still come to Asia and
take up their position as governor and so, the appearance
of the personified senate as a type for the coins of
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae arose due to the fact
that these cities considered themselves to be part of the
"senatorial" province of Asia and because, perhaps as a
result of this, they counted the Roman senate as one of
their own civic institutions.
Given that the coins depicting the senate date from
the second and third centuries, the political situation of
the latter part of the Empire may also have played a role
in the cities' choice of the personified Roman senate as a
coin type. In reaction to the view that Diocletian's
reforms involved the rationalizing and systematising of
changes which had already taken place before his reign, an
argument has been put forward that the joint province of
Phrygia and Carla, which was to be administered by
senatorial governors, was not created in 284 under
Diocletian but much earlier in the 250s.89
Roueché makes the basis of her arguments inscriptions
which mention the governors of Phrygia-Caria. The most
telling of these refer to a certain Asciepiodotus and an
anonymus. The former was honoured at Aphrodisias as "the
most splendid consular, governor of Caria-Phrygia,
proconsul and corrector of Asia": 'II itaiptç ... T(ttov
Oitit(tov) AtAtavôv 'AoicAtpuóôoiov TÔV AclpltpóTaTov i)WQItK6V
iy E I.1óva KapIaç ica' 4puyIac àvOuaiov xa uavopOoTiv
'Aoiaç. Asciepiodotus seems to have been a local man who
had risen from relatively humble origins as his name is
rare in the inscriptions of Aphrodisias. 9° The dating of
the inscription rests on the letter forms and Roueché
believes that this inscription honouring Asciepiodotus was
89 Roueché, "Aphrodisias in the Third Century", pp. 103-
117.
90 Roueché, "Aphrodisias in the Third Century", p. 108, no.
6.
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engraved earlier than a dedication to the Tetrarchs,
perhaps by several decades.91
The anonymus is referred to in inscriptions from
Hierapolis and Laodicea and his name has been carefully
erased from both documents. However, he is referred to as
i'yEióva 4puyIac ,caI KapIaç in the inscription from
Hierapolis as well as that from Laodicea. This term is
strikingly similar to the one applied to Asclepiodotus.92
It seems that the creation of the province of Phrygia-
Caria was not undertaken by the emperor Diocletian but by
his predecessors earlier in the third century. Senatorial
governors are rare under Diocletian and the ones which are
attested seem to have been active in provinces, notably
Syria, which had already been governed by men of that rank
before 284. As a result, Roueché believes that the
presence of senatorial governors in Phrygia-Caria is easily
explained if the creation of the province is attributed to
one of Diocletian's predecessors. The explicitly attested
governors of the province are Asciepiodotus and the
anonymus whose inscriptions are far more appropriately
dated to the mid-third century than to the period of the
tetrarchy
After these changes had taken place, the cities
involved would have to ref md their position within the
Empire. This is true of Aphrodisias, from where much of
the evidence for the creation of the new province was
taken. This city later became the metropolis of the
province of Caria even though it was not particularly
suited to the role, either geographically or historically.
It was not centrally located and had a long history of
being a free city. The case would be different in the
province of Phrygia and Caria where the city was more
centrally situated and government officials are recorded as
91 Roueché, "Aphrodisias in the Third Century", p. 109.
92 Roueché, "Aphrodisias in the Third Century", p. 110.
Roueché, "Aphrodisias in the Third Century", p. 111.
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having made Aphrodisias a base for their duties. It is
natural to suppose that once the city became the metropolis
of the province of Carla, it would continue to be so in a
smaller province created later.94
This would not be the case before such a
reorganization was completed and it is conceivable that
the cities involved would be well aware of the uncertainty
of their own position and status at this time. It is
possible that the senate appeared on the coins of the Upper
Maeander Valley during the third century to reinforce their
belief in their status as part of the "senatorial" province
of Asia and to reinforce the senate's role as one of the
civic institutions. It also highlights the cities' anxiety
concerning the status of the province itself.	 This is
highlighted by the changing status of governors in
neighbouring areas. In the mid-third century, Lycia-
Pamphylia was brought under direct Imperial control but
later it was governed by an equestrian praeses. This would
serve to underline the senatorial status of the province of
Asia, its governor and the cities within it including
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae.
While Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae placed the
senate on their coins because they believed themselves to
be part of a "senatorial" province and as a result counted
the senate as one of their own institutions, the need to
portray and use this type may have been strengthened by the
uncertain situation surrounding the changes of the third
century and the changing status of governors of the
neighbouring provinces.
The uncertainty of this period of the Empire is
perhaps also reflected in the inscriptions found on the
"Archive Wall" of the city of Aphrodisias. The theatre of
the city was built in the second half of the first century
B.C. with work continuing into the reign of Augustus. A
subsequent reorganization took place in the middle and
Roueché, "Aphrodisias in the Third Century", p. 118.
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second half of the second century A.D. when the orchestra
and stage were remodelled to allow the exhibition of wild
beast fights. After this, Republican and Imperial
documents were reinscribed in the second and third
centuries. These are invaluable in showing the
relationship between the city of Aphrodisias and the Roman
government, especially the emperors.95
The Imperial documents seem to emphasize the
privileges granted to the city and the fact that these were
continually confirmed by successive rulers. The most
importance of these privileges was the maintenance of the
city's freedom. 96 It would appear that the city of
Aphrodisias, in a period of political uncertainty such as
would accompany a reorganization of the provinces,
constantly reaffirmed its autonomy and its close
relationship with the emperors of Rome.
This type of anxiety can also be seen in the Upper
Maeander Valley. An interesting coin of Caracalla shows
the turreted city goddess, Laodicea, enthroned to the left
and holding on her extended right hand a statuette of Zeus
Laodiceus and on her left arm a cornucopiae. Before her
stands a female figure, "Phrygia", holding in her right
hand two upright ears of corn and in her left a sceptre.
Behind the throne stands another female figure, "Caria",
holding a branch and a cornucopiae. 97 It has been
suggested that this coin illustrates the geographical
position of Laodicea as a Phrygian city near the borders of
Carla. 98 However, it is also possible that the disturbed
conditions surrounding the creation of the province of
Phrygia-Caria in the middle of the third century prompted
the city to issue this coin. If a new province was being
See Reynolds, A and R, p. xv.
96 Reynolds, A and R, pp. 107ff.
See Catalogue A 143.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 37.
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created, competition would be prompted among the cities
concerned to vie for various titles such as "metropolis" of
the province. Laodicea may have been advertising its
suitability for such a status by depicting its geographical
relation to the areas concerned. A similar coin shows Zeus
Laodiceus standing between the female personifications of
Phrygia and Carla.99
Such political uncertainty could even have been part
of the reasoning behind a series of issues again mainly
minted at Laodicea under Caracalla and Philip II even
though the type is first known under Faustina Junior. They
show on the reverse a boar and a wolf which were
representations of the Lycus and Caprus rivers which marked
the territory of the city. If a reorganization was going
to take place, Laodicea may have been fearful for its land
and depicted its claim to the territory bounded by these
two rivers in pictorial form.10°
A problem connected with the use of the senate as a
coin type for the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley and
other cities in the province of Asia, is the question of
why it does not seem to have been as common for cities in
other "senatorial" provinces. A comparison is normally
drawn between Asia and the province of Bithynia-Pontus. It
has been remarked that the senate is a common type in Asia
but that it does not appear in other "senatorial" provinces
such as Bithynia-Pontus.101
Under the Augustan settlement of 27 B.C., Bithynia-
Pontus, like Asia, became a non-Imperial province.
However, unlike Asia, itSstatus changed. Between A.D. 111
and 113, the emperor and the senate agreed to send Pliny to
Bithynia as a legatus Augusti consulari potestate. He was
followed by C. Julius Cornutus Tertullus, an Imperial
legatus, while under Hadrian, C. Julius Severus was sent to
See Catalogue A 144-145.
100 See Catalogue A 80, 186-187; B 64, 82-83.
101 RPC, p. 41; Johnston, "Greek Imperials", pp. 91-92.
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the province as an extraordinary commissioner. In 165 at
the latest, the province was transferred to Imperial
administration with a Jegatus pro paretore in charge.102
It is clear that the province of Bithynia-Pontus did not
have an unbroken history of being a non-Imperial province
and would see its governors as coming from both the senate,
in the sense that its governors were still chosen in the
old Republican manner, and the emperor and so, have no real
compunction to place images of the senate on its coins.
The cities of the Upper Maeander Valley and the rest
of Asia were not the only ones to place personifications of
the senate on their coins. Axos and Cydonia, on the island
of Crete, minted silver issues during the reign of Tiberius
representing the senate with a bearded and veiled head.103
These are the only examples of this type known from the
island. Crete was annexed in 67 B.C. after its conquest by
Q. Caecllius Metellus and was made into a Roman province
with Cyrenaica which had come into Roman possession through
the will of its last king in 96 B.C. Under Augustus, this
union was restored after it had broken down during the
civil wars at the end of the Republic. In c34 B.C.,
Antony, one of the protagonists, had given Cyrenaica along
with Libya to Cleopatra Selene, his daughter by Cleopatra
the queen of Egypt. 104 The senate did not proliferate as
a type in Crete and Cyrenaica because its experience as a
non-Imperial province was quite recent compared to that of
the province of Asia.
Corinth, in the province of Achaea, also produced some
issues with the bust of what seems to be the senate. Coins
dated to the reign of Galba show a veiled and diademed bust
accompanied by the legend SENATV P Q R.' 05	It seems
102 CAH, XI, p. 575.
103 RPC, nos. 950, 951, 960.
104 On this province see CAH, X, p. 80; CAH, XI, pp. 659-660
and p. 669 and RPC, p. 221.
RPC, nos. 1210, 1214 and 1218.
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though, that rather than depicting the senate per Se, this
representation, as suggested by the legend, is of the
Senatus Populusque Romanus. Again, this province had no
real motive to place the senate on its coins because, like
Bithynia-Pontus, it did not have an unbroken history of
being a non-Imperial province. In 27 B.C., Achaea was
designated a "senatorial" province but in A.D. 15, it was
combined with the Imperial province of Moesia by Tiberius.
In A.D. 44, Claudius reverted it back to its original
status while in 66 or 67, Nero declared the province free
and immune from tribute. Under Vespasian, however, this
freedom was revoked and Achaea once again became a
"senatorial" province. From this, it does not seem
surprising that the senate as type was not a common one in
the cities of Achaea.
The widespread use of the personified Roman senate as
a type on the coins of the cities of Asia, including those
of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, was perhaps due to
the province's long and unbroken history of senatorial
government. It was administered by proconsuls during the
Imperial period as it had been in the Republic after the
Pergamene kingdom had been willed to Rome in 133 B.C. by
its last king. 106 Other so-called "senatorial" provinces
did not have the same type of history. Both Bithynia-
Pontus and Achaea were at different times Imperial and non-
Imperial provinces while Crete and Cyrenaica only became a
"senatorial" province relatively recently when compared to
Asia. Therefore, none of these provinces felt the same
need to place representations of the senate on their coins
in the same way as Asia did.
Another problem regarding the use of the Roman senate
as a coin type by the cites of the Upper Maeander Valley is
why it took the form that it did. On the coins of
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, the senate is depicted
as a young male bust but at Rome, the senate had a
106 Johnston, "Greek Imperials", p. 91.
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different image. Dio tells us that Trajan saw the senate
as an old man wearing a purple bordered toga and a crown in
a dream he had before he was made emperor. 107 The imagery
of the senate on coins from the mint of Rome match this
description. On a coin of Galba, the senate is depicted on
the reverse as an elderly togate man. He is holding a
branch in his left hand and placing a wreath on the
emperor's head with his left.'° 8 On a coin of Vespasian,
the senate is again shown as an elderly man wearing a toga,
holding a branch in his left hand and placing a wreath on
the emperor's head with his right. 109 On an exceptional
five denarius piece, the senate is pictured togate
supporting a globe with the emperor Trajan)10
Nor is the personification of the senate, as it
appears on the coins of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae,
based on representations of the genius senatus. This
personification is also depicted in a very similar fashion
to the senate as a togate male figure. For example, on
coins of Antoninus Pius and Commodus, the genius senatus is
shown as a male figure wearing a toga, holding a branch in
his right hand and a short sceptre in his left."
This is surprising as the cities of the Upper Maeander
Valley follow Roman models fairly closely. The coins of
Colossae show a laureate bust of Septimius Severus,
cuirassed and wearing a paludamentum) 2 There is a
striking resemblance between the curled style of the
emperor's hair and beard and also the armour he is wearing
107 Dio, 68, 5; Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 217.
108 BMCRE, I, no. 260a.
BMCRE, III, p. 113, p1. 20, 3.
110 BMCRE, IV, p.38, p1. 10, 4.
BMCRE, IV, pp, 31-32, nos. 204-206; p. 200 nos. 1241-
1246; p. 732, no.237; p. 814, no. 607; p. 822, no. 634A.
See Catalogue G 20-21.
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between the coins from Colossae and those from the mint of
Rome. Exact dating is difficult because laureate heads and
armoured busts are used as types throughout nearly the
whole of Severus' reign along with bare-headed and
unarmoured representations. The facial features of the
emperor on the issues from Colossae are rather unique as
the nose is slightly exaggerated and while the Roman coins
are very similar, there are no exact matches. There is
another way of broadly dating the image of Severus, which
is to look at a specific feature of the emperor and that is
his beard. There is a tendency for the beard of the
emperor, as shown on coins from the mint of Rome, to get
longer as the reign progresses until by the end, it is
quite long and flowing. On the coin from Colossae it is
short and so the models used for its own portrait of
Severus came from the first part of his reign when the
beard length on Roman coins was also quite short.
Caracalla, Septimius Severus' son, is shown laureate
and either draped or armoured. 113 Draped and armoured
busts of Caracalla feature from the earliest time he was
depicted on Roman coins, dated to 196-7 when he was Caesar.
These examples are not laureate and the first examples of
laureate busts date to 198. The coins from the mint of
Rome, show Caracalla progressively getting older with time
shown by the facial features and the appearance of slight
and full beards. Beards become the norm on coins dated to
c206. It is also around this time that laureate heads
become more common as a coin type than draped and armoured
busts. The coins from the mint of Rome show laureate and
draped busts of Caracalla during different stages during
his youth between the years c198-206. The coins of
Colossae also depict younger and slightly older portraits
of Caracalla. As with Severus, there are no exact matches
regarding facial features but it is clear that, for Severus
and Caracalla at least, Colossae attempted to follow Roman
113 See Catalogue G 22-24.
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models closely and that they were models presumably picked
up quickly and quite early in the reign of Septimius.
This was not the case with representations of the
Roman senate as the imagery used on the coins of the cities
of the Upper Maeander Valley and those of Rome seem to be
complete opposites. This can be viewed in a different way.
Greek cities of the Roman Empire had a long history of
personifying their institutions. On a stele from the
Athenian agora, dated to about 336 B.C., the demos is shown
as being crowned by demokratia. The demos is shown as a
bearded male figure, draped except for his chest and
shoulder. On the right stands demokratia represented by a
fully draped female figure holding a crown above the head
of the personified demos." 4 This has been connected to
the political situation in Athens. Lycurgus, until his
death in 324 B.C. was attempting to restore Athenian
military power after the disastrous defeat at the hands of
Philip of Macedon.	 Personifications such as these on
contemporary stele show the city's mood at this time.115
The demos is again personified on a relief above a
treaty between Athens and Corcyra, a city of Corfu. This
is dated by the archon to 375/4 B.C. and shows the seated
figure of the demos of Corcyra.U6
Many personifications of the boule survive from
antiquity. The earliest is perhaps an Athenian votive
relief of the late fifth century B.C. It bears no name but
the context suggests its identity. On a relief of not more
than fifty years later, the name BOYAH is inscribed against
a figure and there are several other uninscribed but mostly
certain examples of around the same date.117
Stewart, Greek Sculpture, II, p1. 523.
115 Stewart, Greek Sculpture, I, pp. 191 and 192. In
Vol. II, p1. 523, the relief is associated with a law
against tyranny.
116 Bieber, Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, p. 13.
117 Ashmole, "A Lost Statue", pp. 195-196.
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Reading through the vast corpus of Cicero's writings,
there is no mention of a personified senate, neither in his
various philosophical treatises nor in his letters. This
late Republican figure talks of the characteristics of the
senate, for example, Cicero calls the senate a wise
deliberative body (sapiens enim est consilium), but such
characteristics are not taken one stage further and
personified.' 18 If any sort of imagery concerning the
Roman senate was in current usage during the Republican
era, perhaps some reference to it would survive in the
extant works of Cicero.
As there is no reference to the personification of the
senate, the only conclusion is that it was not a done thing
for the Romans to personify their institutions. As the
Greeks have a longer habit of doing so, it seems that the
Romans followed the Greek trend of representing their civic
bodies in anthropomorphic forms. The problem of the
different ways in which the senate was represented by the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley and Rome should not
necessarily be seen only in terms of why Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae portrayed the Roman senate as a
young man but also why the authorities at Rome should want
to represent it as an old one.
It may be that the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley
and Rome had different depictions of the senate because
they perceived it in different ways. It seems that the
cities of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae saw the Roman
senate as still being a vital part both in the political
lives of the cities as whole and also on an individual
level. For the cities, the senate was still seen as
administering the province of Asia even though it was a
province of the Roman people. As far as the cities of the
Upper Maeander Valley were concerned, the governors came
with the authority of the senate and they were part of a
"senatorial" province.
118 De Oratore, 2, 333, 8.
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On an individual level, the Empire occupied a central
place in the political aspirations of the citizens of
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, and of course, of the
citizens of other cities in the province of Asia. Plutarch
quite clearly saw the effects of Imperial rule upon the
cities which made up the Empire. He tells us that the
affairs of the city no longer include leadership in wars or
the making of alliances and that the ambitions of the young
men in the city are to be satisfied with lawsuits and
embassies to the emperor. 119 It is clear that the
political role of the city and the individuals within them
had changed. Some provincial citizens clearly did as
Plutarch envisaged and went on embassies to the emperor.
This was certainly the role of C. Terentius Longinus who
had been a member of embassies to both Hadrian and Lucius
120
The senate might also find itself the focus of
provincial ambition in a similar way with citizens of the
province becoming part of the senate's membership in
increasing numbers as the Empire progressed. 121 Membership
of the senate or senatorial status was something to be
advertised no matter how tenuous the link. A certain
Lucius Sestius, a citizen of Laodicea, describes himself on
an inscription as the father, uncle and brother of men of
senatorial rank before listing his own magistracies.122
Clearly he thought his relationship to men of senatorial
rank more important than his own offices as the latter were
listed second.
Pride of relatives, such as Lucius Sestius, seems most
intense and men and women are commonly found on
inscriptions advertising their familial connections to
119 Plutarch, Prae. Ger. Rei., 805, A-B and see above
pp. 124-125 and 152.
120 IGRP, IV, 862.
Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 31.
122 IGRP, IV, 858.
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senators and people of senatorial rank. For example, at
Cibyra, a certain Claudia is recorded on an inscription as
being the daughter, sister, wife and mother of men of
senatorial rank.' 23 Also from Cibyra in Asia, an honorary
inscription shows that the boule and the demos honoured a
man who was the son of consular parents.124
Naturally persons who had attained to such ranks were
also keen to advertise their status. A statue base from
Ephesus	 records:	 T	 Ao)Jtavôv	 'Ap%oTóLouov
oux)T%xôv) 25	 The same city also honoured P. Vedius
Papianos Antonius ouyKAiTt1cóç) 26 	 At Pergamum, an
inscription reads I' 'Ioioç NO4oç ouyidtttwoç.127
From the inscriptional evidence, it seems that
provincial citizens from the East were eager to take up
senatorial positions and statuses and that this continued
to be the focus of the ambitions of Greeks of suitable
background, wealth and education whatever the political
reality at Rome.'28
Other parts of the Empire, namely those in the West,
did not have either the same intense desire to obtain
membership of the senate or senatorial rank or to advertise
such statuses once they had been attained.' 29 Inscriptions
comparable to those found in the East are known in the
West. At Hispalis, in Baetica, during the Antonine period
a certain Fabia is referred to as the daughter of a
consular and the wife, sister and mother of senators:
Fabiae Q. f. H[adrianiljlae consularis [f. senatoris uxori]
123 IGRP, IV, 910.
124 IGRP, IV, 911.
125 BE, 90, 1977, no.421.
126 BE, 72, 1959, no. 381.
127 BE, 84, 1971, no. 547.
128 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 94.
129 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 95.
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senatoris soror senatoris matri.130
A second century inscription found in Italy records
Sosia Falconilla's relationship with three generations of
consulars: Sosaiae Falconillae, Q. Pompei Sosi Prisci cos.
fil., Q. Pompei Falconis cos. nep., Q. Sosi Senecionis cos.
II pro)3
Even though senators are known from the West, relevant
examples concerning their senatorial status are few and
seldom reach the flamboyance of the East. It seems that
western senators and their relatives did not have the same
desire to advertise their position as their eastern
counterparts. However, in the East, leading citizens were
eager to pursue a senatorial career and the Roman senate
"came to stand as a symbol and an inspiration in a manner
hardly to be expected when the scope and nature of its
authority in affairs were really much reduced." 32 I t
is because the senate still played a vital role in the
political lives of the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley
and their citizens, and indeed for other cities of Asia
and their inhabitants, that the senate was given a
different image to the one used at Rome and certainly its
personification as a young man would indicate the vitality
the cities of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae attributed
to it.
The mint at Rome could definitely not attribute the
same sort of characterization to the Roman senate. With
the advent of Imperial rule, it was inevitable that the
emperor would come to absorb the roles and duties
previously belonging to the senate. For example, in the
third edict of Cyrene, Augustus refers to provincial
inhabitants who had been given the Roman citizenship and
immunity from taxation by lex, senatus consultum, or the
130 GIL, 11, 1174, 11. 1-3; Talbert, Senate of Imperial
Rome, p. 95.
131 ILS 1105; Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 95.
132 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 98.
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decretuni of Julius Caesar or by Augustus himself. However,
over the next two centuries, the granting of Roman
citizenship become one of the most common acts of Imperial
benefaction and there is no evidence that such grants were
conferred by other persons or by the civic institutions of
the Empire.'33
The law-making role of the senate was also taken over
by the emperor. Aphrodisias in Carla had been given
particular privileges, including freedom and immunity from
taxation, by Julius Caesar, Octavian and Antonius and this
grant was confirmed a senatus consultum passed in 39 B.C.
Hadrian, in 119/20 A.D., writes in response to an embassy,
without further reference to the senate, to confirm the
privileges granted by the senate and previous emperors. In
250, Decius and Herennius, again replying to an embassy
from Aphrodisias, state that they confirm all the
privileges granted by emperors before them.134
As Millar concludes, as far as the evidence allows,
senatus consulta embodying legislation, embassies to the
senate as well as decisions made by the senate on the
affairs of provincial communities came to an end in the
second half of the second or the first half of the third
century.135
In the light of this, it would be surprising if Roman
coins embodied the political and authoritative vitality of
the senate considering that its position within the Empire
was slowly being eroded by the presence of the emperor.
However, from the most ancient times, the senate was an
institution which had been an integral part of the res
publica. 136 	 This fact could hardly be ignored.	 As a
133 Millar, ERW, pp. 344-345.
134 Millar, ERW, pp. 342-343; Reynolds, A and R, docs.
8, 15 and 25, pp. 54-92, 115-118, 140-148
respectively.
135 Millar, ERW, p. 350.
136 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 80.
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result, on the rare occasions when the senate did make its
appearance as a Roman coin type, different characteristics
were appealed to by the mint of Rome than by the cities of
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae.
On Roman coins, stress seems to have been placed on
the senate's role concerning the stability and the
continuity of the state.' 37 On a coin of Trajan, showing
on the obverse the laureate head of the emperor, the
reverse depicts both the senate and the emperor togate
supporting a globe between them. This type is interpreted
as showing the senate admitting the emperor to a share in
the government of the Empire, symbolised by the supporting
of the globe. 138 The senate is portrayed on Roman coins as
entrusting the Empire to different emperors. 139 Certainly,
the form of an old man would best convey the senate's
antiquity, wisdom and its role in the stability and
continuity of the res publica.
This is also confirmed by sculpture. A statue found
during the excavations of the so-called "Temple of Diana"
in Merida, Spain, depicts a bearded male figure wearing a
toga and also possibly the distinctive senatorial sandals.
It has been plausibly identified as the genius senatus
which symbolises and embodies the age and wisdom with which
the senate was popularly connected)40
The Roman senate is personified in vastly different
forms on the coins of the cities of the Upper Maeander
Valley and on those of Rome. On the issues of Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae it is a young man while at Rome, it
is depicted as an aged one. It appears that the Asian
cities and Rome were appealing to different aspects of the
senate because they formed different conceptions of it.
137 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 82.
138 BMCRE, III, p. 38 and p. lxvii.
139 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, p. 82.
140 Talbert, Senate of Imperial Rome, pp. 100-101.
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For Laodicea, Hierapolis Colossae and the other cities in
Asia, the senate still held an important position in the
province. It was viewed as still being the focus of the
political ambitions of the provincial inhabitants and seen
as the source of authority for the governors who served in
Asia, hence its personification as a youthful bust. Such
a view of the senate could not be held at Rome because of
the diminishing authority of the senate due to the presence
of the emperor. The history of the senate and its past
importance could not be ignored and its role in ensuring
the continuity and stability of the state was referred to,
leading to a totally different personification than the one
seen in Asia.
The two main problems concerning the choice of the
personified senate as a coin type for the cities of the
province of Asia, including the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley are why it was used in the first place and
why it took the form that it did. It was placed on the
coins of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae because these
cities thought of themselves as being part of a
"senatorial" province and as a result counted the senate as
one of their own civic institutions even though in strict
constitutional terms the division of the Empire was between
the emperor and the Roman people. It also highlights these
cities' anxiety, and of others in Asia, regarding their own
status and that of the province in a period of political
uncertainty and transformation. It took the form that it
did because the senate still played a vital role in the
political life of the cities and their inhabitants. It
contrasts with the way the authorities at Rome pictured the
senate because they were appealing to different aspects of
the Roman senate. As a result, the personification of the
Roman senate not only shows the way the cities in the Upper
Maeander Valley and their citizens perceived their place
and ambitions within the Empire, it also highlights the
different ways in which the senate of Rome was viewed,
firstly by the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley and in
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total contrast, by the Romans themselves.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 9EA PQMH
Closely connected to the type of the senate is that of
the goddess Roma. In fact, so close is this connection
that the two appeared as the obverse and reverse types on
the same coins in some cities such as Pergamum.' Like the
depictions of IEPA YNKAHTO, those of Roma could
reasonably be supposed to express the ways in which cities
in the Greek East, including those of the Upper Maeander
Valley, viewed aspects of Roman Imperial rule. As with the
type of the senate, representations of Roma also pose
certain, but radically different, problems. Firstly, the
identity of the goddess is not always certain and she can
be confused with other warlike female deities, such as
Athena. Secondly, it has to be determined more precisely
what her appearance on the coins of the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley, and other cities of the Greek East,
signified.
The main problem surrounding the identification of the
goddess Roma is that she is easily confused with the Greek
Athena. Such a confusion has been seen with regards to the
Gemma Augustea and Mellor believes that here Roma is
modelled on the type of Athena Nicephorus. 2 On this cameo,
the goddess is seated next to Augustus who has taken on the
guise of Jupiter. The emperor is draped from the waist
down and holds an augur's staff instead of the thunderbolt
and an eagle stands beneath his chair. Although enthroned
beside Roma, he is actually looking at Tiberius who is
stepping down from a chariot driven by Victoria. Augustus
holds a Jituus in his right hand which shows that Tiberius'
victory was won under his auspices. Germanicus stands next
to Roma. Italia sits on the ground beside Augustus' throne
and wears the bulla around her neck which is the token of
a freeborn youth. She holds a cornucopia in her left hand
and is surrounded by children. Behind her are two figures,
1 BMC Mysia, pp. l34f, nos. 205-221.	 Po- \)
\. ..
2 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 164.
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one male and the other female. The former is Oceanus and
the latter is Olkoumene, who is crowning Augustus. Below
this whole group is another scene containing more figures
representing armies, troops and barbarians)
However, the most significant thing about this cameo
are the Imperial themes it contains rather than the
supposed model for Roma. For example, Zanker believes that
Tiberius and Germanicus are "emissaries of the universal
ruler; his invincibility is transferred to them like a
discret entity.	 This is why Roma looks admiringly at
Augustus and not the actual victors. Victory is as
predictable as the movement of the stars through the
heavens". The representation of the troops and barbarians
signify Tiberius' victory over the Illyrians and his future
defeats over the Germanic tribes. The inclusion of
Olkoumene and the personification of troops in provincial
costumes show that political imagery not only extended to
Rome but now reached across the Empire.4
On some civic issues, the types of Roma and Athena are
clearly distinguishable, such as is the case for the coins
of Pergamum. Helmeted goddesses had been appearing on the
coins of this city from the end of the fourth century B.C.
until the end of the Attalid dynasty. On gold and silver
coins dated to 310-283 B.C., female heads wearing crested
helmets and facing both to the left and to the right are
used as an obverse type. This obverse type also appears on
the bronze coins produced under Philetarus, who was a
governor of Seleucus Nicator, Eumenes I, who ruled between
263 and 241, and Attalus I, whose reign dates from 241 to
197. Furthermore, the helmeted female head is used as an
obverse type on the bronze issues of Eumenes II, king from
On this cameo see Zanker, The Power of Images, pp. 230-
232; Richter, Engraved Gems of the Romans, p. 104, no. 501.
Zanker, The Power of Images, pp. 231-232.
BMCMysia, p. 110, no. 4; p. 111, nos. 11-16; p. 112,
nos. 17-21, 25 and 24; p. 119, nos. 54-59; p. 120, nos. 60-
62.
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197-159, and Attalus II, who ruled from 159_138.6
A helmeted female figure also appears as a reverse
type. On coins dated from 281 B.C. until the regin of"
Attalus II, a female figure in a crested helmet and wearing
a chiton and peplos is depicted seated to the left. 7 These
heads and seated figures can be securely identified as
Athena because all predate 133 B.C., when the kingdom of
Attalus was bequeathed to the Roman people, and 129, the
year in which the revolt of Aristonicus was suppressed. It
was about this time that the cult of Roma was established
in the former Attalid possessions. The city of Pergamum
was still under Attalid control before this period and it
would not be likely that the city would even have a cult of
Roma or portray her on their coins.8
Athena also appears on issues of the Imperial period
wearing a helmet and standing left with a patera, shield
and spear. There is no confusion with Roma because she and
Roma have different iconographies. On the coins with the
obverse type of the Senate, Roma appears in the guise of a
turreted and draped bust facing to the right with the
legend ØEAN PQMHN. On a coin of Vespasian on which the
proconsul of c.A.D. 77 is named, Roma is again depicted as
a turreted and draped bust facing to the right with the
same legend. 9 The only possible confusion concerns the
types of helmeted heads and busts which appear on bronze
coins minted from 133 B.C. to the reign of Augustus. It
was during this time that the cult of Roma was established
and portrayals of this goddess are to be expected.
However, considering the long history of the use of a
6 BMC Mysia, p. 120, nos. 63 and 64; p. 121, nos. 70-77;
p. 122, nos. 78-83.
BMCMysia, p. 114, nos. 27-29; p. 115, nos. 30-34; p.
116, nos. 35-37; p. 117, nos. 39-46.p. 118, nos. 48-53.
8 See Le Glay, "Le culte de Rome et de Salus", pp. 49-50;
Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 57 and pp. 77-78.
BMC Mysia, pp. 134f., nos. 205-221.
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warlike bust to depict Athena as a coin type and given the
turreted iconography of Roma during the Imperial period, it
seems that these types are to be identified as Athena as
well and not Roma.10
On other issues from cities in the Greek East,
including those of the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley,
however, there is a very real problem over the identity of
various warlike goddesses, as the type of the helmeted Roma
and the helmeted Athena can be confused and without an
explicit legend, it is hard to establish the identity of
these deities with certainty. This has been pointed out by
Fayer who has studied some of the issues depicting Roma.
However, she has limited her work to coins on which the
goddess can easily be identified by the legends PQMH or 9EA
PQMH.11
Following Fayer, one possible solution to the problem
is to look at the legends of certain issues and to see
which ones identify Roma. There are drawbacks to this
method though. Not all deities are identified by a legend
and when they are, it may not involve consistent labelling.
For example, a coin of Lucius Aelius Caesar minted at
Laodicea shows on the reverse a male god standing to the
left with his right hand extended over the head of a goat
which stands at his feet. The legend reads AAOAIKEQN AEI
and so identifies the deity as Zeus Aseis. On a coin of
Otacilia Severa, the same group is portrayed on the reverse
with the addition of a child. There is no legend
mentioning the name of the male figure but he can still be
identified as Zeus Aseis because of the presence of the
goat
A similar thing can be seen on the coins of
Hierapolis. One of the obverse types of this city was a
draped male bust with a lyre. 	 The legend, APXHFETH,
10 BMC Mysia, pp. 127 ff. and nos. 129 ff.
Fayer, "Monete greche", pp. 273-288 and esp. p. 279.
12 See Catalogue A 59 cf. A 181.
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identified the bust as Apollo Archegetes.me coins show a
similar bust without the legend. However, a secure
identification can be made if a lyre is also depicted.13
As can be seen, attributes as well as legends can be
used to identify the types used on particular issues of
coins. As with legends, there are drawbacks as attributes
can be borrowed between deities. For example, Tyche-
Pantheia is shown on the reverse of a coin bearing the
portrait of Caracalla on the obverse. She is shown holding
a rudder, two ears of corn and a cornucopiae. At her feet
rests a wheel which is an attribute of Nemesis. On a coin
of Julia Domna, for example, Nemesis is shown holding a
cubit rule and plucking her chiton. At her feet is her
wheel 14
These examples highlight the problems surrounding the
types of Roma and Athena. Roma is not consistently
labelled and it would be too simplistic to confine her
types to labelled issues especially as other deities, such
as Zeus Aseis and Apollo Archegetes, are not always
referred to in the legends of the coins on which they
appear. Also, the attributes of both Roma and Athena are
remarkably similar as both are portrayed with helmets and
armour. Despite these facts, it is possible to attempt to
define which issues were meant to portray Roma and which
ones depicted Athena.
On the coins of Colossae, identification is a little
easier than for Laodicea and Hierapolis. Neither Roma nor
Athena has a long history of use on the coins of this city.
Athena appears on a coin of Hadrian. She is shown on the
reverse standing left with an owl to her left and a shield
on the ground. The Greek goddess is again depicted in the
same way on the reverse of a coin of Marcus Aurelius. No
reverse types at Colossae depict Roma. A coin, dated to
13 See Catalogue E 11 cf. E 15.
14 For both these types, see Catalogue A 135 cf. A 105.
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the time of Antoninus Pius, has as its obverse a female
bust wearing an aegis and a Corinthian helmet. This could
plausibly be identified as Roma but seeing as Athena, and
not Roma, is known as a reverse type used by the city, this
type of a helmeted head would be more logically identified
as the former and not the latter. 15 For Colossae at least,
Athena appears as an obverse and reverse type but Roma
probably does not.
Athena can also be definitely identified on some
issues produced by Laodicea which show her in association
with other deities. On the coins of Domitian and Domitia,
Hera is shown fully draped and holding a sceptre and a
pomegranate standing before Zeus Laodiceus who holds an
eagle and sceptre. With them stands a helmeted female
figure standing left and holding a shield and spear with an
olive branch. She has to be identified as Athena because
she, and not Roma, would complete the trio of Zeus, Hera
and Athena which represents a Greek version of the
Capitoline triad of Jupiter, Juno and Minerva revered at
Rome. The same group appears on a coin of Faustina
Junior. 16
A coin of Matidia shows a helmeted female figure
standing left and holding an olive branch in her lowered
right hand and a shield and a spear in her left. Again,
this can be identified as Athena because she appears with
the same attributes which she has when she is pictured with
Hera and Zeus. The same can perhaps be said of a similar
figure which appears on the reverse of a coin which shows
the draped bust of the Senate on the obverse.'7
On another issue minted under Hadrian, Zeus, Hera and
Athena are again portrayed but this time Athena is pictured
as holding a shield and a spear only and no olive branch.
15 See Catalogue G 3 and 10 and H 10.
16 See Chapter Six for this type and Catalogue A 35 and 79.
17 See Catalogue A 45 and 51.
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A female figure, which appears on a coin bearing Zeus Aseis
on the obverse also holds a shield and a spear and again
can plausibly be identified as Athena because of her
similarity with the Athena which appears as a part of the
Hadrianic triad. A coin attributed to Sabina, the wife of
Hadrian, also shows Athena as a member of the same triad.18
A coin minted during the reign of Commodus shows the
draped bust of his empress on the obverse while on the
reverse is a depiction of a standing female figure holding
a shield and a sceptre in her left hand. She is to be
identified as Athena because she is also holding an owl in
her right hand. Another coin, this time with the boule on
the obverse, and dated to the second or third century A.D.,
also shows a similar figure on the reverse and she is also
identified as the Creek goddess because of the presence of
an owl.
Athena can also be securely identified on certain
issues produced at Hierapolis, especially ones where she is
connected with Hermes. The two deities had a long
association going back to the Trojan War, where they
supported the same side. On many pieces of archaic art
dating to the sixth century B.C., the two Greek deities are
pictured near or next to each other. For example, on one
piece which depicts various gods and goddesses at the
apotheosis of Heracles, 	 Athena is pictured presenting
Hermes with a lotus flower.'9
On an issue of Trajan, she appears on the reverse,
helmeted and holding a spear and a shield, standing before
Hermes who is naked apart from a chlamys and who holds a
purse and caduceus. This is a recurring type and is also
used on coins issued during the reign of Elagabalus. The
18 See Catalogue A 50, 53 and 92.
19 See LIMC, II, 1, p. 996, no. 445. See also p. 992, nos.
406-407; p. 994, no. 428; p. 996, nos. 446, 447, 449 and
451.
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two divinities are sometimes joined by a third, a river
god. For example, on the reverse of a coin of Marcus
Aurelius, a river god, holding a poppy, reclines and leans
on an overturned vase between the standing figures of
Athena and Hermes. The deities appear on coins with non-
Imperial obverses and so are to be seen on an issue with a
senate obverse.20
Certainly, Athena can also be identified on coins with
either a Hermes reverse or obverse. A helmeted female bust
is the obverse type of a coin showing the reverse type of
Hermes naked to the front and holding a chlamys, purse and
caduceus. This has to be Athena. Given that she appears
with Hermes on the reverses of certain coins, it is only
natural that she should form the obverse if he is shown on
the reverse.21
This is so if Hermes appears on the obverse. A coin
showing a draped bust of Hermes with a caduceus has on the
reverse a portrait of Athena Promachus who is holding a
shield and a spear and walking to the right. An issue
showing the obverse type of the bust of Heracles with a
club and a lion's skin knotted around his neck, depicts on
the obverse a helmeted female figure wielding a thunderbolt
or a spear who is also holding a shield and walking to the
right. This is similar to the figure shown on the coin
with the Hermes obverse and may also be identified as
Athena.22
Another coin of Trajan shows Athena helmeted and
standing to the left. She holds a phiale in her right hand
and rests her left on a shield while behind her is an
upright spear She is securely identified by an owl at her
feet. Standing female figures on coins with senate
obverses are also shown holding phiales but they have no
owls but still may be identified as Athena.	 The same
20 See Catalogue D 55, 96 and 68; E 30.
See Catalogue E 57 for example.
See Catalogue E 95 and 73.
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identification may be made of the female deity shown on a
coin dating to the reign of Marcus Aurelius minted at
Laodicea 23
On one of the coins of Elagabalus showing Athena with
Hermes, the goddess is shown holding a statuette of Nike.
This may mean that coins of Hadrian and Trajan showing a
helmeted female figure with a shield and spear and holding
a statuette of Nike may also be the Greek goddess,
especially as Nike was one of her traditional attributes.
The Phidian type of Athena Nicephorus was one which was
well known.24
Roma can also be securely identified on the coins of
Laodicea and Hierapolis. At Laodicea, coins dated to the
second and third centuries show on the obverses the
helmeted and cuirassed busts of a female. 	 These are
identified by the legend ØEA PQMH. 2	This allows the
identification of similar first century busts. The
labelled busts of Roma do not wear the aegis, so those
female busts without the aegis which appear as obverses on
coins dated to the reign of Domitian and the late first
century can be identified as Roma. The busts dating to the
reigns of Titus and Domitian and wearing the aegis can be
identified as Athena. 26 The appearance of Athena during
the reign of Domitian can be seen in the sense of Minerva,
his patron goddess, and would show that the provincial
cities were aware of the religious preferences of the
emperor. 27 Similarly at Hierapolis, helmeted female busts
wearing the aegis can also be identified as Athena for the
23 See Catalogue D 53; E 32 and 110; A 75.
24 See Catalogue D 97, 59 and 54.
2 See Catalogue B 75 and 76.
26 See Catalogue B 20, 18 and 19.
27 RPC II, p. 26.
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same reasons.
Roma can also be identified by a legend on an issue
from Hierapolis. It shows Roma seated to the left on a
cuirass and shield holding Nike on her extended right hand
and a dagger in her left hand. 29 These resemble the coins
the city minted during the second and first centuries B.C.
which show a female figure wearing a long chiton and peplos
seated to the left on three shields. She holds Nike
Stephanephorus on her extended right hand and rests her
left arm on a sceptre. 3° This type has been identified as
Roma Nicephorus sitting on a pile of shields.31
Similar seated female figures are found on the coins
of Laoditcea. These appear during the time of Julia Domna,
Annia Faustina, Julia Maesa and Otacilia Severa. It is
because of their similarity with the coins of Hierapolis
that they can be identified as Roma.32
As can be seen, it is on the whole possible to
distinguish between the types of Roma and Athena. It seems
that two different iconographies were used, because while
both goddesses can appear as helmeted busts, Roma was
usually depicted as a seated female figure and Athena as a
standing one. It seems then, if legends and attributes did
not distinguish between types, attitudes did. It may be
that the similarity of design between Roma and Athena was
an intentional one. The Greeks living in the Upper
Maeander Valley would be reminded of Athena and the Romans
would recall Roma and it may have been a way of honouring
the two together as has been suggested for Athenian silver
28 See Catalogue E 55-58.
29 See Catalogue E 15.
30 BMC Phrygia, p. 228, nos 1-3.
31 Robert, Monnaies grecques, p. 69.
32 See Catalogue B 106-7, 168, 172 and 180.
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coinage
The other problem concerning Roma as a coin type is
the reason why she was depicted on the issues of the Upper
Maeander Valley in the first place. There is no doubt that
the cult of the goddess Roma had its heyday during the
Republican period when the power of Rome spread out from
Italy to Greece and Asia Minor. In fact, the beginnings of
the cult have been seen in the circumstances which overtook
Smyrna at the beginning of the second century B.C. By this
time, the city was in a difficult position after it, and
other cities including Lampsacus, had sworn allegiance to
Attalus I of Pergamum thirty years earlier. Antiochus III
had been prevented from exercising his hereditary rights
over these cities because Seleucid power was waning in
western Asia Minor as a result of dynastic rebellions and
his involvement in eastern wars. In 197, he came to the
city of Ephesus after his Egyptian successes and demanded
the allegiance which had been promised. Most of the cities
concerned, not surprisingly, submitted to these claims.
However, two, Smyrna and Lampsacus, refused to recognise
Antiochus' demands at the instigation of Eumenes and the
former was forced to invest the cities which had appealed
to Rome.
Lampsacus based its appeal on kinship, as Rome was
taken to have been founded by nearby Troy. Smyrna could
not lay claims to such connections of kinship and so had to
invent another plausible reason by which it could link
itself to Rome. The Smyrnaeans did this by deifying the
city of Rome as OEt1 'Pô1tt.34
The temple erected to Roma as a result of these events
is mentioned by Tacitus when recounting the events of A.D.
26 when the koinon of Asia decreed a temple to Tiberius,
Livia and the Senate and envoys from eleven cities,
See Thompson, "New Style Silver Coinage", pp. 359f, nos.
lilOf and Mellor, ØEA PQMH, pp. 147-148 and p. 163.
Mellor, 9EA PQMH, p. 15; Fayer, Ii culto, pp. 31-32.
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including Smyrna, went to Rome to argue their cases for the
privilege of building it. He says se primos templum urbis
Romae statuisse, M Porcio consule, magnis quidem jam populi
Roman rebus, nondum tamen ad summum elatis, stante adhuc
Punica urbe et validis per Asiam regibus. 35 The temple is
dated to 195 by consular dating.36
This new cult, it seems, did not force Rome to give an
immediate response to the predicament Smyrna found itself
in as Seleucid control of the Greek cities in Asia was
tolerated as long as Antiochus withdrew from his European
bases in Thrace. War did eventually break out between Rome
and the eastern monarch and at the peace conference of
Apamea in 188 B.C. both Smyrna and Lampsacus were freed.
As Mellor has pointed out, these grants of freedom were
probably due more to Roman Realpolitik than to the cult and
temple of Roma but this new divinity was witness to
Smyrna's liberation and triumph and as a consequence her
worship flourished elsewhere.37
The development and the progress of the cult of Roma
has received a fair amount of attention and the consensus
is that the worship of the goddess spread out from Smyrna
throughout Asia and Greece. From the east, the cult
gradually moved west and was only established at Rome
during the second century A.D when the emperor Hadrian
built a temple to Venus and Roma situated on the Velia.
Brick stamps from the temple date to 123-124 while
numismatic evidence shows that it was dedicated near the
end of Hadrian's reign. It was rebuilt in A.D. 307 after
it was destroyed by fire. Venus, of course, was of long
standing importance to the Romans as she was connected not
only to the origins of the Roman race but also the Imperial
house. Important political figures of the late Republic,
Sulla, Pompey and Julius Caesar, cultivated personal cults
Tacitus, Ann., 4, 56.
36 See Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 15.
Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 16.
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to the goddess, while Augustus and his successors could
claim to trace their ancestry to her through Aeneas. The
coins of Hadrian show that his preoccupation seems to have
been with Roma rather than with Venus and the latter's role
seems to have been forgotten when later fourth century
writers referred to templum urbis, templuin Romae or fanum
urbis.38
However, this view on the development of the cult of
Roma has been challenged. For Mellor, the first cult of
Roma was established at Smyrna which was the first city to
build a temple to the city of Rome. 39 However, Jones
points out that Mellor's own qualifications on this bring
his own hypothesis into question. For example, Mellor
allows for the possibility that the idea of the goddess may
have been circulating before 195 B.C. and that she may have
been the object of dedications and sacrifices. For
example, he says: "I continue on the assumption that the
Smyrneans were the first to establish a cult to Roma,
though the idea of the goddess Roma may well have been
circulating in the East by the late third century".40
The crux of Jones' argument against Mellor are some
didrachms minted in Magna Graeca. Mellor says that the
first deification of Roma occurs on coins produced at Locri
Epizephyrii which show a female figure wearing a long
chiton seated to the right on a chair or a throne. She
rests her right arm on a shield which leans against her
seat. In front of her, stands another female figure also
wearing a long chiton. Behind the seated figure is the
legend PQMH while behind the other is UI^TI and in the
exergue is AOKPQN. The coins depict the coronation of
38 See Fayer, Ii culto; Mellor, ØEA P^2MH; Mellor, "The
Goddess Roma", pp. 952-1028, esp. 1021-1023 on the temple
of Venus and Roma.
See above pp. 230-231.
40 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 16, n. 19 cf. p. 45, n. 106 and p.
109; Jones, Phoenix, 31, 1977, p. 78.
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Roma by Fides.41
Mellor dates this issue to 204 B.C. and the aftermath
of the First Punic War but it seems that from Mommsen down
to Crawford, the weight of opinion favours a date c270.42
During the Pyrrhic War, Locri struck tetradrachms of Attic
weight for Pyrrhus and after this issue, the last of the
city's own silver issues, didrachms of a reduced weight
standard with Pistis crowning Roma as a reverse type were
produced. Only Tarentum produced silver coinage after the
war, first as an ally of Rome during the First Punic War
and again, in the course of her revolt from Rome, during
the second Punic War. 43 It was not Locri which produced
coins, let alone those depicting Roma, during the First
Punic War.
Jones believes that these coins do not prove that
Locri already had a cult of Roma but he would not be
surprised if this cult had originated in cities of Magna
Graeca or Sicily, archaeologically much less well known
than those of Greece itself or Asia Minor and that the
worship of Roma, like the worship of benefactors, is
indigenously Greek, and not an Asian importation. Jones
thinks it is more logical to believe that the cult of Roma
grew as Rome's expanding power brought the city into
contact with the cities of the west first, then Greece and
lastly with the communities of Asia Minor.44
Following this argument, there is no conflict with
Tacitus who does not say that Smyrna had been the first
city to establish a cult to Roma. The ancient historian
says that the Smyrnaeans were the first to build a temple
to the new goddess.	 Temples were the most expensive
41 BMC Italy, p. 365, no. 15; Fayer, "Monete greche", p.
275.
42 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 109; Jones, Phoenix, 31, 1977, p.
78.
Crawford, CMRR, p. 33 and fig. 8.
Jones, Phoenix, 31, 1977, pp. 78-79.
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expression of cult worship and therefore often the last.45
However, the most important factor, which seems to
have been overlooked by Jones, is the very Greek nature of
the beginnings of the cult of Roma. He differentiates
between the Greek cities in Italy and those in Asia and
argues against an "Asian" origin for the cult. It must be
said though that neither the Greek character of Smyrna nor
the part the city played in the development of the worship
of Roma can be doubted.46
The political nature of the cult has always been
remarked upon. Regarding Asia itself, Adriani pointed out
that the cult of Roma was established at a time when Roman
policy began to increasingly turn to the East. 47 This has
also been said by Fayer who also says that the cult not
only had a religious significance but also a political
one 48
The development of the cult of the goddess Roma in
Asia and Greece has been linked to significant episodes in
the history of the relationship between Rome and the Greek
East. One event which not only consolidated Roman
influence in Asia Minor but also seems to have lead to a
great increase in the diffusion of the cult of Roma in the
East was the defeat of Antiochus II by Roman forces in the
Battle of Magnesia and the subsequent peace of Apamea in
188 B.C. After the defeat of the Eastern king, the cities
of Asia sent ambassadors to the Roman authorities to plead
their various causes and assure more favourable treatment
depending on their actions during the war itself. It was
also the best time to announce the institution of a cult of
Jones, Phoenix, 31, 1977, p. 79.
46 The use of personifications was usual for the Greeks.
On this see above p. 211. For another posible early
reference to Rome, see Derow and Forrest, "An Inscription
from Chios", pp 79-91.
"Dea Roma", p. 382.
48 Fayer, "Monete greche", pp. 273-274.
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Roma in the cities concerned.49
The defeat of the Macedonian king in 168 B.C. also saw
the establishment of cults of Roma due to the liberation of
cities once under Rhodian control. Stratonicea was an
early Seleucid colony and the Rhodians had regarded it as
their special possession. Envoys from the island told the
Senate in 167 B.C. that the city had been given to them by
Antiochus and Seleucus. Stratonicea remained under Rhodian
control during and after the war with Antiochus III until
it was freed by a senatorial decree in 167. Mellor
believes that there was no reason to institute a cult of
Roma in the city before that time. By the middle of the
second	 century,	 Stratonicea	 was	 staging	 musical
competitions in honour of the goddess.°
However, it would be too simplistic to speak of the
cult in purely political terms even though it is clear from
these few examples that the cult of Roma was established in
Greek and Asiatic cities to deal with the growing influence
of Rome in these areas. The cult of Roma formed an
important part of the religious lives of the cities in
which it was found even though it also served the political
purpose of formalising a relationship with Rome. The same
can be seen in the case of the Imperial cult. The cult
allowed the cities in the Greek East to express their
feelings towards a more powerful entity, namely the
emperor, while also constituting a major factor in the
religious activities of the same cities.5'
Phrygia, too, had its cults of Roma and the evidence
points to priesthoods and some dedications. However, it is
sparse and it seems that the cult did not penetrate the
highlands until the end of the Republic. At Apamea, a
priest of Roma, who was also grainmateus, was honoured by
See Payer, Ii culto, p. 37.
50 Mellor, OEA PQMH, pp. 48-49.
51 On the Imperial cult in general, see Price, Rituals and
Power.
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the city and the Romans resident there: 6 öiioç icat ot
icaToticoIVTEç Ppa1ot tEt1oav MiStav AtoxXouç tEpc1
' Pôiltiç icat ypaiaTE1 öijpou yupvaotcipXioavia wa).ôç icat
$txoôóç. 52 Ramsay has argued that as the Roman calendar
was put up in the city, the temple of Roma was the most
appropriate home for such a text. 53 Neither the priesthood
of Roma nor the Roman calendar implies a temple
specifically dedicated to the goddess. A priest need not
serve at a temple and could just as easily perform his
functions at an altar dedicated to Roma which might have
been set up in the temenos of another deity. There is then
no specific evidence for a temple of Roma at Apamea.54
At Eumenea, Epigonus Philopatris was honoured by the
demos in a dedicatory inscription erected by the city. He
too was a priest of Roma. 55 This inscription is dated to
the reign of Augustus since coins were minted at that time
bearing the same name.56
A copy of the Res Gestae was set up at Apollonia but
the city was also noted for its cult of Roma. Two priests
are known from this city. 	 They were Olympichus and
Demetrius, father and son. Olympichus was part of an
embassy sent to Germanicus when the latter was in the East
in A.D. 18. Dating is not precise or certain but it seems
that the son, Demetrius, served as a priest of Roma during
Claudius' reign.57
Lastly, at Dorylaeum, an inscription was erected
during the first century A.D. honouring Roma in a
dedication along with deified emperors and empresses, the
52 Ramsay, C and B, p. 467, no. 302; IGRP, IV, 793.
Ramsay, C and B, pp. 377 and 479.
Mellor, ØEA PQMH, pp. 74-75.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 377, no. 199; IGRP, IV, 741; see
above p. 133.
56 RPC, 3142; Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 75.
Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 75.
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Senate and the Roman people.58
Evidence also exists for cults of Roma in the Upper
Maeander Valley. At Hierapolis an inscription, inscribed
on a cylindrical altar, was found in the theatre of the
city and contains a dedication to Gaius and Roma. The most
interesting part of this text, in this context, is the
mention of the goddess Roma which as Ritti says
"costituisce per quest'epoca l'unica ad essa relativa in
Hierapolis." 59 Ritti therefore believes that a cult of
Roma was established at the city during the Hellenistic
period, perhaps in 133 B.C. when the kingdom of Pergamum
was bequeathed to the Romans. This is confirmed by the
minting of coins in the second century B.C. depicting Roma
which were identified by Robert. The persistence of the
cult at Hierapolis has been suggested by the production of
coins dating to the second and third centuries A.D. which
show the seated goddess identified by the legend ØEA
PQMH.60
However, if the coins of the Imperial period depicting
Roma are to be linked to the cult, then one would expect
them to be more common than they are. For example, Apollo
was the principal deity of the city and so presumably an
object of cult. He appears on coins consistently
throughout the Imperial period and his importance is
further underlined by the fact that his games are also
celebrated on coins from the time of Caracalla onwards
through legends and agonistic types. 61 The cult of Roma
does not receive this attention on the coins of Hierapolis.
She is a rare type and no coins celebrate games dedicated
to her. If the Roma had been the object of a major cult,
a similar situation to that of Apollo can be envisaged with
58 OGIS, 479; Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 75.
Ritti, "Due iscrizioni", pp. 183-184.
60 Ritti, "Due iscrizioni", p. 185; for these coins see p.
146 above and on this inscription, see p. 229 above.
61 See in general Catalogue A, B and C.
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the goddess figuring consistently as a coin type. Given
the cult's connection to Rome, rather than being a minor
cult which did not figure greatly on coins, it is more
likely that she did not receive cult worship at all during
the later Imperial period.
The evidence for Laodicea revolves around the
dedication of a statue which the city made on the
Capitoline. It reads Populis Laodicensis a f(iumine) Lyco
populum Romanuin, quei sibei salutei fecit, benefici(orum)
ergo, quae sibei benigne fecit ó ôfioç 6 Aaoôticcov Tv upôç
t AlSic toy ôfiov TOy 'Ptatcv, yEvovóUQ aut4 rnotpçi icat
EEpytTTV, c!LpETfjç vE1cEV icat €votaç iç Etc EQVTOV. This
bilingual text is problematic for two reasons, namely, its
date and its suitability as a piece of evidence for a cult
of Roma.62
The Laodicean dedication was one of many by eastern
monarchs, cities and other communities but they were not
inscribed on the walls of the Capitoline temple of Jupiter.
Instead, they formed a large monument near it. A date in
the first century B.C. could plausibly be suggested for the
dedication because of the material used for the dedications
and the letter forms contained on them. The texts are
inscribed on travertine blocks of similar size with nearly
identical mouldings. Travertine is not well attested for
inscriptions before the first century and the letter forms
are all in the style of the first century.63
The inscription has been dated more closely to the
Sullan period on the grounds that the Laodiceans, who had
surrendered a Roman general to the Pontic king during the
Mithridatic War could have finally regarded the victorious
Romans as their "saviours" and given thanks for a pardon.64
However, not all the dedications may have originally
62 CIL,	 2, 728; GIG, III, 5881.
63 Mellor, "Dedications on the Capitoline Hill", p. 319.
64 Mommsen and Hülsen in Magie, RRAM, p. 655, n. 67; see
above p. 26.
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dated to this time.	 This seems to be true of the
dedication	 made	 by	 king	 Mithridates	 Philopator
Philadeiphus. A Sullan date has been justified by
identifying this monarch as a little known son of
Mithridates Eupator who may have assumed the epithets
"Philopater" and "Philadelphus". The physical similarities
of all the texts which date them to the age of Sulla has
led to this kind of speculation about the identity of the
Mithridates concerned. However, numismatic evidence shows
that Mithridates IV of Pontus used the two epithets and his
reign is to be dated not during the late Republic but to c.
169-150. After the victory over the Macedonian king,
Perseus, and the freeing of the Lycians from Rhodes, the
Senate also had to deal with embassies sent by rival
claimants to the throne of Cappadocia. Mithridates IV was
also one such claimant who could have sent a statue and a
dedication to the Capitol during this earlier period.65
If this is so then there is a contradiction between
the physical appearance of this group of dedications and
the date of their erection. A possible solution to the
problem is the damage done to the Capitoline temple of
Jupiter Optimus Maximus in 83 B.C. The fire which
destroyed the building might also have damaged any statues
and dedications deposited in and around the sanctuary. It
has been suggested that inscriptions which were destroyed
in this way were inscribed on a new monument along with new
dedications inspired by Sulla's pacification of Asia. This
would explain the first century appearance of dedications
whose history suggests a much earlier date.66
This means that the dedication made by the city of
Laodicea need not be dated to the first century B.C. One
date which has been suggested is 167. This is the date
65 Mellor, "Dedications on the Capitoline Hill", pp. 326-
327.
66 Mellor, "Dedications on the Capitoline Hill", pp. 329-
330; •EA PQMH, pp. 203 ff; Lintott, "The Capitoline
Dedications", pp. 137-144.
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assigned to similar Lycian dedications which are assumed to
have been made soon after their liberation from the
Rhodians after the conclusion of the war with Perseus of
Macedon and the subsequent peace treaty. It is therefore
supposed that the Laodiceans also received some kind of
favour at this time which they then commemorated with their
dedication on the Capitoline Hill.67
It is clear that Laodicea dedicated a statue of the
Roman people in gratitude for Roman benefactions but it is
not known what they specifically were and the inscription
itself unfortunately leaves no clue as to what they could
be and dates after Pydna and in the Sullan period can be
disputed. Laodicea was taken from the Seleucids after
Magnesia and remained under Attalid control for much of the
second century B.0 and there is no evidence for a Roman
benefaction after the defeat of Perseus. There is also no
evidence for a pardon after the city's action during the
conflict against the Pontic king, Mithridates; certainly
the city was subject to the financial penalties Sulla
inflicted on the province of Asia when the war was
concluded. 68 Therefore, another, more likely, date has
been proposed in the period following the bequest Attalus
III made to the Romans of his kingdom, perhaps during the
aftermath of the revolt of Aristonicus. The text of the
Laodicean dedication contains what has been described as a
rather clumsy Latin translation of Greek formulae which is
more likely at a time earlier in the second century, for
example, c133 when Asia first became a Roman province, than
during the age of Sulla which marks nearly half a century
of Roman domination. Although the lettering has a Sullan
appearance, the content of the inscription seems to belong
to the second century B.C.69
67 Magie, RRAM, p. 655, no. 67.
68 See above p. 27.
69 Mellor, "Dedications on the Capitoline Hill", pp. 323-
324.
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The other problem connected to the Laodicean
dedication concerns its use as evidence for a cult of Roma
within the city. The dedication is of a statue of the
populus Romanus and it has been argued that statues
depicting the demos of the Romans were indistinguishable
from that representing Roma and so the dedication of a
statue of the Roman people made by the Laodiceans is taken
to imply that a cult of Roma was already in existence at
the city during the late second century.7°
A similar thing is said about one of the statues given
by Vibius Salutaris to the city of Ephesus in his second
century A.D. foundation. Among the benefactions were three
silver statuettes dedicated to Artemis and the Ephesian
gerousia. Two represented Artemis and the gerousia while
the third was that of the demos of the Romans. This last
statue is referred to as 6 ôfioç 6 'Pc,iiatc,v, yEjv 'Pôiiii
and urbs Romana. It is believed that the figure must be
feminine and the potential for confusion between Roma and
the personification of the Roman people is shown by
examples such as these.71
Another alleged example of this confusion is the
statue of the Roman demos which was erected in the temple
of Athena at Rhodes. This statue is described by Polybius
and again it is said that this must have been a statue of
Roma.72
There are specific reasons why representations of the
Roman demos should be thought to be the same as those of
Roma. Mellor believes that there is no evidence for
masculine personifications of the Roman people and so
references to personifications of the demos of Rome must
70 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 76; Fears, " Genius Populi Romani",
p. 274.
71 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 152; Fears, "Genius Populi Romani",
pp. 274-275. On the foundation of Salutaris, see p. 139
above.
72 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 35; Fears, "Genius Populi Romani",
p. 274; Polybius, 31, 4, 4.
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instead refer to Roma.73
However, it seems hard to believe that Greek cities of
the East would confuse personifications of the city or the
collective state, such as Roma was, and representations of
the Roman people given their awareness of the "city" and
its organization. Under the Empire, cities in the province
of Asia personified their civic institutions. At Laodicea,
Hierapolis and Colossae, for example, the demos, boule,
gerousia and, more rarely, the neoi, as well as the city
itself, were all personified and featured as coin types.74
Greek cities were quite clear then in their conceptions of
their civic institutions during the Imperial period and it
seems strange to think that they would be confused about
those of Rome during the Republican period.
Fears believes the solution lies in the recognition
that there was a convenient representation of the Roman
people which was masculine, namely the Genius Populi
Romani. This was a common figure in Roman Imperial art
typically portrayed as a youthful and semi-nude male who
carries a cornucopiae. Certainly the male representation
of the Roman people seems to have had a long history
because a cult of the Genius Publicus existed at Rome since
at least 218-217 B.C.
The labelled bust of the Genius Populi Romani first
appears on the denarii of Cn Lentulus struck in the mid-
seventies B.C. 75 On these coins, the Genius has the
appearance of a mature and bearded male, while towards the
end of the Republic, the representation was that of a
youthful male if the bust on the obverse of the denarii of
13 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, pp. 25-26; Fears, Genius Populi
Romani, p. 275.
See Catalogue B, E and H in general; Fears, "Genius
Populi Romani", pp. 276-277, n. 7.
Crawford, RRC, no. 393.
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Q Cassius can be interpreted in this way.76
The earliest representations of the Genius Populi
Romani followed Athenian iconographic tradition which
portrayed the personification of the Roman people as a
bearded and mature male. The cornucopiae was a Roman
adaptation because on Attic reliefs, a staff was normally
carried. It seems then that it was the image of the Genius
Populi Romani which provided the personification of the
Roman people which could be assimilated into the
conventional Hellenistic representations of personified
demoi.77
It seems that with different representations for Roma
and the Roman people, the Greeks would not have been
confused about representing the two by statues and other
artistic forms. The two different forms are aptly shown by
the types used on the Imperial coinage of Synnada. One
reverse type shows a youthful male figure wearing a toga
holding a phiale in his right hand and a roll in his left.
The legend reads AHMO^ PQMAIQN. It is believed that this
type was meant to portray an actual statue of the Roman
demos erected after a decree in favour of the city was
issued. The roll in his hand is taken to refer to this
same decree. If the city wanted to portray Roma, a turreted
or helmeted female bust with the legend ØEA PQMH was used.
There was then no confusion in the ancient sources
regarding statues of Roma and the Roman people and the two
were not indistinguishable from each other. Female
representations were used for Roma and male for the Roman
people 78
On the basis of these arguments, the statue of the
76 Crawford, RRC, no. 428.
On all of this see Fears, "Genius Populi Romani", pp.
277-279 and on the demos in general as an object of cult see
pp. 281 ff.
78 Fears, "Genius Populi Romani", pp. 279 and 278; BMC
Phrygia, p. 394, no. 15; p. 395, no. 20 and 21; p. 398, no.
31.
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Roman people dedicated by the city of Laodicea on the
Capitoline Hill was a masculine one and not a feminine one
which could be interpreted as Roma. The Capitoline
dedication, therefore, provides no evidence for the cult of
Roma within the city during the second century B.C. and can
only be used as evidence for a possible cult of the Roman
demos.
This is not the place for a complete and thorough
overview of the cult of Roma and its implications but it
must be said that by the Imperial period, the goddess had
a long history as a religious and political mediator
between the Greek cities and Rome. However, it is believed
that "in the Empire, the Greek Roma - ØEà 'Pôpt - was a
fossil; no longer living, but excellent evidence of the
past" and this has been seen as due to the spread and the
growth of the worship of the emperor, both living and
deified embodied in the Imperial cult.79
This view has been challenged by Balland who has
studied the cult of Roma within Lycia using various
inscriptions which concern the priesthood and games
connected to the goddess. He concludes that the cult of
Roma in Lycia during the Imperial period was not a "fossil"
fortuitously preserved. Although the Lycian people have
been described by him as "conservative", this conservatism
does not explain the persistence of the cult. The cult was
a living institution which recalled, every four years, the
time when Lycia had been, not an independent power, but a
political partner of Republican Rome.8°
That the goddess Roma still had a place within the
Empire is shown by her appearance as a coin type on various
issues minted by cities in the Greek East, the coins of the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley included. These coins
Mellor, ØEA PQMH, p. 26; Balland, "Le culte de la déesse
Rome en Lycie", p. 31 and n. 8.
80 Balland, "Le culte de la déesse Rome en Lycie", pp. 30-
43, esp. p. 43.
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do not prove that she was still an object of cult during
the Imperial period but do show that she had a role to play
in the thinking of the cities whose coins portrayed her.
What is more difficult to determine is what this role was.
The use of Roma as a coin type during the Empire has
been linked to developments within the cult of Roma. For
example, Fayer has said that the image of Roma was rarely
used on Greek coins of the Republican age but was a
frequent type on issues dating to the Imperial period. Its
diffusion was motivated by the fact that the presence of
Roma was a condition of the Imperial cult and the worship
of Augustus in the East.81
In 29 B.C., the cities of Asia and Bithynia requested
permission to dedicate temples to Augustus. It is clear
that this request was initiated by the cities themselves
and in response Augustus allowed one temple in each
province to be devoted to the cult of Divus Julius and Roma
at Ephesus and Nicaea for Roman citizens and another to be
dedicated to the worship of himself and Roma in the cities
of Pergamum and Nicomedia. When a Spanish embassy
approached Tiberius requesting that they be allowed to
dedicated a temple to him, he, according to Tacitus, refers
to the provision made by his predecessor.82
This provision is referred to on some issues produced
by cities in the province of Asia. For example, the temple
of Roma and Augustus forms the reverse type of a coin
minted at Pergamum under Trajan. A tetrastyle temple is
depicted within which stands Roma and Augustus. Roma is
holding a cornucopiae in her left hand while crowning the
emperor who is wearing military dress and carrying a spear
in his right hand. The legend reads ØEA PQMH KAT ØEQ
^EBA^TQ 83
81 Fayer, "Monete greche", p. 277.
82 Mellor, ØEA PQMH, pp. 79-80; Dio Cassius, 51, 20, 6-9;
Tacitus, Ann., 4, 37.
83 BMC Mysia, p. 142, nos. 263-266.
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It has also been suggested, again by Fayer, that coins
depicting the type of Roma were also minted in connection
with the Cult of Venus and Roma introduced into the city of
Rome by the emperor Hadrian. She says that this religious
reform of Hadrian gave new life to the cult of Roma and
provided the motive for the minting of coins with the type
of Roma and the legend PQMH or OEA PQMH in many areas of
Asia especially during the Antonine era.84
However, the coins of the Upper Maeander Valley which
depict Roma date neither from the beginning of the Imperial
period. They instead date to the later first century and
also the second and third centuries. Therefore, they cannot
be connected to the establishment of a joint cult of Roma
and Augustus within Asia.
Regarding Hadrianic developments, if the coins of Laodicea
and Hierapolis did not commemorate developments within the
cult of Roma which had a direct bearing the province of
Asia, of which they were a part, then it is not so certain
that these cities would have marked the establishment of
the worship of the goddess at Rome.
It seems then that the use of the goddess Roma as a
coin type has to be connected to the events of the late
first century as well as the second and third centuries.
These were the times at which the goddess was portrayed on
the coins of Laodicea and Hierapolis.
As the epithet Germanicus on the coins of Laodicea
shows, Domitian was successful in some of his western
campaigns. His first campaign was in Germany where he
successfully broke the power of the Chatti beyond the
middle Rhine. As a result, he took possession of the Taunus
region, so giving the Empire a stronger frontier in the
middle Rhine region. He was no less successful against the
Dacians. After initial failures, when a campaign against
them in 86 resulted in the death of the commander of the
expedition, the Roman invasion of Dada in 88 avenged the
84 Fayer, Ii culto, p. 177.
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defeat and peace was concluded in 89. It may be that some
of the helmeted female heads of the late first century,
which have been identified as Roma, made their appearance
on coins of the Upper Maeander Valley as a symbol of the
power of Rome and the emperor and marked the success of
these Imperial campaigns. Nike carrying a wreath and a palm
are used as a reverse type on some of these coins and she
too may be a symbol of Imperial victory. Statuettes of
Nike were certainly a way of symbolising victory and
invincibility.
Other helmeted, female heads, which have been
identified as Athena, in the sense of Minerva were also apt
types at this time. There would be no better way for the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley to celebrate the
victories of Domitian than to depict his patron goddess on
their civic issues.85
Certainly Roma could be used to mark the successes of
the emperors in the campaigns which they undertook. On a
coin of Trajan, Roma appears seated to the left wearing a
crested helmet and a short tunic. She rests her left foot
on a head of a Dacian which faces to the left. This must
be a reference to Trajan's Dacian victories.86
Roma also appears on coins dated to the late second
and third centuries. She is depicted seated and holding
Nike on the reverses of coins minted at Loadicea whichL
portray on the obverses Julia Domna, the mother of
Caracalla, Annia Faustina and Julia Maesa, the latter two
wives of Elagabalus, and Otacilia Severa, the wife of
Philip I. She also appears on non-Imperial portrait issues
as a labelled bust at Laodicea and a labelled seated figure
at Hierapolis on coins dated generally to the second and
third centuries.
If Roma's appearance on coins dating to the first
85 See above p. 228.
86 Vermeule, The Goddess Roma, pp. 32-33; BMCRE III, p1.
28, no. 4; p. 114, no. 5.
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century was used as a symbol of Imperial victory, then in
the later Empire there seems to have been less to
celebrate. A reverse type used at Laodicea shows Septimius
Severus holding a lance and riding over two fallen enemy
while coin of Hierapolis minted under Elagabalus shows the
emperor on the reverse riding over a captive Parthian.87
These types seem to refer to Imperial success. On the
whole though, the period was an unsettled one. Caracalla
had campaigned on the Danube and Rhine frontiers and set
out in 216 on a Parthian expedition. However, a year later
he was killed in Syria by the supporters of Macrinus, his
praetorian prefect. Another conspiracy in the East led to
the rule of Elagabalus but he was murdered in 222 and
replaced by Severus Alexander. He too set out on a
Parthian campaign in 231 but was forced to turn his
attentions to the Rhine frontier. Four years later, both
he and his mother, Julia Mammaea, were murdered by soldiers
at Mainz and a new emperor was proclaimed. In 244, Philip
made an ignominious peace with Shapur, the ruler of the
Persian empire in the east. 88 This set the pattern until
the reign of Diocletian in 284 provided some stability.
There were problems not only with the high turnover of
emperors but also with the frontier regions and the
Parthians and Persians in the East. The latter especially
would have been of immediate concern for cities in the east
such as those of the Upper Maeander Valley. The worry was
a real one because Asia Minor was eventually invaded by the
Goths and the Heruli reached Attica. Local resistance, led
by the historian Dexippus, repelled the latter.89
The cities of the Upper Maeander Valley would
certainly be aware of these events and it is into this
period that the coins portraying Roma were perhaps minted.
87 See Catalogue A 88 and D 114.
88 On this and Philip's journey back to Rome see Peachin,
"Philip's Progress", pp. 331-342.
89 See Millar, "P. Herennius Dexippus", pp. 12-29.
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It has been suggested that the goddess was just one
manifestation of the uneasiness in the present and part of
a search for something better. 9° Laodicea and Hierapolis
would certainly be aware that a solution was needed to the
present problems and in the current climate of political
instability appeals to the emperor and Imperial authorities
to provide a solution can easily be envisaged. In this
context, Roma was perhaps forefront in the thinking of the
civic authoroties as a coin type.
The problems concerning Roma as a coin type are
twofold. Firstly, she is easily confused with the Greek
Athena as both goddesses have the same attributes and
appearance. Despite these similarities, it is possible to
distinguish the two deities by using legends and
differences in the attitudes of the two types. It seems
that in the Upper Maeander Valley, different iconographies
were used to portray Athena and Roma. Athena was a
standing figure while Roma was a seated one. On busts,
both labelled and unlabelled, Athena was pictured wearing
the aegis and Roma a cuirass.
The second problem is to determine what Roma's
presence on the coins of the cities of the Upper Maeander
Valley signified. During the first century A.D. she was
one of the symbols used to commemorate the Imperial
successes of Domitian. When she next appears during the
later second and third centuries A.D., the conditions of
the Empire were more unsettled and she can be seen in the
context of appeals to the Roman authorities to provide a
solution to the very real problems affecting the East. Far
from being a "fossil", as Mellor has suggested, she
embodied the reactions of' the cities of the Upper Maeander
Valley to the military successes, or otherwise, of their
Imperial rulers and shows the awareness and anxiety of the
cities of the Upper Maeander Valley to the changing events
and circumstances which overtook the Empire as a whole.
MacMullen, Roman Government's Response to Crisis, p. 41.
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Conclusion
The cities of the Upper Maeander Valley owed their
origins to completely different circumstances. Laodicea
and Hierapolis were a Seleucid colony and a "holy" city
respectively, while Colossae, the smallest city, was a
community of great antiquity. However, all of their
flourishing civic lives were dependent on two main factors,
namely their strategic position within the road network of
Asia and their successful participation in the wool and
textile industries. All, with the exception of Colossae,
possessed ample coinage, epigraphy and architecture and it
is only natural that these sources, especially coinage for
the purpose of this thesis, should be used to determine the
relationship of these cities and their citizens with the
Roman Empire and how they viewed their position within that
empire.
It has been shown that the Roman authorities had a
conservative attitude to both the coinage system already in
use within Asia and also the authority under which the
coins were produced. The coinage system based on the
silver cistophorus and the base-metal issues of individual
cities remained in use after the Attalid kingdom became the
Roman province of Asia and during the first three centuries
of the Empire. Civic authorities minted coins under their
own auspices and even though coinages produced by the
cities of Asia Minor were no longer issues of independent
civic states but rather an integral part of the coinage of
a Roman province, and hence the Roman Empire, the coins
produced by these cities can legitimately be seen as
reflecting the concerns of the cities which issued them.
They can, therefore, be used as evidence for the way
Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, and other Asian cities
viewed the Empire and their place within it.
This can firstly be seen through the legends employed
on the coins. The legends show which privileges and titles
were sought and obtained by the cities and the citizens of
the Upper Maeander Valley. 	 For example, the display of
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neocorate status and Roman nomenclature demonstrates, on a
civic and individual level, how a niche was found for the
cities and their citizens within the Imperial order. They
can also show how the emperor was incorporated into the
civic lives of the cities which made up his empire. One
way this was done was the celebration of various games
which were also advertised on the coinage through the
legends. The issues of Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae
fol1oed trends also apparent in the epigraphy and the
architecture of the area of the Upper Maeander Valley and
the province of Asia as a whole and so contributed to the
growing Roman character of the cities in the Greek East.
As such they also show the interaction and relationship
between cities, the province in which they were situated
and the Empire.
These themes are further developed and demonstrated by
the types which were used on the coins of the Upper
Maeander Valley. One of the most interesting issues is the
"OMHPO" issue produced by Laodicea during the reign of
Nero. This shows how the city portrayed itself as an equal
to Smyrna, one of the oldest cities of Asia. The issue
highlights Laodicea's concern with its own status and how
it presented itself to other cities in the province.
Concern for status underlies the use of the Capitoline
triad as a type through which the Laodiceans identified
their principal civic deity, Zeus Laodiceus, with the Roman
Jupiter Optimus Maximus. The iconography is also revealing
of the relative importance attributed to these deities by
the Laodiceans and shows that they believed their own Zeus
to be comparable to the Roman Jupiter. The type highlights
the way cities could actively seek out and display their
connections to Rome.
The personification of the senate also shows the ways
in which cities could emphasis their links with Roman
institutions. The use of this particular type demonstrates
that Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae, and other cities in
Asia, viewed themselves as part of a "senatorial" province
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whatever the realities of the organization of the Empire.
This was a status which was subsequently emphasised during
the changing political circumstances of the third century.
It shows the cities' concern not only for their own
"senatorial" status but also that of their province.
The difference in iconography between the Roman and
provincial representations of the senate highlights the
different ways in which one of the fundamental institutions
of Rome was viewed. The former symbolised tradition and
stability while the latter showed how vital the senate was
in the political thinking of the cities in Asia.
Likewise, the use of the goddess Roma as a type also
highlights anxieties facing the cities of the Upper
Maeander Valley during the unsettled third century. The
portrayal of Roma shows the cities' concerns for the
situation of the Empire as a whole as well as emphasising
the fact that this deity still had a place in the
conciousness of the inhabitants of the Greek East even
though she was no longer as important as she had been
during the Republic.
As can be seen, the information contained in coin
types and legends can highlight the various ways in which
the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley viewed the Roman
Empire and their place within it. The coins show which
aspects of Imperial rule these cities particularly
associated themselves with. They further demonstrate that
the cities of the Upper Maeander Valley, especially
Laodicea, were alert to Rome and the changing circumstances
of the Empire as well as their own status and that of the
province of Asia. By showing the interaction between city,
region and empire, the study of a certain region and its
coinage is invaluable in building up a deeper picture not
only of the history of the Roman Empire but also of the
relationships between Rome and the provincial cities and
between the provincial cities themselves. As such, they
both deserve more attention than they have hitherto
received.
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CATALOGUE: Introduction
The core for this catalogue is the collection held by
the British Museum in London and obviously includes coins
listed in the catalogue of Greek coins of Phrygia and those
acquired since the catalogue was published in 1906.
Also of vital importance was Roman Provincial Coinage,
edited by Burnett, Amandry and Ripolles. Entries from the
forthcoming volume were kindly given to me by Dr. Burnett
and the numbering which appears in this catalogue as "RPC
II" are the provisional ones which appear in these entries.
Also consulted were various other published
catalogues, especially the SyllogeNummorum Graecorum which
includes the collections of von Aulock and museums such as
Copenhagen and Munich. Entries from Mionnet are also
included here although caution must be used as some of the
descriptions and attributions are dubious. The partially
published collection held in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford
was also studied and included in this catalogue. Sale
catalogues were also consulted but they do not add greatly
to the coins which have already been published. Neither
does the recently published article in Epigraphica
Ana tolica.
The coins contained in this catalogue are listed by
city and are grouped in the three broad categories
corresponding to the different types of issues minted,
namely coins with Imperial portraits and symbols, coins
without Imperial portraits and symbols and the so-called
OMONOIA coinages. Further to this, the coins are listed
chronologically and not by type even though types are
grouped together wherever possible within the chronological
groupings.
The Catalogue attempts to give a comprehensive list of
the types produced at Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae.
It is possible that some types have been omitted but this
will not affect the overall conclusions of this thesis.
Comparative material for other cities in the province of
Asia can be found in relevant chapters.
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Augustus to the right and
Zeus Laodiceus standing
extended right arm and a
A LAODICEA: Coins with Imperial Portraits1
AUGUSTUS
Zeuxis Philalethes
1 obv: EBATO Laureate head of Augustus to the right.
rev: ZEYI	 A AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
RPC 2893.
2 obv: EBATO^ Laureate head of
in front of him is a lituus.
rev: ZEYI IAAAU9H AAOAIKEQN
left and holding an eagle on his
sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2894.
3 obv: EBAETO Bare head of Augustus to the right and in
front of him is a lituus.
rev: ZEYEI	 IMAHH AAOAIKEQN Asclepian serpent staff.
RPC 2895.
Sosthenes
4 obv: EBA^TO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: QØENH AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand and in front a wreath bound with taenia
enclosing Z and flanked by N and Q.
F?PC 2896.
5 obv: EBA^TO Capricorn with cornucopiae to the right.
rev: Q8ENH AAOAIKEQN Three ears of corn.
RPC 2897.
Anto Polemon Philopatris
6 obv: EBATO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: ANTQ IIOAEMQN IAOIIATPI^ AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2898.
GAIUS CAESAR The reign of Augustus
Anto Polemon Philopatris
7 obv: FAIO KAIAP Bare head of Gaius to the right.
rev: ANTQ IIOAE 4IAOIIAT Eagle standing with its wings open.
BMC 158; RPC 2899.
1 Underlined words represent monograms.
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8 obv: FAIO KAIAP Bare head of Gaius to the right.
rev: UOAE 4IAOIIAT AAOAIKEQN Eagle standing with its wings
open.
RPC 2900.
CLAUD I US2
Pythes Pythou
9 obv: EBA^TO Bare head of Tiberius to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN IIYØH IIY8OY Zeus Laodiceus standing left
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand and in the field to the left and right, the
pilel of the Dioscouri each surmounted by a star.
RPC 2901.
Dioskourides
10 obv: EBATO Bare head of Tiberius to the right.
rev: KOP AIOKOYPIAH AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing to
the left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and
a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2906.
Pythes Pythou to deuteron
11 obv: EBATO^ Bare head of Tiberius to the right.
rev: MOAIKEQN UY8H IIYØOY TO AEYTEPON Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand and in field to the
left, the pilei of the Dioscouri.
RPC 2908.
Dioskourides to deuteron
12 obv: EBATO Bare head of Tiberius to the right.
rev: KOP AIOKOYPIAH^ TO AEYTEPON AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing to the left and holding an eagle on his extended
right arm and sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2911.
Anto Polemon, son of Zenon
13 obv: KMYAIO KAI^AP Bare head of Claudius to the right.
rev: ANTQ UOAEMQNO YIOY ZHNQNO AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing to the left and holding an eagle on his extended
right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2913.
RPC p. 723, 2913A shows that EBATO was a variant of
KAAYAIO KAIAP and it is suggested that coins signed by
Pythes and Dioscourides, RPC29O1-ll, and dated to the reign
of Tiberius should be reattributed to Claudius instead.
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14 obv: ^EBA^TO Bare head of Claudius to the right.
rev: ANTQ ITOAEMQNO YTOY ZHNQNO AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing to the left and holding an eagle on his extended
right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC p. 723, 29l3A
BRITANNICUS The reign of Claudius
Polemon, son of Zenon
15 obv: BPETANIKO KAIAP Draped bust of Britannicus to the
right.
rev: 1IOAEMQNOE YJOY ZHNQNO AAOAIKEQN Tripod entwined by a
serpent.
RPC 2915.
NERO CAESAR The reign of Claudius
Polemon, son of Zenon
16 obv: NEPQN KAIAP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: IIOAEMQNO YJOY ZHNQNO AAOAIKEQN Tripod entwined by a
serpent.
RPC 2916.
NERO
Gaios Postomos
17 obv: NEPQN KAIAP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: ['AJOY UOTOMOY AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing to
the left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and
a sceptre in his left hand and in front of him, a wreath
bound with taenia with B within it.
RPC 2917.
Krateros Nomothetes
18 obv: NEPQN EBATO Bare head of Nero to the right.
rev: KPATEPO NOMO9ETH AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2919.
Toulios Andronikos Euergetes
19 obv: NEPQN EBATO^ 9EO Bare head of Nero to the right.
rev: IOYAIO ANAPONIKO EYEPFETH^ AAOAJKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2923.
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Ainelas
20 obv: NEPQN EBATO Laureate head of Nero to the right.
rev: KOP AINEIA AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
RPC 2926.
AGRIPPINA JUNIOR The reign of Nero
Gaios Postomos
21 obv: AFPIUI[EINA ^EBATH Draped bust of Agrippina to the
right.
rev: ['AJOY UOTOMOY AAOAIKEQN Eagle standing on an altar
with its wings open.
RPC 2918.
POPPAEA The reign of Nero
Joulia Zenonis
22 obv: UOIIIIAIA EBATH Draped bust of Poppaea to the
right.
rev: IOYAIA ZHNQNI^ AAOAIKEQN Aphrodite standing right and
holding a sceptre and a dove.
RPC 2924.
VESPAS IAN
23 obv: OYEUAIANO EBATO Laureate head of Vespasian to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding an
eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his left
hand.
RPC II, 64.
Joulios Andronikos Euergetes
24 obv: OYEUAIANO KAIAP ^EBA^TO Laureate head of
Vespasian to the right.
rev: IOYAIO^ ANAPONIKO^ EYEPFETH AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC II, 65.
25 obv: OYEJ1A^IANO EBATO^ Laureate head of Vespasian to
the right.
rev: IOYAIO^ ANAPONIKO EYEPFETH AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC II, 66.
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TITUS
Gaios Joulios Kotys
26 obv: TITO KAIAP Laureate head of Titus to the right.
rev: FAIO JOYAIO^ KOTY AAOAIKEQN on five lines within a
laurel wreath.
RPC II, 68.
Klaudia Zenonis
27 obv: TITO^ KAI^AP Laureate head of Titus to the right.
rev: KAAYAIA ZHNQNI AAODIKEQN Half-naked figure standing
to the left holding a phiale in his right hand and a palm-
branch in his left hand with an urn containing a staff and
a flag to the left.
RPC II, 69.
DOMITIAr4 CAESAR The reign of Titus
Gaios loulios Kotys
28 obv: AOMETIANO KAIAF Laureate and cuirassed bust of
Domitian to the right.
rev: FAIO IOYAIO KOTY AAOAIKEQN within a laurel wreath
on five lines.
RPC II, 70.
Klaudia Zenonis
29 obv: AOMETIANO^ KAIAP Laureate and cuirassed bust of
Domitian to the right.
rev: KAAYAIA ZHNQNI AAOAIKEQN Half-naked male figure
standing to the left holding a phiale in his right hand and
a palm in his left hand with an urn containing a flag and
staff to the left.
RPG II, 71.
DOM ITT AN
Kornelios Dioskourides
30 obv: AOMITIANO KAIAP EBATO Laureate head of
Domitian to the right.
rev: MA KOP AIO^KOYPIAOY !tAOAIKEQN Temple front with four
columns raised on three steps enclosing a figure of the
emperor in military dress holding a trophy (or Nike?) in
his right hand and resting his left hand on a spear.
RPC II 82.
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31 obv: [AOMITIANO KAIAP EBA]TO FEPMANIKO Laureate
head of Domitian to the right.
rev: AlA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Temple with four
columns raised on three steps enclosing a figure of the
emperor in military dress holding a trophy (or Nike?) in
his right hand and a spear in his left hand.
RPC II, 83.
32 obv: AOMITIANO KAUAP EBA^TO FEPMANIKO Laureate head
of Domitian to the right.
rev: MA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
RPC II, 85.
33 obv: AOMITIANO KAIAP EBATO FEPMANIKO Laureate head
of Domitian to the right.
rev: AlA KOPNHAIOY AIOKOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
RPC II, 84.
DOMITIAN AND DOMITIA The reign of Domitian
Kornelius Dioskourides
34 obv: AOMITIANO KAI^AP EBATO FEPMANIKO AOMITIA
EBA^TH Laureate and cuirassed bust of Domitian right
facing the draped bust of Domitia left.
rev: MA KP AIO^KOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Temple front of four
columns raised on four steps with a frieze inscribed
EIIINEIKIO enclosing a male figure in military dress
holding a spear and a female figure resting on a sceptre
holding a trophy between them.
RPC II 80.
35 obv: AOMITIANO^ KAUAP EBATO FEPMANIKO AOMITIA
EBATH Laureate and cuirassed bust of the emperor right
facing the draped bust of Domitia left.
rev: MA KP AIOKOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Hera standing right,
holding a sceptre and a pomegranate and facing Zeus
Laodiceus standing left with an eagle and a sceptre,
helmeted Athena stands left holding an olive branch and a
shield and a spear.
RPC II, 79.
36 obv: AOMITIANO KAIAP IEBATO FEPMANIKO AOMITIA
EBATH Laureate and cuirassed bust of Domitian right
facing draped bust of Domitia left.
rev: MA KOPNHAIOY AIOKOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Hera standing
right, holding a sceptre and a pomegranate and facing Zeus
Laodiceus standing left with an eagle and a sceptre,
helmeted Athena stands left holding an olive branch, a
spear and a shield.
RPC II, 78.
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37 obv: AOMITIANO KAIAP EBATO FEPMANIKO AOMITIA
EBA^TH
Laureate and cuirassed bust of Domitian right facing the
draped bust of Domitia left.
rev: AlA KP AIOKOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Female figure standing
left and holding a phiale? and resting her right arm on a
column.
RPC II, 81.
DOMITIA The reign of Domitian
Kornelius Dioskourides
38 obv: AOMITIA EBATH Draped bust of Domitia to the
right.
rev: MA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY AAOAIKEQN Temple front with six
columns raised on three steps.
RPC II, 77.
39 obv: AOMITIA EBATH Draped bust of Domitia to the
right.
rev: MA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY MOAIKEQN Temple front raised on
three steps.
RPC II, 86.
40 obv: AOMITIA ^EBATH Draped bust of Domitia to the
right.
rev: MA KP AIOKOYPIAOY .MOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
RPC II, 88.
TRAJAN
41 obv: AY TPAIANO KAT API E FEP AA IIAPØI Laureate head
of Trajan to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding an
eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his left
hand.
BMC 192; mv Wadd 6280; "Münzen aus Laodikeia", no. 25.
42 obv: AY TPAIANO KAI API E FEP AA IIAPI Laureate head
of Trajan to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Temple front within which stands a statue of
the emperor in military dress holding a trophy and spear.
Cop 573; SNG SvA München 385; Mionnet, Suppi. 448.
PLOTINA The reign of Trajan
43 obv: IIAQTEINA EBATH Draped bust of Plotina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Hera standing right and resting her right
hand on a sceptre and holding a pomegranate in her extended
left hand.
BMC 193; mv Wadd 6281; KM p. 267, no. 25.
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44 obv: 1IAQTEINA EBATH Draped bust of Plotina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Hexastyle temple.
Weber 7144.
MATIDIA The reign of Trajan
45 obv: MATIAJA EBATH Draped bust of Matidia to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Helmeted Athena standing left and holding in
her lowered right hand an olive branch and in her left hand
a shield and a spear.
BMC 194.
HADRIAN
46 obv: AAPIANO KAIAP Laureate and draped bust of Hadrian
to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus holding Nike on his extended
right hand and resting left arm on a sceptre while an eagle
on an altar stands at his feet.
Cop 574.
47 obv: AY(T) KAI TPA AAPIANO Laureate and draped bust of
Hadrian to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus holding Nike on his extended
right hand and resting left arm on a sceptre while an eagle
on an altar stands at his feet.
BMC 196, 197, 198; SNG München 386; Mionnet, IV, 733.
48 obv: AY KA TP AAPIANO^ Laureate bust of Hadrian to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus sitting left holding a small Nike in
his right hand and a sceptre in left hand.
SNG SvA 3847; SNG Fitz 4983, 4984.
49 obv: AY KAT TPA AAPIANO OAYMflIO Laureate head of
Hadrian to the left with drapery on the left shoulder.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left holding an
eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his left
hand.
BMC 195; Cop 575; SNG München 387; Mionnet, IV, 735; Lanz,
32, 526.
50 obv: AY KAI TPA AAPIANO OAYMITIO^ Laureate head of
Hadrian to the right.
rev: ------ANEHKE AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing left with Hera in high head-
dress holding a sceptre and Athena who holds a spear and a
shield.
Hunt Coil 10; Mionnet, IV, 736; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 449.
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SABINA The reign of Hadrian
51 obv: ABEINA EBATH Draped bust of Sabina to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 199; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 451; Mionnet, IV, 739.
52 obv: Draped bust of Sabina to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Nike walking left.
mv Wadd 6282.
53 obv: Draped bust of Sabina to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left with an eagle
on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
Mionnet, IV, 738.
Agrippinos
54 obv: ABEINA EBATH AAPIANOY EBATOY Draped bust of
Sabina to the right.
rev: AFIIIIIINO ANEOHKE AAOAIKEQN Cybele standing between
two lions.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 450; Mionnet, IV, 737.
55 obv: Draped bust of Sabina to the right.
rev: AITIIIIIINO^ FPAMMATE ANEHKE AAOAIKEQN Cybele standing
between two lions.
Mionnet, IV, 740.
56 obv: ABEINA EBATH AAPIANOY EBATOY Draped bust of
Sabina to the right.
rev: AFIIIIIINO ^TPA AAOAIKEQN Cybele standing between two
lions.
Mionnet, IV, 741.
57 obv: ABEINA EBATH AAPIANOY ^EBATOY Draped bust of
Sabina to the right.
rev: AFIffflINO TPATHFQN ANEØHKE AAOAIKEQN Zeus holding an
eagle and a sceptre with Hera in a turreted crown and
Athena standing on either side of him.
Mionnet, IV, 742.
LUCIUS AELIUS CAESAR The reign of Hadrian
58 obv: AOYKIO^ AIAIO KAIAP Bare head of Lucius to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing to the left and holding a
rudder and two ears of corn with a poppy in her right hand
and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 200; Cop 576; BM Hecht.
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59 obv: AOYKIO AIAIO KAIAP Bare head of Lucius to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN AEI^ Zeus Aseis standing left and extending
his right hand over the head of a goat which stands beside
him.
BMC 201; BM=SNG SvA 3848; MG, p. 407, no. 130; mv Wadd
6283.
60 obv: AOYKIO AIAIO KAIAP Bare head of Lucius to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Hygefa feeding a snake standing with
Asclepius who holds a serpent staff.
BM; Mionnet, IV, 743.
ANTONIN1JS PIUS
61 obv: AY KAIAP ANTQNEINO Bare head of Antoninus to the
right.
rev: AAOAKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding an
eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his left
hand.
Cop 577; Mionnet, IV, 744.
62 obv: AYTOKPA KAIAP ANTQNEINO Head of Antoninus to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing left and holding an ear of
corn, a poppy and a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm.
AGMp. 72, no. 204.
63 obv: AYTOKPA KAI^AP ANTQNEINO Head of Antoninus to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEIA AYKO^ KAflPO Turreted city goddess sitting
left and holding a statuette of Zeus Laodiceus in her right
hand and resting her left hand on a sceptre with two river
gods sitting at her feet.
KM p. 268, no 26; mv Wadd 6284.
Ailios Dionysios
64 obv: AY KAI TI AT AAP ANTQNEINO Laureate head of
Antoninus to the right.
rev: 110 AIAI0 AIONYIO AAOAIKEQN within laurel wreath
adorned with berries.
BMC 202, 203; SNG München 388; Weber 7145; mv Wadd 6285;
BM Hecht; "Münzen aus Laodikeia", no. 26.
65 obv: ANTQNEINO KAIAP Laureate head of Antoninus to the
right.
rev: U AIAIO^ AIONYI0^ AAOAIKEQN within laurel wreath.
Mionnet, IV, 745.
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66 obv: AY KAI TI AT AAP ANTQNEINO Laureate head of
Antoninus to the right.
rev: AIONYIO AAOAIKEQN Hades-Sarapis enthroned to the
left resting his left arm on a sceptre and holding a phiale
in his right hand over Cerberus sitting at his feet.
BMC 204; Cop 578; Ox; mv Wadd 6286; Mionnet, IV, 734.
MARCUS AURELIUS
Dionysios
67 obv: M AYPHAI BHPO^ KAIAP Bare-headed bust of Aurelius
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev AIONY^IO AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing left and holding a
rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 205.
68 obv: AYPHAI BHPO KAI Draped bust of Aurelius to the
right.
rev AIONY^IO AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
KMp. 268, no. 27.
P KIt Attalos
69 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO KAIAP Bare head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: II KA ATTAAO ANEØHKE AAOAIKEQN Aphrodite standing
naked to the front holding long tresses of hair in her
raised hands with Eros holding a bow and arrow behind her
and a dolphin before her.
BMC 206; AM p. 271, no. 41; Mionnet, IV, 747.
70 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO KAI^AP Bare head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: IT KA ATTAAO ANEØHKE AAOAIKEQN Cybele standing to the
front and reaching her hands to two lions sitting on either
side of her.
KM p. 272, no. 42; mv Wadd 6287.
71 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO KAIAP Bare head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: II KA ATTAAO^ ANE8HKE EUTNIK AAOAIKEQN Cybele seated
left with a lion seated beside her and holding a phiale in
her right hand and resting her left arm on a tympanum.
KMp. 271, no. 43.
72 obv: M AYPHAIO^ BHPO^ KAI^AP Bare head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: II KA ATTAAO ANE8HKE AAOAIKEQN Sarapis seated to the
left with Cerberus sitting at his feet.
SNG Lewis 1606.
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73 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO KAIAP Bare head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: 11 KA ATTAAO ANEHKE AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
Cop 579.
74 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO^ KAI^AP Bust of Aurelius to the
right.
rev: 11 KA ATTAA0 ANEØHK(E)N AAOAIKEQN Zeus Aseis standing
to the front and holding the infant Dionysus on his left
arm and extending his right hand over a goat at his feet.
Cop 580; BM=SNG SvA 3849.
75 obv: M AYPHAI0^ BHP0 KAIAP Youthful head of Aurelius
to the right.
rev: 11 KA ATTAA0 ANEØH AAOAIKEQN Athena holding a lance in
her left hand and an owl in her right hand standing left
with a shield at her feet.
SNG München 389; mv Wadd 6288; Mionnet, IV, 746)
76 obv: M AYPHAI0 BHP0 KAI^AP Bare head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: 11 KA ATTAA0 ANEØHKE AAOAIKEQN Elli Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
BMC 207; Mionnet, IV, 748.
Po(pi) Pedon
77 obv: ---- 0YHP0 KAIAP Bearded and laureate head of
Aurelius to the right.
rev: Eu AN8Y 110 11EAQNO MOAIKEQN Tyche standing left and
holding a rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her
left arm.
BMC 208.
78 obv: MA AY ANTQNINOE KAUAP Laureate bust of Aurelius to
the right in a cuirass.
rev: EI1I ANØY 110111 11EAQNO AAOAIKEQN Statue of Zeus
Laodiceus on a garlanded pedestal. Marcus Aurelius standing
right with his right hand extended towards the statue and
holding a scroll in his left hand and Lucius Verus standing
behind the statue holding a phiale in his right hand.
MG pp. 408-409, no. 135; MZ 59, 1113; BM.
"Münzen aus Laodikeia", no. 27 shows a coin with this
obverse but Tyche-Pantheia on the reverse. For the reverse
see Catalogue B 58.
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FAUSTINA JUNIOR The reign of Marcus Aurelius
79 obv: 4AYTINA EBATH Draped bust of Faustina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Hera holding a pomegranate and a sceptre
stands right before Zeus who holds an eagle and a sceptre.
Helmeted Athena stands behind Zeus and holds an olive
branch, a spear and a shield.
BMC 209; KMp. 272, no. 44.
80 obv: 4'AY^TINA EBATH Draped bust of Faustina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN City goddess standing to the front and
holding a phiale in her right hand and a statuette of Zeus
Laodiceus in her left hand and at her feet are a wolf and
boar which represent the Lycus and Caprus rivers.
GRM p. 161, no. 7; Lindgren I 993.
LUCIUS VERUS The reign of Marcus Aurelius
Popillios Pedon
81 obv: AYT KAI A AYPHA OYHPO Laureate bust of Lucius
Verus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Eu IIOIIIAAIOY 1IEAQNO ANYUATOY Marcus
Aurelius and Lucius Verus both wearing togas and standing
together with their hands joined.
GMp. 742, no. 714.
LUCILLA The reign of Marcus Aurelius
82 obv: Lucilla (?)
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
eagle on his extended right
hand.
BM Hecht.
COMMODUS
standing left and holding an
arm and sceptre in his left
83 obv: AY KA A AYP KOMMOAO Laureate and draped bust of
Commodus to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEIA AYKO KAJIPO^ City goddess sitting left and
holding a statuette of Zeus Laodiceus in her right hand
with a river god lying beneath her on either side.
Mionnet, IV, 754.
CRISPINA The reign of Commodus
84 obv: KPUUEINA EBATH Draped bust of Crispina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
Cop 581; SNG München 390.
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85 obv: KPI^IIEINA EBATH Draped bust of Crispina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Athena standing and holding an owl in her
right hand and a sceptre and shield in her left hand.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 454; mv Wadd 6291.
86 obv: KPIIIEINA EBA^TH Draped bust of Crispina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Standing and veiled female figure holding a
phiale in her right hand and sceptre in her left hand.
BMC 210, 211, 212; Cop 582; SNG Lewis 1607; GRMp. 161, no.
8; Lindgren I 994; Ox, Ox; Weber 7146; mv Wadd 6294.
87 obv: Draped bust of Crispina to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Hecate standing and holding a torch in her
extended right hand with a crescent on her shoulders.
mv k/add 6292.
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS
88 obv: AY K A EU EOYHPO lIE Laureate bust of Severus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AY K A EII EOYHPO AAOAIKEQN Severus holding a lance
and riding over two fallen enemy.
SNG SvA 3850; mv Wadd 6300.
89 obv: Laureate bust of Septimius in a cuirass and
paludamentum.
rev: AEJA KOMOAJA AAOAIKEQN Urn on a table.
mv Wadd 6295.
JULIA DOMNA The reign of Caracalla
90 obv: IOYA AOMNA ^EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Winged Nemesis standing to the front
plucking her chiton from her breast with her right hand and
holding a bridle in her lowered left hand with a wheel at
her feet.
BMC 220; Cop 585, 586; Ox.
91 obv: IOYA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Veiled Demeter standing to the left and
holding an ear of corn in her right hand and resting her
left arm on a torch.
BMC 219; SNG Bern 1198, 1199; Mionnet, IV, 760, 765.
92 obv: JOYAJA AOMNA EBAT Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN prize crown on a table beneath which is
AIA^ KOMOAEIA.
Ox; BM Hecht.
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(P) Ael Pigres
93 obv: IOYA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: Eu AlA UIF[PHTO AP?]X AAOAIKEQN Three charities.
BMC 221; Ox.
94 obv: IOYA AOMNA EBA Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: Eu II AlA UIFPHTO AIAP AAOAIKEQN Asciepius and
Hygeia standing together.
SNG SvA 8417.
Neocorate dating
95 obv: IOYA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Harpocrates standing left and
placing his right index finger to his lips with a
cornucopiae behind his shoulder.
Ox.
96 obv: TOYAJA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Hecate Triformis.
BMC 218; Cop 583; mv Wadd 6298; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 455,
456.
97 obv: IOYA AOMN EB Draped
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Roma
on her right hand and resting
altar before her.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 457.
bust of Domna to the right.
seated left and holding Nike
her left on a sceptre with an
98 obv: IOYA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Roma seated left and holding a
phiale on her right hand and resting her left on a sceptre.
Mionnet, IV, 759.
99 obv: IOYA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Nemesis standing left plucking her
chiton with her right hand and holding a bridle in her
right hand with a wheel at her feet.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 459.
100 obv: Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Three Furies.
Mionnet, IV, 762.
101 obv: Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Female figure sitting right holding
a phiale in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left
arm.
Mionnet, IV, 763.
102 obv: Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Female figure holding a statuette
of Zeus Laodiceus in her right hand standing between a stag
and a lion (wolf and boar?).
Mionnet, IV, 764.
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TO JIll Year 88 A.D. 211/2
103 obv: IOYA(IA) AOMNA ^EB Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH Tyche standing left and
holding in her right hand a rudder and two ears of corn
with a poppy and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 217; SNG SvA 3852, 3853; Ox.
104 obv: IOYAIA AOMNA ^EB Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Cybele standing to the front
and reaching her hands to two lions on either side of her.
BM=SNG SvA 3851.
105 obv: IOYA(IA) AOMNA ^EB Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO UI-I Nemesis standing left with a
wheel at her feet and plucking her chiton with her right
hand and holding a cubit rule in her left hand.
SNG München, 391; SNG SvA 3854; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 458;
Mionnet, IV, 761; BM.
106 obv: IOYA(IA) AOMNA E(B) Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKO(PQN) TO 1111 Helmeted Roma enthroned to
the left holding Nike on her right hand and resting her
left hand on a spear while a shield is placed behind the
throne.
BMC 213, 214; Cop 584; Lindgren I 995; Weber, 7147, 7148;
BM Hecht, BM Hecht; Mionnet, IV, 757; MZ 82, 349.
107 obv: IOYA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Helmeted Roma sitting to the
left with a shield at her feet and armour behind the throne
and holding a statuette of Nike in her right hand and
resting her left arm on a sceptre.
SNG München 392; Mionnet, IV, 758.
108 obv: IOYAIA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: MOAT NEQK TO UH Zeus Aseis holding the infant
Dionysus on his left arm and reaching his right hand to a
goat standing at his feet.
SNG München 393; MG p. 407, no. 131; mv Wadd 6299.
109 obv: TOYATA AOMNA E(B) Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO JILl City goddess standing to the
front and holding a phiale in her right hand and a
statuette of Zeus Laodiceus in her left hand while at her
feet are a wolf and a boar, representing the Lycus and
Caprus rivers.
BMC 215, 216; SNG Lewis 1608; SNG Bern 1197; mv Wadd 6297.
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of Caracalla to the
left and holding an
sceptre in his left
110 obv: IOYAIA AOMNA EB Draped bust of Domna to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH AYKO^ KAIIPO City goddess
standing to the front and holding a phiale in her right
hand and a statuette of Zeus Laodiceus in her left while at
her feet are a wolf and a boar, representing the Lycus and
Caprus rivers.
BM; mv Wadd 6296; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 460.
CARACALLA
111 obv: AY K H A ANTQNEI Laureate bust
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
eagle on his extended right arm and a
hand.
BM=SNG SvA 3855; Lindgren I 996.
112 obv: AY K M (A) ANTQNEI Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 222, 223, 224; Cop 587, 588; Ox, Ox; Weber 7149; mv
Wadd 6301.
P Ai(1) Pigres
113 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO^ Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: Eu II Al J1II'PHTO AIAPXOY I' AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Helios
in a radiate crown standing in a quadriga of elephants and
holding a phiale and sceptre.
SNG SvA 3857.
114 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO ^EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: Eu ii AlA flIFPHTO A^IAP AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Caracalla
(?) standing in a quadriga of elephants holding a globe
surmounted by Nike with a wreath in his right hand and a
sceptre surmounted by an eagle with open wings in his left
hand.
BMC 225.
115 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: EllI II AlA IIIFPHTO AIAPXOY F AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Ge,
right, and Thalassa, left, supporting a statue of a radiate
Caracalla which holds a phiale and a sceptre. Beneath the
statue is an eagle with open wings standing on a wreath.
Ge wears a long chiton and peplos and a veil and carries a
cornucopiae with two ears of corn springing from the ground
behind her. Thalassa wears a long chiton and crab-shell
head-dress and holds an oar in her left hand and a dolphin
dives into waves behind her.
BMC 226; Mionnet, IV, 768.
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116 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO^ EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: Eu AlA flIFPHTO AIAP F AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Two
temples with four columns each with a statue in the
entrance with the emperor(?) standing to the left in
the centre.
Lindgren I 997.
117 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO^ ^EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: II AlA UIFPH A^IAPXH F ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN
Oblong enclosure with a temple front of two columns at the
far end before which stands a military figure (the
emperor?) haranguing a group of citizens between two ranks
of soldiers armed with shields. The front of the enclosure
consists of a portico of six columns.	 In the central
intercolumniation two figures stand and in each of end
ones, a single figure apparently attaching garlands to the
second column from each end.
BMC 227; Ox; mv Wadd 7072.
118 obv: AYT KAT M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: EUT A(?) AlA IIIFPHTO AIAP AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN
Asclepius holding a serpent-staff standing with Zeus
Laodiceus holding an eagle and sceptre. Between them is a
draped figure.
BM (coin worn).
119 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: Eu A AlA UIFPHTO AIAP AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Dionysus
riding in a chariot pulled by a panther and a goat while
nearby is a Satyr and a Bacchant.
Mionnet, IV, 767.
Neocorate dating
120 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Turreted Cybele enthroned to the
left between two lions holding a phiale in her right hand
and resting her left arm on a tympanum.
BMC 236; Mionnet, IV, 774.
121 obv: AYT KAT M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Zeus Laodiceus standing with
Asciepius.
Mionnet, IV, 773.
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122 obv: Laureate bust of Caracalla to the right in a
cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIK NEQLKOPQNI Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
mv Wadd 6302.
123 obv: Laureate bust of Caracalla to the right in a
cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEOKOPON Aeneas standing on the prow of a
ship inviting his companions to join him.
mv Wadd 6306.
124 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Rhea with the infant Zeus
surrounded by four Corybantes each holding a shield. On
the left is a standing figure and on the right a recumbent
figure representing the river gods Caprus and Lycus.
Cop 589; Mionnet, IV, 781;
125 obv: AYT K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Cupid lying asleep on the ground
with his head resting on his left hand.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 463; mv k/add 6307.
126 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN EYTYXEI KAPOI Four children
representing the four seasons.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 461; Mionnet, IV, 776.
127 obv: AYT KAI M AY ANTQNEINO Radiate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Tyche standing left and holding a
rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
Cop 590; SNG München 394.
128 obv: AY K M AY ANTQ Radiate bust of Caracalla to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum?
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Three urns placed on a table.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 466.
129 obv: LAY K M AYP] ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Tyche-Panthela standing left
and holding a rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on
her left arm.
Fitz McClean 8832; mv Wadd 6303.
272
130 obv: Caracalla.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Female standing left and holding a
rudder and two ears of corn with a poppy in her right hand
and a cornucopiae on her left arm with a dolphin at her
feet.
Mionnet, IV, 780.
131 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO ^EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla in a cuirass and paludamnetum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Female standing in a diastyle
temple and holding a cornucopiae crowning the emperor (?)
who leans on a sceptre.
Mionnet, IV, 766.
TO flH Year 88 A.D. 211/2
132 obv: . . .AYP A. . .O Laureate bust of Caracalla to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: . . . QN NEQKOPQN T UH Three children with a bull with a
disk placed between its horns.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 462; Mionnet, IV, 779.
133 obv: AY(T) K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO JTH Winged Tyche-Pantheia
standing left and holding a rudder and two ears of corn in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm with the
wheel of Nemesis resting at her feet.
BMC 233; Ox; KM p. 272, no. 46; "Münzen aus Laodikeia",
nos. 29-30.
134 obv: AYT K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 111-1 Tyche-Pantheia holding a
rudder and a caduceus in her right hand and on her left arm
a cornucopiae with the wheel of Nemesis resting at her feet
to the left and a dolphin on the right.
SNG München 396.
135 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO Radiate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Winged and radiate Tyche-
Pantheia standing left and holding a rudder ending in a
caduceus in her right hand and on her left arm a
cornucopiae with the wheel of Nemesis resting at her feet.
BMC 234; KMp. 273, no. 47.
136 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Tyche standing with a rudder
in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm with a
wheel at her feet and two ears of corn in the field.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 464; Mionnet, IV, 777.
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137 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Naked man in flight.
Mionnet, IV, 778.
138 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO^
a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111
goddess holding a cornucopiae
with Lycus reclining on the
Caprus reclining on the right
reeds.
SNG SvA 8419=BM.
Laureate bust of Caracalla in
AYKO KAIIPO Enthroned city
and a statuette of Zeus (?)
left and holding reeds and
with a cornucopiae and some
139 obv: AY(T) K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH AYKO KAUPO City goddess
enthroned to the left holding a cornucopiae and statuette
of Zeus Laodiceus with Lycus on the left recumbent on a
water urn and Caprus on the right with a cornucopiae and
reeds also recumbent on a water urn.
BMC 229; KM p. 274, no. Sla.
140 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: MOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Wolf and boar sitting
opposite each other.
SNG SvA 3860.
141 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Wolf and boar sitting back to
back with their heads turned to face each other.
SNG SvA 3861.
142 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO Radiate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Wolf and boar sitting back to
back with their heads turned to face each other.
Cop 591; SNG SvA 3862; BMC 235; Mionnet, IV, 783; Mionnet,
Suppi. VII, 465; KMp. 273, no. 48.
143 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO^ Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH PYI'IA on left and KAPIA on
right. Turretted city goddess Laodicea enthroned to the
left holding a statuette of Zeus Laodiceus and a
cornucopiae. Before her stands "Phrygia" holding two ears
of corn and a sceptre and "Caria" stands behind the throne
holding a branch and a corncopiae.
BMC 228; BM=SNG SvA 3856; Ox; SNG Bern 1200.
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144 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH 4PYFIA KAPIA. Phrygia
holding two statuettes in her right hand and Carla holding
an ear of corn in her right hand and a corncopiae in her
left hand.
Mionnet, IV, 775.
145 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO^ Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 4PYFIA KAPIA. Zeus Laodiceus
with an eagle and sceptre standing between Phrygia holding
two ears of corn and Caria holding a corncopiae.
Lanz, 30, 664.
146 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla in
a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO UH Naked youth with garment or
animal skin on his left arm seems to be standing in a
waterfall with the river gods Lycus and Caprus represented
as animal heads to the left and right.
AGM pp. 72-73, no. 205 and 206.
147 obv: AY(T) K M AY(P) ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass adorned with gorgoneion
and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Zeus Laodiceus standing left
and holding an eagle with open wings on his extended right
arm and a long sceptre in his left hand.
BMC 231, 232; Ox; Mionnet, IV, 772; SNG Bern 1201.
148 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 111-1 Asclepius stands facing right
and rests his right arm on a serpent-staff.
Cop 592, 593.
149 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 1111 Three temples with cult
representations in each.
SNG SvA 3858=BM.
150 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH Temple with six columns with
a representation of the emperor standing left
holding a phiale in his right hand and leaning his left
hand on a sceptre.
KM p. 273, no. 49; mv Wadd 6305.
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151 obv: AY KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO ill-I Agonistic table on which is
a prize crown between two purses containing palms inscribed
ANTQN and KOMOAEIA and beneath the table is an amphora and
two palms.
BMC 230.
152 obv: Laureate bust of Caracalla to the right in a
cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO UI-I Agonistic table on which is
a prize urn inscribed KOMOAEIA.
mv Wadd 6310.
153 obv: Laureate bust of Caracalla to the right in a
cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO fill ANTQNINA AKAJ-IIIEIA UYØIA
Agonistic table on which is a prize urn.
mv Wadd 6311.
154 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO fill Garlanded base on which
stands Panthea with a cornucopiae and a phiale from which
a snake feeds and before her is a statue of Athena with a
lance and a shield while behind her is a griffin.
SNG SvA 8418.
155 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO ^EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO UH Winged Nemesis (Panthea?)
standing on a platform with a cornucopiae and a phiale from
which a snake feeds and at her feet is a statue of Athena
on a base while to the left is a griffin and a small
building containing a statue.
Mionnet, IV, 769.
156 obv: Laureate bust of Caracalla in a cuirass and
paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH. Rhea and Zeus with three
Corybantes. Above is an eagle while below are the recumbent
figures of the Lycus and Caprus and a small figure holding
a rudder nearby.
Mionnet, IV, 782.
157 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO IIH Two hands in a handshake.
KMp. 273, no. 50.
158 obv: AY KAI M AY ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN TO 111-I Two hands in a handshake.
KMp. 273, no. 51.
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GETA CAESAR Before his death in 212 A.D.
159 obv: A ^E11 FETA^ K Bare-headed bust of Geta to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Eagle with open wings standing to the front,
head to the left and a wreath in its beak.
BMC 237; Cop 594; mv Wadd 6315.
160 obv: A EUT FETAL KAI Bare-headed bust of Geta to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AEJA KOMOAIA Prize crown with two palm branches
standing between two purses on a table under which is an
urn.
SNG München 397.
161 obv: A EIIT FETAL KA Bare-headed bust of Geta to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AOFMATI YN KOMOAJA AAOAIKEQN A large urn standing
between two vases on a table with a diota under the table.
Mionnet, IV, 786.
ELAGABALUS
162 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Tyche-Pantheia standing to
the left and holding two ears of corn and a rudder in her
right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm while at her
feet is the wheel of Nemesis.
BMC 243, 244, 245; Ox, Ox, Ox; Cop 597; SNG SvA 3859.
163 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Tyche-Pantheia standing to
the left and holding two ears of corn and a rudder in her
right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm while at her
feet is the wheel of Nemesis and a dolphin?
SNG München 399.
164 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO	 Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Eros sitting to the left on
the ground.
KMp. 274, no. 55.
165 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOI'MATI YNKAHTOY Two right hands
clasped.
BMC 238, 239, 240, 241; Cop 595, 596; SNG München 398; SNG
Fitz 4985; Fitz McClean 8833; BM; Ox; Mionnet, IV, 771; mv
Wadd 6308; "Münzen aus Laodikeia", no. 31.
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of Maesa to the
Helmeted Roma
right hand and
1609; BMC 247,
166 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOFMATI YNKAHTOY Two temples
facing each other and a statue within each.
mv Wadd 6309; BMC 242.
167 obv: AYT K M AY ANTQNEINO^ EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOFMATI ^YNKAHTOY KOMOAOY KE
ANTQNEINOY The emperor in military dress holding a
statuette of Zeus in his right hand and resting his left
arm on a sceptre with a captive on wither side of him at
his feet; above an eagle and a crown.
Mionnet, IV, 770.
ANNIA FAUSTINA The reign of Elagabalus
168 obv: ANNIA 4AYTEINA AYF EB Draped bust of Annia to
the right.
rev: MOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOFMATI YNKMI(TOY) Helmeted Roma
enthroned to the left holding Nike on her extended right
hand and resting her left elbow on a shield behind the
seat.
BMC 246; SNG SvA 3863; Lindgren III 602; SNG Bern 1202; Cop
598.
JULIA MAESA The reign of Elagabalus
169 obv: (E)IOYAIA MAIA EB Draped bust of Maesa to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Nemesis standing left and
plucking her chiton with her right hand and holding a
bridle in her lowered left hand with a wheel at her feet.
BMC 250; SNG München 401; Fitz McClean 8834; Ox, Ox;
Mionnet, IV, 789; mv Wadd 6320.
170 obv: IOYAIA MAIA ^EB Draped bust of Maesa to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOI'MATI YNKAJ1TOY KOINA A^JA Prize
crown on an agonistic table.
BMC 249.
171 obv: IOYAIA MAI^A EB Draped bust of Maesa to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOFMATI ^YNKAHTOY AKAHU Prize
crown on an agonistic table.
KM p. 275, no. 56; mv Wadd 6319.
172 obv: (E)IOYAIA MAIA ^E(B) Draped bust
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOFMATI YNKAHT(OY
enthroned left holding Nike on her extended
resting her left elbow on a shield.
Cop 599; Ox.; Mionnet, IV, 788; SNG Lewis
248; SNG München 400; SNG SvA 8420=BM; BM.
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SEVERUS ALEXANDER
173 obv: M AYP MEEANAPO Bust of Alexander to the right in
a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Tyche-Pantheia standing left
and holding two ears of corn and a rudder in her right hand
and a cornucopiae on her left arm while the wheel of
Nemesis rests at her feet.
BMC 252; 253; Cop 601; mv Wadd 6318; "Münzen aus
Laodikeia", no. 32.
174 obv: M AYP AAEEANAPO^ KAIAP Bust of Alexander to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOI'MATI YNKAHTOY Two right hands
clasped.
BMC 251; mv Wadd 6317.
PHILIP I
175 obv: AY (K?) M IOYA 4IAIllhIO AY[' Laureate bust of
Philip to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Female figure standing with a
statuette of Nike on a globe and a cornucopiae.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 468; Ox (coin worn).
OTACILIA SEVERA The reign of Philip I
176 obv: M OTAKIA ^EBHPA ^E Draped bust of Otacilia to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN The Dioscuri holding their horses
by the bridles in one hand and holding sceptres in their
other hands.
Mionnet, IV, 790.
177 obv: M(APK) QTAKIA EBHPA E(B) Draped bust of Otacilia
to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Hecate Triformis holding in her six
hands torches, dagger, whip, serpent etc.
BMC 255; mv Wadd 6321; Ox; Cop 602; SNG München 402;
Mionnet, IV, 791; Hunt Coil 11.
178 obv: (M) QTA(KIA) EBHPA E Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Nemesis with a wheel at her feet
standing left and plucking her chiton with her right hand
and holding a cubit rule in her left hand.
BMC 256; Cop 603; mv Wadd 6322, 6323, 6324; Weber, 7150;
BM; Cop 605.
179 obv: QTA EBHPA EB Draped bust of Otacilia to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Nemesis-Dikaiosyne with a
wheel at her feet holding scales in her right hand and a
cubit rule in her left hand.
BMC 257; Ox; Cop 604.
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180 obv: M QTAKIAIA EYHPA ^ Draped bust of Otacilia to the
right.
rev: AAOAJKEQN NEQKOPQN Roma seated left holding Nike with
her shield behind her seat.
Lindgren III 603.
181 obv: (M) QTA(K) EYHPA E(B) Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQ(KO) Zeus Aseis extending his right hand
over a goat at his feet and holding the infant Dionysus on
his left arm.
BMC 258; Ox; MG p. 407, no. 132; SNG SvA 3866; mv Wadd
6325; SNG Fitz 4986.
182 obv: QTA ^EYHPA EBA Draped bust of Otacilia to the
right with crescent behind her shoulders.
rev: APXIEPEQ^ TOYIANOY AAOAIKEQN NEQKO Zeus Laodiceus
standing face to face with Nemesis who is holding a bridle
with a wheel at her feet with their right hands joined.
BMC 254; Fitz McClean 8835.
PHILIP II The reign of Philip I
183 obv: M IOYAI(O^) 4IAIflIIO^ K Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Goddess (Tyche-Selene?) standing
left with a phiale in her right hand which she gives to a
snake entwined around her left arm holding a cornucopiae in
her left hand with a griffin at her feet to her left.
MG p. 409, no. 136; SNG Lewis 1611.
184 obv: M JOY IAIJflIO KAI Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Tyche standing left and holding two
ears of corn and a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 259; Cop 609; SNG München 404; Lindgren I 999; Mionnet,
IV, 793.
185 obv: M JOY 4IAIIfflO KAI Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: MOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Homonoia (Tyche?) standing and
holding a phiale over a flaming altar with her right hand
and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
Cop 608; Ox.
186 obv: M IOYAI(0)	 IAIIIflO K(AI) Bare-headed bust of
Philip to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN A wolf and a boar seated back to
back with their heads turned to face each other.
BMC 260, 261; Ox, Ox; Weber, 7151; Cop 607.
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187 obv: M lOYAl [OJ 4IAIflhIO K Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN A wolf and a boar seated on their
haunches facing each other.
Lindgren I 998; mv Wadd 6326.
188 obv: M IOYA 4IAI1II1O KAIAP Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Asciepius holding a serpent-staff
standing with Hygeia feeding a snake.
SNG Mün ch en 403; SNG SvA 8421.
189 obv: M IOYA 4IAIJIllO KAIAP Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Two temples with a cult
representation in each.
SNG SvA 3864; KM p. 275, no.57.
190 obv: M IOYA IAI1IllO KAIAP Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AEJA KOMOAEIA KOINA AIA^ Table
with two prize crowns.
Cop 606; SNG SvA 8422.
191 obv: M IOYA IAI1IEIOE (KAIAP) Bare-headed bust of
Philip to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Zeus Laodiceus holding an eagle and
a sceptre standing opposite Tyche who is holding a rudder
and cornucopiae.
Hunt Coil 12; SNG SvA 3865=BM; Mionnet, IV, 794, 795.
192 obv: M IOYA IAIllh[O KAIAP Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Female figure holding her right
hand to Tyche who is also standing.
Mionnet, IV, 797.
193 obv: M IOYA 4IAI111IO KAI^AP Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Female figure holding a phiale and
cornucopiae standing before an altar.
Mionnet, IV, 798.
TRAJAN DEC IUS
194 obv: AYT TPATANO AEKIO Laureate bust of Decius to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Two right hands clasped.
BMC 262; Cop 610.
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B LAODICEA: Coins without Imperial Portraits
Late first century B.C.
Seitalkas
1 obv: EITAAKA Bare head to the right.
rev: AHMO AAOAIKEQN Laureate head of the Demos to the
right with drapery on his shoulder.
RPC 2892.
Time of Claudiust
Pythes Pythou
2 obv: llYøH Bare head to the right.
rev: AHMO AAOAIKEQN Head of the Demos to the right bound
with taenia.
RPC 2902.
3 obv: AAOAIKEQN Laureate bust of Apollo with a lyre to the
right.
rev: llYH ITYØOY Altar entwined by snake surmounted by
head-dress of Isis.
RPC 2903.
4 obv: Wolf (?) seated left with a double-axe within a
wreath.
rev: 11Y8 AAOAIKEQN Aphrodite standing left and holding a
dove.
RPC 2904.
5 obv: IIYe Laureate head of Apollo with a lyre to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Head-dress of Isis.
RPC 2905.
6 obv: AAOAIKEQN Bust of Men wearing a Phrygian cap to the
right.
rev: KOP AIO^KOYPJAH Eagle standing to the front with its
wings open.
RPC 2907.
7 obv: AAOAIKEQN Laureate bust of Apollo with a lyre to the
right.
rev: IIY8H UYØOY AI Altar entwined by snake surmounted by
head-dress of Isis.
RPC 2909.
1 See p. 255, n. 2.
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8 obv: Wolf (?) seated left with a double-axe within a
wreath.
rev: JJYØ B AAOAIKEQN Aphrodite standing left and holding a
dove.
RPC 2910.
Anto Polemon, son of Zenon
9 obv: AHMO AAOAIKEQN Laureate head of Demos to the right.
rev: Eu JE ZHNQNI HO Yl TO A Zeus Laodiceus standing left
and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2914.
Time of Nero
bulbs Andronikos Euergetes
10 obv: BOYAH AHMO AAOAIKEQN Veiled bust of the Boule face
to face with the laureate head of the Demos.
rev: IOYAIO ANAPONIKO EYEPFETH Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2920.
11 obv: AHMO AAOAIKEQN Laureate head of the Demos to the
right.
rev: IOYAIO^ ANAPONIKO EYEPFETH Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
RPC 2921, 2922.
Joulia Zenonis
12 obv: AAOAIKHA Turreted bust of the City Goddess to the
right.
rev: IOYAIA ZHNQNI Aphrodite in long chiton and peplos
holding a dove and sceptre.
RPC 2925.
Aineas or Aineias
13 obv: AAOAIKEQN Bust of Men wearing a Phrygian cap to the
right.
rev: KOP AINHA or AINEIA Eagle standing with its wings
open.
RPC 2927.
Time of Vespasian
Markellos
14 obv: AHMO AAOAIKEQN Laureate head of the Demos to the
right.
rev: OMONOIA Eu MAPKEAAOY ANOY within a laurel wreath.
RPC II 67.
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Time of Titus
Gaios bulbs Kotys
15 obv: AHMO Diademed bust of the Demos to the right.
rev: FAIO IOYAIO^ KOTY AAOAIKEQN within laurel wreath.
RPC II 72.
16 obv: AHMO Diademed bust of the Demos to the right.
rev: IOYAIO KOTY AAOAIKEQN Head-dress of Isis on an
altar.
RPC II 74.
Claudia Zenoriis
17 obv: AHMO^ Diademed and draped bust of the Demos to the
right.
rev: K ZHNQNI AAOAIKEQN Male figure holding a phiale in
his right hand and a palm in his left hand while a one-
handled vase from which a small vexillum rises stands at
his feet.
RPC II 73.
18 obv: KAAYAIA ZHNQNI Helmeted bust of Athena to the
right with aegis at her breast.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Cornucopiae with fruit and to the left a
star.
RPC II 75.
19 obv: KAAYAIA ZHNQNI Helmeted bust of Athena to the left
with aegis at her breast.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Cornucopiae with fruit and to the left a
star.
RPC II 76.
Time of Domitian
Kornelios Dioskourides
20 obv: AAOAIKEQN Helmeted and draped bust of Athena to the
right with aegis at her breast.
rev: MA KOP AI0KOYPIAOY Nike walking left carrying a
wreath and a palm.
RPC II 89.
21 obv: AAOAIKEQN Helmeted and draped bust of Roma to the
right.
rev: MA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY Apollo seated left and playing
the lyre.
RPC II 90.
22 obv: AAOAIKEQN Helmeted and draped bust of Roma to the
right.
rev: AlA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY Wolf suckling twins.
RPCII 91.
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23 obv: AAOAIKEQN Turretted bust of the City Goddess to the
right.
rev: MA KOP AIO^KOYPIAOY within a laurel wreath.
RPC II 92.
Late first century A.D.
24 obv: AAOAIKEQN Helmeted and draped bust of Roma to the
right.
rev: Nike walking left and carrying a wreath and a palm.
RPC II 93; 94.
25 obv: AAOAIKEIA Turreted bust of the City goddess to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Nike walking left and carrying a wreath and
a palm.
RPC II 95.
Time of Antoninus Pius
Po Ailios Dionysios Sabinianos
26 obv: AHMO AAOAIKEQN Draped and laureate bust of the
bearded Demos to the right.
rev: 110 AIAI0 AT0NYI0 ABINIANO Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his right hand.
BMC 94; Cop 530; SNG SvA 3820; Lindgren I 985; Ox; BM; mv
Wadd 6244; KM. p. 268, no. 28; Mionnet, IV, 699; "Münzen
aus Laodikeia", no. 41.
27 obv: AAOAIKEQN Bust of Men wearing a Phrygian cap to the
right with a crescent behind his shoulders.
rev: AIONYIO Eagle standing to the front with its wings
open.
BMC 97; Cop 534; SNG München 359; Ox; mv Wadd 6232; KM p.
269, no. 32.
28 obv: Radiate bust of Hellos to the right.
rev: AJONY MOAT Cornucopiae containing fruit on which sits
the infant Ploutos reaching towards a hanging ear of corn.
BMC98; Cop 535; MGp. 403, no. 116; Mionnet, Suppi. VII,
418.
29 obv: AAOAIKEQN Bust of the youthful Dionysus to the
right in an ivy wreath.
rev: AIAIO AIONY^IO Demeter standing to the left and
holding two ears of corn in her right hand and a torch in
her left hand.
Cop 531; SNG München 358; SNG SVA 3819; mv Wadd 6229; KM
p. 269, no. 30.
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30 obv: AAOAIKEQN Bust of the youthful Dionysus to the
right in an ivy wreath.
rev: AIAIO AIONY Aphrodite standing left and holding a
dove on her right arm and a sceptre in her left hand.
MG p. 403, no. 115.
31 obv: AAOAIKEQN Bust of the youthful Dionysus to the
right in an ivy wreath.
rev: AlA AIONYIO Mask of Silenus crowned with ivy lying
on a cista mystica around which a serpent coils and a pair
of cymbals.
BMC 96; Cop 532; Lindgren I 986; SNG Bern 1194; Ox; KM p.
268, no. 29; Mionnet, IV, 688; MZ 56, 278.
32 obv: AAOAIKEQN Bust of Men in a Phrygian cap to the
right with a crescent behind his shoulders.
rev: AION'i2IO Asciepius standing and holding a serpent-
staff.
Cop 533; KM p. 269, no. 31.
Time of Marcus Aurelius
P Kl Attalos
33 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO ANEØHKEN AAOAIK(EQN) Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
SNG SvA 3824; SNG Fitz 4982.
34 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II KA ATTAAO [ANE8H AAOAIKEQN] Eagle with open wings
standing on two pieces of wood from a burning altar.
SNG München 363.
35 obv: IEPA YNKAJITO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: IT K ATTAAO (ANEØHKEN) AAOAIKE(EQN) Eagle flying left
over an altar.
Ox; Mionnet, IV, 702.
36 obv: IEPA YNKAI1TO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO ANEØHKE AAOAIKEQ Asciepius standing and
holding a serpent-staff.
SNG SvA 3825.
37 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO AAOAIKEQN Dionysus standing right with his
right arm above his head and left hand on the shoulders of
a satyr looking up at him while a panther at his feet jumps
to the left.
SNG München 361.
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38 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: U K ATTMO AAOAIKEQN Cybele seated left between two
lions resting her left hand on a tympanum.
Mionnet, IV, 701.
39 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^2 Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: (U K) ATTAAO (ANE) AAOAIKEQN Hades-Sarapis enthroned
to the left extending his right hand over Cerberus sitting
at his feet and resting his left arm on a sceptre.
BMC 104, 105.
40 obv: JEPA ^YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: ATTMO AAOAIKEQN Hades-Sarapis enthroned to the left
extending his right hand over Cerberus sitting at his feet
and resting his left arm on a sceptre.
mv Wadd 6248.
41 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: U KA ATTAAO ANE8HKEN AAOAIKEQN Aphrodite standing
naked to the front holding her long hair in her hands with
a dolphin to her left.
KMp. 269, no. 34.
42 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Men holding a pine-cone
in his left hand and a sceptre in his right hand standing
with his left foot on a bucranium.
KMp. 269, no. 34a.
43 obv: IEPAN ^YNKAHTON Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: ATTAAO^ ANEHKE AAOAIK A tree beside an altar on two
steps entwined by a snake.
KMp. 270, 35; GRMp. 160, no. 3.
44 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: ATTAAO EUINIKION AAOAIKEQN Temple front with eight
columns.
SNG München 362; mv Wadd 6251; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 435.
45 obv: IEPA ^YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO EUINIKION ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Temple front
with eight columns.
Mionnet, IV, 704.
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46 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO EUINIKION ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Winged
Nemesis standing left.
mv Wadd 6250.
47 obv: IEPA YNKABTO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: ATTAAO EIIINIKION ANEH AAOAIKEQN Triformis Hecate.
mv Wadd 6249.
48 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO	 EUINIKION ANEHKEN AAOAIKEQN Zeus
Laodiceus standing left and holding an eagle on his
extended right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
BMC 101; SNG SvA 3823; Mionnet, IV, 703.
49 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANEOHKEN AAOAIKEQN Zeus
Laodiceus standing left and holding an eagle on his
extended right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
BMC 102; Mionnet, IV, 705.
50 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANEHKEN AAOAIKEQN Tyche
standing left and holding a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm.
SNG SvA 3826.
51 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANE8HKEN AAOAIKEQN Athena
helmeted and standing to the left holding an olive branch
in her right hand and resting her left hand on a spear with
her shield on the ground behind her.
BMC 103.
52 obv: BOYAH AOAAIKEQN Veiled bust of the Boule with a
stephane to the right.
rev: II K ATTAAO APXIEPA[TEYQN AJNEØHKE AAOAIKEQN Tyche
standing left and holding a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm.
ACM p. 71, no. 200; MZ 56, 277.
53 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right in taenia.
rev: U Kit ATTAAO ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
SNG München 360; SNG SvA 3821; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 434.
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54 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right in taenia.
rev: II KA ATTAAO ANE9HKEN AAOAIKEQN Zeus Aseis standing
and holding the infant Dionysus on his left arm and
reaching his right hand to a goat standing at his feet.
B4.
55 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right in taenia.
rev: U KA ATTAAO ANEØHKEN (AAOAIKEQN) Cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia with its usual supports standing between
two stags.
BMC 106; KM. p. 270, no 39; MZ, 71, 370; Lanz, 52, 241;
"Münzen aus Laodikeia", no. 42.
56 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Bearded bust of the Demos to the
right in taenia.
rev: II KA ATTAAO ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Winged Nemesis
plucking her chiton with her right hand and holding a
bridle in her left hand.
BMC 107.
57 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right in taenia.
rev: II KA ATTAAO ANEØHKE AAOAIKEQN Aphrodite standing
naked and holding her long hair in her hands with winged
Eros behind her and a dolphin.
KMp. 271, 40.
58 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right in taenia.
rev: IL KA ATTAAO APXIEPA ANE9HKE AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing
left and holding two ears of corn, a poppy and a rudder in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
SNG SvA 3822; GRM p. 160, no. 4; mv Wadd 6245; KM p. 270,
37.
59 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right in taenia.
rev: U K ATTAAO APXIEPAPATEYQN ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Hades-
Sarapis enthroned to the left extending his right hand over
Cerberus sitting at his feet and resting his left hand on
a sceptre.
BM; KM p. 270, no. 36.
60 obv: AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right in taenia.
rev: II KA ATTAAO^ AP AAOAIKEQN Athena standing left holding
a phiale in her right hand over a flaming altar and resting
her left hand on a spear which her shield leans against.
KMp. 270, no. 38.
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Time of Caracalla
61 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOP City goddess holding a statue of Zeus
Laodiceus in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left
arm.
Cop 541.
62 obv: IEPA ^YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Tyche-Pantheia standing left
holding a serpent and a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm with the wheel of Nemesis at
her feet and an ear of corn growing behind her.
BMC 126; GRM p. 161, no. 6; Ox; mv Wadd 6252, 6253.
63 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Tyche holding a cornucopiae on her
left arm and a phiale in her right hand with a burning
altar at her feet.
Mionnet, IV, 706; Kress, 171, 492.
64 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN A boar and a wolf seated back to
back with their heads turned to face each other.
BMC 127, 128, 129; Cop 540; SNGMünchen 370; SNGSvA 3832;
Fitz McCiean 8831; Ox; mv Wadd 6254; Mionnet, IV, 700.
65 obv: YNEAPION NEQN Youthful and draped bust of the
Synedrion
Neon to the left with taenia and two spears or staffs over
the left shoulder.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Tyche holding a phiale and two ears
of corn and a rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on
her left arm with a wheel at her feet.
GRMp. 161, no. 5; SNG Bern 1195.
66 obv: YNEAPION NEQN Youthful and draped bust of the
Synedrion Neon to the left with taenia and two spears or
staffs over his left shoulder.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Winged Eros lying left on the
ground with his left arm resting on some rocks and holding
an arrow in his right hand with a torch at his feet and a
bow between the rocks and himself.
BMC 130. 131, 132; SNG Lewis 1610; KMp. 274, no. 52, p.
275, no. 53 and 54.
TO 111-I Year 88 A.D. 211/2
67 obv: AAOAIKEIA Veiled, draped and turreted bust of the
City goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN TO Ill-I Hermes naked standing front and
holding a purse in his right hand and a caduceus in his
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left hand.
BMC 117; Ox.
68 obv: AAOAIKEIA Veiled, draped and turreted bust of the
City Goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN TO JIll Asciepius standing and holding a
serpent-staff.
BMC 115, 116; Lindgren I 987; Ox.
69 obv: AAOAIKEIA Veiled, draped and turreted bust of the
City Goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN TO 1111 Cornucopiae.
BMC 118, 119; Ox; GM p. 742, no. 715; mv Wadd 6234.
70 obv: AAOAIKEIA Veiled, draped and turreted bust of the
City Goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN TO 1111 Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
BMC 114; Ox; KM p. 272, no. 45.
71 obv: Draped bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN TO 1111 Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
BMC 109.
P Ailios Pigres
72 obv: AHMO AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Draped and laureate bust
of the Demos to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN Eu A AlA UIFPHTO AIAPXOY F
Aphrodite seated left with Eros.
Ox.
Time of Elagabalus onwards
73 obv: IEPO^ AHMO AOAAIKEQN Draped and laureate bust of
the youthful Demos to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN AOFMATI YNKAHTOY NAOI AFQNE Table
with lion legs with four prize crowns on it and a lot urn
under it.
SNG SvA 8414.
74 obv: IEPA BOYAH Veiled bust of the Boule to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEQKOPQN with AOFMATI YNKAE-ITOY within a
wreath.
AGMp. 71, no. 201.
Second and third centuries A.D.
75 obv: EA PQMH Helmeted and cuirassed bust of Roma to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Cornucopiae.
SNG München 364; Mionnet, IV, 707.
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76 obv: ØEA PQMH Helmeted and cuirassed bust of Roma to the
left.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Two right hands clasped.
BMC 121, 122, 123; Cop 544; mv Wadd 6239.
77 obv: AAOAIK(E)IA Veiled and turreted bust of the City
goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Cornucopiae.
SNG München 366; Mionnet, IV, 681; Cop 546.
78 obv: AAOAIKEIA Veiled and turreted bust of the City
goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Two right hands clasped.
BMC 120; Cop 546; SNG SvA 3833; mv Wadd 6235, 6236;
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 423.
79 obv: AAOAIKEIA Veiled and turreted bust of the City
Goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Asclepius standing with serpent staff.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 422.
80 obv: AAOAIKEIA Veiled and turreted bust of the City
Goddess to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Nike walking left holding a wreath in her
right hand and a palm in her left hand.
mv Wadd 6233; Mionnet, IV, 682; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 410.
81 obv: AHMO Youthful diademed head of the Demos to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding an
eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his left
hand.
BMC 95; Cop 538; SNG München 365; SNG SvA 3830.
82 obv: AHMO Youthful head of the Demos to the right bound
with taenia.
rev: AAOAIKEQN The River Caprus as a boar seated left with
fore-paw on an inverted vase from which water flows.
BMC 111; Ox.
83 obv: AHMO^ Youthful head of the Demos to the right bound
with taenia.
rev: AAOAIKEQN The River Lycus as a wolf seated right with
fore-paw on an inverted vase from which water flows.
BMC 112, 113; SNG München 368; Ox.
84 obv: AHMO Youthful head of the Demos to the right bound
with taenia.
rev: AAOAIKEQN A griffin standing right with a paw raised
over an inverted kantharos.
Lindgren I 600.
85 obv: AHMO Laureate head of the Demos to the right with
drapery on his neck.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Zeus Aseis standing and holding the infant
Dionysus on his left arm and reaching his right hand to a
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goat standing at his feet.
BMC 124; 125; Cop 542; SNG München 369; SNG SvA 3831; MG p.
407, no. 129; mv Wadd 6247; Mionnet, IV, 694; Mionnet,
Suppi. VII, 432; MZ 61; KMk 56, 114.
86 obv: AHMO AAOAIKEQN Laureate and bearded bust of the
Demos to the right.
rev: AYKO^ AAOAIKEQN Recumbent river god holding a flower
or a branch in his right hand and a reed in his left hand
and resting his left arm on an inverted vase from which
water flows.
Cop 539; Lindgren I 599.
87 obv: BOYAH Veiled head of the Boule.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Athena standing left leaning her left hand
on a sceptre next to which is her shield and holding an owl
in her right hand.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 436.
88 obv: Draped bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Cornucopiae.
BMC 110; Cop 543; SNG München 367; SNG SvA 3828; Fi t z
McClean 8830; Ox, Ox, Ox, Ox; mv Wadd 6222; Mionnet,
Suppi. VII, 409; "Münzen aus Laodikeia", no. 43.
89 obv: Draped bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 108; Ox.
90 obv: Draped bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Eagle standing to the front with its wings
open.
BMC 99, 100; Cop 537; SNG SvA 8413; Ox.
91 obv: ZEY A^E1^ Draped bust of Zeus Aseis with taenia to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Goat standing right.
BMC 135, 136, 137; SNG München 371; SNG SvA 3829; MG p.
407, no. 128; Mionnet, IV, 6237, 6238.
92 obv: ZEY^ AEI^ Draped bust of Zeus Aseis with taenia to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Athena standing left and placing her right
hand on a shield which stands at her feet and resting her
left hand on a spear.
BMC 133, 134; KM p. 275, no. 58.
93 obv: Radiate and draped bust of Hellos to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN Flaming altar.
Cop 536; SNG SvA 3827; KM p. 269, 33; Mionnet, IV, 684.
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C LAODICEA: Honionoia Coins
ADRAMYTTIUM
Marcus Aurelius
1 obv: Head of Aurelius.
rev: AAOAIKEQN AAPAMYTTHNQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus standing
and holding the right hand of a female figure holding a
sceptre.
Mionnet, IV, 749; von Fritze, Die antike Münzen mysiens,
p. 48.
ANT lOCH IA AD MAEANDRUM
Commodus
2 obv: AYT KAI M AYP KOMMOAO Laureate and bearded bust of
Commodus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: ANTIOXEQN KAI AAOAIKQN OMONOIA Two city goddesses
joining hands and holding sceptres. 	 1Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 453; Pera, Homonoia, pp. 95-96.
EPHESUS
Commodus
3 obv: AYT KAI M AYP KOMMOAO Laureate and bearded bust of
Commodus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN E4EIQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing with the cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia which is standing between two stags.
BMC 278; SNG München 405; SNG SvA 3868; Hun t Coil 13; In v
Wadd 6290; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 452; Mionnet, IV, 755;
Pera, Homonoia, pp. 100-103.
Marcus Aurelius
4 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Head of Marcus Aurelius.
rev: AAOAIKEQN EEIQN OMONOJA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing with the cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia which is standing between two stags.
Mionnet, IV, 751.
Caracal la
5 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN EIE^IQN OMONOIA TO 1111 Zeus Laodiceus holding
an eagle and a sceptre standing with a cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia.
SNG München 406; BM Hecht.
1 As Pera says the coin is of dubious authenticity.
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6 obv: AY KAT MAP AYP ANTQNEINO E Bearded and laureate
head of Caracalla to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN EEIQN OMONOIA TO IIH Zeus Laodiceus holding
an eagle and a sceptre stands right before a cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia with its usual supports which stands to the
front between two stags with their heads turned back.
BMC 281; mv k"add 6312; Mionnet, IV, 785.
Time of Caracalla
7 obv: AHMO Laureate head of the youthful Demos to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN EE^IQN OMONOJA Two turreted city goddesses
standing face to face leaning on sceptres with their left
hands and joining right hands.
BMC 280; Cop 612; SNG SvA 3867; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 437.
"Münzen aus Laodikeia", no. 44.
Philip II Caesar
8 obv: M IOYA c1IAIllllO KAI^AP Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN EctEIQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing with a cult statue of Artemis
Ephesia.
BMC 285; SNG SvA 3869.
Otacilia Severa
9 obv: QTA EYHPA ^EBA Draped bust of Otacilia to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN EEIQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing with a cult statue of Artemis
Ephesia which stands between two stags.
SNG SvA 3870; SNG Bern 1203; Mionnet, IV, 792; BM Hecht.
HERAC LEA
Time of Marcus Aurelius
10 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^ Youthful bust of the Senate to the
right.
rev: HPAKAEQTQN AAOAIKEQN OMONOIA Two city goddesses
leaning on sceptres with their left hands and joining their
right hands.
SNG Lewis 1657.
11 obv: Commodus
rev: HPAKAEQTQN KAT AAOAIKEQN OMONOJA Zeus Laodiceus
standing in front of an enthroned Asciepius.
mv Wadd p. 435, 2424; Pera, Homonoia, pp. 97-98.
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HIERAPOLIS
Hadrian
12 obv: AYTOKP KAIAP AAPIANO Bare-headed bust of Hadrian
in a cuirass and paludamentum to the left.
rev: AAOAIKEQN KAI IEPAIIOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing beside Apollo of Hierapolis
who holds a lyre and a plectrum.
BMC 270; 162 (Hierapolis); mv Wadd 6152; Pera, Homonoia,
pp. 40-43, nos. 1-2; JIAN, XIV, p. 92, nos. H a, b and I.
13 obv: AYTOKP KAIAP AAPIANO Draped bust of Hadrian to
the left.
rev: AAOAIKEQN KAI IEPAIIOAEITQN Two turreted city goddesses
and holding sceptres standing opposite each other and
joining hands.
SNG München 252; SNG Lewis 1624; Mionnet, IV, 619.
Commodu s
14 obv: AYT KAI M AYP KOMMOAO Laureate bust of Commodus to
the right in a paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN -----OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus standing before
the enthroned Apollo of Hierapolis sitting down holding his
lyre with a serpent erect at his feet.
Mionnet, IV, 756.
NICOMEDIA2
Commodu s
15 obv: AYT KAT M AYP KOMMOAO	 E Young laureate bust of
Commodus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN KAT NEIKOMHAEQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus
holding an eagle and a sceptre standing before the veiled
Demeter of Nicomedia who holds two ears of corn and a poppy
in her right hand and rests her left hand on a long torch.
Between the two figures is a lighted altar.
BMC 277; Pera, Homonoia, p. 77, no. 1.
Crispina
16 obv: KPI^UEINA ^EBA^TH Draped bust of Crispina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN KAT NEIKOMHAEQN OMONOJA Two city goddesses
standing opposite each other leaning on sceptres with their
left hands and joining their right hands.
SNGSvA 3875; mv Wadd 6293; Pera, Homonoia, p. 77, no. 2.
2 See also Pera, Homonoia, pp. 77-79.
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PERGAMUM3
Marcus Aurelius
17 obv: AY KAI M AYP ANTQNINO Laureate head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN UEPFAMHNQN OMONOJA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre stands facing Asciepius of Pergamum who
holds a serpent-staff.
BMC 271, 272; Cop 611; Ox, Ox; Weber, 7154; mv Wadd 6289;
Pera, Homonoia, pp. 79-80, no. 1.
Faustina Junior
18 obv: AY^TEINA EBA^TH Draped bust of Faustina to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN UEPFAMHNQN OMONOIA Two city goddesses
standing face to face leaning on sceptres with their left
hands and joining their right hands.
BMC 273, 274; SNG München 407; Pera, Homonoia, p. 80, no.
2.
19 obv: ... Draped bust of Faustina to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN UEP['AMHNQN OMONOJA Zeus Laodiceus standing
with Asclepius.
Mionnet, IV, 753 (misdescription of the above coin?).
Caracal la
20 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN IIEPFAMHNQN OMONOIA The turreted city goddess
of Laodicea carrying a sceptre and statuette of Zeus
Laodiceus standing opposite that of Pergamum who is also
turreted and carrying a sceptre and a statuette of
Asclepius. Between them is a burning altar.
SNG SvA 3874; BM Hecht; MZ 68, 287.
21 obv: AY(T) K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN UEPFAMHNQN OMONOIA (TO fill) Zeus Laodiceus
holding an eagle and a sceptre stands facing Asciepius of
Pergamum who holds a snake-staff.
BMC 279; BM; SNG München 408; SNG SvA 3872, 3873; Ox; Weber
7155; mv Wadd 6313; Fitz McClean 8836; Mionnet, IV, 784.
See Pera, Homonoia, pp. 79-81.
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Time of Caracalla
22 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Bust of the youthful Senate to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN KAI IIFPFAMHNQN OfrIONOIA TO flU Zeus Laodiceus
holding an eagle and a sceptre stands facing Asciepius of
Pergamum (holding a snake-staff?).
SNG SvA 3871.
PERINTHUS
1arcus Aurelius
23 obv: AYT KAI M AYPHAIO^ ANTQNEINO ^EB Laureate bust of
Aurelius in a paludamentum.
rev: IIEPINØIQN AAOAIKAIN OMONOJA M Aurelius and Lucius
Verus joining right hands.
Mionnet, IV, 752; Pera, Homonoia, p. 87.
SMYRNA5
Claudius
24 obv: AHMO AAOAIKEQN KAI ^MYPNAIQN Laureate and
beardless heads of the Demoi face to face.
rev: Eu IEPEQ ANTQNIOY 110 YIOY ZHNQNO Zeus Laodiceus
standing left and holding an eagle on his extended right
hand and leaning on a sceptre with his left arm.
RPC 2912.
Nero
25 obv: NEPQN EBA^TO^ Laureate head of Nero to the right.
rev: ANTQ ZHNQNO ZHNQN YIO AAOAIKEQN ZMPNAIQN OMHPO
Bearded "Demoi" standing face to face with their hands
joined and each resting on a sceptre.
RPC 2928
Pera believes this coin is also of dubious authenticity.
Schönert does not record this coin in Die Munzprägung von
Perinthus and the only recorded homonoia issues for
Perinthus are those with Ephesus, Nicomedia and Smyrna under
Gordian III.
Pera, Homonoia, pp . 20-29; Klose, Die Munzpragung von
Smyrna, pp. 53, 328-330.
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Marcus Aurelius
26 obv: AY KAI M(AP) AY(P) ANTQN(E)INO^ Laureate head of
Aurelius to the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN MYPNAIQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing between two Nemeses of Smyrna
each plucking their chitons.
BMC 275, 276; Ox; Mionnet, IV, 750; Lanz, 56, 526; Hunt
Coil 14; Lindgren III 604; SNG Bern 1205; Pera, Homonoia,
p. 21, no. 4.
Caracal la
27 obv: A ---KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Caracalla to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: A.AOAIKEQN -YPLNAIQN] OMONOIA The city goddess of
Laodicea holding a sceptre over her left shoulder and a
statuette of Zeus Laodiceus in her left hand stands facing
the city goddess of Smyrna who holds a double axe over her
left shoulder and a statuette of Nemesis in her right hand.
Between the two figures is an altar.
BMC 284.
28 obv: AY(T) K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN MYPNAIQN OMONOJA (TO IIH) Zeus Laodiceus
holding an eagle and a sceptre standing opposite Nemesis of
Smyrna who is plucking her chiton and holding a cubit rule
and has a wheel at her feet.
BMC 282, 283; SNG SvA 3878; Weber, 7153; Fitz McCiean 8837;
SNG Lewis 1613; mv k/add 6314.
Otacilia Severa
29 obv: QTA EYHPA EBA Draped bust of Otacilia to the
right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN MYPNAIQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing before Nemesis of Smyrna who
is plucking her chiton.
MZ 66, 452.
Philip Junior
30 obv: M IOYA q IAIJfl[O KAI^AP Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AAOAIKEQN MYPNAIQN OMONOIA Zeus Laodiceus holding an
eagle and a sceptre standing before Nemesis of Smyrna who
has a wheel at her feet and is plucking her chiton and
holding a cubit rule.
BMC 286, 287, 288, 289; Mionnet, IV, 796; BM Hecht.
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TRIPOLIS
Septimius Severus
31 obv: AY KAT A EII EOYHPO IIEP Laureate bust of Severus
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: TPIUOAEITQN KAT AAOAIKEQN ONIONOJA Zeus Laodiceus
holding a statuette of Nike and a sceptre standing with
Leto who is running and carrying her twins, one on each
arm.
BMC Lydia p. 378, no. 80.
The time of Severus and later?
32 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Laureate and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: TPIIIOAEITQN KAI AAOAIKEQN ONIONOIA Zeus Laodiceus
holding a sceptre and extending his right hand standing
with Leto who is running and carrying her twins, one on
each arm.
BMC Lydia p. 378, no. 79.
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D HIERAPOLIS: Coins with Imperial Portraits
AUGUSTUS
Zosimos Philopatris and Charax
1 obv: EBATO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: ZQIMO	 IA011ATPI IEPOUOAEITQN XAPA Lyre.
RPC 2929.
Chares Charetos and Kokos
2 obv: EBATO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: XAPH XAPHTO KQKO IEPAIIO&EITQN Apollo standing right
and holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and
carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2931.
Bryon Bryonos
3 obv: ^EBATO^ Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: BPYQN BPYQNO IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and
carrying a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2933.
Dorykanos Dioskouridou
4 obv: EBATO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: AOPYKANO AIO^KOYPIAOY IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing
right and holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and
carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2935.
Artemon Kodrou
5 obv: EBA^TO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: APTEMQN KOAPOY IEPAITOAEITQN Apollo standing right and
holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2937.
Theokritos Theokritou
6 obv: EBATO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: EOKPITO EOKPITOY IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing right
and holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and
carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2938.
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Dryas Grammateus Demou
7 obv: ^EBA^TO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: APYA FPAMMATEY AHMOY IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing
right and holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and
carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2940.
Papias Apelliodou
8 obv: ^EBATO^ Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: IIAUIA AIEEAAIAOY IEPOUOAEITQN Tripod bound with taenia
with a laurel branch in the bowl.
RPC 2943.
Lynkeus Philopatris
9 obv: EBATO^ Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: AYFKEY	 IAOILATPI IEPAIIOAEITQN Tripod bound with
taenia with a laurel branch in the bowl.
RPC 2945.
Kokos Pollidos Philopatris
10 obv: EBATO^ Bare head to the right.
rev: KQKO UOAAIAO	 IA IEPAIIOAEITQN Tripod bound with
taenia with a laurel branch in the bowl.
RPC 2947.
Diphilos Philopatris
11 obv: EBATO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: AIIAO	 IAOIIATPI^ IEPA1IOAEITQN Tripod.
RPC 2949.
Heras Epainitou
12 obv: EBA^TO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: HPA EIIAINETOY IEPAUOAEITQN Tripod.
RPC 2951.
Attalos Meilichios
13 obv: EBA^TO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: ATTAAO MEIAIXIO IEPAIIOAEITQN Tripod.
RPC 2953.
Tollas Iollou
14 obv: EBA^TO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: IOAAA IOAAOY FPAMMATEY IEPAIIOAITQN Lyre.
RPC 2954.
Diphilos Diphilou
15 obv: KAIAP EBATO Bare head of Augustus to the right.
rev: AIIAO	 AIIAOY APXQN TO B IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo
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standing right and holding a plectrum in his lowered right
hand and carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2955.
Meniskos Diphilou
16 obv: EBA^TO Laureate head of Augustus to the right.
rev: MENI^KO AI4IAOY TO F IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo (?) naked
except for a mantle hanging behind him stands to the front
and holds a phiale in his right hand and a double-axe in
his left hand.
RPC 2956.
Charopides Sostratou
17 obv: EBATO Laureate head of Augustus to the right.
rev: XAPOUIAH^ ^QTPATOY IEPAUOAEITQN Rider carrying a
double-axe rides a horse walking to the right.
RPC 2957.
Matron Apolloniou
18 obv: EBATO Laureate head of Augustus to the right.
rev: MATPQN AIIOAAQNIOY IEPAUOAITQN Double-axe surmounted by
a radiate head with a serpent coiling around the handle.
RPC 2958.
GAIUS CAESAR The reign of Augustus
Papias
19 obv: FAIO Bare head of Gaius to the right.
rev: IIAUIA IEPAUOAEITQN Laurel branch.
RPC 2944.
Lynkeus
20 obv: FAIO Bare head of Gaius to the right.
rev: AYNFEY^ IEPAIIOAEITQN Laurel branch.
RPC 2946.
Kokos
21 obv: FAIO Bare head of Gaius to the right.
rev: KQKO^ IEPAIIOAEITQN Laurel branch.
RPC 2948.
Diphilos
22 obv: FAIO^ Bare head of Gaius to the right.
rev: AIcI!IAO IEPAUOAEITQN Laurel branch.
RPC 2950.
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Heras
23 obv: FAIO Bare head of Galus to the right.
rev: HPA IEPAUOAEITQN Laurel branch.
RPC 2952.
TIBERIUS
Asciepiades
24 obv: TIBEPIO KAIAP Bare head of Tiberius to the right.
rev: AKAHUIAAH IEPAIIOAEITQN Lyre.
RPC 2959.
25 obv: TIBEPIO^ KAIAP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: AKAHIIIAAH IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and
holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2960.
Haplos
26 obv: TIBEPIO^ KAIAP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: AILAO IEPAUOAEITQN Lyre.
RPC 2961.
27 obv: TIBEPIO^ KAIAP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: AflAO^ IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding
a plectrum in his lowered right hand and a lyre on his
right arm.
RPC 2962.
Menandros
28 obv: TIBEPIO^ KAIAP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: MENAN[	 IEPAIIOAEITQN Lyre.
RPC 2963.
29 obv: TIBEPIO KAIAP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: MENANAPO IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and
holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2964.
Zos imos
30 obv: TIBEPIO KAIAP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: ZQ^1M0^ IEPOMEJK[ IEPAIIOAEITQN Lyre.
RPC 2965.
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31 obv: TIBEPIO KAIAP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: ZQIMO [ JNEI[ IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing right and
holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2966.
Theotimos Lykotou
32 obv: TIBEPIO KAI^AP Laureate head of Tiberius to the
right.
rev: EOTEIMO AYKQTOY IEPAITOAEITQN Apollo standing right
and holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and
carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2967.
GERMANICUS AND DRUSUS The reign of Tiberius
33 obv: FEPMANIKO Laureate head of Germanicus to the
right.
rev: DPOYO IEPAIIOAEITQN Bare head of Drusus to the right.
RPC 2968.
CLAUDIUS
M Suillios Antiochos Grammateus
34 obv: KAAYAIO KAIAP Laureate head of Claudius to the
right.
rev: M YIAAIO ANTIOXO^ FPA IEPATIOAEITQN Apollo standing
right and holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and
carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC 2969.
35 obv: KAAYAIO^ KAIAP Laureate head of Claudius to the
right.
rev: M YIAAIO^ ANTIOXO FPA IEPAUOAEITQN Rider wearing a
short chiton and chiamys holding a double-axe over his left
shoulder and riding a horse stepping to the right.
RPC 2970.
BRITANNICUS CAESAR The reign of Claudius
Suillios Antiochos
36 obv: BPITANNIKO^ KAIAP Draped bust of Britannicus to
the right.
rev: YIAAIO^ ANTIOXO IEPAUOAEITQN Table with two crowns
and a palm branch to the right.
RPC 2971.
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NERO The reign of Claudius
Suillios Antiochos
37 obv: NEPON KAI^AP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: YIAAIO ANTIOXO IEPIIOA Double-axe with a serpent
coiling around the handle.
RPC 2972.
NERO
Pereitas B Grammateus
38 obv: NEPQN KAIAP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: JIEPEITA B FP IEPAIIOAEITQN Rider wearing a short
chiton and chlamys holding a double-axe over his shoulder
and riding a horse stepping to the right.
RPC 2974.
Ti Dionysios
39 obv: NEPQN KAI^AP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: TI AIONY^10^ IEPAUOAEITQN Rider wearing a short chiton
and chiamys holding a double-axe over his shoulder and
riding a horse stepping to the right.
RPC 2975.
Chares B Papias
40 obv: NEPON KAI^AP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: XAPA^ B IIAUIA IEPAI[OAEITQN Rider wearing a short
chiton and chiamys holding a double-axe over his shoulder
and riding a horse stepping to the right.
RPC 2976.
M Antonios Kalos
41 obv: NEPQN KAI^AP Bare—headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: M ANTQNIO KAAO IEPUOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
left holding an eagle on his right hand and a sceptre in
his left hand.
RPC 2978.
Lo Elouios Optomos
42 obv: NEPQN KAI^AP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: AO EAOYIO OflTO1O^ IEPIIOAEITQN Cornucopiae with
double-axe to the left.
RPC 2980.
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Magutes Neoteros
43 obv: NEPQN KAIAP Bare-headed and draped bust of Nero to
the right.
rev: MAFYTH NEQTEPO^ IEPAIIOAEITQN The rape of Persephone
by Pluto in chariot of horses.
RPC 2982.
AGRIPPINA JUNIOR The reign of Nero
Chares B Papias
44 obv: AFPIIIIIEINA ^EBATH Draped bust of Agrippina to the
right.
rev: XAPA B flAUIA IEPAUOAEITQN Cup between two branches.
RPC 2977.
M Antonios Kalos
45 obv: A['PIIIIIEINA EBA^TH Draped bust of Agrippina to the
right.
rev: M ANTQNIO KAAO IEPAUOAEITQN Staff entwined by a
serpent.
RPC 2979.
Eloulos Optomos
46 obv: AFPIJIIIEINA EBA^TH Draped bust of Agrippina to the
right.
rev: EAOYIO OUTOMO IEPAUOAEITQN Thyrsos bound with
taenia.
RPC 2981.
Magutes Neoteros
47 obv: A['PIIIIIEINA ^EBATH Draped bust of Agrippina to the
right.
rev: MAFYTH^ NEQTEPO^ IEPAIIOAEITQN Demeter enthroned to the
left holding ears of corn and a poppy in her right hand.
RPC 2983.
VESPAS IAN
M N Haplos
48 obv: OYEIIAIANO EBATO Laureate head of Vespasian to
the right.
rev: M N AIIAO IEPAIIOAEITQN Tyche standing left holding
ears of corn, a poppy and a cornucopiae with a snake at her
feet.
RPC II 61.
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Kointos Kornelios Roufos
49 obv: OYE11AIANO EBATO Laureate head of Vespasian to
the right.
rev: KOINTO KOP POY4O IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing right
and holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and
carrying a lyre on his left arm.
RPC II 59.
TITUS
50 obv: TITO^ KAI^AP Draped and laureate head of Titus to
the right.
rev: [IEP]AIIOAEITIQN Tyche standing left holding a rudder
in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
RPC II 62.
51 obv: TIT0^ KAIAP Draped and laureate head of Titus to
the right.
rev: IEPAU[ ]N Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
RPC II 63.
TRAJAN
52 obv: AY KAI NEP TPAIN0 EB FEP AAKIKO^ Laureate head of
Trajan to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a plectrum
on his left arm.
NC 1913, p. 8, no. 15; GRY p. 152, no. 7.
53 obv: AY KAI NEP TPAIN0	 EB FEP A Laureate head of
Trajan to the right.
rev: Elil ME 110 IEPAUOAEITQN Helmeted Athena standing left
holding a phiale in her right hand and resting her left
hand on a shield placed on the ground beside her while
behind her is an upright spear and an owl at her feet.
BMC 128; XAPITE2' p. 489.
54 obv: Trajan (?).
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Helmeted Athena standing right holding a
statue of Nike Stephanephorus in her right hand and resting
her left hand on a spear.
NC 1913, p. 15, no. 8.
55 obv: AY KAI EQN YON NEPBA TPAIN0^ FEPMA Laureate bust
of Trajan to the left in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Helmeted Athena standing right with a
shield and a spear face to face with Hermes who is naked
except for a chlamys on his left arm and is holding a purse
and caduceus.
BMC 129; NC 1913, p. 16, no. 11; mv Wadd 6151.
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56 obv: AY KAI NEP TPAINO EB FEP AAKIKO Laureate head of
Trajan to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with its
usual supports standing between two stags.
BMC 130; NC 1913, p. 10, no. 3; BM Hecht; Mionnet, IV, 617;
Mionnet, Suppi VII, 387.
57 obv: AY KAI NEP TPAINO EB FEP AAKIKO^ Laureate head of
Trajan to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Cybele enthroned left and holding a
phiale in her right hand and resting her left arm on a
tympanum with a lion seated beside her.
BMC 131; Cop 457; NC 1913, p. 137, nos 1 and 2; KM p. 241,
no. 30.
MARCIANA The reign of Trajan
58 obv: Draped bust of Marciana to the right?
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with its
usual supports standing between two stags.
Mionnet, IV, 618.
HADRI AN
59 obv: AY KAI TP AAPIANO Laureate bust of Hadrian to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Helmeted Athena standing left holding a
statuette of Nike Stephanephorus in her right hand and
resting her left hand on a shield placed on the ground
while behind her is an upright spear.
BMC 132; SNG SvA 3651.
ANTINOOS The reign of Hadrian
60 obv: ANTINOON AEON Bust of Antinoos.
rev: IEPAIIOAI Crescent with a star.
Mionnet, IV, 620.
ANTONINUS PIUS
61 obv: AYTOKPA KAI^AP ANTQNEINO Bare head of Antoninus to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
BMC 134; SNG SvA 3653; NC 1913, p. 8, no. 16; Weber 7115;
mv Wadd 6153, 6154; BM Hecht.
62 obv: AY KAI AAPIA ANTQNEINO Laureate head of Antoninus
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
BMC 135; SNG SvA 3654; NC 1913, p. 8, no. 17.
309
63 obv: AYTOKPA KAIAP ANTQNEINO Bare head of Antoninus to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Divinity standing left in cuirass or
short chiton and boots and holding a branch or wreath in
his right hand and a double-axe and chiamys in his left.
BMC 133; Cop 458; NC 1913, P. 27, no. 11.
64 obv: AYTOKPA KAIAP ANTQNEINO Bare head of Antoninus to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder
in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BM=SNG SvA 3652.
65 obv: AY KAI AAPIA ANTQNEINO^ Laureate head of Antoninus
to the right.
rev: IEPAJIOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with usual
supports standing between two stags.
BMC 136.
66 obv: AYT AIAIO ANTQNEINO Laureate head of Antoninus to
the right.
rev: Eu ... IEPAIIOAEITQN Dionysus holding a kantharos in
his left hand and a thyrsos in his right hand.
NC 1913, p. 22, no. 3; Mionnet, IV, 621.
MARCUS AURELIUS
67 obv: (M) AYPHAIO^ BHPO KAI(AP) Bare-headed bust of
Aurelius to the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN A rider naked except for chlamys holding
a double-axe and riding a horse stepping to the right.
BMC 137; BM=SNG SvA 3656; NC 1913, p. 30, nos. 9 and 10; BM
Hecht; Mionnet, IV, 622.
68 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO^ KAI^AP Bare head of Aurelius to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Athena holding a shield and a spear
standing with Hermes who holds a chlamys, a purse and a
caduceus. Between them, a river god holding a poppy lies
with his left elbow on an overturned vase from which water
flows.
BM=SNG SvA 3655; NC 1913, p. 16, no. 13.
69 obv: M AYPHAIO^ BHPO^ KAIAP Bare-headed bust of
Aurelius in a cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo wearing a fluttering chlamys and
a quiver on his shoulder standing with a snake before him.
XAPITEp. 482, no. 2.
70 obv: M AYPHAIO OYHPO^ KAIAP Bare-headed bust of
Aurelius in a cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: IEPAILOAEITQN Cybele standing to the front with her
hands reaching to two lions sitting on either side of her.
SNG SvA 3657; NC 1913, p. 137, no. 3; GRM p. 153, no. 8.
310
71 obv: Marcus Aurelius
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with
taenia hanging from its hands.
NC 1913, P. 10, no. 4; mv Wadd 6155.
72 obv: M AYPHAIO [BHPO KA] Bare-headed bust of Aurelius
to the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN Rape of Persephone by Hades in a flying
quad riga.
Ox.
FAUSTINA JUNIOR The reign of Marcus Aurelius
73 obv: AYTEINA EBATH Draped bust of Faustina to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with
taenia hanging from its hands.
Cop 460; NC 1913, p. 10, no. 5.
74 obv: AYTEINA ^EBATH Draped bust of Faustina to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding
an eagle on his right hand and resting his left hand on a
sceptre.
BMC 138; Cop 459; NC 1913, p. 157, nos. 6 and 7; Hunt Coil
9; Lindgren I 971; Ox; Weber 7116; mv h/add 6157; BM Hecht;
Mionnet, IV, 624.
75 obv: AYTEINA EB[ATH] Draped bust of Faustina to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Men (?) standing right with his head
turned to the left wearing a short chiton and mantle and
holding a sceptre.
Ox.
76 obv: Draped bust of Faustina to the right.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN Radiate head.
Mionnet, IV, 623.
LUCILLA The reign of Marcus Aurelius
77 obv: AOYKILLA EBATH Draped bust of Lucilla right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Veiled head of Demeter with a torch.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 390.
COMNODUS
78 obv: AYTOK AlA AYP (?) KOMMOAO Laureate head of
Commodus to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Rider holding a double-axe and wearing a
chamlys (?) on a horse stepping to the right.
BM.
311
79 obv: ... KOMMOAO Laureate head of Commodus with
paludamentum.
rev: Eu KAIIIT ANTQ IEPAUOAEIRQN Apollo holding a lyre
which he supports on a small column while behind him is a
tree around which a snake is curling.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 391; XAPITE p. 483, no. 5.
CRISPINA The reign of Commodus
80 obv: KPI^IIEINA EBAT Draped bust of Crispina to the
right.
rev: IEPAiIOAEITQN Asciepius standing and holding a serpent-
staff.
SNG SvA 8380; NC 1913, p. 12, no. 8.
81 obv: Crispina.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia standing right and feeding a
serpent.
NC 19l3,p. 136, no. 16.
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS
82 obv: AY KAI A EU EOYHPO Laureate bust of Severus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo holding a lyre and a plectrum
standing before a table with a prize crown, the inscription
on which is illegible, while Nike flies with a wreath to
crown him.
SNG SvA 8381; HRp. 63.
83 obv: Head Of Septimius Severus?
rev: IEPMIOAEITQN Head of Julia Domna?
Mionnet, IV, 626.
CARACALLA
84 obv: MAP AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo holding a lyre and a plectrum and
standing with a table before him on which is a prize crown
inscribed A JIYØIA.
SNG SvA 8382; HR p. 63.
85 obv: MAP AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPA]IOAEITQN Apollo holding a lyre and a plectrum
standing before a table on which is a prize crown between
two purses and above him is Nike flying with a wreath.
XAPITE'Z pp. 483-484, no. 6; von Papen, p. 162, no. 1.
86 obv: AYT KA MAP AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Cybele seated between two lions and
holding a phiale in her right hand and resting her left arm
on a tympanum.
NC 1913, p. 137, no 5.
312
87 obv: AYT MAP AYP ANTQNINO Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Female figure with a scroll in each hand
standing beside a table with a large and two smaller urns
sitting upon it with Nike holding a crown in her right hand
flying through the air.
Mionnet, IV, 628.
88 obv: M AYP ANTQNINO AYI'OY Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Sarapis enthroned left holding his right
hand over Cerberus seated at his feet and resting his left
arm on a sceptre.
Mionnet, IV, 633.
89 obv: M AYP ANTQNINO AYI'OY Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia feeding a snake with Telesphorus
behind her.
Mionnet, IV, 634.
90 obv: M AYP ANTQNINO AYI'OY Laureate bust of Caracalla to
the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN with AKTIA within a wreath.
Mionnet, IV, 635.
PLAUTILLA The reign of Caracalla
91 obv: Draped bust of Plautilla to the right.
rev: Eu
	
TP AYP ANTIIIATPOY IEPAUOAEITQN Caracalla and
Plautilla joining hands.
Mionnet, IV, 630; JIAN, XIV, p. 80.
ELAGABALUS
92 obv: A K M A ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN River god lying to the left and holding
ears of corn and resting on an inverted vase from which a
stream flows.
BMC 141, 142; HR 32, 33; NC 1913, p. 19, no. 6; AMp. 242,
no. 33.
93 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO	 E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and aegis.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Apollo wearing a chlamys shoots
at a serpent erect in front of him.
HR 2; XAPITE2' pp. 482-483, no. 3; Weber 7117; BM Hecht.
94 obv: AY(T) K M AYP ANTQNEINO^ (XE) Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Apollo sitting behind a tripod
around which a snake coils and which is surmounted by a
prize crown.
HR 1; von Papen p. 162, no. 2; XAPITEE p. 483, no. 4.
313
95 obv: Draped laureate bust of Elagabalus to the right in
a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPA1OAEITQN NEQKOPQN Two prize crowns on a table with
HYOIA and AKTIA.
BM Hecht.
96 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO^ ^E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIO4.EITQN NEQKOPQN Athena holding a lance and a
shield standing opposite Hermes who holds a caduceus and a
purse.
SNG SvA 3658; HR 16.
97 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO	 E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Athena Nikephorus holding a
lance and standing opposite Hermes who holds a caduceus and
a purse.	 Between them is a river god leaning on an
upturned urn.
SNG SvA 8384; HR 15.
98 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the front in a cuirass with a star and aegis.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Demeter riding in a biga of
serpents holding torches in each hand and wearing a flowing
veil.
HR 14; NC 1913, p. 21, no. 8; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 393.
99 obv: A K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus to
the front in a cuirass and aegis.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Demeter standing left holding an
ear of corn in her right hand and resting her left hand on
a torch.
SNG München 244; HR 18, 19; NC 1913, p. 20, no. 6, p. 21,
no. 7; mv Wadd 6163; Mionnet, IV, 629; 636.
100 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO^ 	 EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Veiled Demeter walking to the
right and carrying a torch in either hand.
HR 20; NC 1913, P. 20, no. 5; KM p. 242, no. 34.
101 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOEITQN NEQKOPQN Rape of Persephone by Hades
riding in a quadriga with a serpent and upturned basket
below the horses.
SNG SvA 8383; HR 13; NC 1913, p. 145, no. 8.
102 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the front in a cuirass and aegis.
rev: IEPAUO4EITQN NEQKOPQN Rape of Persephone by Hades
riding in a quacriga with a serpent, uptirned basket and
flowers below te ITQreS.
Cop 4l; HR 12; NC 1913, p. 14, no. 9; Mionnet, Suppi.
VII, 394.
314
103 obv: A K M A ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Coiling serpent.
HR 34; NC 1913, p. 13, no. 10; mv Wadd 6165.
105 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the right in a cuirass.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Octostyle temple in which stands
a statue of Heracles with a club.
HR Corrigenda a; NC 1913, p. 24; no. 5; Mionnet, Suppi.
VII, 395.
106 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the front in a cuirass and aegis.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN HPAKAJ-L (?) Naked Heracles
standing right and holding a club and lionskin.
BMC 140; HR 17.
107 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO ^E(B) Laureate bust of
Elagabalus in cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Dionysus standing to the front
and holding a kantharos and a thyrsos.
HR 30, 31; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 396; NC 1913, p. 22, no. 4.
108 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO ^EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Tyche-Euposia standing left
holding in her right hand ears of corn, poppy and rudder
and on her left arm a cornucopiae on the side of which sits
the infant Ploutos.
BMC 139; HR 21, 24; NC 1913, p. 152 nos 10 and 11; mv Wadd
6164.
109 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO
in aegis to the front.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN
holding a rudder in her right
left arm.
BM; HR 22, 23.
Laureate bust of Elagabalus
Tyche-Euposia standing left
hand and a cornucopiae on her
110 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO^ ^E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Men wearing a long chiton and a
Phrygian cap standing left and holding a pine-cone and a
sceptre.
BMC 143, 144; HR 26, 27, 28; NC 1913, p. 139, nos. 6 and 7.
111 obv: AY K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the front in a cuirass.
rev: IEPAILOAEITQN NEOKOPON Men wearing a long chiton and a
Phrygian cap standing left and holding a pine-cone and a
sceptre.
HR 25.
315
112 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQNEINO	 E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAflOAEITQN NEQKOPQN River god right holding a
labrys.
HR 29.
113 obv: Elagabalus.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Hero naked except for a cloak
standing left and holding fruits in his right hand and a
double axe in his right hand.
NC 1913, P. 27, no. 12.
114 obv: AYT K M AY ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Emperor riding left with a star
below his horse holding a short spear in raised right hand
with a captive Parthian below.
HR 4; BM Hecht?
115 obv: AYT K M AY ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Emperor sacrificing in a
tetrastyle temple with a statue of Apollo Citharoedes
within it.
HI? 5; XAPITE2' p. 485, no. 10; mv Wadd 6160.
116 obv: AYT K M AY ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Emperor wearing military dress
sacrificing within a hexastyle temple with bust in pediment
(?)
HR6.
117 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINOE E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the front in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Peristyle temple within which
stands a statue of the emperor in military dress making a
sacrifice.
HR 7; Mionnet, IV, 631.
118 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO^ Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the front in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIJOAEITQN NEKOPQN Three temples with the middle
one containing a statue of the sacrificing emperor.
HR 8; KM p . 241, no. 32.
119 obv: AY K M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Elagabalus
to the front in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Radiate emperor wearing military
dress standing to the right opposite the city Tyche who
holds a wreath in her raised right hand about to crown
Elagabalus. Both figures carry sceptres and between them
is an altar.
HR9.
316
120 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO	 E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the front in a cuirass and aegis.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Radiate emperor wearing military
dress and standing to the right opposite the city Tyche who
holds a wreath in her raised right hand about to crown
Elagabalus. Both figures carry sceptres and between them
is an altar.
HR 10; Mionnet, IV, 627.
121 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO^ E Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the front in a cuirass and aegis.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Laureate emperor wearing
military dress stands left opposite the city Tyche standing
right. Both figures carry sceptres and are either
sacrificing over an altar or joining hands.
HR 11.
122 obv: ANTQN - - - Bust of Elagabalus to the right in a
cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Standing male figure holding a
sceptre and palm branch.
Ox.
The type of Hecate Triformis attributed to Hierapolis (NC
1913, p. 23; Mionnet, IV, 632) is not otherwise known at
Hierapolis and is probably a misreading of another mint,
perhaps Laodicea (HR Corrigenda e).
A coin of Elagabalus showing Cybele enthroned with a lion
at her feet on the reverse attributed to Hierapolis (NC
1913, p. 137, no. 4) has been reattributed to Hieropolis
(HR Corrigenda c).
JULIA MAESA The reign of Elagabalus
The coin of Maesa with the reverse depicting Sarapis, Isis
and Cerberus attributed to Hierapolis (NC 1913, p. 149, no.
10) has been reattributed to Hieropolis (HR Corrigenda g).
ANNIA FAUSTINA The reign of Elagabalus
123 obv: ANNIA AYTEINA ^EB Draped bust of Annia to the
right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Tyche-Euposia standing left
holding a cornucopiae on the side of which is the infant
Ploutos on her left arm and sacrificing over altar.
BMC 146; HR 35, 36, 37; NC 1913, p. 152, 8 and 9; mv Wadd
6166.
124 obv: ANNIA AY^TEINA ^EB Draped bust of Annia to the
right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Tyche-Euposia standing left
holding a cornucopiae on the side of which is the infant
Ploutos on her left arm and phiale in her raised right
hand.
BMC 147; HR 38.
317
125 obv: ANNIA c1AYTEINA EB Draped bust of Annia to the
right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Wreath within which AKTIA.
BMC 148; SNG München 245; HR 39, 40; von Papen p. 177, no.
31; Ox; KM p. 242, no. 35; Mionnet, IV, 638.
126 obv: ANNIA 4AY^TETNA ^EB Draped bust of Annia to the
right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Wreath within which JIYØIA.
HR 41, 42; von Papen p. 164, no. 5; mv Wadd 6167.
127 obv: ANNIA 4AYTEINA ^EB Draped bust of Annia to the
right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Wreath within which TA IIAPA TQ
XPY^OPOA.
HR 43; von Papen p. 181.
AQUILIA SEVERA The reign of Elagabalus
128 obv: AKYA EBHPA EB Draped bust of Aquilia to the
right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Apollo holding a lyre and
plectrum standing beside a tree and a tripod.
HR 45; XAPITE^' p. 484, no. 7; mv Wadd 6168.
129 obv: AKYA EBHPA ^EB Draped bust of Aquilia to the
right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Wolf suckling twins.
BMC 145; HR 44; NC 1913, p. 155, no. 4; mv Wadd 6169.
SEVERUS ALEXANDER
130 obv: M AYP AAEANAPO KAI Bare-headed bust of
Alexander to the right wearing a cuirass.
rev: IEPUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Tyche holding a rudder in her
right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
HR 48; NC 1913, p. 152, no. 12.
131 obv: M AY AAEANAPO^ KAI Bare-headed bust of Alexander
to the right wearing a paludamentum.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Prize crown with AKTIA above.
HR 46; von Papen p. 177, no. 32.	 (See BM Hecht for an
example similar to this and the following coin.)
132 obv: M AYP AAEANAPO KAI Bare-headed bust of
Alexander to the right wearing a cuirass.
rev: IEP1IOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Prize crown with UY8IA above.
HR 47; von Papen p. 166, no. 6; mv Wadd 6170; Mionnet, IV,
640.
A coin of Severus Alexander showing Cybele enthroned
between to lions and attributed to Hierapolis (NC 1913, p.
138, no. 6; Mionnet, IV, 639) has been reattributed to
Hieropolis (HR Corrigenda f).
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PHILIP I
133 obv: AYT K M JOY 41A111110^ Laureate bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN Temple in which stands a cult statue of'
Apollo holding a lyre and plectrum with a laurel tree
behind him.
SNG SvA 3659; XAPITEZ p. 485, no. 11; mv Wadd 6171.
134 obv: AYT K M JOY IAIflllO Laureate bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN Two figures with spears holding phiales
over a lighted altar between them.
BMC 149.
135 obv: AYT K IOYA IAAIUO AYF Laureate bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPUOAEITQN Demeter standing in biga of winged
serpents and holding torches in both hands.
NC 1913, p. 21, no. 9; mv Wadd 6172; KM p. 242, no. 36.
136 obv: Laureate bust of Philip to the right in a cuirass
and paludamentum?
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with its
usual supports between two stags.
Mionnet, IV, 641.
137 obv: Laureate bust of Philip to the right in a cuirass
and paludamentum?
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia feeding a serpent from a phiale
with Telesphorus behind her.
Mionnet, IV, 642.
OTACILIA SEVERA The reign of Philip I
138 obv: M QT EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo holding a lyre and plectrum
standing next to a laurel tree.
NC 1913, p. 8, no. 18; Mionnet, IV, 645.
139 obv: M QT ^EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Rape of Persephone by Hades with flying
chlamys and sceptre riding in a quadriga of horses
galloping to the right.
BMC 155; NC 1913, p. 145, no. 10.
140 obv: M QT ^EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Wreath within which AKTIA.
BMC 156; SNG München 246; von Papen p. 180, no. 37.
141 obv: M QT ^EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Wreath within which UYØIA.
BMC 157, 158; von Papen, p. 167, no. 9 and 10; mv Wadd
6179.
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142 obv: MAPK QTAKIA EBHPA EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right wearing a stephane.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Table with an agonistic crown inscribed
with I[YØIA.
Cop 463.
143 obv: Otacilia Severa.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Wreath within which OAMIIIA.
von Papen p. 181, no. 40.
144 obv: MAPK QTAKIA ^EBHPA ^EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: IEPAIEOAEITQN Agonistic crown on a three legged table.
BMC 152; von Papen p. 167, no. 11; Mionnet, IV, 643.
145 obv: MAPK QTAKIA EBHPA EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Winged Tyche-Pantheia holding ears of
corn and a rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on
her left arm.
NC 1913, p. 153, 14; KM p. 243, no. 39.
146 obv: Otacilia Severa.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Winged Nemesis standing and plucking her
chiton with her right hand and holding a bridle in her left
hand.
NC 1913, p. 142, no. 10.
147 obv: M QT EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Hygeia enthroned left feeding a serpent
from phiale in her right hand and resting her left arm on
a cushion which resembles a tympanum. Behind the throne is
a small Telesphorus.
BMC 153, 154; NC 1913, p. 136, nos 13, 14 and 15; Weber
7118; Mionnet, IV, 644.
148 obv: MAPK QTAKIA ^EBHPA EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with its
usual supports standing between two stags.
BMC 150, 151; Cop 462; NC 1913, p. 11, no. 6.
149 obv: Otacilia Severa.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Standing male figure naked except for a
chiamys holding fruits in his right hand and a double-axe
in his left hand.
NC 1913, p. 27, no. 13; mv Wadd 6180.
150 obv: M QT ^EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Wolf suckling twins.
NC 1913, p. 155, nos 5 and 6; Lindgren I 974.
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PHILIP II The reign of Philip I
151 obv: M IOYA cI'IAIflhIO KAI Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPUOAEITQN Apollo holding a lyre and plectrum
standing beneath a tree.
BMC 161; Cop 465; NC 1913, p. 9, no. 19; XAPITE^' p 484, no
8.
152 obv: Philip Junior.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
NC 1913, p 9, no 20; mv Wadd 6181.
153 obv: M IOYA IAItEflO^ K(AI) Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN Winged Nemesis holding scales and a cubit
rule with a wheel at her feet.
SNG SvA 3661; Lindgren I 973; NC 1913, p. 142, no. 11.
154 obv: M IOYA 4IAIflflO^ KAI Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPUOAEITQN Tyche-Euposia holding two ears of corn and
a rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left
arm.
BMC 159, 160; Cop 464; SNG SvA 3660; NC 1913, pp. 152-3,
no. 13.
Mionnet, IV, 649.
155 obv: M IOYA IAIflUO^ KAI Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPIIOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia standing
between two stags.
NC 1913, p. 11, 7; Mionnet, IV, 648.
156 obv: Philip Junior.
rev: IEPUOAEITQN Wreath within which OAYMIIIA.
von Papen p. 181, no. 39; mv Wadd 6183.
GORDIANUS
A coin of Gordian with a river god on the reverse and the
legend UOAEITQN is believed to be a misreading of Tripolis
Lydiae in HR Corrigenda j.
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E HIERAPOLIS: Coins without Imperial Portraits
FABIUS MAXIMUS The time of Augustus
Zosimos Philopatris
1 obv: 4ABIO MAIMO Bare head of Maximus to the right.
rev: ZQIMO IAOUATPI IEPAHOAEITQN XAPA Double-axe bound
with taenia.
RPC 2930.
Chares Kokos
2 obv: ctABIO MAEIMO^ Bare head of Maximus to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN XAPH KQ.
RPC 2932.
Bryon
3 obv: ABIO MAIMO Bare head of Maximus to the right.
rev: BPYQN IEPAIIOAEITQN.
RPC 2934.
Dorykanos
4 obv: ABIO MAIMO Bare head of Maximus to the right.
rev: AOPYKANO IEPAIIOAEITQN.
RPC 2936.
Theokritos
5 obv: 4ABIO MAIMO Bare head of Maximus to the right.
rev: EOKPITO IEPAIIOAEITQN.
RPC 2939.
Dryas
6 obv: cIABIO MAIMO Bare head of Maximus to the right.
rev: APYA IEPAUOAEITQN within a wreath.
RPC 2941.
T ryphon
7 obv: 4ABIO MAIMO Bare head of Maximus to the right.
rev: TRYQN IEPAIIOAEITQN.
RPC 2942.
Time of Claudius onwards
M Suillios Antiochos
8 obv: M YIAAIO ANTIOXO IEPAIIOAEITQN Draped bust of
Dionysus or Apollo to the right.
rev: FENEI EBATQN Temple front with six columns.
RPC 2973.
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Time of Vespasian
Markel los
9 obv: AHMO IEPAIIOAEITQN Head of the youthful Demos to the
right.
rev: OMONOJA MAPKEA ANØY on four lines within a laurel
wreath.
RPC 60.
Time of Marcus Aurelius?
M Au Kallfkles Kalou
10 obv: AHMO IEPAI[OAEITQN Bust of the Demos to the right
with head bound in taenia.
rev: EIPHNH ^EBATH M AY KAAAIKAH KAAOY Eirene seated and
holding a sceptre in her left hand and three ears of corn
in her right.
SNG Fitz 4975; SNG Lewis 1616.
Time of Trajan to Severus/Caracalla onwards
11 obv: APXHFETH Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right with a lyre at his breast.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Divinity standing left wearing a short
chiton or cuirass and holding a double-axe.
BMC 23; NC 1913, p. 25, no. 1, 2, 3, 4; Mionnet, IV, 585.
12 obv: APXHFETH Draped bust of Apollo to the right with
a lyre at his breast.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia with usual
supports standing between two stags.
BMC 34; NC 1913, p. 10, no. 2; mv Wadd 6103; Mionnet,
Suppi. VII, 380.
13 obv: APXHFETH Draped bust of Apollo to the right with
a lyre at his breast.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia seated left on high-backed throne
holding a phiale to a serpent erect before her with her
right hand and resting her left arm on a round cushion.
NC 1913, p. 135, no. 12; mv Wadd 6104.
14 obv: APXHFETH^ Radiate bust of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Artemis standing left and holding a bow
with her left hand and drawing an arrow from a quiver with
her right.
NC 1913, p. 9, 1A; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 381.
15 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN Draped bust of Apollo to the right
with a lyre at his shoulders.
rev: ØEA PQMH Roma helmeted seated left on a cuirass and
shield and holding Nike on her extended right hand and a
dagger in her left hand.
BMC 33; NC 1913, p. 147; mv Wadd 6115.
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16 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN Draped bust of Apollo to the right
with a lyre at his shoulders.
rev: MOYO TOPPHBO^2 Two figures standing face to face naked
except for a mantle. Mopsos holding a laurel branch and a
bow and Torrebos holding a statuette and a lyre.
BMC 32; NC 1913, p. 140; Ox; mv Wadd 6114; KM p. 235, no.
5.
17 obv: Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Bull's head, crescent and two stars
joined by a vertical line.
NC 1913, p. 17, no. 1; MG p. 401, no. 109.
18 obv: Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Bull.
NC 1913, p. 16; mv Wadd 6106.
19 obv: Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Winged Nemesis holding a bridle in her
left hand and plucking her chiton with her right hand.
BMC 18; Cop 421. SNG SvA 3625; NC 1913, p. 141, no. 1; Ox;
mv Wadd 6105; MZ 71, 366; Kress, 187, 668.
20 obv: Bust of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Tyche standing left holding a rudder in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
XAPITH2p. 484, no. 9.
21 obv: MIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
BMC 54; NC 1913, p. 6, no. 5; MG p. 401, no. 108 (laurel
wreath behind Apollo); Lindgren I 968; Weber, 7107; mv
Wadd 6107.
22 obv: AAIPBHNO^ Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Winged Nemesis standing left and holding
scales in her right hand and cubit-rule in her left hand
with a wheel behind her on the ground.
BMC 62; NC 1913, p. 142, no. 9.
23 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Demeter riding in a biga and holding a
flaming torch in each hand.
BMC 55, 56; NC 1913, p. 19, no. 1; MG p. 401, no. 107;
Weber, 7108.
24 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Wolf suckling twins.
BMC 63, 64; SNG München 234; SNG SvA 3628; HR 53; NC 1914,
p. 155, no. 3; Mionnet, IV, 587.
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25 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Hygeia enthroned holding a phiale in her
right hand towards a serpent erect before her and resting
her left arm on a cushion resembling a tympanum.
Telesphorus behind the throne.
BMC 57; BM; Cop 435; SNG München 233; SNG SvA 3627; HR 51;
NC 1913, p. 133, no. 1; p. 134, nos 5-7; Weber, 7109; KM p.
237, no. 9; Mionnet, IV, 588, 589.
26 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia enthroned holding a phiale in her
right hand towards a serpent erect before her and resting
her left arm on a cushion resembling a tympanum.
Telesphorus behind the throne on a stool.
BMC 58; SNG SvA 3626; NC 1913, p. 133, no. 2; KM p. 236,
no. 8.
27 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Hygeia enthroned holding a phiale towards
serpent erect before her. With her, Telesphorus resembling
a mummy.
BMC 59; NC 1913, p. 133, no. 3, p. 134, no. 4; Fitz McClean
8817, 8818; Ox.
28 obv: IEPA YNKM1TO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
Ox.
29 obv: IEPA ^YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Tyche standing left and holding an ear of
corn, poppy and rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae
on her left arm.
BMC 83; Cop 412; BM=SNG SvA 3630; NC 1913, p. 151, nos 4
and 5; Mionnet, IV, 598.
30 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Athena holding a shield and a spear
standing with Hermes who holds a purse, caduceus and
chlamys.
Cop 413; NC 1913, p. 15, no. 10; GR1pp. 151-152, no. 3; KM
p. 236, no. 6; MZ 71, 368; MZ 68, 283.
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31 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Demeter standing left wearing a veil and
holding an ear of corn in her right hand and a torch in her
left hand.
Cop 414; NC 1913, p. 20, no. 4; mv Wadd 6128; Mionnet, IV,
599.
32 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Athena standing left with a shield and a
phiale (?) in her right hand.
BM.
33 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Heracles standing with a club and the
pelt of a lion sacrificing at an altar.
Lanz, 44, 241.
34 obv: ØEON YNKAHTON Senate.
rev: T A MAIANAPIO IEPAIIOAEITQN Ares wearing a short
chiton and cuirass holding a spear and Nike Stephanephorus.
NC 1913, p. 9; mv Wadd 6127.
35 obv: AHMO Young laureate head of the Demos to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
BMC 67, 68; Cop 436, 437; BM=SNG SvA 3634; NC 1913, p. 7,
nos 8-11; Weber, 7110; mv Wadd 6118; Lanz, 64, 262.
36 obv: AHMO Young laureate head of the Demos to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Rider naked except for a chiamys holding
a double-axe sitting on a horse stepping to the right.
BMC 69; BM=SNG SvA 3635; NC 1913, p. 28, nos 3 and 4; mv
Wadd 6117.
37 obv: AHMO Young bare-headed bust of the Demos to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN XPYOPOA^ Reclining river god resting on
inverted vase and holding a poppy and an ear of corn.
BMC 43, 44, 45; SNG München 224; NC 1913, pp. 17-18, nos.
l-3A; Mionnet, IV, 595.
38 obv: AHMO Youthful head of the Demos to the right bound
with taenia.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Men standing with his left foot on a rock
and holding a pine-cone and a sceptre.
Mionnet, IV, 594.
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39 obv: AHMO Youthful head of the Demos to the right bound
with taenia.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Two naked children sitting on the ground
playing astragali.
NC 1913, p. 149, no. 1; AGM p. 68, no. 189.
40 obv: AHMO Youthful head of the Demos bound with taenia.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Isis standing and holding a sistrum and
sistula.
NC 1913, p. 136; Ox.
41 obv: AllMO Demos.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Male figure standing left wearing a
cuirass and holding branch and double-axe.
NC 1913, p. 26, no. 9; mv Wadd 6121.
42 obv: AHMO Bare-head of the Demos.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Poseidon naked to the waist holding a
trident and dolphin and resting on the prow of a ship.
NC 1913, p. 145, no. 1; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 372.
43 obv: AHMO^ Laureate head of the Demos to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder
in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
Ox; mv Wadd 6119, 6120; NC, 1913, pp. 150-151, nos. 2-3.
44 obv: AHMO Bare-head of the Demos.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN with AHTQEIA IIY9IA within a crown.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 373.
45 obv: BOYAH Veiled bust of the Boule.
rev: IEPAIEOAEITQN Rape of Pesephone by Hades driving a
quadriga of horses.
Cop 433; NC 1913; p. 143, no. 1.
46 obv: BOYAII Veiled bust of the Boule.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
NC 1913, p. 8, nos. 13 and 14; mv Wadd 6125; KM p. 235,
no. 4; MZL II, 1995, 94.
47 obv: BOYAH Veiled and laureate bust of the Boule to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Rider naked except for chiamys holding a
double-axe and sitting on a horse stepping to the right.
BMC 77, 78; Cop 432; SNG SvA 3638; NC 1913, p. 28, no. 5;
Lindgren III 594; mv Wadd 6123; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 374.
48 obv: BOYAH Veiled and laureate bust of the Boule to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Nike advancing to the left holding a
wreath and a palm.
BMC 76; SNG München 225; NC 1913, p. 143, nos. 1-2; mv
Wadd 6122; Mionnet, IV, 602; BM=SNG SvA3640.
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49 obv: BOYAH Boule.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Heracles standing right and holding a
club covered with a lion's skin.
NC 1913, p. 24, no. 3; mv Wadd 6124.
50 obv: IEPA BOYAH Veiled and laureate bust of the Boule to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and a lyre on his left
arm.
MZ 75, 815.
51 obv: IEPA BOYAH Veiled and laureate bust of the Boule to
the right.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN Rider naked except for chlamys holds a
double-axe and sits on a horse stepping to the right.
SNG SvA 3639.
52 obv: IEPA BOYAH Veiled and laureate bust of the Boule to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Men wearing a Phrygian cap holding a
pine-cone in his right hand and a sceptre in his left hand
and resting his right foot on bucranium.
BMC 90, 91; SNG SvA 3641; NC 1913, p. 138, nos 2 and 3;
Fitz McClean 8822; Lindgren III 593.
53 obv: FEPOYIA Laureate and veiled bust of the Gerousia
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding
an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his
left hand.
BMC82; NC 1913, p. 157, no. 4; mv Wadd 6126; MZ 75, 818.
54 obv: FEPOYIA Laureate and veiled bust of the Gerousia
to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Rider naked except for chlamys holding a
double-axe and sitting on a horse stepping to the right.
BMC 79, 80, 81; Cop 434; SNG Lewis 1619, 1620; Fitz McCiean
8821; NC 1913, p. 26, nos. 6, 7, 8; Ox; Lindgren I 969;
Weber, 7111; BM Hecht; Mionnet, IV, 592.
55 obv: Bust of Athena wearing a crested Corinthian helmet
and aegis.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding
an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his
left hand.
NC 1913, p. 14, no. 29; Hunt Coil 5; Mionnet, Suppi. VII,
360.
56 obv: Bust of Athena wearing a crested Corinthian helmet
and aegis.
rev: IEPAILOAEITQN Nike advancing left holding a palm in her
left hand and a wreath in her right hand.
BMC 22.
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57 obv: Bust of Athena wearing a crested Athenian helmet to
the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Hermes naked standing to the front
holding a purse in his right hand and a chiamys and a
caduceus in his left hand.
BMC21, 49; Cop 416, 431; SNGMünchen 216; SNGSvA 3621; NC
1913, p. 14, nos. 3-5; Ox; mv Wadd 6094; KM p. 234, no. 2;
MZ 66, 447.
58 obv: Bust of Athena to the right wearing a crested
Corinthian helmet and aegis.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Nemesis standing left and plucking chiton
from her breast with her right hand and holding a bridle in
her left hand.
BMC 12, 13, 14, 15; Cop 418, 417; SNG München 217, 218; SNG
SvA 8377; 3620; SNG Lewis 1617; Fitz McClean 8814; Hunt
Coil 6; NC 1913, p. 13, nos. 1 and 2; Lindgren I 966; Ox,
Ox; Weber, 7100.
mv Wadd 6095; Mionnet, IV, 583; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 361,
362.
59 obv: IEPAUOAI Draped bust of the City Goddess.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding
an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his
left hand.
NC 1913, p. 156, no. 1; Mionnet, Suppl. VII, 370.
60 obv: IEPA11OAI^ Draped bust of the City Goddess.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Rape of Pesephone by Hades driving a
quadriga of horses.
NC 1913, p. 143, no. 2.
61 obv: IEPAUOAI Draped bust of the City Goddess.
rev: IEPAI[OAEITQN Heracles standing right and holding a
club covered with a lion's skin.
NC 1913, p. 24, no. 1; GRi'1 p. 152, no. 4.
62 obv: IEPAUOAI Draped bust of the City Goddess to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Winged Nemesis standing left plucking her
chiton with her right hand and holding a bridle in her left
hand.
BMC2O; NC 1913, p. 141, no. 6, p. 142, no. 7; Ox; mv Wadd
6116; GMp. 738, no. 692.
63 obv: IEPAHOAI Draped bust of the City Goddess.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN? (Inscription illegible) Asciepius with
serpent staff standing with Hygeia who is feeding a snake.
NC 1913, p. 12, no. 6.
64 obv: Draped bust of the City Goddess to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Heracles standing right and holding a
club covered with a lion's skin.
BM?; NC 1913, p. 24, nos. 2 and 4; KM p. 236, no. 7.
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65 obv: Draped bust of the City Goddess to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Dionysus naked except for chiamys
standing left and holding a kantharos in his right hand and
leaning on a thyrsos with his left arm with a panther at
his feet.
Hunt Coil 2; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 371.
66 obv: ZEY TPQIO Head of Zeus to the right bound with
taenia.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying a lyre on
his left arm.
BMC 39, 40; SNG SvA 3617; NC 1913, p. 158; mv Wadd 6089;
BM Hecht; GM p. 738, no. 693.
67 obv: ZEY TPQIO Head of Zeus to the right bound with
taenia.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Male figure standing to the left in a
cuirass holding a branch or a wreath in his right hand and
a chlamys and double-axe in his left hand.
BMC 41; mv Wadd 6090.
68 obv: ZEY TPQIO Head of Zeus to the right bound with
taenia.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Men wearing a Phrygian cap holding a
pine-cone in his right hand and a sceptre in his left hand
resting his right foot on a bucranium.
NC 1913, p. 138, no. 1; HR 83.
69 obv: ZEY BQIO Head of Zeus to the right bound with
taenia.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Rider in short chiton and chlamys holding
a double-axe and sitting on a horse stepping to the right.
BMC 42; Cop 429; SNG München 223; NC 1913, p. 28, nos. 1
and 2; MG p. 401, no. 106a; Lindgren III 592; Ox; Weber,
7106; mv Wadd 6088; Mionnet, Suppi VII, 375.
70 obv: Head of Zeus to the right bound with taenia.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding
an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his
left hand.
Fitz McClean 8816.
71 obv: Draped bust of Artemis with a quiver.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia seated left and holding a phiale
in her right hand towards a snake erect before her and
leaning her left arm on a cushion with Telesphorus behind
her.
NC 1913, p. 135, no. 11; mv Wadd 6101.
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72 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN Draped bust of Artemis to the left
with a bow and a quiver.
rev: XPY^OPOA^ Bearded river god with a naked upper body
sitting left on the ground holding a corn ear and poppy in
his right hand and his left hand over an urn from which a
river flows.
BM=SNG SvA 3619; SNG Lewis 1621; NC 1913, p. 18, no. 5; AGM
p. 68, no. 188; MG p. 403, no. 111; mv Wadd 6100.
73 obv: Bust of Heracles to the right with a club and a
lion skin knotted around his neck.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Helmeted Athena wielding a thunderbolt or
spear and holding a shield walking to the right.
BMC 24; NC 1913, p. 14, no. 6; Ox.
74 obv: Head of Heracles to the right with a club and a
lion skin knotted around his neck.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia standing towards the right and
feeding a snake.
BMC 50.
75 obv: Head of Heracles to the right with a club.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Asclepius with serpent-staff standing
with Hygeia who is feeding a snake.
BMC 51; Cop 430; SNG Mün ch en 219; SNG SvA 3622; NC 1913, p.
12, no. 5; Hunt Coil 1; SNG Bern 1185; BM Hecht; Mionnet,
IV, 582.
76 obv: Head of Heracles to the right with a club.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Lion walking right.
BMC 52; Ox.
77 obv: Head of Heracles to the right with a club.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Eagle to the front with its wings open.
BMC 53; NC 1913, p. 157, no. 8; mv Wadd 6096.
78 obv: Head of Heracles to the right with a lion's skin.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Bull's head, crescent and two stars
joined by a vertical line.
NC 1913, p. 17, 2.
79 obv: Head of Heracles to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Winged Nemesis plucking her chiton with
her right hand and holding a bridle in her left hand.
Cop 422; NC 1913, p. 142, no. 8; Ox; Mionnet, IV, 581.
80 obv: Bare head of the bearded Heracles.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and a lyre on his left
arm with a stag standing beside him.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 369.
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81 obv: IEPAUOAEITQN Head of Dionysus to the right crowned
with ivy.
rev: Rape of Persephone by Hades in chiamys with a sceptre
in quadriga of horses galloping to the right.
BMC 38; Cop 428; SNG München 222; NC 1913, p. 144, no. 3;
Lindgren I 967; Ox; Weber, 7105; Mionnet, IV, 586; Mionnet,
Suppi. VII, 368.
82 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN Head of Dionysus to the right crowned
with ivy.
rev: EYPOIA Tyche-Euposia standing left and holding a
rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm
on bend of which sits the infant Ploutos or Dionysus.
BMC 35, 36, 37; SNG München 221; SNG SvA 3618; NC 1913, p.
153, no. 16; MG p. 401, no. 110.
83 obv: Draped bust of Dionysus to the right crowned with
ivy.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding
an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his
left hand.
BMC 25, 26; Cop 423; Fitz McClean 8815; NC 1913, p. 156,
no. 2; Mionnet, IV, 580; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 366; MZ 71,
367.
84 obv: Head of Dionysus to the right crowned with ivy with
a thyrsos in front.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Dionysus naked except for chiamys holding
a kantharos in his right hand over a panther at his feet
and resting his left hand on a thyrsos.
BMC 48; NC 1913, p. 22, nos 1 and 2.
85 obv: Head of Dionysus to the right crowned with ivy with
a thyrsos in front.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Demeter standing to the left holding an
ear of corn in her right hand and a torch in her left hand.
NC 1913, p. 20, no. 3; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 367.
86 obv: Head of Dionysus to the right crowned with ivy with
a thyrsos in front.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Asciepius with serpent-staff standing
with Hygeia who is feeding a snake.
NC 1913, p. 12, no. 7; Ox; mv Wadd 6098.
87 obv: Head of Dionysus to the right crowned with ivy with
a thyrsos in front.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Artemis wearing a short chiton and
fluttering chlamys stands right holding a bow and drawing
an arrow from a quiver.
NC 1913, p. 9, no. 1.
88 obv: Draped bust of the bearded Sarapis to the right
wearing a modius.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder
in her right hand and a cornucopiae in her left hand.
NC 1913, p. 149, no. 11; Ox, Ox.
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89 obv: Draped bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and holding
an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in his
left hand.
BMC 27; 28; Cop 424, 425; SNG SvA 8378; NC 1913, p. 147,
no. 1-5; Hunt Coil 4; Weber, 7102; Mionnet, IV, 578.
90 obv: Draped bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Isis standing to the left and holding a
sistrum in her right hand and a sistula in her left hand.
BMC 29, 30, 31; Cop 426, 427; SNG SvA 3623, 3624; SNG
Lewis 1618; 1622; NC 1913, p. 148, nos, 6-9; SNG Bern 1183;
Weber, 7103, 7104; Mionnet, IV, 579; Kress, 185, 406.
91 obv: Bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN XPYOPOA River god recumbent to the left
and resting on an inverted vase holding ears of corn and a
poppy.
BM; NC 1913, p. 149, no. 12; mv Wadd 6091.
92 obv: Bust of Asciepius to the right with a serpent-
staff.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Nemesis standing left and plucking her
chiton with her right hand and holding a bridle in her left
hand.
BMC 16, 17; Cop 415; NC 1913, p. 11, nos 1-3; Hunt Coil 3;
Ox; Weber, 7101; mv Wadd 6092; MG p. 400, no. 106;
Mionnet, Suppl. VII, 365.
93 obv: Bust of Asciepius to the right with a serpent-
staff.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Hygeia standing right and feeding a
serpent.
NC 1913, p. 12, no. 4; mv Wadd 6093.
94 obv: Bearded and laureate head of Neptune to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOA Neptune standing with a dolphin and trident.
NC 1913, p. 146, no. 3.
95 obv: Draped bust of young Hermes with a caduceus to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Athena Promachus with a shield and a
spear stepping to the right.
NC 1813; p. 15, no. 7; SNG Bern 1184; mv Wadd 6097.
96 obv: Bust of Selene/Hecate to the right rising from a
crescent.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Winged Nemesis standing left and plucking
her chiton with her right hand and holding a bridle in her
left.
BMC 19; Cop 419, 420; SNG München 220; NC 1913, p.141, nos.
2-5; Ox, Ox; mv Wadd 6099; Mionnet, Suppl. VII, 364.
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Time of Elagabalus
97 obv: APXHFETH Bust of' Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Tyche standing left holding a
rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae in her left
hand.
BMC 46; HR 49; BM Hecht.
98 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Tyche standing left holding
scales in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm
on the bend of which sits the infant Ploutos.
NC 1913, p. 151, no. 7; Ox; mv Wadd 6108.
99 obv: MIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Apollo standing right and
holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
BMC 60, 61; Cop 441; SNG SvA 8379; SNG Fitz 4976; NC 1913,
p. 7, nos. 6 and 7; Mionnet, IV, 590.
100 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEOKOPON with AKTIA within a laurel-
wreath.
BMC 65; Cop 443; SNG München 232; SNG SvA 3629; Fl t z
McClean 8819; HR 54; mv Wadd 6111; Mionnet, IV, 591.
101 obv: AAIPBHNO^ Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN with IIYØIA within a laurel-
wreath.
BMC 66; Cop 442; SNG München 231; HR 55; von Papen p. 166,
no. 7, p. 167, no. 12; mv Wadd 611; Mionnet, Suppi. VII,
377.
102 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN She-wolf standing left and
suckling twins.
NC 1913, p. 155, nos 1 and 2; Ox; mv Wadd 6109.
103 obv: MIPBHNO Head of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAILOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Neptune holding a dolphin in his
right hand and a trident in his left.
NC 1913, p. 146, no. 2; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 376.
104 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Hygeia enthroned to the left
holding a phiale in her right hand which she feeds to a
snake before her and resting her left arm on a cushion.
Telesphorus behind the throne.
KMp. 237, no. 10.
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105 obv: JEPA YNKAJ1TO^ Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Apollo standing right and
holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
BMC 85; NC 1913, p. 8, no. 12; HR 67.
106 obv: JEPA ^YNKAHTO^ Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Rape of Persephone by Hades
wearing a flying chlamys and holding a sceptre in a
quadriga of galloping horses.
BMC 87, 88; SNG SvA 3633; SNG Lewis 1628; NC 1913, p. 144,
no. 4; HR 72; KMk 54.
107 obv: TEPA ^YNKAHTO^ Head of the youthful Senate.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Demeter standing with an ear of
corn in her right hand and a torch in her left hand.
Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 382.
108 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN with AKTIA within a laurel-
wreath.
BMC 89; Cop 444; HR 74, 75; von Papen p. 178, no. 34; Ox;
mv Wadd 6129; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 383.
109 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN with UYØIA within a laurel-
wreath.
BM Hecht.
110 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Laureate and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Helmeted Athena wearing a long
chiton standing left and holding a phiale in her right hand
and resting her left hand on a spear against which a shield
leans.
BM; SNGMünchen 227; HR 68; NC 1913, p. 15, no. 9; Mionnet,
IV, 596.
111 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Hygeia enthroned left feeding a
snake from a phiale in her right hand and resting her left
arm on a cushion resembling the tympanum of Cybele.
Telesphorus is behind the throne.
BMC 86; Cop 445; SNG München 228; HR 70, 71; NC 1913, pp.
134-135, nos 8-10; Ox; Mionnet, IV, 597.
112 obv: IEPA ^YNKAHTO Draped bust of the youthful Senate
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Male figure wearing a cuirass
and boots holding a branch and a double-axe.
BM=SNG SvA 3631; mv Wadd 6130; KM p. 237, no. 11.
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113 obv: JEPA YNKAHTO Laureate and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN She-wolf suckling twins.
SNG München 230; HR 73.
114 obv: AHMO Laureate head of the youthful Demos to the
right with drapery at his shoulder.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Agonistic table on which two
prize crowns are placed each containing palms and inscribed
llYIA and AKTIA respectively. Two prize amphorae are
beneath the table.
BMC 71; BM=SNG SvA 3637; HR 65; von Papen pp. 166-167, no.
8; Ox; BM Hecht.
115 obv: AHMO Laureate head of the youthful Demos to the
right with drapery at his shoulder.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Tyche standing left and holding
a rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left
arm.
BMC 73, 74, 75; Cop 438; SNG München 226; HR 57, 58, 59,
60; NC 1913, pp. 150-151, no. 1; BM Hecht; Mionnet, IV,
593.
116 obv: AHMO Laureate head of the youthful Demos to the
right with drapery at his shoulder.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Athlete naked to the front
supports an agonistic crown upon his head with his right
hand and holds a palm in his left and in the field to the
left is AKTIA.
BMC 72; Cop 440; SNG SvA 3636; HR 61; NC 1913, p. 3, no. 1;
von Papen p. 178, no. 36.
117 obv: AHMO Laureate head of the youthful Demos to the
right.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN NEQKOPQN River god Chrysoroas lying to
the left holding a poppy and ears of corn in his right hand
and a branch (?) on left arm while behind him is an
inverted vase from which a stream flows.
BMC 70; Cop 439; Fitz McClean 8820; HR 62, 63; NC 1913, p.
18, no. 4; Sng Bern 1186.
118 obv: IEPA BOYAH Draped and veiled bust of the Boule to
the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Male figure wearing military
dress and holding a labrys in his left hand and a phiale in
his right hand.
HR 56.
119 obv: ZEY^ TPQIO Head of Zeus to the right bound with
taenia.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Male figure wearing a cuirass
and boots holding in his right hand a poppy and ears of
corn and in his left hand a double-axe and chiamys.
BMC 47; HR 80; NC 1913, p. 26, no. 6; KM p. 237, no. 12.
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120 obv: ZEY TPQIO Laureate head of Zeus to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN with AKTIA within a laurel-
wreath.
HR 81; NC 1913, P. 3, no. 2; von Papen p. 178, no. 35; KM
p. 237, no. 13.
121 obv: ZEY TPQIO Laureate head of Zeus to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Men in a long chiton standing
left with his foot on a bucranium.
HR 82; Weber, 7112.
122 obv: NEQKOPQN Turreted and veiled bust of the City
Goddess to the right.
rev: IEPAUOA.EITQN Men wearing a Phrygian cap, chiton and
mantle standing left with his right foot on bucranium and
holding a pine cone in his right hand and resting his left
on a sceptre.
BMC 92; Cop 446; SNG SvA 3542; HR 78, 79; NC 1913, p. 139,
nos. 4 and 5; Ox; Mionnet, IV, 603.
123 obv: NEQKOPQN Turreted and draped bust of the City
Goddess to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Coiling bearded serpent.
HR 77; NC 1913, p. 13, no. 9; AGM p. 68, no. 191.
124 obv: NEQKOPQN Bearded head of Heracles to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Winged griffin standing right with its
fore-paw on a wheel.
HR 66; NC 1913, p. 154, no. 17; AGM p. 69, no. 192.
125 obv: NEQKOPQN Bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Two children sitting on the ground
playing astragali.
HR 76; NC 1913, p. 150, no. 2; ACM p. 68, no. 190.
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F HIERAPOLIS: Homonoia Coins
APHRODISIAS
Commodus
1 obv: AY KAI M AYP KOMMOAO Laureate bust of Commodus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN AcWOAIEQN OMONOJA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum standing before a veiled cult
statue of Aphrodite of Aphrodisias which has its hands
projecting from its sides.
BMC 166; BM Hecht; Mionnet, IV, 625; MacDonald, Coinage of
Aphrodisias, p. 156; Pera, Homonoia, pp. 98-99; JIAN, XIV,
p . 94, no. M.
CERETAPA
Commodus
2 obv: Commodus
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN KEPETAUEQN OMONOJA Heracies standing and
holding in his right hand a club and a lion's skin in his
left.
JIAN, XIV p. 96, no. 0; Pera, Homonoia, p. 99.
CI BYRA'
Marcus Aurelius
3 obv: AY KAI M AY ANTQNIN0 Laureate bust of Aurelius in
a cuirass to the right.
rev: KIBYPATQN K IEPAUOAEITQN OMONOJA E(flI) KA IAOKAE()
City goddess of Cibyra supporting a basket on her head
joins hands with Apollo of Hierapolis who carries a lyre
and plectrum.
BMC Phrygia p. 149, no. 95; mv Wadd 7069; 7070; JIAN, XIV,
pp. 94-95, nos. N I a-c; BM=SNG SvA 3757; Pera, Homonoia,
p. 61, no. 1.
Faustina Junior
4 obv: 4AYTEINA EBATH Draped bust of Faustina to the
right.
rev: KIBYPATQN K IEPAIIOAEITQN OMONOJA Eu 4IAOKAE---Cult
statue of a veiled goddess standing right before Zeus who
is enthroned to the left and resting his left arm on a
sceptre and extending his right hand.
BMC Phrygia p. 149, no. 96; JIAN, XIV, p. 95, no. N II;
Pera Homonoia, p. 61, no. 2.
1 See also Pera, Homonoia, pp. 61-63.
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CYZICUS
Time of the Philips
5 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K KYZIKNQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two right
hands clasped.
BMC 185; JIAN, XIV, p. 92, no. G.
EPHESUS2
Lucius Verus
6 obv: AYT KAI A AYPH OYHPO^ Laureate bust of Verus to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAITQN KAI EEIQN OMONOIA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum standing before a cult statue
of Artemis Ephesia which has its usual supports.
BMC 164; KM p. 241, no. 31; JIAN, XIV, p. 67, no. A I a;
Pera, Homonoia, p. 70, no. 1.
Marcus Aurelius
7 obv: (AY) M AYP ANTQNEINO KAI Laureate bust of Aurelius
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN KAI E4EIQN OMONOIA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum standing before a cult statue
of Artemis Ephesia.
SNG SvA 3664; Lindgren III 595; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 388;
JIAN, XIV, p. 79, nos. B I a-c; Pera, Homonoia, p. 70, no.
2.
Commodu s
8 obv: AY KAI M AY(P) KOMMOAO Laureate bust of Commodus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN (KAT) E4E^IQN OMONOIA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum standing before a cult statue
of Artemis Ephesia.
BM=SNG SvA 3665; BMC 165; mv Wadd 6158; Kricheldorf, 32,
114; JIAN, p. 67, nos. A I b-d; p. 80, no. B I d; Mionnet,
Suppi. VII, 392; Pera, Homonoia, pp. 70-71, no. 3.
Elagabalus
9 obv: AYT K M AY ANTQNEINO	 EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus to the right in a cuirass.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN KAI EEIQN A OMONOIA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum standing before a cult statue
of Artemis Ephesia.
HR 3; mv Wadd 6161; JIAN, XIV, p. 68, no. A I e.
2 See also Pera, Homonoia, pp. 70-72.
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Philip I
10 obv: AYT K IOYA 4IAIIfflO AYF Laureate bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K E4?E^IQN OMONOJA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum standing right before a cult
statue of Artemis Ephesia which has fillets hanging from
its hands which project from its sides.
BMC 168, 169; Cop 471; Fitz McClean 8824 (reverse type worn
and uncertain); von Papen p. 180, no. 38; KM p. 243, no.
38; mv Wadd 6173, 6174; JIAN, XIV, pp. 68-69, nos. A I f,
1, n.
11 obv: AYT K IOYA ctIAI1IHO AYF Laureate bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN OMONOJA Two city goddesses
joining right hands and holding sceptres in their left
hands.
MZ 47, 155; JIAN, XIV, p. 70, no. A II a; mv Wadd 6175.
Otacilia Severa
12 obv: MAPK OTAKIA EBHPA ^EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: IEPAOAEITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum standing before a cult statue
of Artemis Ephesia with fillets hanging from its arms.
JIAN, XIV, p. 69, no. A I m.
13 obv: M QT EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
wreaths one with fl(YØIA) and the other E(4EIA).
BMC 172, 173; BM; Cop 472; SNG München 250; von Papen p.
170, no. 19; GRM p. 41, no. 9; Weber 7120; Mionnet, IV,
646; JIAN, XIV, p. 76, nos. A VIII a 1 a-c.
14 obv: M QT EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPA1IOAITQN KAI EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
wreaths one with fl(YQIA) and the other O(AYM1IIA).
vov Papen, p. 170, no. 20; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 399; JIAN,
XIV, pp. 77-78, nos. A VIII 	 a-b.
15 obv: M QT EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN KAI E4EIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
wreaths without inscription.
von Papen p. 171, no. 21; Lindgren I 975; SNG Bern 118; mv
Wadd 6177; JIAN, XIV, p. 76, no. A VIII a 1 d.
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Philip II
16 obv: AY(T) K M IOYA IAIIIflO Laureate bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and aegis from which two snakes
rise.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Apollo of
Hierapolis holding a lyre and a plectrum standing right
before a cult statue of Artemis Ephesia which has a stag on
either side of it.
BMC 170; Cop 473; SNG Lewis 1625; GM pp. 739-740, no. 699;
JIAN, XIV, pp. 68-69, nos. A I g-k.
17 obv: M IOYA PIAIllllO KAI Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two turreted
city goddesses with sceptres and holding hands.
JIAN, XIV, p. 71, no. A II b.
Time of the Philips
18 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right, rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K(AI) E4EIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two
right hands clasped.
BMC 177, 178, 179, 180; Cop 467; SNG SvA 3662; mv Wadd
6112; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 378, 379; SNG München 247; JIAN,
XIV, p. 78, nos. A IX a-g; p. 80, nos. B II a-b.
19 obv: AAIPBHNO Head of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two empty
wreaths.
von Papen p. 171, no. 24.
20 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate bust of Apollo to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONYA Two wreaths one
with II and the other E.
JIAN, XIV, p. 77, no. A VIII a 3.
21 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO Head of the youthful Senate to the
right.
rev: IEPAILOAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two empty
wreaths.
von Papen p. 171, 23; Mionnet, IV, 600, 601; JIAN, XIV, p.
77, nos. A VIII a 2 c-d.
22 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^ Draped bust of the Senate bound with
taenia to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K E4'E^IQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
wreaths one with U and the other E.
BMC 186; Cop 468; SNG München 248; von Papen p. 171, 22;
JIAN, XIV, pp. 76-77, nos. A VIII a 2 a-b.
23 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN K E4E^IQN Laureate and veiled female
bust to the right.
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Athena standing and holding in her
right hand a spear and resting her left on shield.
Cop 469; JIAN, XIV, p. 73, no. A IV a.
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24 obv: IEPAIIOAITQN K E4EIQN Laureate and veiled female
bust to the right.
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Male figure standing left with a
double-axe and chlamys and in his right hand a wreath?
BM; JIAN, XIV, pp. 75-76.
25 obv: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN Laureate and veiled female
bust to the right.
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Men wearing a Phrygian cap, short
chiton and a mantle standing to the left with his right
foot on a bucranium and holding a pine-cone in his right
hand and resting his left hand on a sceptre.
BMC 187; Cop 470; SNG München 249; SNG SvA 3663; Weber
7119; MZ 65, 218; JIAN, XIV, pp. 74-75, nos. A VI a-b.
26 obv: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN Veiled female bust to the
right.
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Winged Nike (?) standing to the left.
BM.
27 obv: K EPEIQN OMONOJA (OMONYA) Laureate and veiled
female bust to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Winged Nike standing to the left
and holding a wreath in her right hand and a palm in her
left hand.
Ox, Ox; Mionnet, IV, 605; JIAN, XIV, p. 74, nos. A V a-d.
28 obv: IEPAIIOAITQN K E4E^IQN Laureate and veiled female
bust to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Rider carrying a double-axe
sitting on a horse stepping to the right.
Ox; JIAN, XIV, pp. 75-76, no. A VII 2.
29 obv: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN Laureate and veiled female
bust to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Hero standing right and carrying
a double-axe and chlamys in his left hand and a phiale in
his right hand.
JIAN, XIV, pp. 75-76, nos. A VII 1 a-b.
Valerian
30 obv: A(Y) K(E) fl(OY) A(IK) OYAAEPIANO Laureate bust
Valerian to the right in a cuirass and aegis from which two
snakes rise.
rev: IEPAIIOAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA (OMONYA)
Sarapis wearing a modius and long chiton with a sceptre
over his left shoulder standing right before a cult statue
of Artemis Ephesia which stands between two stags with its
usual supports.
BMC 188, 189; Hunt Coil 10; JIAN, XIV, pp. 71-72, nos A III
a-g.
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31 obv: II A OYAAEPIANO Laureate head of Valerian.
rev: IEPAUOA EE^IQN NEQKOPQN OMONYA Turreted city goddess
holding on her extended right hand a statue of Artemis
Ephesia and resting her left hand on a sceptre.
JIAN, XIV, p. 72, no. A III h.
Gallienus
32 obv: AY K II AT [F]AAAIHNO Radiate bust of Gallienus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAI[OAITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Apollo of
Hierapolis holding a lyre and a plectrum standing with a
cult statue of Artemis Ephesia.
Ox (coin worn); JIAN, XIV, p. 70, no. A I o.
LAODICEA see C LAODICEA: Homonoia Coins
PERGAMUM
Philip I
33 obv: AYT K M IOYA 4IAIIfflO AY[' Laureate bust of Philip
in a cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: IEPAI[OAEITQN K IIEPFAMHNQN NEQKOPQN OMONOTA Apollo of
Hierapolis holding a lyre and a plectrum standing with
Asciepius of Pergamum who has a snake-staff.
BMC 171; Cop 466; mv Wadd 6176; KM p. 242, no. 37; JIAN
XIV, p. 91, nos. F a-d.
SARDIS
Comm o du s
34 obv: AYT KAI M AYP KOMMOAO Laureate bust of Commodus to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN KAI APAIANQN OMONOIA Apollo of
Hirerapolis holding a lyre and a plectrum stands right
before the seated and draped Kore of Sardis who wears a
polos surmounted by a crescent. On the left, is an upright
stalk of corn and on the right, a poppy.
BMC 167; JIAN, XIV, pp. 86-87, no. E I a; Pera, Homonoia,
pp. 72-74.
Philip I
35 obv: AYT K M TOY 4IAIJII1O Laureate bust of Philip to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN (K) APAIANQN NEQKOPQN OMONOTA Apollo of
Hierapolis holding a lyre and a plectrum standing opposite
a cult representation of the city goddess of Sardis.
SNG SvA 3666; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 397; JIAN, XIV, p. 87,
nos. E I b-c.
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Otacilia Severa
36 obv: MAPK QTAKIA EBHPA ^EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K APAIANQN NEQKOPQN OMONOTA Two prize
crowns each containing two palms.
BMC 174 (Inscriptions on crowns illegible); SNG Lewis 1626;
mv Wadd 6178; Mionnet, Suppi. VII, 398; Mionnet, IV, 647;
JIAN XIV, p. 89, nos. E V a-b.
37 obv: M QT EBHPA EB Draped bust of Otacilia to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN	 APAIANQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two prize
wreaths one with XPYAN and the other IIY8IA.
BMC 176; von Papen p. 168, no. 13; Lindgren I 976; JIAN,
XIV, p. 90, nos. E VII a-b.
Philip II
38 obv: M IOYA IAIJIllO KAI Bare-headed bust of Philip to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K APAIANQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two prize
crowns both with palms in. On left one IIY8IA (?) and on
right XP\2ANØINA (?).
SNG SvA 3667; Weber 7123.
39 obv: M IOYA IAI1IUO^ KAIAP Bare-headed bust of Philip
to the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K APAIANQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
crowns both with palms in.
BM; von Papen p. 169, no. 16; mv Wadd 6182; JIAN, XIV, p.
89, no. E V c.
Time of the Philips
40 obv: IEPA YNKAHTO^ Youthful bust of the Senate to the
right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K APAIANQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two prize
wreaths one with X and the other II.
BM; von Papen p. 169, no. 14; Weber 7122; JIAN, XIV, p. 90,
no. E VII c.
41 obv: AAIPBHNO Radiate and draped bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K APAIANQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two right
hands clasped.
BMC 184; mv Wadd 6113; JIAN XIV, pp. 90-91, nos. E VIII a-
b.
42 obv: IEPAUOAEITQN K APAIANQN Youthful head of Dionysus
to the right with thyrsos on his left shoulder.
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Athlete holding a palm branch in left
hand and a prize crown in his outstretched right hand.
von Papen p. 170, no. 18.
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43 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN K APAIANQN Bust of Artemis with
quiver.
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Hero standing left holding a phiale
in his right hand and a double-axe and chiamys in his left
hand.
JIAN, XIV, p. 89, no. E TV.3
44 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN K APAIANQN Youthful male head to the
right (Dionysus or Apollo?).
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Rider with a chlamys and a double-axe
sitting on a horse stepping to the right.
BM; Weber 7121.
45 obv: IEPAIIOAEITQN K APAIANQN Bust of Artemis to the
right with a quiver.
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOTA Men standing left holding a sceptre
in his left hand and resting his right foot on a bull's
head.
Ox; Mionnet, IV, 604; JIAN XIV, p. 88, nos. E III a-b.
46 obv: IEPA1IOAEITQN K APAIANQN Laureate, veiled and
draped female bust (Homonoia?).
rev: NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Winged Nike standing left and holding
a palm in her left hand and a wreath in her right hand.
JIAN, XIV, p. 88, no. E II a.
Gallienus
47 obv: AY K 11 FAAAIHNO Draped bust of Gallienus in a
cuirass.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K ^APAIANQN OMONYA Table with two prize
crowns On one IIYØIA and on the other XPYANTINA.
vonPapenp. 169, no. 17; MGp. 403, no. 114; JIAN, XIV, p.
90, no. E VI.
Valerian
48 obv: AY K bY AIK OVAAEPIANO Draped and armoured bust
of Valerian to the right in a radiate crown.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN KE APAIANQN OMONYA NEQKOPQN Apollo of
Hierapolis holding a lyre and a plectrum standing with a
cult representation of the city goddess of Sardis.
SNG SvA 3668; Ox; Lindgren III 596; mv Wadd 6184; JIAN,
XIV, pp. 87-88, nos. E I d-e.
The author of the catalogue believes that the preceding
coin is a misdescription of this one.
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SMYRNA4
Otacilia Severa
49 obv: MAPK QTAKIA EBHPA EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K ^MYP NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Winged Nike
holding a palm standing with Tyche who holds a cornucopiae
and a rudder.
SNG München 254; JIAN, XIV, p. 81, no. C II.
50 obv: MAPK QTAKIA EBHPA EB Draped bust of Otacilia to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two prize
crowns each with two palms. On one UYØIA and on the other
KOINA AIA.
BMC 174 (inscriptions on crowns illegible); von Papen p.
172, no. 26; JIAN, XIV, p. 82, no. C IV A b.
51 obv: MAPK QTA(KIA) EBHPA E(B) Draped bust of Otacilia
to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
crowns each with two palms.
Cop 475; JIAN, XIV, p. 82, no. C IV c.
52 obv: M QT EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
wreaths between which is a palm branch.
Cop 476; Weber 7124; JIAN, XIV, p. 85, no. C V b.
53 obv: M QT ^EBHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two prize
wreaths one with II and the other K.
JIAN, XIV, p. 84, no. C V a.
54 obv: M QT EYHPA Draped bust of Otacilia to the right.
rev: IEPA1IOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two prize
wreaths.
BM, von Papen p. 172, no. 27.
Philip II
55 obv: AYTOK K M IOYA IAI1IIIO E Radiate head of Philip.
rev: IEPOIIOAITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two urns with
palms.
von Papen p. 173, no. 28; JIAN, XIV, p. 83, no. C IV A d.
Time of the Philips
See Klose, Die Munzpragung von Smyrna, pp. 53-54.
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56 obv: MIPBHNO Draped and radiate bust of Apollo to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two hands in
a handshake.
BMC 181, 182, 183; Cop 474; SNG München 253; MZ 68, 282;
JIAN, XIV, p. 85, no. C VI a-c.
Gallienus
57 obv: AY K 11 Al FAAAIHNO Draped and armoured bust of
Gallienus to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA (OMONOYA)
Two prize crowns with palm branch on a table-top. The
inscriptions on the crowns are illegible.
SNG SvA 3669; JIAN, XIV, p. 83, nos. C IV A e, h and C IV
B c.
58 obv: AY(T) K 11(0) AI(KIN) FAAAIHNO^ Draped and armoured
bust of Gallienus to the right.
rev: IEPA11OAEITQN (K) MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOYA (OM0NOIA)
Two prize crowns with palm branch on a table-top. The
inscriptions on the crowns 11YIA and KOINA AIA^.
JIAN, XIV, pp. 83-85, nos. C IV A f-g, IV B a-b, D a-b; von
Papen p. 173, nos 29, 30; mv 1i'add 6185.
Valerian
59 obv: AY K(E) fl(OY) AIK 0YAAEPIAN0 Laureate bust of
Valerian to the right in a cuirass and aegis from which two
snakes rise.
rev: IEPA11OAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA (OMONYA)
Sarapis holding a sceptre stands facing winged Nemesis.
Between them a lighted altar and wheel.
BMC 190, 191, 192; Lindgren III 597; JIAN, XIV, p. 81, no.
C III a-d.
60 obv: A K 11 A OYAAEPIANO Laureate bust of Valerian to
the right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K MYPNAIQN NEQKOPQN OMONYA Two turreted
city goddesses standing together and joining their right
hands and holding sceptres in their left hands.
KMp. 243, no. 40; JIAN, XIV, p. 80, no. C I.
Tranqui ilina
61 obv: OYPIA TPANKYAAEINA EB Head of Tranquilina.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN	 MYPNAIQN F NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two urns
with four palms.
von Papen p. 172, no. 25; JIAN, XIV, p. 82, no. IV A a.
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SYNNADA5
Lucius Verus
62 obv: AY KAT A AYP OYHPO Laureate bust of Verus to the
right in a cuirass.
rev: YNNAAEQN IEPAIIOAEITQN OMONOTA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum stands before Zeus Laodiceus
who is seated and holds a phiale in his right hand while
resting his left arm on a sceptre.
BMC 163; JIAN, XIV, p. 93, no. L a; Pera, Homonoia, p . 74,
no. 1.
Marcus Aurelius
63 obv: AY KAI M AY ANTQNINO Lauretae bust of Aurelius in
a cuirass.
rev: YNNAAEQN IEPAIIOAEITQN OMONOJA Apollo of Hierapolis
holding a lyre and a plectrum stands before Zeus Laodicea
who is seated and holds a statuette of Nike in his right
hand while resting his left arm on a sceptre.
JIAN, XIV, p. 93, no. L b; Pera Homonoia, p. 74, no. 2.
Elagabalus?
64 obv: A K M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate head.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN YNNAAQN A turreted female standing and
holding ears of corn in her right hand.
JIAN, XIV, p. 93, no. K.
See Pera, Homonoia, pp. 74-77.
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C COLOSSAE: Coins with Imperial Portraits
CALIGULA
The coin minted under Caligula (RPC 2981) should be deleted
as a forgery. The first coins of this city were produced
under Hadrian (RPC II p. 11).
HADRIAN
Hieronymos
1 obv: AAPIANO AYTOKPATQP KAIAP Hadrian bare-headed to
the left.
rev: [IEP]QNYMO	 [ANEHK]EN KOAOHNQN Helios in a
quad riga.
MSP 546.
2 Obv: AAPIANO OAYMPIO Draped and bare-headed bust of
Hadrian to the left.
rev: IEPONYMO ANEHKEN KOAOHNQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
MSP 547.
Ki Eugenetorianes
3 obv: AAPIANO KAIAP Draped and bare-headed bust of
Hadrian to the right.
rev: KA EYFENETOPIANH KOAOHNQN Athena standing left with
an owl to her left and a shield on the ground.
MSP 548.
SABINA The reign of Hadrian
Hieronymos
4 obv: ABINA EBA^TH Draped bust of Sabina wearing a
diadem to the right.
rev: IEPONYMO ANE8HKEN KOAOHNQN Artemis the huntress
dressed in a short chiton and boots and holding a bow in
her left hand and quiver on her right arm.
MSP 549; Lindgren III 574; mv Wadd 5874.
Okt Apollonios
5 obv: ABINA EBATH Draped bust of Sabina wearing a
diadem to the right.
rev: OKT AIIOAAQNIO ANEØH KOAOHNQN Artemis the huntress
standing in short chiton and boots holding a bow in her
left hand and a quiver on her right arm.
MSP 550; KMp. 260, no. 2.
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LUCIUS AELIUS CAESAR The reign of Hadrian
Okt Apollonios
6 obv: AOYKIO AIAIO KAI^AP Bare-headed bust of Lucius
Aelius Caesar to the left in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: [OKT?J AIIOAAQNIO OYA ANEHKE KOAOHNQN Cult statue
of Artemis Ephesia with its usual supports standing between
two stags.
BMC 12; MSP 551, 552; mv Wadd 5875.
ANTONINTJS PIUS
Ti Asinios Philopappos
7 obv: AYTO KAIAP TITO AIAO ANTQNEINO Laureate head of
Pius to the right.
rev: TI AINIO^ 4IA011A11UO 0 FPAMMATEY KOAOHNQN Artemis
the huntress standing to the right in a short chiton
holding a quiver and a bow and a stag by its antlers.
MSP 553, 554; mv Wadd 5873; Ox.
MARCUS AURELIUS CAESAR The reign of Antoninus Pius
T Sakerdos
8 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO KAIAP Bare head of a youthful
Aurelius to the right.
rev: T AKEPAQ APXQN KOAOHNQN Artemis as a huntress
walking to the right and holding a bow in her left hand and
drawing an arrow from a quiver with her right.
BMC 13; MSP 555, 556, 557, 558; KM p. 260, no. 3.
Ki Sakerdos
9 obv: M AYPHAIO^ BHPO KAIAP Bare head of a youthful
Aurelius to the right.
rev: KA AKEPAQ APXQN KOAOHNQN Artemis in short chiton
holding a bow in her left hand and drawing an arrow from a
quiver with her right.
BM; MSP 559, 560, 561, 562; SNG SvA 3768; mv Wadd 5876.
10 obv: M AYPHAIO BHPO KAIAP Bare head of a youthful
Aurelius to the right.
rev: KA AKEPAQ APXQ KOAOHNQN Athena standing left with
an owl on her right hand and a shield leaning on her lance.
MSP 563; KMp. 261, no. 4.
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MARCUS AURELIUS
Ekieton
11 obv: AYT K M AYP ANTQN Laureate head of Aurelius to the
right.
rev: EKAHTQN APXQN KOAOHNQN Leto standing left in a long
robe holding an infant.
MSP 564; KMp. 261, no. 5.
COMMODUS The reign of Marcus Aurelius
P Au Ktesikles
12 obv: AYT KAI A AYP KOMOAO Bare head of a youthful
Commodus to the right.
rev: II AlA KTHIKAH ANEØHKE KOAOHNQN Cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia standing between two stags.
MSP 565.
COMMODUS
Strateg ton pen Zosimon
13 obv: AYT KAI A AYP KOMMOAO^ Laureate and bearded bust of
Commodus to the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: TPATHF TQN ILEPI ZQIMON A IAO11ATOPA KOAOHNQN
Artemis the huntress in biga of galloping stags holding a
strung bow in her right hand and drawing an arrow from a
quiver with her left hand.
BMC 14; BM; MSP 566-574; SNG München 310; SNG SvA 3769;
Hunt Coil 2; GRMp. 158, no. 1; Mionnet, IV, 426.
14 obv: AYT KAI A AYP KOMMOAO Laureate and bearded bust of
Commodus to the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: ^TPATHFO TQN UEPI ZQIMON A PIAOIIATOPA KOAOHNQN
Artemis the huntress standing right with quiver on her
shoulder and bow in lowered right hand and holding a stag
standing behind her by its antlers with her left hand.
BM; MSP 575, 576, 577; GM p. 733, no. 670.
Apollonios
15 obv: AYT KAI A AYP KOMMOAO Laureate and bearded bust of
Commodus to the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: AIIOAAQNIO B TOY ZQIMOY AIOKPATOY ANE8HKEN KOAO^H
Artemis the huntress with a quiver on her shoulder and bow
in lowered right hand and holding a stag standing behind by
its antlers.
MSP 578; mv Wadd 5877.
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Draped bust of Crispina to the
Zeus Laodiceus standing to the
his extended right arm and a
Unsigned
16 obv: AY K M AYP KOMMOAO Laureate and bearded bust of
Commodus to the right in cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: KOAOHNQN Nike (?) holding in her lowered right hand
a palm and in her extended left a wreath stands in biga
drawn by walking horses.
BMC 15; MSP 579.
CRISPINA The reign of Commodus
Ktesikles
17 obv: KPIIIEINA EBA^T
right.
rev: KTH^IKAH KOAO^HNQN
left holding an eagle on
sceptre in his left hand.
MSP 580; KMp. 261, no. 6.
Unsigned
18 obv: KPIIIINA EBAT Draped bust of Crispina to the
right.
rev: KOAOHNQN AYKO River god Lycus lying down and
holding a reed in his right hand and a cornucopiae in his
left with an overturned vessel, the source of his river,
below him.
BM; MSP 581, 582, 583, 584; mv Wadd, 5878; GR1p. 159, no.
2.
19 obv: KPIUINA IEBA^T Draped bust of Crispina to the
right.
rev: KOAO^HNQN Tyche holding a rudder in her right hand
and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
MSP 585.
SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS
Menekies
20 obv: AY KAI A ^E11 EOYHPO IIEP Laureate and bearded bust
of Septimius Severus in cuirass and paludamentum to the
right.
rev: MENEKAH B TE4ANEOPO ANEØ KOAOHNQN Artemis the
huntress in short chiton holding a bow and drawing an arrow
from a quiver while standing in biga of stags under which
is a wild pig with an arrow in its back.
BM: MSP 586, 587; SNG SvA 3770; BM Hecht.
Ni gre S
21 obv: Laureate and bearded bust of Septimius Severus in
cuirass and paludamentum to the right (legend not legible).
rev: NIFPO F TEANE4OPQN ANEOHKEN KOAOHNQN Zeus
Laodiceus standing left and holding an eagle on his
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extended right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
MSP 588.
CARACALLA
Nigres
22 obv: AYT KAJ M AYP ANTQNEJNO Youthful and laureate bust
of Caracalla in cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: NJFPO F TEANEOPQN ANE8HKEN KOAOHNQN Zeus
Laodiceus standing to the left holding an eagle on his
extended right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
MSP 590; KM p. 526, no. 2.
23 obv: AYT KAI M AYP ANTQNEINO Laureate and youthful bust
of Caracalla in cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: NIFPO F TEANEOPQN ANEHKEN KOAOEHNQN Tyche
holding a rudder in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her
left arm.
MSP 589.
Menekies
24 obv: AY KAT M AY ANTQNEINO Laureate bust of Caracalla
in cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: MENEKAH AI TEANEOPQN ANEHKEN KOAOHNQN Men
standing to the front wearing a Phrygian cap, short chiton
and long mantle and holding in his right hand a phiale and
resting his left on a sceptre placed on a bucranium at his
feet.
BMC 16; MSP 591.
ELAGABALUS
25 obv: AYT KAI M AY ANTQNEINO ^EB Laureate bust of
Elagabalus in cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN 0T8 Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia between
two stags placed next to Tyche holding a cournucopiae and
rudder.
MSP 592, 593; SNG SvA 3771.
TREBON JANUS GALLUS
Au Makrianos
26 obv: A K F 0 TPR FAMO 	 Laureate bust of Gallus in
cuirass and paludamentum to the right.
rev: AY MAKPIANO^ EllA TE4ANH40PQN PA ANE8HKEN KOAOHNQN
Artemis the huntress in short chiton holding a bow and
drawing an arrow from a quiver while standing in biga of
stags under which is a wild pig with an arrow in its back.
BM; MSP 594, 595; BM Hecht.
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H COLOSSAE: Coins without Imperial Portraits
Time of Hadrian
Okt Apollonios
1 obv: AHMO^ KOAOHNQN Draped bust of the youthful Demos
to the right.
rev: OKT AIIOAAQNIO OYA ANE9HKE Demeter standing left in
veil and long chiton and holding a sceptre in her left hand
and ears of corn in her right hand.
MSP 447.
2 obv: KOAOHNQN Radiate bust of Helios to the left.
rev: OKT AIIOAAQNIO OYA ANE River god lying down and
leaning on a vessel which is the source of his river.
MSP 452; mv Wadd 5862.
Hieronymos
3 obv: KOAO^HNQN Radiate bust of Helios to the right.
rev: IEPQNYMO ANEH River god lying down and holding
reeds in his right hand and reeds/spear in his left hand.
MSP 448, 449, 450; Ox; mv Wadd 5861.
4 obv: KOAOHNQN Radiate bust of Helios to the right.
rev: IEPQNYMO ANEOH River god lying down and holding a
reed pipe
while resting on vessel which is the source of his river.
MSP 451.
5 obv: KOAOHNQN Bust of Men wearing a Phrygian cap with
a crescent moon behind his shoulders to the right.
rev: JEPO ANE Stag standing left.
MSP 453; mv Wadd 5859.
6 obv: KOAO^HNQN Veiled bust of the Boule to the right.
rev: (Illegible magistrate's name ANE)HKEN Dionysus with
thyrsos and kantharos and a panther at his feet.
MSP 454 (Dating to the reign of Hadrian is not certain but
this is a coin of the second century in any case); SNG
München 309.
Time of Antoninus Pius
Phi lopappos
7 obv: KOAOHNOI Head of the youthful Demos bound with
taenia to the right.
rev: 4IAOUAIfflO^ 0 FPAMMATEY KOA Demeter in long chiton,
peplos and veil standing left and holding a poppy and corn
ears in her right hand and resting her left hand on a
sceptre.
BMC 1; MSP 455, 456, 457; mv Wadd 5865.
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8 obv: KOAOHNQN Radiate bust of Hellos to the right.
rev: 4IA011A1I1IO FPAMMATEY Zeus standing left and holding
a sceptre in his left hand and Nike (or an eagle?) in his
right hand.
MSP 458, 459, 460; mv Wadd 5863, 5864.
9 obv: KOAOHNQN Draped bust of Serapis to the right
wearing a modius.
rev: IAOflA1IHO FPAMMATEY Hygeia in long chiton and peplos
standing to the right and feeding a serpent from a phiale.
BMC 2; MSP 461, 462, 463, 464; Cop 309.
10 obv: 4IAOIIAIIIIO Bust of Athena wearing an aegis and a
Corinthian helmet to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Wolf.
BM; MSP 465, 466, 467, 468; mv Wadd 5860; KM p. 260, no.
1.
11 obv: KOAOEHNQN Head of Dionysus in an ivy wreath to the
right.
rev: IA011AllflO Stag standing right.
MSP 469.
Ki Sakerdos
12 obv: KOAOHNQN Head of Zeus bound with taenia to the
right.
rev: KA AKEPAQ APXQN Tyche holding a cornucopiae in her
left hand and a rudder in her right hand.
MSP 470; SNG SvA 3764.
Ti Ki Sakerdos
13 obv: KOAOHNQN Bust of Serapis to the right wearing a
mod ius.
rev: TI KA AKEPAQ APXQN Zeus Laodiceus standing left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
MSP 471-482; SNG SvA 3763; mv Wadd 5857, 5858; Ox.
Sakerdos
14 obv: KOAOHNQN Radiate bust of Helios to the right.
rev: AKEPAQ Stag standing right.
MSP 483.
Time of Commodus
P Au Ktesikles
15 obv: AHMO KOAOHNQN Laureate and youthful bust of the
Demos to the right.
rev: II AlA KTHIKAH ANEØHKEN Helios wearing a radiate
crown and standing to the front and holding a torch in his
right hand and a globe in his left hand.
MSP 484, 485, 486; mv Wadd 5870; AM p. 261, no. 7.
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Apol lonios
16 obv: AHMO KOAOHNQN Laureate and youthful bust of the
Demos to the right.
rev: AflOAAQNIO B ZQIMOY AIOKPATOY ANEØHKEN Helios
wearing a radiate crown, holding a globe in his left hand
and a torch in his right hand and standing in a galloping
quad riga.
BMC 4; MSP 487-493; Cop 310; mv k/add 5867, 5868; MZ 36,
64.
17 obv: AHMO KOAOHNQN Laureate and draped bust of the
youthful Demos to the right.
rev: AIIOAAQNIO B ZQIMOY AIOKPATOYE ANE9HKE Cult statue of
Artemis Ephesia standing between two stags.
BMC 3; MSP 494, 495; mv Wadd 5869.
18 obv: AHMO KOAOHNQN Laureate and draped bust of
youthful Demos to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Hellos wearing a radiate crown, holding a
globe in his left hand and a torch in his right hand and
standing in a quadriga.
BMCS; BM; MSP496-505; SNGMünchen 307; SNGSvA 3765; Fitz
McCiean 8789; Hunt Coil 1.
19 obv: AHMO KOAOHNQN Laureate and draped bust of the
youthful Demos to the right.
rev: Hellos wearing a radiate crown, holding a globe in his
left hand and a torch in his right hand and standing in a
quad riga.
MSP 506; BM Hecht.
20 obv: AHMO KOAOHNQN Laureate and youthful bust of the
Demos to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Cult statue of Artemis Ephesia standing
between two stags.
BM; MSP 507-512; SNG München 308; SNG SvA 3766.
Second half of the second century
21 obv: Bust of Artemis with a bow to the right.
rev: KOAO^HNQN Stag standing right.
BMC9; MSP 513, 514; KMp. 525, no. 1.
22 obv: Radiate bust of Hellos to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Asciepius holding a snake-staff standing
with Hygeia.
MSP 515, 516, 517.
23 obv: Bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Isis standing in long chiton with a lotus
flower on her head and holding a sistrum and sistula.
BMC 8; MSP 518, 519.
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Second half of the second century, perhaps time of Severus.
24 obv: Bust of Sarapis wearing a modius to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Isis standing left wearing a long chiton
with a lotus flower on her head and holding a sistrum and
sistula.
BMC 6, 7; MSP 520-533; Cop 311; SNG SvA 3767; Lindren I
929.
Time of Severus
25 obv: BOYAH Laureate and draped bust of the veiled Boule
to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Zeus Laodiceus standing to the left and
holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a sceptre in
his left hand.
MSP 534, 535, 536; GM p . 733, no. 668.
Third century
26 obv: JEPA BOYAH Laureate and draped bust of the veiled
Boule to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Tyche standing left and holding a rudder in
her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left arm.
BMC 11; MSP 537, 538, 539, 540; mv Wadd 5866.
27 obv: Bust of Sarapis wearing a to the right.
rev: KOAOHNQN Isis standing with a lotus flower on her
head and holding a sistrum and sistula.
MSP 541, 542; Cop 312. (For other coins showing Sarapis
and Isis see mv Wadd 5856; GM p. 733, no. 669 and BM
Hecht).
Time of Gallienus
28 obv: JEPA YNKAJ-ITO Young male bust of the Senate to the
right with draped shoulders.
rev: KOAOHNQN Artemis the huntress in short chiton
walking to the right holding a bow in her right hand and
drawing an arrow from a quiver with her left.
BMC 10; MSP 543, 544; mv Wadd 5871.
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I COLOSSAE: Homonia Coins
APHRODISIAS
Commodus
obv: AYT KAI A AP KOMMOAO^ Laureate bust of Commodus to the
right in a cuirass and paludamentum.
rev: KOAOHNQ[N] MPOAEIIEQN OMONOIA Eu KA UPEI^KOY Two
city goddesses each holding a sceptre standing face to face
and clasping hands.
MacDonald, The Coinage of Aphrodisias, p. 155; MacDon1ld,
"The Homonoia of Colossae and Aphrodisias", pp. 25-27.
This is the only known homonoia coin of Colossae.
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APPENDIX I: The Emperors of the Roman Empire
Augustus	 31(27) B.C.-A.D. 14
Tiberius	 14-37
Gaius	 37-41 The Julio-Claudians
Claudius	 41-54
Nero	 54-68
Galba
Otho
Vitellius
Vespas ian
Titus
Domitian
Nerva
Trajan
Hadrian
Antoninus Pius
Marcus Aurelius
Lucius Verus
C ommo du s
Pertinax
Didius Julianus
Septimius Severus
Caracal la
Macrinus
Elagabalus
Severus Alexander
Maximinus
Gordian I and II
Balbinus and Pupienus
Gordian III
Phi 1 i p
Decius
Callus
Aemi 1 janus
Valerian
Gallienus
68
69
69
69-79
79-8 1
8 1-96
96-98
98- 117
117- 38
139- 61
161-80
161- 69
180- 92
193
193
193-211
211- 17
217- 18
2 18-22
222-35
235- 38
238
238
238 -44
244 -49
249- 51
251- 53
253
253-60
253- 68
The Flavians
The Antonines
The Severans (except
Macrinus)
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APPENDIX II: Sources for the Upper Maeander Valley1
a: LAODICEA
Letters of Quintus Oppius to Aphrodisias:
Reynolds, A and R, doe. 2, pp. 11-16.
Reynolds, A and R, doe. 3, pp. 16-20.
Letter of the Emperor Hadrian:
IGRP, IV, 1033.
Buildings:
IGRP, IV, 845; Ramsay, C and B, p. 73, no. 4.
IGRP, IV, 847; MAMA, VI, 2; Ramsay, Cand B, p. 74, no. 5;
GIG, 3949
IGRP, IV, 860; Robert, L d L, p. 265
IGRP, IV, 848; Ramsay, C and B, p. 72, no. 1.
IGRP, IV, 863; GIG, 3938; Ramsay, C and B, pp. 74-75, no.
8.
AM, XXI, 1896, 471.
GIG, 3946.
Foundations:
AM, XVI, 1891, 146.
GIG, 3937.
Diocletian's Price Edict:
Aphrodisias in Late Antiquity, no. 231, pp. 265ff.
Guilds:
IGRP, IV, 863; Ramsay, C and B, pp. 74-75, no. 8; GIG,
3938.
Wool Trade:
MAMA, VI, 21.
1 This Appendix contains a list of the epigraphical
material for Laodicea, Hierapolis and Colossae referred to
in Chapter One.
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b: HIERAPOLIS
Buildings:
IGRP, IV, 808.
AvH 15; 70, nos 6-7; 72, no9; 70, noS; 10-12.
Foundations:
AvH, 133, 153, 195, 209, 227, 270, 278, 293, 336, 342.
Guilds:
IGRP, IV, 821; AvH, 40; Ramsay, C and B, p. 118, rio. 26
(woolwashers).
AvH, 50, 195 (dyers).
IGRP, IV, 816, 822; AvH, 133b, 227, 342 (purple-dyers).
AvH, 342 (tapestry makers)
C: COLOSSAE
Foundations:
MAMA, VI, 42; Robert, LdL, p 328.
Magistrates:
Robert, LdL, p. 277; IGRP, IV, 870.
MAMA, VI, 40 (agonothetes).
IGRP, IV, 869 (xeiliarchos).
IGRP, IV, 868; Robert, LdL, p. 278 (priest).
Catalogue G 7; H 7-9 (grammateus).
Catalogue G 8-11; H 12-13 (archon).
Catalogue G 13-14 (strategos).
Catalogue G 20-24, 26 (stephanephorus).
Games:
MAMA, VI, 40.
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APPENDIX III: The Romanization of the Cistophorus
Cistophori minted at Laodicea c189-133 B.C:
Obv: Cista mystica with half open lid from which a snake
issues to the left; the whole type is circled by an ivy
wreath with berries.
Rev: Two coiled snakes with their heads erect; between them
a bow case ornamented with a floral scroll and containing
a strung bow. In the field to the left, MO, and to the
right, a wolf above the turreted head of the city goddess.
BMC 1.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but the wolf is above a lyre.
BMC 2.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but there is a female head, Aphrodite ?, with
her hair rolled and wearing a stephane to the right instead
of the wolf.
BMC 3.
Cistophori minted at Laodicea after 133 B.C:
Obv: Cista mystica from which snake issues left, the whole
type in an ivy wreath with berries.
Rev: Two coiled snakes with their heads face to face;
between them an ornamented bow case containing a strung
bow.	 In the field left, MO and in the field right, a
winged caduceus.	 In the centre, ZEYI AIIOAAQNIOY TOY
AMYNTOY.
BMC 4.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but
BMC 5.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but
BMC 6.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but
BMC 7.
in the centre M?OBHTO IAIfflIOY.
in the centre OAYMIIIOAQPO EPMOFENOY.
in the centre Iflh1OXAITH AEINOMAXOY.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but in the centre AIOAQPOY.
BMC 8; BMC 9 has B above the caduceus.
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Proconsular cistophori minted at Laodicea for P. Lentulus,
proconsul of Cilicia, 56-53 B.C:
Obv: Cista mystica with half open lid from which a serpent
issues to the left. The whole design is in an ivy wreath
with berries.
Rev: Two coiled snakes facing each other; between them a
bow case ornamented with a floral scroll; strung bow behind
snake on the left. In field left, AAO and in field right,
a caduceus. Across, P LENTVLVS PF IMP. Below, APTEMIAOPO
AAMOKPATOY.
BMC 15.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but below HPO4ANTO HPOPANT[OY].
BMC 16.
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but
BMC 17.
below KPATIUUO[].
Obv: As above.
Rev: As above but below AflOAAONIO AAMOKPATOY [ZQIMOJ?
BMC 18.
Cistophori of Antony:
Obv: M ANTONIVS IMP COS DESIG ITER ET TERT Head of Antony
wearing ivy wreath right, below lituus, the whole design
enclosed in a wreath of ivy leaves and flowers.
Rev: III VIR R P C Draped bust of Octavia right, above
cista flanked by twisting snakes.
RPC 2201.
Obv: M ANTONIVS IMP COS DESIG ITER ET TERT Head of Antony
and bust of Octavia jugate right.
Rev: III VIR R P C Dionysus standing left on cista between
twisting snakes.
RPC 2202.
Cistophori of Augustus:
Obv: IMP CAESAR DIVI F COS VI LIBERATATIS P R VINDEX
Laureate head of Augustus right.
Rev: PAX Pax standing left on parazonium, holding a
caduceus, cista mystica from which snake issues; the whole
type within a laurel wreath.
RPC 2203.
Obv: IMP CAESAR Bare head of Augustus right.
Rev: AVGVSTVS Sphinx seated right.
RPC 2204.
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Obv: IMP CAESAR Bare head left, before lituus.
Rev: AVGVSTVS Capricorn right with cornucopia; the whole
type within a laurel wreath.
RPC 2205.
Obv: IMP CAESAR Bare head of Augustus left, before lituus.
Rev: AVGVSTVS Bunch of six ears of corn.
RPC 2206.
Obv: IMP CAESAR Bare head of Augustus right.
Rev: AVGVSTVS Garlanded altar with two hinds.
RPC, 2215.
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APPENDIX IV: The Value Marks on the Coins of Chios
Obol:
BMC Carla, p. 340, nos. 107-109; RPC, 2421.
let rachalkon:
BMC Carla, p. 340, nos. 110 and 111.
Trichalkon:
BMC Caria, p. 340, no. 112; RPC, 2422.
Dichalkon:
BMC Caria, p. 341, nos. 113-114.
3 Assaria:
BMC Caria, p. 341, nos. 115-117; p. 342, nos. 118-119, 122;
p. 343, nos. 123-125, 128; p. 344, no. 129-130; p. 345, no.
134; RPC, 2419.
2 Assaria:
BMC Carla, p. 342, nos. 120-121; p. 344, nos. 131-133; p.
345, no. 135.
1 1/2 Assaria:
BMC carla, p. 343, no. 126; p. 345, nos. 136-138; RPC,
2420.
Assarion:
BMC C'arla, p. 343, no. 127; RPC, 2417.
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APPENDIX V: The Uses of EUIMEAHeEI
Civic positions:
IGR, III, 181; SEG, XXVII, 1977, 846 cf. lyE, 3707.
lyE, V, 1600 cf. lyE, II, 275 and V, 1595.
Robert, LdL, pp. 277-278.
Honorary inscriptions for the emperor:
IvS, II, 1, 622.
MAMA, VI, 179; Ramsay, C and B, pp. 457-458, nos. 281-283;
IGRP, IV, 773-774.
IGRP, IV, 623.
IGRP, IV, 625.
IGRP, IV, 626.
IGRP, IV, 723.
IGRP, IV, 900.
IGRP, IV, 934.
IGRP, IV, 1333.
IGRP, IV, 1563.
lyE, VII, 1, 3412.
lyE, VI, 2050.
Honorary inscriptions for others:
BE, 90, 1977, 459.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 466, no. 301;
IGRP, IV, 594.
IGRP, IV, 706.
IGRP, IV, 1223.
IGRP, IV, 1246 and 1269.
IGRP, 1509.
IGRP, 1544.
lyE, III, 686.
lyE, VII, 1, 3036.
lyE, VII, 1, 3055.
lyE, VII, 1, 3080.
lyE, VII, 2, 3707.
IGRP, IV, 786.
Inscriptions with financial arrangements:
Ramsay, C and B, pp. 461-462, no. 295; IGRP, IV, 789-790;
MAMA, VI, 180 I.
MAMA, VI, 266; Ramsay, C and B, p. 640, no. 531; IGRP, IV,
653.
MAMA, VI, 74.
Robert, La Cane, pp. 182-184, nos. 79-82.
MAMA, VI, 39.
IGRP, IV, 567.
IGRP, IV, 578.
IGRP, IV, 1012.
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IGRP, IV, 1244.
IGRP, IV, 1355.
IGRP, IV, 1535.
lyE, II, 412.
Relatives:
Robert, C and B, p. 190, no. 73; Robert, la Cane, p. 185.
Ramsay, C and B, p. 637, no. 530; MAMA, VI, 265; IGRP, IV,
654.
Robert, LdL, pp. 277-278.
IGRP, IV, 1011.
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APPENDIX VI: Coin Legends of the Upper Maeander Valley
a: LAODICEA
ANEØHKEN + Name:
M. Aurelius: TI KA ATTAAO ANEØHKE
II KA ATTAA0 ANE8HK(E)N
11 KA ATTAAO^ ANE8H
[11 KA ATTAA0 ANEOHKE EflI(NIKION)
Time of M. Aurelius: ATTAAO ANE
11 K ATTAAO ANEØHKEN
11 K ATTAAO ANEHKE
II K ATTAAO [ANE9H
11 KA ATTAAO ANE8HKEN
II KA ATTAAO ANE[OHKEN]
11 KA ATTAAO ANEHKE APXIEPA
11 KA ATTAAO APXIEPA[TEYQN A]NEHKE
II K (A)TTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANE8HKEN
11 K ATTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANEØH[KEN]
Eu + Name:
Time of Claudius: EllI IE ZHNQNI^ 110 TI TO A
Time of Vespasian: OMONOIA Eu MAPKEAAOY ANDY
M. Aurelius: EHI AN8Y HO 11EAQNO
Eu ANØY 110111 11EAQNO
Caracalla: EHI U AT UIFPHTO AIAPXOY F
EUT AlA 11IFPHTO AIAP
AlA + Name:
Domitian: AlA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY
AlA KOPNHAOY AIOK0YPIAOY
Domitian/Domitia: AlA KP AI0KOYPIA0Y
Domitia: AlA KOP AI0KOYPIA0Y
AlA KP AIOK0YPIAOY
Office + Name(see also ANEHKEN and Eu):
Nero Augustus: AMAEIO NOMOQETH
KPATEP0 NOMOETH
4IA011ATPI + Name:
Augustus: ANTO IIOAEMQN cIAOIIATPI
Galus Caesar: ANTQ IIOAE IA011AT
UOAE 4IAOUAT
EYEPFETH^ + Name:
Nero Augustus: I0YAI0 ANAP0NIK0 EYEPFETH
Time of Nero: IOYAI0 ANAP0NIKO EYEPFETH
Vespasian: IOY11I0 ANAP0NIK0 EYEPFETH
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Name only:
Late first century: ^EITAAKA
Augustus: Q9ENH
ZEYI	 IAAAHØH
Claudius: IIYØ
11YØH IIYOOY AI^
11Y8H IIY9OY TO AEYTEPON
KOP AIO^KOYPIAH
KOP AIOKOYPIAH TO AEYTEPON
ANTQ 11OAEMQNO YIOY ZHNQNO
11OAEMQNO YIOY ZHNQNO
Nero: FAJOY 11OTOMOY
KOP AINEIA^
IOYAIA ZHNQNI
Titus: FAIO IOYAIO KOTY
K?AYAIA ZHNQNI
K ZHNQNO
Antoninus Pius: AIONYIO
AIAIO AONYIO
110 AIAIO AIONYIO
110 AIAIO AIONYIO ABINIANO
Marcus Aurelius: AIONYIO^
11 K ATTMO
11 K ATTAAO EUTNIKION
ATTA11O EUTNIKION
Ethnic only:
Late first century; Trajan; Plotina; Matidia; Hadrian;
Sabina; L. Aelius Caesar; Antoninus Pius; Faustina Junior;
Lucilla; Commodus; Crispina; Septimius Severus; Julia
Domna; Caracalla; Geta Caesar; Elagabalus; Annia Faustina;
Julia Maesa; Severus Alexander; Otacilia Severa; Philip II;
Trajan Decius.
b: HIERAPOLIS
Eu + Name:
Trajan: Eu ME 110 IEPAIIOAEITQN
Antoninus Pius: Eu ... IEPAIIOAEITQN
CPIAOIIATPI^ + Name:
Augustus: AI4IAO 4IAOILATPU
ZQIM0 IAO11ATPI
AYFKEY^ 4IAOIIATPI
KQKO 110AAIAO 4IAO11ATPI
Office + Name:
Augustus: IOAA.A IOAAOY FPAMMATEY
APYA^ FPAMMATEY
APYA^ FPAMNATEY AHMOY
AIIA0^ AIIAOY APXQN TO B
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Nero: IIEPEITA^ B FP
Name only:
Augustus: TPY4QN
BPYQN
AOPYKANO
ØEOKP I TO^
APYA
MATPQN AIIOAAQNIOY
XAPOIII AH QTPATOY
ATTAAO MEIAIXIO
HPA EIIAINETOY
ØEOKPITOE ØEOKPITOY
BPYQN BPYQNO
XAPH^ XAPHTO^ KQKO
IIAUIA AIIEAAI'OY
AOPYKANO A IOKOYPI AOY
APTEMUN KOAPOY
MENIKO AI4IAY TO F
IIAIIIA
AYNFEY
KQKO
AIIAO
Tiberius: AKAHUIAAH
AIIAO
MENANA PO
ZQIMO IEPONEIK[
8EOTEIMO AYKQTOY
Claudius: M. YIAAIO ANTIOXO
Nero: YIMIO^ ANTIOXO
MAFYTH^ NEQTEPO
MEPTH NEQTEPO
AU EAOYIO^ OIITOMO
M ANTQNIO KAAO
UEPEITA^ B
TI AIONYIO
XAPH B flAllIA
Vespasian: MN AIIAO
KOINTO KOP POYO
Time of M. Aurelius?: M. AY K[AAAIKAH^] KAAOY
Ethnic only:
Germanicus/Drusus; Titus; Trajan; Marciana; Hadrian;
Antinoos; Antoninus Pius; M. Aurelius; Faustina Junior;
Lucilla; Commodus; Crispina; Septimius Severus; Caracalla;
Plautilla; Elagabalus; Annia Faustina; Aquillia Severa;
Severus Alexander; Philip I; Otacilia Severa; Philip II.
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C: COLOSSAE
ANE9HKEN + Name:
Hadrian: IEPQNYMO^ ANEeHKEN
OKT AIIOAAQNIO OYA ANEØH
AUOAAQNIO OYA ANEHKE
AIIOAAQNIO OYA ANE9HKEN
IEPQ ANE
IEPQNYMO ANEeH
EPQNY ANEO
OKT AIIOAAQNI OYA ANE
OKT AIIOMONIO OYA ANEØHKE
Commodus: II AlA KTHIKAH ANE9HKE
AIIOAAQNIO B TOY ZQIMOY AIOKPATOY ANEQHKEN
AllOMQNIO B ZQIMOY AIOKPATOY ANEHKEN
Septimius Severus: NIFPO F TEANHOPQN ANEØH
Second century-Seven: [
	
TE4ANH?]OPQN ANEOHKEN
Caracalla: NIFPO F TEANH4OPQN ANEHKEN
MENEKAH^ AI^ TEANHOPQN ANEØHKEN
Trebonius Gallus: AY MAKPIANO EllA TEANH4OPQN	 PA
ANE9HKEN
Office + Name (see ANEØHKEN):
Antoninus Pius: TI AINIO IAOIIAIIIIO^ 0 FPAMMATEY
I A011AII1IO FPAMMATEY
4IA011A]IIIO 0 FPAMMATEY
KA AKEPAQ^ APXQN
TI KA AKEPAQ APXQN
M. Aurelius: KA AKEPAQ^ APXQ
KA AKEPAQ APXQN
AKEPAQ APXQN
T AKEPAQ APXQN
EKAETQN APXQN
Commodus: TPATHF TQN IIEPI ZQIMON A 4IAOIIATOPA
Septimius Severus: MENEKAH B TEANHOPO
Name only:
Hadrian: KA EYFENETOPIANH
THIKAH
Time of Antoninus Pius: 4IAOIIAIIIIO
Ethnic only:
Commodus; Crispina; Time of Antoninus Pius; second half of
second century; time of Severus; Elagabalus; time of
Gallienus.
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APPENDIX VII: Greeks of the Upper Maeinder Valley with
Roman Citizenship
a: LAODICEA
Augustus: KOP AIOKOYPIAH
Claudius: ANTQ UOAEMQNO
Nero: FAJOY IIO^TOMOY
KOP AINEIA^
IOYAIA ZHNQNI
Vespasian: IOYAIO ANAPONIKO
Titus: FAIO IOYAIO KOTY
KAAYAIA ZHNQNI
Domitian: MA KOP AIOKOYPIAOY
Antoninus Pius: HO AIAIO AIONYIO
M. Aurelius: II KA ATTAAO
Caracalla: Eu H AlA IIIFPHTO
b: HIERAPOLIS
Claudius: M YIAAIO ANTIOXO
Nero: M ANTQNIO KAAO
TI AIONYIO
Vespasian: KOINTO KOP P0Y40^
M N AIIAO
C: COLOSSAE
Hadrian: KA EYFENETOPIANH
OKT AHOAAQNIO OYA
Antoninus Pius: TI AINIO IAoUAIfflO
KA AKEPAQ
M. Aurelius: KA ^AKEPAQ
T ^AKEPAQ
Commodus as co-Augustus: II AlA KTHIKA1-I
1 These names are taken from the coins and not the
inscriptions as they represent a finite group.
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APPENDIX VIII: JEPA YNKAHTO
a: LAODICEA
Time of Marcus Aurelius:
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO ANE8HKEN AAOAIKEQN Zeus Laodiceus standing
left and holding an eagle on his extended right arm and a
sceptre in his left hand.
Catalogue B 33.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: II KA ATTAAO [ANE8H AAOAIKEQN] Eagle with open wings
standing on two pieces of wood from a burning altar.
Catalogue B 34.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO (ANEHKEN) AAOAIK(EQN) Eagle flying left
over an altar.
Catalogue B 35.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO ANEØHKE AAOAIKEQ Asciepius standing and
holding a serpent-staff.
Catalogue B 36.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO AAOAIKEQN Dionysus standing right with his
right arm above his head and his left hand on the shoulders
of a satyr looking up at him while a panther at his feet
jumps to the left.
Catalogue B 37.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: U K ATTAAO^ AAOAIKEQN Cybele seated left between two
lions resting her left hand on a tympanum.
Catalogue B 38.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: (II K) ATTAAO (ANE) AAOAIKEQN Hades-Sarapis enthroned
to the left extending his right hand over Cerberus sitting
at his feet and resting his left arm on a sceptre.
Catalogue B 39.
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obv: JEPA ^YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: ATTAAO^ AAOAIKEQN Hades-Sarapis enthroned to the left
extending his right hand over Cerberus sitting at his feet
and resting his left arm on a sceptre.
Catalogue B 40.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: U KA ATTAAO ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Aphrodite standing
naked to the front holding her long hair in her hands with
a dolphin to the left.
Catalogue B 41.
obv: IEPA EYNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Men holding a pine cone
in his left hand and a sceptre in his right hand standing
with his left foot on a bucranium.
Catalogue B 42.
obv: IEPAN YNKATON Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: ATTAAO ANEØHKE AAOAIK A tree beside an altar on two
steps entwined by a snake.
Catalogue B 43.
obv: IEPA ^YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: ATTAAO EIIINIKION AAOAIKEQN Temple front with eight
columns.
Catalogue B 44.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO EUINIKION ANEHKEN AAOAIKEQN Temple front
with eight columns.
Catalogue B 45.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO EUTNIKION ANE8HKEN AAOAIKEQN Winged
Nemesis standing left.
Catalogue B 46.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: ATTAAO EHINIKION ANEH AAOAIKEQN Triformis Hecate.
Catalogue B 47.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO EIIINIKION ANE8HKEN AAOAIKEQN Zeus
Laodiceus standing left and holding an eagle on his
extended right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
Catalogue B 48.
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obv: TEPA ^YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: U K ATTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANE8HKEN AAOAIKEQN Zeus
Laodiceus standing left and holding an eagle on his
extended right arm and a sceptre in his left hand.
Catalogue B 49.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANEØHKEN AAOAIKEQN Tyche
standing left and holding a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm.
Catalogue B 50.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: II K ATTAAO APXIEPATEYQN ANEHKEN AAOAIKEQN Athena
helmeted and standing to the left holding an olive branch
in her right hand and resting her left hand on a spear with
her shield on the ground behind her.
Catalogue B 51.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the left.
rev: HPAKAEQTQN AAOAIKEQN OMONOJA City goddesses of
Laodicea and Heraclea leaning on sceptres with their left
hands and joining their right hands.
Catalogue C 10.
Time of Caracalla:
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEOKOP City goddess holding a statue of Zeus
Laodiceus in her right hand and a cornucopiae on her left
arm.
Catalogue B 61.
obv: JEPA YNKATOE Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEOKOPQN Winged Tyche-Pantheia standing left
holding a serpent and a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm with the wheel of Nemesis at
her feet and an ear of corn growing behind her.
Catalogue B 62.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEOKOPQN Tyche holding a cornucopiae on her
left arm and a phiale in her right hand with a burning
altar at her feet.
Catalogue B 63.
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obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN NEOKOPQN A boar and wolf seated back to back
with their heads turned to face each other.
Catalogue B 64.
obv: JEPA YNKATO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: AAOAIKEQN KAT IIEPFAMHNQN OMONOJA TO UH Zeus Laodiceus
holding an eagle and a sceptre stands facing Asciepius
(holding a serpent -staff?).
Catalogue C 22.
Time of Severus and later:
obv: IEPA YNKATO Laureate and draped bust of the youthful
Senate to the right.
rev: TRIUOAEITQN KAT AAOAIKEQN OMONOJA Zeus Laodiceus
holding a sceptre standing with Leto who is running and
carrying her twins, one on each arm.
Catalogue C 32.
b: HIERAPOLIS
Time of Trajan to Severus/Caracalla onwards:
obv: IEPA YNKATO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Apollo standing right and holding a
plectrum in his lowered right hand and a lyre on his left
arm.
Catalogue E 28.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Tyche standing left and holding an ear of
corn, poppy and a rudder in her right hand and a
cornucopiae on her left arm.
Catalogue E 29.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Athena holding a shield and a spear
standing with Hermes who holds a purse, caduceus and
chlamys.
Catalogue E 30.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Demeter standing left wearing a veil and
holding an ear of corn and a torch.
Catalogue E 31.
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obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN Athena standing left with a shield and a
phiale (?) in her right hand.
Catalogue E 32.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN Heracles standing with a club and the
pelt of a lion sacrificing at an altar.
Catalogue E 33.
obv: AEON YNKATON Senate.
rev: T A MAIANAPIO IEPAUOAEITQN Ares wearing a short
chiton and cuirass holding a spear and Nike Stephanephorus.
Catalogue E 34.
Time of Elagabalus:
obv: JEPA YNKATO Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Apollo standing right and
holding a plectrum in his lowered right hand and carrying
a lyre on his left arm.
Catalogue E 105.
obv: IEPA ^YNKATO Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Rape of Persephone by Hades
wearing a flying chiamys and holding a sceptre in a
quadriga of galloping horses.
Catalogue E 106.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Head of the youthful Senate.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Demeter standing with an ear of
corn in her right hand and a torch in her left hand.
Catalogue E 107.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN NEQKOPQN with AKTIA within a wreath.
Catalogue E 108.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN with UYØIA within a wreath.
Catalogue E 109.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Laureate and draped bust of the youthful
Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Athena helmeted and wearing a
long chiton stands left and holds a phiale in her right
hand and rests her left hand on a spear against which a
shield leans.
Catalogue E 110.
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obv: IEPA YNKATO Bare-headed and draped bust of the
youthful Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Hygeia enthroned left feeding a
snake from a phiale in her right hand and resting her left
arm on a cushion resembling the tympanum of Cybele.
Telesphorus is behind the throne.
Catalogue E 111.
obv: IEPA ^YNKATO^ Draped bust of the youthful Senate to
the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN Male figure wearing a cuirass
and boots and holding a branch and a double-axe.
Catalogue E 112.
obv: JEPA YNKATO Laureate and draped bust of the youthful
Senate to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN NEQKOPQN She-wolf suckling twins.
Catalogue E 113.
Time of the Philips:
obv: JEPA YNKATO^ Head of the youthful Senate to the
right.
rev: IEPAUOAEITQN K EEIQN NEQKOPQN OMONOJA Two empty
wreaths.
Catalogue F 21.
obv: IEPA YNKATO Draped bust of the youthful Senate bound
with taenia to the right.
rev: IEPAIIOAEITQN K EE^IQN NEQKOPQN OMONOIA Two prize
wreaths one with II and the other E.
Catalogue F 22.
c: COLOSSAE
Time of Gallienus:
obv: JEPA YNKATO Young male bust of the Senate to the
right with draped shoulders.
rev: KOAO^^HNQN Artemis the huntress in short chiton walks
to the right and holds a bow in her right hand and draws an
arrow from a quiver with her left.
Catalogue H 28.
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